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ABSTRACT

This ethnographic study examines the understanding of the concept of sex (pheet) among

university students in Mahasarakham province in northeast Thailand. Specifically, it describes

different categories of sex and related concepts, meanings associated with each, and how those

are communicated through social action.

Northeast Thailand has shifted away from an agricultural-based society to a cash-based

agro-industrial one. This, combined with the influence of a Bangkok-centered national elite and

international globalization, has resulted in an influx of new cultural knowledge and shifting

meanings related to sex, some reinforcing each other, others in conflict. Many of these conceptual

conflicts are located in tensions between tradition and modernity, local culture and Bangkok

culture, and Thai-ness and foreign-ness. At these points of tension, meanings are reinterpreted

and recreated.

This study relies on a variety of research methods including participant-observation,

interviews, and questionnaires, and thus is methodologically situated at a crossroads of qualitative

and quantitative traditions. This mixed method approach facilitates a broad understanding of the

concept of sex, including categories of sex, sex roles, and sex behavior.
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PREFACE

I began learning Thai in 1987 while participating in the University ofWisconsin's

College Year in Thailand (CYIT) program in Chiang Mai, in the North. During this year, I did

ethnographic research on prostitution, interviewing sex workers in the local brothels (DaGrossa,

1989). I was, and continue to be, interested in studying sex and gender-related topics because,

like eating, sex is a fundamental part of all cultures but has not been adequately studied. Sex as a

topic of study has been problematic for anthropologists in part because some expressions of it

occur in private, but also because of the cultural baggage we carry with us into the field.

What I knew about prostitution in Thailand intrigued me. Domestic (i.e., Thai for Thai)

prostitution is present throughout Thailand and is very similar from place to place. Even in

Bangkok, most of the women come from the North and Northeast regions. I began to look at

prostitution as a reflection of, and model for, sex roles in Thailand. The girls and women were

considered good daughters by many people, including their families. Yet they were engaged in a

practice that explicitly violated behavioral ideals for young women. Many of the women did not

tell their parents exactly what they did, though some of them thought they probably knew

anyway. I concluded that the value ofwhat they were doing was greater than the value of their

virginity and reputation. I now believe I was only partially correct. I failed to understand the

cultural values in play. The significance ofmaintaining appropriate social appearances to protect

social harmony facilitates the transition ofwomen from prostitutes to village wives and mothers

(Peracca, Knodel, & Saengtienchai, 1998). What for Americans would be a "lie" does not carry

the same meaning for these women. I only later realized this. The significance of the effort to

uphold a good appearance was lost on me. It wasn't simply a "lie" for self-preservation; it was the

appropriate action for social preservation. It allowed the girls, their families, and their villages, to

accept things and move on without causing conflict or loss of face. Is this also true in Isan? How

x



does it relate to the larger concept of sex? Does it facilitate the occurrence ofother kinds of

socially unacceptable sexual behaviors?

I arrived in Mahasarakham in 1989 to teach English at Srinakharinwirot University. It

was my first experience in Isan. The endless rice fields delineated by berms and village roads and

cut by the main highway were spectacular shades of gold and green. The small towns where the

bus stopped along the way felt downright lively after miles ofpaddies. I rode into Mahasarkham's

municipal district on an air-conditioned bus in the evening. It looked familiar, like Chiang Mai,

but smaller. I soon learned that there are many other differences.

Mahasarakham is small, largely rice-farming province in the middle of the northeast

region of Thailand. The Northeast is commonly known as "Isan" throughout Thailand, and it is

the preferred name locally. 1 It is the poorest, most rural, and most largely populated of the four

regions in the country.2 Isan is linguistically and culturally distinct from the rest of Thailand

though Isan people have a strong national Thai identity. People in Mahasarakham and throughout

much ofIsan speak "Thai-Lao," often simply called "Isan." It is a dialect of Lao and local

variations in vocabulary and pronunciation are found from province to province. Additionally, all

Isan people can understand Central Thai (called simply, "Thai"), the official language of the

country, and most can read, write, and speak it. 3

Isan has attracted fewer cultural researchers than the other regions of Thailand, though

notable ones include Keyes (1967), Lefferts (1993, 1997, 1999), and Tambiah (1973). Current

researchers working on sex-related topics here include Mills (1992, 1999) and Lyttleton (1999).

Much of the attention given to AIDS-related issue in Thailand has gone largely to the areas

1 The official name of the administrative region is phtiak tawano@k chiang nua (northeast region), though
one rarely hears this used in Mahasarakham unless being listed or compared to another administrative
region.
2 The other regions are central (surrounding Bangkok), southern, and northern (including the well-known
city ofChiang Mai).
3 Those who are not literate in Thai, are also generally not literate in Lao. Very few Isan people can write in
Lao and so use the Thai writing system, even when rendering Isan words.
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around Chiang Mai and Bangkok, the two epicenters for the HIV virus. This may be warranted,

since Isan has demonstrated lower rates of infection for HIV. In other areas, such as education,

Isan has, for various reasons, traditionally received less financial, political, and other attention

than the other regions.

I was only 22 when I first taught at SWU, the same age as some ofmy students, but the

differences between them and my classmates at Drew University seemed huge. Most of the

prostitutes I had talked to also fell in this same age group. At the time, there weren't many

anthropological studies of Thai and even fewer ofisan youth. Since then, researchers such as

Mills (1990, 1992, 1995, 1999), Lyttleton (1994, 1999), and Hesse-Swain (1992, 2001) have

contributed to the scholarship on Isan youth. Ethnographic studies of sex and gender most often

focus on adults. But in many countries, including Thailand, young adults represent the largest

segments ofthe population (East-West Center, 2002, p. 57-58). Thailand is just now easing out of

a "youth bulge," in which "20 percent or more of a population is in the age group 15 to 24 years"

(East-West Center, p. 57). With Srinakharinwirot University and seven other colleges in a small

area, Mahasarakham seemed an excellent location to study the sexuality of students.

My second trip to Mahasarakham was in 1993-1994 to conduct this research and teach

English at Srinakharinwirot University. Evidence of the government and non-governmental

organization sectors' excellent HIV and AIDS educational campaigns during the previous few

years was abundant. This is an excerpt from my field notes describing a parade on the King's

birthday, which falls near World AID's Day (December 1):

There were many banners and signs and kids wore skull and crossbones, needles,
whiskey bottles, and condoms on their heads like Burger King crowns. One kid
wore a cigarette .... There were kids dressed as HIV (scary, monster-like beings),
as AIDS, and as condoms. Blow-up condoms colored the parade like a spread of
party balloons. The Tesaban [municipal] group walked along in beautiful
phaasfn.4 The men carried 2 or 3 foot long wooden phalluses with condoms on

4 a sarong-like cloth worn by women
Xll



the ends. There were signs touting monogamy (rak diaw jay diaw5
) and family.

. . .. Even the little cmuban6 kids carried signs about condoms. Three or four boys
from Padungnari School dressed as women with big boobs wearingphiiasfn. As
they passed, the boys standing near me squeezed one ofhis [sic] boobs and asked
"aw mily?,,7 One of the odder parts was the band playing "When the Saints Come
Marching In." [field notes 12/5/94]

This particular selection highlights some ofthe many concepts related to sex that I observed

during this fieldwork: masculinity and femininity, marital relations, sexual behaviors, festivities,

family roles, health, and modernity. All these are sexed, and all contribute to an understanding of

sex in Mahsarakham. This study set out to delve deeper into the meanings of sex among

university students, whose experiences and opportunities are quite different from less educated

villagers. A more in-depth understanding of sex, particularly in this under-studied area, seems

important, especially given ongoing international interest in sex-related issues such as human

rights, women's rights, prostitution, and AIDS. I hope this study will contribute to this

understanding.

5 literally "one love, one heart," a popular expression suggesting faithfulness/monogamy
6 kindergarten
7 "Want (some of this)?"
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

This dissertation explores the meaning of the cultural construct sex (pheet) for students at

Srinakharinwirot University (SWU)! in Mahasarakham2 (see Appendix A for a description ofthe

transcription of language in this dissertation). My purpose is to uncover and describe what

students mean when they talk about sex, how they parse it into meaningful categories, and how

those categories are applied and experienced in everyday life.

Why Study Sex?

Sex has particular meanings in the United States (and other English speaking cultures),

some ofwhich are shared by other cultures, many ofwhich we regard as natural and/or universal.

Certainly, sexual behavior, namely copulation, is necessary to the reproduction of the human

species. Biological sexual categories, though arguably not entirely arbitrary, nonetheless are

culturally constructed in that their criteria and the meanings attached to them are defined variably

across cultures. Even in a single culture, meanings may vary geographically, temporally, and

based on differing social positions. In an ethnographic description ofvirtually any aspect of sex,

it would be wise for the researcher to first explain what is meant by "sex," or whatever

comparable concept or concepts exist in the culture under study.3

In the United States, what do we mean by sex? Is there a common definition? Does it

always mean the same thing? If one considers how people use the word sex, one probably

concludes that there are multiple meanings, or that sex has many different aspects. Not all of

these meanings are revealed in every use. Consider these uses:

1. Have you had sex?
2. It was difficult to determine the sex of the baby bird.

! Srinakharinwirot University (pronounced slinakharinwiroot) was renamed Mahasarakham University in
December 1995.
2 Mahasarakham is prounounced mtihiiasiiartikhaam.
3 The contributors to Ortner and Whitehead's 1981 volume take this approach, defining male, female, and
sex in different cultural contexts.



3. There is too much sex in that movie.
4. She oozes sex.

In example 1, and possibly 3, "sex" refers to a category of actions. It mayor may not

refer specifically to copulation, possibly even more specifically penile-vaginal copulation. In

example 2, it refers to different categories of organisms, including, though perhaps not limited to,

male and female. Example 3 may, in some instances, refer to more than a category of actions,

possibly including imagery or themes. The meaning of sex in example 4 is perhaps the most

ambiguous since it suggests that "sex" here is something non-tangible, a quality ofbeing or

ability to arouse. Variations on the word "sex" include sexual, sexuality, sexy, sexology, sexed,

transsexual, intersexed, sexism, sexaholic, and sexploitation. And the plethora of terms containing

these words such as sexual addition, sex kitten, sexual history, sex maniac, sex toy, oral sex, anal

sex, battle of the sexes, sexual battery, sex change, and sex education demonstrate the range of

uses to which the concept is applied. What, then, do we mean by "sex"? I would suggest that the

meaning(s) of sex depends on the context in which it is used.

The significance of interpretation ofmeaning was brought to the fore ofpublic discussion

during former President Bill Clinton's 1998 deposition in the Paula Jones case. Following the

deposition he stated, "I want to say one thing to the American people. I want you to listen to me. I

did not have sexual relations with that woman, Miss Lewinsky." He performed a clever, but not

unreasonable, semantic dance around the issue based on an ambiguous definition of "sexual

relations" negotiated by the lawyers. The President and Ms. Lewinsky had, as is now common

knowledge, engaged in fellatio and allegedly vaginal penetration with a cigar. Legal experts may

continue to argue about whether his actions were "sexual relations" as defined by the lawyers, but

no doubt many Catholic schoolgirls would adamantly support the notion that "sex" or "sexual

relations" refers specifically to penile-vaginal copulation. To do so ensures their own "good girl"

status when they engage in "everything but... " (see Kawanami, 2001, for a similar logic applied

by Midwestern girls in the 1950s). Sex is not simply categories of organisms based on
2



chromosomes, hormones, or genitals, or a category ofactions, or a condition that arouses erotic

feelings. It is all these and more. In U.S. culture, the concept of sex is linked to political,

emotional, moral, economic, and psychological cultural concepts. Though the purpose of this

dissertation is not to discuss the meanings of sex in U.S. culture, I mention them to illustrate that

the meanings of "sex" in my own culture are complex, context dependent, and somewhat

negotiable. They are also meanings that I, and other social scientists, carry with us when studying

other cultures, meanings that mayor may not actually exist in those cultures.

Meanings of "sex" in Mahasarkham are in some fundamental ways remarkably similar to

meanings of sex in the United States. But the intersections of those meanings with other cultural

concepts result in very different ways sex is played out and understood in social action.

Background to the Project

This project was carried out between December 1993 and December 1994 in the

municipal district (amphre muang) ofMahasarakham province. It was funded through a lO-month

Fulbright Junior Scholar research grant. I stretched the 10-month grant to 12 months to allow

adequate time to collect data. SWU Mahasarakham, graciously agreed to be my host, and my

advisor was Dr. Wajuppa Tossa of the Department ofWestern Languages and the Office of

Research and International Affairs.

Fulbright prohibits host institutions from assigning work to Junior Scholars. Regardless,

in communications prior to my arrival, I was asked to help the university by teaching English

classes. This was not unanticipated and I gladly agreed to teach two classes per semester.

However, I was assigned to four and at times taught five, including a weekend course for non

major Master's students (mostly in Thai) and a month-long stint substituting in an English

graduate course. To enhance my rather limited research time, I used my classrooms (with

permission from the Department) as opportunities to gather data. I am quite sure my experience

was not unusual for researchers in Thailand.

3



Srinakharinwirot University had, in 1994, a total of2,800 students (undergraduate and

gradute) in five faculties and offered certificate, undergraduate, and graduate programs. SWU

primarily serves Isan though a small percentage of students come from around the country. The

university's goals are, and have been, academic excellence with an emphasis on both "local

intellect and universal knowledge." The university encourages and supports the conservation of

Isan language, arts, and culture. The Northeastern Center for Arts and Culture is located on

campus and there are a number ofprojects and clubs in which students and faculty are involved.

University instructors demonstrate a keen awareness of the need to provide students with

educational programs with long-range opportunities. During my stay I participated in the

development ofprograms in tourism and gender studies within the Faculty ofHumanities. The

university is also responsive to the needs ofThailand. The International Relations office is very

active in bringing guest lecturers and students to campus, as well as in assisting instructors in

going abroad for advanced degrees. During my stay, SWU was involved in the Smithsonian Folk

Life Festival (and organized and sent an Isan group to Washington, D.C.), brought in Fulbright

scholars as guest lecturers, hosted a group of study tour students from Drew University in New

Jersey, and hosted two Australian students in short-term programs. Students at SWU are very

much aware of and in contact with the world outside ofMahasarakham.

Significance of the Study

This study is significant for several reasons. It is, to my knowledge, one of the few

studies to attempt to examine a broad ideology of sex in Thailand since the 1960s (Hanks &

Hanks, 1963). There has been research on particular groups, especially marginalized ones, and

specific aspects of sex and gender such as sexual behavior, family planning, and mothering, but

none look at the bigger picture of sex as does this one, though they all are part of the bigger

picture.

4



This study also contributes to the body of research done in the northeast region of

Thailand, known as Isan, which has drawn less scholarly attention than have the central and

northern regions, and to a lesser degree the South. Thai people share a national culture, but

regional, local, and ethnic identities also exist, resulting in some cultural differences within the

country. Research that contributes to understanding local cultural differences is important to

avoid drawing over-generalized conclusions.

Finally, an improved understanding of the meaning of sex for youth, such as the

university students in this study, will aid educators, policy makers, and medical and social

workers in creating more effective sex and gender-related programs for this age group. This

information may be particularly useful for those working to prevent HIV and other sexually

transmitted diseases. Epidemiological and sociological studies that focus primarily on behavioral

aspects of sexuality often lack cultural context. Knowing the social and cultural factors behind

behavior is imperative for making accurate comparisons, for example between countries and their

response to AIDS (Carael, Cleland, Deheneffe, & Adeokun, 1992). Behaviors may be the same in

two populations, but the reasons for the behaviors may differ. It is important to understand the

ideas and beliefs behind behaviors and the decisions that resulted in them. This study provides

some context for understanding the results of sociological surveys conducted in this area.

Social Background Against Which Meanings of Sex are Constructed

Students at SWU come largely from Isan, many from village farming families. But they

have different social statuses and are in different social positions from their parents and

neighbors. Their education level, and thus their potential for employment, exceeds that of fellow

villagers, many ofwhom completed only the sixth grade. Few plan to return to their home village

on any permanent basis. Precedent shows that a good number will pass the national teachers'

exam and be assigned to positions throughout the country. Others will get government jobs in

non-educational settings, and still others will be hired by private businesses in or near Bangkok.

5



They have been exposed to a wealth ofpopular culture and social options not available to

previous generations. The culture in which they live is much more complex. They are small-town

kids navigating a path somewhere between the world of their grandparents and the modern,

sometimes foreign world they see in TV shows, movies, books, magazines, and in the big city of

Bangkok. Globalization has brought to Mahasarakham cultural knowledge that wasn't present 30

or 40 years ago. Students are exposed to a wide range of, at times conflicting, sexual

discourses/symbols/concepts.

Ethnographic literature on Thailand has long noted differences between professed

cultural ideals and evidence of actual social behavior related to sex and gender (e.g., prostitution,

pregnancy out of wedlock). Thai culture has a remarkably high tolerance for what appear to some

outsiders to be incongruities. Girls are supposed to remain virgins until marriage, though groups

ofyoung women from rural villages migrate to cities to work in the sex industry. Abortions are

illegal, but women can obtain them at the local hospital. It is insufficient to write these examples

off as outliers or exceptions, because they occur with some regularity. How do students make

sense of them?

For years, these incongruities went relatively unexplored, though more recent research

has taken them up as central research issues (Chetame, 1995; Cook & Jackson, 1999; Mills, 1999;

Sittitrai, Phanuphak, Barry, Sabaiying, & Brown, 1991; Tannenbaum, 1995; van Esterik, 1989,

2000). One approach to examining these ostensible paradoxes is by distinguishing between

"culture" and "practice," or the parallel dichotomy "ideal culture" versus "real culture." Culture,

however, is not simply the sum of all ideals: It includes all socially recognized possibilities,

including those that are not generally favored. Culture (systems of symbols; shared knowledge) is

put into practice (social action) through interpretation. Thus, to gaina deeper understanding of

how members of a culture group go from a social rule, norm, or ideal, to a particular behavior, we

must learn how they interpret the rule, norm, or ideal. For example, students are in full accord

6



that abortion is wrong, but also suggest that it's the best course of action in some situations. To

make sense of this (since we presume it is sensible to the students), we must first look at how

students interpret pregnancy and abortion in different contexts. They are much less accepting of a

married adult having an abortion than an unmarried student. A number ofvalues and meanings

come into play here that must be understood to know the meaning of students' belief that abortion

is wrong. In some cases, no incongruity exists at all, but rather the observer fails to account for

the entire meaning in the situation. In other cases, genuinely conflicting discourses are present.

The society in which SWU students have grown up is a highly sexed and sexualized one,

though one that also has social rules defining appropriate expression of sex. Students'

understandings of sex and its associated concepts are set against a background ofvarious tensions

which can be source points for negotiation ofmeaning and culture change.

One ofthese tensions is between local Isan (Lao) culture and national Bangkok (Siamese)

culture. The area and people living in what is now northeast Thailand are historically and

culturally tied to Lao. Local Isan culture historically lacked well-defined sex roles and was

relatively open about sexual behavior. During the Isan Rocket Festival, for example, participants

enjoyed bawdy sexual banter and explicit sexual imagery. Sex was viewed as a natural part of life

and sexual satisfaction was an expectation for both the man and woman in a marriage. People

were expected to be discreet, but expression of sexuality was permitted in appropriate contexts.

From the late nineteenth century, the meanings of sex dictated by the Bangkok elite, who defined

the national culture, were rather different. Women's and men's roles became clearly defined and

sexual behavior was relegated to the male domain, resulting in a sexual double standard. But

SWU students are part of the nation and this national culture of sex is part of their cultural

knowledge. The centrality ofBangkok in the conception of the national Thai identity goes back to

the l800s when Bangkok and its administered areas were referred to as "inner towns" and those
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beyond, such as the Lao towns under Siamese control, were regarded as "outer towns"

(Breazeale, 1975, p. 32).

Another tension which exists is between tradition and modernity.4 At times, it

corresponds to the Isan-Bangkok opposition: Rural Isan is conceptually linked to tradition and old

ways of life; Bangkok is linked to modern thinking, consumer goods, and urban opportunities. In

other contexts, however, the opposition shifts to Thai tradition versus foreign (Western)

modernity. Here, Isan and Bangkok are subsumed under a broader Thai culture. The Thai way

may be seen as morally superior (e.g., students' disapproval of Western "free sex") or well

established and effective (e.g., Buddhism); but in other contexts, the foreign way may be seen as

preferable (e.g., the view of some female students about men's behavior). Globalization and the

proliferation ofmass media have exacerbated the tension between Thai-ness and otherness,

creating a mass of alternative ways to interpret values and behaviors. For young people in

Mahasarakham, sex communicates meaning about a multitude of concepts, including tradition,

modernity, childhood, adulthood, education, obedience to parents, independence, fun, suffering,

responsibility, hierarchy, ethnicity, and morality.

Sex and Gender in Mahasarakham

In the 1960s, anthropologists began differentiating between sex as biologically

determined and sex as socially influenced by using the term "sex" for the former and "gender" for

the latter, a distinction not recognized consistently by larger American society.5 This distinction

was not widely adopted and the two continue to be used interchangeably in many circumstances.

But still, sometimes only one or the other is appropriate. Gender, for example, never refers

4 Mills (1990, 1992, 1999) addresses the relationship of tradition and modernity to concepts of femininity
among young, female Isan migrants. The conflict her research revealed is one between Northeast "maidenly
modestly and virginal beauty" and modem, Western, consumer-oriented "seductive visions ofmodem
womanhood" found in Bangkok (p. 85).
5 Take, for example, the Hawaiian Humane Society's use of "gender" on their 2003 intake cards to indicate
whether an animal is male or female, or use of the term "sex roles" in anthropology to indicate social
activities assigned to males and females.
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directly to sexual behavior. And sex never refers to grammatical categories ofwords. Over the

years, sex has increasingly become associated with copulation.

In the academic world, scholars who work in sex/gender studies frequently differentiate

between the two (e.g., Butler, 1990;6 Cook & Jackson, 1999, p. 3; Fausto-Sterling, 2000; Mascia

Lees & Black, 2000; Rubin, 1984; Sanday, 198e; Suggs & Miracle, 1993). When distinguished

in this way, sex concerns biological and/or erotic aspects ofmale, female, and transgenderism.

Gender relates to the meanings society give to biological sex, often, but not always, mirroring the

biological categories. This separation of sex and gender can be helpful from a theoretical and

cross-cultural perspective, for example, in addressing the role ofbiology versus culture in the

construction of sex roles, a discussion that peaked in the 1970s, but which continues today (de

Beauvoir, 1953; Mead, 1935; Ortner, 1974; Ortner & Whitehead, 1981; Rosaldo & Lamphere,

1974; Schlegel, 1977, 1990). However, since about 1980, gender theorists have increasingly

viewed biological sex also as a constructed category, recognizing that it is not devoid of cultural

meaning (Fausto-Sterling, 2000; Meigs, 1990; Ortner & Whitehead, 1981). The separation of sex

and gender, in and of itself, is culturally biased. It arises from a particular cultural context and is

based on the assumption that biology is free from cultural interpretation.

Sex in Mahasarakham is a semantic field that overlaps considerably with my own notions

(derived from an educated, white, lower middle class, suburban South Jersey upbringing), but it

does not match up exactly. The way in which people in Mahasarakham (and Thailand in general)

categorize their world is different. The way in which they interpret and apply those categories is

different

In situations in which the anthropologist's culture and the informants' culture have similar

concepts, it is very important to thoroughly examine and understand the ways in which those

6 Butler does not utilize a sex/gender distinction, but rather analyzes their distinction.
7 Sanday makes the same conceptual distinction gender but more frequently uses the term "sex-role plans"
to refer to the cultural aspects of sex.
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concepts are made meaningful in social practice, in order to flesh out the differences and prevent

bias and assumptions from clouding analysis. The differences are sometimes subtle, but

significant.

In both the Thai and Lao languages, pheet is typically defined as both biological sex and

grammatical gender. It is not defined in dictionaries as behavior. Most students, however, first

think of sexual behavior when the term is raised out of context. For example, when asked what I

was researching, I usually replied, "I am studying about the subject of sex [pheet]." Almost

everyone initially thought I was studying about (erotic) sexual behavior. There are many terms,

both polite and vulgar, to indicate sexual intercourse. Those usingpheet include pheetsamphan

(sexual relations) and ruam pheet (literally to mix sex/es, or to have sex), both rather polite

forms.s One also sometimes hears "mii sek," borrowed from the English "to have sex." One time

when I was looking through Thai journals in the university library, I found one with a picture of

Michelangelo's statue "David," on the cover. A student had written across it in Thai letters, "sek."

There is noticeable borrowing of English words associated with the domain of sex. For example,

the Thai (and Lao) lexicon has no word for sexy. Students in Mahsarakham have borrowed the

English word "sexy" and use it to describe something or someone who exudes what we would

refer to as sexuality or sexual attractiveness. Perhaps because of that, sexy is most often used to

describe things that are modem and/or Western. Of course, their criteria for "sexy" differ.9 Even

when they use English words, the meanings are localized ones.

8 There is a rich lexicon for copulation as well as other sexual behaviors, from the euphemistic to the
vulgar. Students did not use vulgar terms in my presence since it would have been inappropriate. It is
agreed by most students that men use vulgar terms (e.g., yet, "to fuck") more than women, though I was
unable to veritY this. It can be said with certainty, however, that it is considered less appropriate for women
to use vulgar language than it is for men.
9 A fourth year, female English major exclaimed with delight upon my arrival at the university to pick up
my housemate on my motorcycle, "Ajaan, you look so sexy!" I had been working at home and was wearing
a loose-fitting, sleeveless, crewneck, cotton shirt and knee-length khaki walking shorts with socks and
sneakers. My appearance was not so much erotic as modem and Western. Western femininity, however, is
inextricably linked to sexual permissiveness, and consequently my appearance was "sexy."
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Pheet is also a way of categorizing organisms and language, as we do in English. There

are two primary categories of (human) sex: pheetyzng (female['s] sex) and pheetchaay (male['s]

sex).IO These are translated as female and male. These categories are based largely on one's

physical body -- some people are born pheetyzng and some pheetchaay. Of course, sometimes a

person is born with ambiguous genitalia or some other intersexed condition. These people fall

somewhere in between or in both categories and are referred to as kathrey, or hermaphrodites. I

recall a front page picture in a Thai language newspaper of a child of this type, posed spread-

eagled to display the perceived abnormality.

More common in everyday language than pheetyzng and pheetchaay are phuuyzng and

phUuchaay. PhUu means "person" and these refer to categories whose criteria are the social roles

one plays. II They are usually translated as girl or woman and boy or man (they are not age

restrictive). Normally, people who fall in the category pheetyzng, female, also adopt the social

roles of a phUuyzng, woman, and those in the category pheetchaay, male, adopt the social roles of

a phUuchaay, man; but not always. One may be what is conceptually a "male woman" or a

"female man" though it is not stated as such - they are also referred to as kathrey. Because

students' categories of sexual identity appear so similar to American ones, it is tempting to

assume that they convey the same meanings. As this study shows, they do not, at least not

exactly.

Though there is no word meaning "gender" in Lao or Thai, students' use ofpheet and

phUu in different contexts evidences a linguistic and conceptual differentiation between biological

and social sex that is also displayed in social practice. Americans have different terms, but

10 It is noteworthy that these categories are applied to humans only. Male and female animals are referred to
as tuaphUu and tuamia, respectively.
II Although another meaning ofphUu is "male," male is not regarded as the default or root, like it
sometimes is believed to be, or is accused of being, in English (e.g., man, woMAN, MANkind). PhUu
meaning "male" only refers to animals, never to people. It should be noted that m~e, the female counterpart
to the male phuu, also means "mother."
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inconsistently differentiate those tenns conceptually and show little differentiation in practice.

There is, for example, no nonnal or socially accepted ways to understand and categorize

transgendered individuals (who themselves distinguish between the biological body and the social

psyche; Fausto-Sterling, 2000, pp. 107-108).

Throughout my study I often use the word pheet, instead of sex, to remind us that that we

are not talking about the American concept of sex, but rather the students' concept. However, to

more accurately reflect use and meanings ofpheet, when I do use English, I use the tenn sex in

reference to erotic sexual behavior, biological categories, and social roles. I also use female and

male as glosses ofpheetying and pheetchaay, and woman/girl and manlboy as glosses of

phUuying and phUuchaay. In this way, explanations rely on local linguistic categories for

explanatory purposes.

Approach to Studying the Concept of Sex

To describe the meanings students attach to pheet, how they divide it into meaningful

categories, and how they apply those categories to lived experience, I adopted an approach

influenced by traditional ethnographic description, ethnographic semantics, and symbolic

anthropology.

Most helpful in clarifYing my approach were Michele Rosaldo's Knowledge and Passion

(1980), a semantic analysis of two Ilongot concepts, which are key to understanding headhunting,

and Malinowski's work on the Trobriand Islanders, particularly his semantic study ofthe

language ofmagic and gardening (1965) and his work on Trobriand sexuality (1929, 1955).12 I

also found the symbolic approaches of Clifford Geertz (1961, 1973) and Sherry Ortner to be very

infonnative, though in my own study I am not dealing so much with antecedent references of

specific symbols, but rather representations ofmeaning through social action and social

12 Malinowski's (1929) The Sexual Life ofSavages in North-Western Melanesia, though more on topic with
this study, is a straightforward descriptive ethnography, of remarkable detail at times but lacking the
intensive analysis ofmeaning found in Coral Gardens (1965).
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relationships. Because human social action conveys shared meanings to the social group, it is

symbolic in a broad sense.

To effectively address the research question "What does sex/sexuality mean for SWU

students and how is it expressed in their social lives?" I looked at sex (pheet) in terms ofboth

conceptual ideology and performance. It is at the intersection of ideology and performance where

contested areas of culture are negotiated, so it is necessary to look at both to understand the range

ofmeanings we encounter. Both Rosaldo (1980) and Malinowski (1929, 1955) focus on meaning

as evidenced in verbal discourse and experienced in social action.

To understand Ilongot headhunting, Rosaldo delves into the Ilongot construction of

emotion. Headhunting is both an expression ofand response to emotion, primarily passion (figet).

Liget is closely tied to knowledge (beya), which controls and shapes the expression of figet. As

she explains, passion and knowledge for the Ilongot are similar to the English concepts, but they

are not exactly the same. Passion, sometimes translated as anger, contains some elements of

anger, but belongs to a "unique semantic field" (1980, p. 22). To get at the underlying

meaning(s), she examines sentences in which the terms are used, as well as the social processes

and activities they describe.

In my previous research on domestic prostitution in Chiang Mai (DaGrossa, 1989), I

described the situation and was able to partially explain how, in a culture which emphasizes

female self-control and virginity before marriage, teenagers volunteer themselves or are sent by

parents to be prostitutes. But my analysis was incomplete, largely because I didn't pay enough

attention to the meaning of sex (both sexed social roles and erotic and reproductive behaviors) for

the people involved in prostitution, particularly indirectly related values and beliefs. In this study,

I also initially sidestepped this fundamental issue in favor of focusing on sexual behaviors. But I

later realized that before I could grasp the meanings in students' sexual behaviors (let alone find

an effective way to learn what they are), I needed to understand more about their conceptual
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domain of sex. Rosaldo's (1980) explanation ofpassion and knowledge are keys to understanding

the meaning ofheadhunting for the Ilongot. In my study, I attempt to explain key concepts which

help outsiders understand sex for university students in Mahasarakham.

Although this is not a symbolic study in the way usually meant in anthropology, it draws

on the work of Clifford Geertz (1961, 1973) and his student Sherry Ortner (1973, 1974; Ortner &

Whitehead, 1981).13 Geertz (1973) sometimes uses the term "symbol" in a broad way as anything

that conveys shared meaning about some other concept, object, action, emotion, or relationship.

Human behavior is "symbolic action" (Geertz 1973, p. 10) in that it conveys meanings that are

understood by the social group. A symbol here is anything that conveys collectively understood

direct or associated meanings. Ilongot headhunting does not represent passion (liget). But

headhunting has an association with and conveys information about liget. One might even say

that liget is the reason for headhunting, and so an understanding of liget is essential to

understanding headhunting. In this dissertation, I use the term concept, rather than symbol,

though I maintain that it functions much as symbols do for Geertz. Headhunting and liget are

related symbolic concepts because they each convey meaning about the other in contexts in which

they are associated.

Cultural concepts are subject to individual interpretation, but in general are collectively

imbued with meaning -- that is, they are culturally constructed. They are "produced, perceived,

and interpreted" by social actors (Geertz, p. 7) who in turn produce them to be perceived and (re)

interpreted by others. Because ofthis, they have the ability to develop new meanings. As contexts

change, meanings change. It is a regenerative process that can both reinforce and reconstruct

aspects of culture, thus, the "making" of sex is part ofthe "making" of culture, to borrow a phrase

13 Ortner also subscribes to practice theory (1989; see Bourdieu, 1977, de Certeau, 1984, Giddens, 1984,
Sahlins, 1981, on practice theory). There is some overlap between symbolic, semantic, and practice theory
approaches since cultural meanings are expressed through speech, nonverbal communication, and social
action.
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from Ortner (1996). It is a common observation by Thai and non-Thai alike that cultural change

is taking place around the domain of sex. Culture change involves the acquisition ofnew concepts

and/or new meanings associated with existing concepts. Different meanings are not only

produced over time, but over social space. People in different social positions may have different

interpretations of the same concepts since each views them from his or her own particular

perspective, limited by his or her position in the social organization. Thus, in cultures where men

and women occupy different positions within the culture, each may understand sexual concepts

such as male andfemale differently, at the same time that broader cultural meanings exist.

The meaning of cultural concepts, whether objects, actions, emotions, or relationships,

can only be understood in relation to other cultural concepts and categories, for this is how they

make sense to people within the culture (Ortner & Whitehead, 1981). In Rosaldo's study,

headhunting does not exist separately from passion and knowledge and must be understand as it

relates to them. Malinowski (1965) describes how Trobriand gardening activities are intertwined

with magical practice and meaning. For Ortner, symbols (Le., concepts) of sex do not exist in

isolation from symbols of, for example, prestige, wealth, or virtue. Social actors understand them

in relation to each other as they "are articulated through social behavior" (Geertz, 1973, p. 15).

Some connections between cultural concepts are more obvious than others, which is why it is

important for ethnographers to observe concepts in social context. Separating cultural concepts

from their social context results in a meaningless collection ofunrelated items. They must be

studied in relation to the social events in which they occur.

A symbolic (and in this case semantic) approach to sexuality is efficacious because it is

"particularly powerful in dealing with the tangled domain of gender problems" and directs the

dialogue away from (our own) naturalistic assumptions (Ortner & Whitehead, p. ix). In my

original study of domestic prostitution in Chiang Mai, my analysis was constrained by my

culturally biased assumptions, particularly about sex and morality. A conceptual approach, based
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on an exploration of the domain of sex, has allowed me to understand both prostitution and

student sexuality better. This approach also limits the temptation to look for gender determinants,

single factors in a cultural system that allegedly account for statuses ofgender.

Through an examination ofthe conceptual domain of sex, related concepts, the social

actions in which they are invoked, and the contexts in which individuals in different positions

communicate them, we can understand how social actors, in this case university students, make

sense of their sexed world.

Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 gives background to the study, describing Mahasarakham and Srinakharinwirot

University in greater detail. Mahasarakham and the University have changed since the study was

done. The University has added a second campus in another district ofthe province and the

student population has increased. New commercial, governmental, and residential buildings have

been erected throughout the city. I have not returned there to witness these changes; I have

received this information from friends at the University and from the Internet. The province

continues on a course ofmodem development as planned by the provincial administration. This

has certainly resulted in greater cultural complexity, though meanings of sex and concepts

associated with sex have probably not changed a great deal during my nine year absence. The

description and analysis presented here I believe apply today.

The literature review in Chapter 3 is grouped by research focus: history, household

organization, religion, marginal groups, and sexual behavior. These topics cover a large part of

the relevant research done in Thailand. It is important to note that there are differences between

the Northeast and other parts of Thailand, so it should not be assumed that features found in a

village outside ofBangkok are also found in Mahasarakham. However, the dominant Bangkok

culture permeates the entire country so many of these non-Isan studies are relevant and

applicable.
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Chapter 4 details the methodology of the study. A truly mixed-methodology was used

with the bulk of data coming from participant-observation, formal and informal interviews,

students' class writing, and survey questionnaires. Utilizing a combination of quantitative and

qualitative methods was quite valuable in that different research techniques resulted in different

kinds of information, which when considered together give a much richer picture of the meanings

of sex for students. The mixed methodology also helped to highlight assumptions made by the

researcher, confirm accurate understandings of the students' interpretations, and point out areas

that require further exploration. Methodological problems are discussed and include problems

with the research methods themselves, as well as problems arising specific to my situation as a

researcher and teacher.

Chapter 5 is an analysis ofprimary categories of sex. I first examine male and female as

major categories of sex, describing their similarities and differences. I then flesh out other

categories of sexual identity, including gays, lesbians, and transgendered people. The meaning of

each category is explored from the perspectives of students who position themselves within and

outside the categories. 14

Chapter 6 is devoted to the concepts that help us get at the meaning of sex for students in

Mahasarakham. Mobility and modernity affect everyone in Isan. The movement ofmen and

women to find jobs away from their home villages has had profound impacts on many aspects of

life, not the least ofwhich is sex and sex roles. Sexual discourse at a national level is heavily

influenced by the government and other elites in Bangkok. The meanings government agencies

arid their representatives attach to sex are powerful and have immediate and profound effects on

how people conceptualize sex. Laws and public policy provide written statements about sex that

carry with them the authority ofthe State. Public health agencies are longstanding authorities on

sexual behaviors. Schools are charged with the task ofproviding students the information they

14 To my knowledge, I spoke directly with no lesbian students, though I bring in other research.
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need to be successful citizens. However, perhaps the most effective purveyor of sexual meaning

is the mass media, some ofwhich is controlled by the government. Movies, television shows,

music, and magazines provide countless images for students to interpret. More traditional

expressions of and influences on sex include festivals and celebrations. They give a historical

sense of the role of sexuality, but also reveal some very modern aspects of sex. Incorporated in all

aspects of social life are three values that are discussed in this chapter: hierarchy, jay yen (cool

heartedness), and social harmony. Other values, such as modesty, are more obviously related to

the concept of sex, and are mentioned elsewhere in the dissertation. I cover hierarchy, jay yen,

and social harmony in some detail precisely because they are more easily overlooked.

Understanding how they impact sex is necessary to understand how students' concept of sex

differs from my own. Finally, an understanding of sex is not complete (at least in Thailand)

without giving attention to religion and moral action. Although Buddhism says very little directly

about sex, it structures moral thought and action in Mahasarkaham and so is essential to

understand sex, particularly in social contexts. It is also necessary to understand how students

interpret morality and moral action in order to see how sex, especially sexual behavior, is

different in Mahasarakham than in the US, although the meanings overlap.

The focus of Chapter 7 is how meanings of sex are expressed in social relationships. It

focuses on students' roles in the family and among friends. They are primarily sons, daughters,

brothers, and sisters and these roles have the greatest significance for most students. But I also

describe students' views ofhusbands, wives, mothers, and fathers, for university students are

approaching the age ofmarriage and have given thought to it. I also discuss relationships that

have some romantic component or long-term possibility, primarily those in which the participants

put themselves or their partners into the categoriesfsen (explained in the chapter), boyfriend, or

girlfriend. I describe the qualities they desire and avoid, and to a limited degree, sexual behaviors.
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Chapter 8, Conclusions, summarizes the findings ofthis study and some of the more

salient points. Students at Srinakharinwirot University have been sexually enculturated in a world

that is both locally traditional and globally modem. Their concept of sex is broad and complex. It

is insufficient to talk about traditional Isan or Thai culture as the source of their information, for

they have been exposed to a far wider range of cultural concepts. Their culture is a blend of local,

national, and international, traditional, and modem.

In this dissertation, I describe key concepts related to sex for university students in

Mahasarakham and expound in areas where they differ from my own. Like Malinowski, Rosaldo,

Geertz, and Ortner, I am looking at meaning and concepts. This is a study ofthe semantic field

we call "sex" in an attempt to fill in contextual meaning so we know what we're saying when we

talk about it in Mahasarakham.
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CHAPTER 2. MAHASARAKHAM, THE EDUCATION PROVINCE

Mahasarakham is located in the center of the Northeast region of Thailand. Though small

in area, it is home to seven colleges and one university, hence its nickname, the "education

province." Mahasarakham is one of the less affluent provinces in the country, and there are few

big city distractions for the many students who call it home, either temporarily or permanently.

The mttang, or municipal, district of the province has the appearance of a small town rather than a

city, with one main road lined with provincial government buildings, banks, and shops, and a

surrounding "downtown" area. In the more rural provinces, the mttang is typically the most

developed area, usually the governmental and business hub of a province. Mahasarakham sees

few foreigners save for guests of the university, a few U.S. Peace Corps volunteers, and a handful

of missionaries.' There is little impetus for the public to learn English and so little is spoken

beyond the borders of the university. However, people there are receptive to foreigners, especially

Americans, who are likely to hear "hello" and sometimes greetings along the lines of "hey, babe"

(which a young boy told me he learned from an English song) from various locals. It is, overall, a

clean, quiet, easy-paced town.

History

This dissertation describes the meaning of sexuality in a thoroughly modem context.

However, to understand sex in present-day Thailand, it helps to place it in some historical

context. It is particularly important here to understand the relationship between Isan and Siamese

Thai. Though unfamiliar to most foreigners, Mahasarakham has a history whose length and

significance are intimated by its frequent mention in ancient Lao/lsan literature and folktales. Lao

folktales combine elements ofmyth, history, and lessons for living. Remnants of this colorful and

sometimes grand past remain in the form of religious artifacts, partially reconstructed ruins, and

I Since this research was completed, Mahasarakham University has actively sought to increase the number
of foreign scholars at its campuses.
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old temples. Much of Isan's history is gleaned from oral tales since the only written records exist

on deteriorating palm leaf manuscripts, except for printed histories propagating the ideology of

the Kingdom of Thailand published in Bangkok.

In Kantarawichai district at Wat Putthamonkol (Putthamonkol Temple), there is a

standing Buddha image that dates from the Dvaravati period2 and is highly revered by

Mahasarakham people.3 The Chi River, the largest natural water source for the province, is

mentioned in several folk epics, as are local villages: "A village, Chiang Hian, about 5 miles from

the town ofMahasarakham, is actually mentioned in the tale ['Phadaeng Nang Ai,]"4 (Tossa,

1990, p. 1).

The land under Mahasarakham has at various points in history been part ofthe Lao,

Khmer, and Siamese empires, and has been impacted upon by a number of outside polities

including Punan, Chenla, Dvaravati, Khmer, Sukhothai, Lanna (northern Thai), Lan Chang (Lao),

and Ayudhaya (in approximate chronological order), though it remained relatively autonomous

(Keyes, 1987; Rogers, 1996). People of the region today are descended from Tai,5 Mon, Khmer,

Indians, Chinese, and Euro-Americans (Wyatt, 1982, p. 1). Evidence ofIndian influence appears

in about the 4th century A.D. (Rogers, p. 58), probably brought by traders. Buddhism, which

thoroughly permeates the culture, came to the region somewhere around the 7th century. It spread

throughout the region, eventually combining with local animistic beliefs and practices and firmly

entrenching itself in the daily life ofthe people.

2 The Dvavarati period existed from the 6th to 11th centuries when the Mon dominated the central region of
what is today Thailand. The Mon brought elements of Indian culture to the area
3 Legend says it was built by Thao Linthong to redeem his sin for killing his father, the ruler of
Kantarathirat. At Wat Suwanawas, Thao Linthong erected another standing image known as Pra Yun to
redeem the sin of killing his mother, Nang Buathong.
4"Phadaeng Nang Ai" (pronounced phaa deeng naang aay) is an Isan folk tale about a pair of star-crossed
lovers (a popular theme in Isan and Thai literature).
5 Tai refers to the culturally and linguistically related peoples who spread out over mainland Southeast Asia
starting about 1000 years ago. It includes the Thai, Shan, Laotians, Lue, Black Tai, and so forth (Wyatt,
1982, p. 2)
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Lao people moved into the region over a period of several hundred years beginning in

about the 14th century (Rogers, 1996, p. 152; Stuart-Fox, 1997, p. 12). By the 15th century, Isan

had become part of the Kingdom of Lan Chang, whose capital was Luang Prabang, in what is

today Laos (Wyatt, 1982, p. 82; Rogers, pp. 166-167). In the next century the capital of Lan

Chang was moved to Viang Jan (Vientiane) to protect it from the Burmese and in response to

changing interests in the region (Stuart-Fox, p. 12). At this time, Siam and Lan Chang made an

agreement delineating each kingdom. This agreement was marked in religious ceremonies by

each side (Breazeale, 1975, p. 3). Lao kings of this time were devout Buddhists who actively

promoted the religion. Isan remained part of Lan Chang until the late l700s when military

invasions by two Siamese armies forced the Lao into a new agreement giving them principality

status. They remained, however, to a large degree independent. Chaophraya Chakri (the leader of

one of the armies) later ascended the Siamese throne to become Rama I (King Yod Fa Chulalok,

reign 1782-1809) of the Chakri dynasty (Wyatt, p. 145). In the late l700s, King Rama I had

returned the Siamese govermnent and laws to a more consciously Buddhist orientation which had

been lost during previous reigns (Rogers, 1996, p. 189). He redefined the King as benevolent and

paternalistic, an image that continues today. Rama I's reign is generally regarded as the turning

point for Thailand towards a modem nation. It was also at this time that "the authorities in

Bangkok" became interested in the outer areas of the kingdom and began increasing control in the

region, mainly through deals struck with local lords (Rogers, p. 190).

After the death ofRama II (King Loet La Nabhalai, reign 1809-1824), Anuvong,

tributary ruler ofViang Chan, made a fmal attempt to take back Lan Chaang land and repatriate

Lao people (Breazeale, 1975,8-9; Stuart-Fox, p. 14-15). The Siamese responded and the

Anuvong retreated. The area now known as Isan was well under Siamese control a short time

later after Siam promised protection to local rulers in return for taxes and manpower. Siamese

leaders sought to fortify the eastern provinces and increase the power ofBangkok by bringing
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Lao people across the Mekong River and resettling them in what is now Northeast and Central

Thailand (Wyatt, 1982, p. 171). New cities were created and Siamese influence there increased.

Though the Isan area was part of Lan Chang for centuries, resulting in a large influx of

Lao,6 in reality, local farmers, were probably relatively unaffected by the turmoil of the governing

kings. Even after Siamese took control, local ruling families governed the region until the end of

the 19th century (Wyatt, 1982, p. 160). People ofthe area were ethnically identified with the Lao

across the Mekong River/ but in practice their political identification was with the local cities

and the lords who controlled them (Cohen, 1991, p. 68-69). The King's formal rule over the

region was minimal.

Throughout the 1800s, Western pressures and influence increased. Western influence on

both the Siamese nation and the northeast region grew significantly after the ascension ofRama

IV (King Mongkut) to the throne. He was an intellectual who was deeply interested in the

"scientific" mind ofthe West and actively cultivated relationships with Westerners.

During the latter part of the 19th century, King Chulalongkorn (Rama V) began to

transform Thailand into a modem nation state (see Bunnag, 1976, for detail about this period).

The Minister of the Interior, the King's brother Prince Damrong, was increasingly concerned

about the area after Siam was forced by French colonialists to give up control of the area east of

the Mekong River. In an effort to consolidate and unite the nation, Damrong responded by

dividing the country into five main administrative circles, which further divided into small units.

The local lords maintained their status during a transition period, but soon lost power and

influence to short-term bureaucrats appointed from the court at the Kingdom's center (Cohen,

1991, p. 70-71). It was at this time the region acquired the name "Isan"g because Damrong

6 Even now, more ethnic Lao live in Thailand than in Laos (Stuart-Fox, 1997, p. 15).
7 Mekong River is the standard English spelling used by the Tourism Authority of Thailand and other major
organizations. The Thai name is pronounced m~e (naam) khoong.
8 Isan is sometimes spelled Esarn or Isam. It is pronounced iisaan and means "northeast" in the Pali
language.
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refused to refer to the people as "Lao" (Cohen, p. 84). Despite political and educational reform,

Isan continued to lie somewhat outside the area ofnational concern because the central elite saw

them as "ignorant and uncultivated, to be treated with contempt" (Breazeale, 1975, p. 268, quoted

in Cohen, p. 73).

Chulalongkorn's son, King Vajiravudh (Rama VI, reign 1910-1925), built nationalism by

instituting the motto "Nation, Religion, and Monarchy.,,9 The role ofBuddhism in the state was

transformed from cosmologically legitimizing the King, to representing a national Thai identity.

This strengthened national identity made the neglectful treatment ofthe Northeast more apparent.

In the 1930s, dissent in the region was visible.

During World War II, the Free Thai movement in the Northeast waged guerrilla warfare

against the Japanese and the Bangkok government that supported them. After the war, Isan

representatives began to oppose the central government's economic and political discrimination

against the region, and between 1949 and 1952, several key Isan political figures were

assassinated. From the 1960s until the 1980s, Isan was a rich breeding ground for communist

insurgents. It was more "disaffection with the government in Bangkok and antagonism toward its

corrupt and haughty officialdom, than ... a strong identification with the ideology and the goals

of the insurgency" that drew Isan people into collaboration with the communist party (Cohen,

1991, p. 76). Attempts to deal with the communist insurgency in Isan militarily failed, so the

government turned to economic solutions.

Land in Isan had continued to be subdivided as the population grew, and usable land was

increasingly degraded. United States interests in the area led them to channel large amounts of

economic aid to the Northeast (and therefore into Thailand in general, which pleased the central

government). U.S. monies went toward infrastructure (most famously the Bangkok-Udon portion

9 "Nation, Religion and Monarchy" (chaat saasanaa phramahiiakasat) is an adaptation of the British "God,
King, and Country." However, as Cohen (1991) writes, it "probably unconsciously, expresses a
fundamental tension in the Thai political structure, as well as its mediation through religion" (p. 69).
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of the Friendship Highway which runs to Nong Khai), development programs, anti-communist

propaganda, and research (Cohen, 1991, p. 79-80). Ofperhaps greater impact were the four U.S.

military bases established in the region. Their economic and social effects, both upon creation and

termination, were tremendous. The infusion ofmoney and personnel resulted in increases in sex

workers and employment (for mostly men) in the mechanical and construction trades which

results in an able workforce for international employment. After the US withdrew from the

region, the insurgency continued. The central government then instituted more long-range

planning (still addressing the economic backwardness of the region). But the politico-economic

gap between Isan and the central region continued to grow and contributed to the migration of

Isan people to Bangkok in search ofwage work. The migrants sent money home, which

contributed some to the economy ofthe region. However, it also increased dependency on

Bangkok (Cohen, p. 82). Insurgency in the region all but disappeared after about 1980. Isan

continues to experience economic and related social problems.

Geography

At 5,289 square kilometers, Mahasarakham is one of the smallest of Thailand's 76

provinces (KKU, 2002). One can make the trip to Mahasarakham from Bangkok by tour (air-

conditioned) or public (not air conditioned) bus in about 7.5 hours. It is also possible to reach

Mahasarakham by plane or train via Khon Kaen,10 followed by a one-hour bus ride.

Mahasarakham province borders Khon Kaen to the west/northwest, Kalasin to the east/northeast,

Roi Et to the east, Surin to the south and Buriram to the southwest. It lies on the Korat Plain just

above sea level and is without major hills or mountains.

10 Khon Kaen is the second largest city in Thailand by area.
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Figure 2.1 Map of Thailand

The climate in Mahasarakham is subtropical and semiarid with three seasons: hot, rainy,

and cold. The rains begin toward the end of the hot season in May and fall through mid-October.

Rain can be unpredictable (increasingly so due to massive deforestation) and tends to be

insufficient for local crops. Come November, the temperatures drop and the rain all but ceases.

Days are hot, but the nighttime temperature can drop up to 20 degrees (Fahrenheit). In February,

the temperatures begin to rise again. Average daily temperatures can be as high as 93 degrees in

April, and as low as 71 degrees in November (Committee, 1994, p. 1-3).

Political Organization

The province is headed by a Governor, a representative of the King, appointed from the

central Ministry of the Interior, on rotating schedule of2-3 years in a post. The position of

Mahasarakham governor is usually seen as a light post, so that the incumbent can spend time on

other issues and education to make him/herself more eligible for rapid promotions (Lefferts,
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2003, personal communication). Each government ministry also has a provincial representative

appointed from Bangkok.

The province is divided into 10 amphre (districts) and one king amphre (branch district).

The amphre are further divided into tambon (neighborhoods), and the tambon into muu Man

(villages). In the municipal district (amphre mttang), where this research took place, people tend

to use either the amphre or muu Man names to identify places. I did not even know the tambon in

which I lived until I read it on my first electric bill. Within the amphre mttang, specific locations

are often described as being "near X."

The municipal district tends to be the busiest, most densely populated, and most

urbanized district in each province. In Mahasarakham, the population ofthe municipal district is

265 persons per square kilometer, compared to the provincial average of 174 persons per square

kilometer. In January 1994, the population ofthe municipal district was 147,500, with slightly

more women than men (Committee, 1994, p. 1-15). It lies around a main strip ofbusinesses and

government buildings on Nakhonsawan Road. All of the colleges and the university are located

off of this main road. The police station, electric company, water company, main post office and

city and provincial offices are all located within a few blocks of the market. Additionally, there is

a small branch post office located at the University. There are two movie theaters near the market

that show Thai movies and foreign movies dubbed into Thai.
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Figure 2.2 Map of Mahasarakham province

All public services are controlled on a national level from Bangkok and managerial

appointments come from Bangkok. Thus, the provincial police are part of a national police force,

subject to the control and policies of the Central government. There are one provincial police

station and 13 district stations. Police in Thailand have a reputation for corruption and self-

serving actions. Since about 1993, they have actively been trying to improve their image by

publicly demonstrating less tolerance for corruption. In Mahasarakham, police do not have a

particularly bad reputation among the general public, despite a noticeable difference between

"official policy" and actual practice. Indeed, several officers went out of their way to assist with

this research. I was interested in learning about sex-related crimes as they might related to

students' lives.

Reports indicate that there is little serious crime in Mahasarakham, and that as of 1992, it

was not increasing significantly (Mahasarakham, 1994,2-16). By far, the most common crime in
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the province is gambling/1most forms ofwhich are illegal in Thailand (there is a legal lottery),

but is a favorite pastime just the same. In general, police do not get involved in any sex-related

crimes unless a complaint is filed, and very few are reported.

Health care is overseen by the Ministry ofPublic Health, which is administered and

controlled out ofBangkok and represented locally by the Mahasarakham Provincial Public Health

Office. The care facilities in the province appear sufficient to address local needs. The main

hospital, part of the national system ofpublic hospitals, is just down the street from the

department store and offers adequate general care. In addition, in every district of the province

there are health educators, also part of the nation-wide system, and village public health

volunteers. There are private medical clinics throughout the district where care can be gotten for a

manageable fee. There are three traditional pharmacies and 17 modem pharmacies, purveying

western medicine. Drugs, from heart medication to birth control pills, can be obtained easily.

There is no shortage ofmedical information or supplies. The number one disease in the province

is respiratory illness followed by digestive disorders and infectious diseases. The number one

killer is cancer (all types) followed by heart disease and heart failure, and diseases associated with

the liver. AIDS was not a major killer during the time of this study. In 2000, the AIDS case rate

in Mahasarakham was 9.26 per 100,000 people, relatively low compared to other provinces in the

country.12 Overall, Thailand has a rather low population growth rate (about .95%) due to the great

success of its family planning programs (CIA, 2003). This is true in Mahasarakham, too, though

its birth rate is normally slightly higher than the national average. Family planning is one's civic

duty in Thailand and the national family planning policy is posted prominently in front ofthe

public health building:

11 There were 770 individuals charged with gambling in 1992 for playing the underground lottery. There is
a legal lottery (the only legal form of gambling), though it is reputed not to pay as well as the underground
lottery.
12 E.g., in the Northeast, Khon Kaen province's AIDS rate is 20.82, Loei's is 20.87; and in the North,
Chiang Mai's is 27.76, Lampang's is 84.59, and Phayao's is 136.55; in the central region, Nakhon Pathom's
is 47.7, Samut Sakhon's is 51.08, and Samut Prakan's is 22.70 (per 100,000 people)
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1. Each family should have not more than 2 children.
2. The first child and second child should be at least 3 years apart.
3. Mothers should have their first child when they are not younger than 20 years old.

To practice good family planning is to be a good Thai and most students express a sincere belief

that the policy is a beneficial one which they plan to adhere to.

Telephone and electricity availability in the province is quite good, though one may need

to go to a neighbor's house to use a telephone. There is a shortage ofland lines, but handheld

phones are available. When I signed up for a line for the new townhouse I was living in, I was

told I was number 56 on the wait list and that there would probably be a 2-year wait. Many

people rely on public phones and some stores and private homes offer telephone use for a small

fee (usually five baht13 per local call).14 In 1993,92.2% ofhomes in the province had electricity.

Those who can afford it (mostly businesspersons and civil servants) might also have a gas-heated

shower, air conditioning, or a satellite dish. Drinking water is usually quite pure and is carefully

controlled at the household level by collecting rainwater, sometimes additionally boiling it.

Economic Activities

Despite increasingly deforested land and salinized soil throughout the Northeast,

Mahasarakham remains primarily a farming region. Approximately 75% of the land is used for

growing rice and other crops including cassava, tobacco, factory sugar, peanuts, soybeans, jute,

vegetable plants, and fruits. 15 but the soil is sandy and lacks organic compounds. Land previously

designated for growing rice is slowly being converted to more lucrative crops such as vegetables

and soybeans (Committee, 1994, p. 4-16). The best rice producing land is located along the Chi

River, as well as along a number of smaller creeks that run throughout the province. These

waterways are primary sources ofwater for agriculture as well as general consumption. To

13 $0.20. At the time ofthis research, 25 baht = $1.00 us. This was before the Asian economic crisis of
1996-1997 that significantly weakened the baht.
14 Since the time of this study, it has become popular for people to set up tables and rent cell phone usage
for 2 baht per minute.
15 Agriculture is the primary occupation of 89.34% ofpeople in the province, however, it accounts for only
28.68 percent of the total value ofproduction (Mahasarakham, 1994, p. 4-4).
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increase the water supply, the government has also built a number ofwater collection and

irrigation projects to provide water for the province (Committee, p. 1-11). Both the natural and

manmade water systems serve as popular recreation areas for picnicking and swimming. Students

enjoy grilling chicken along the Chi River or hanging out with friends, snacks, and a guitar at

Kaeng Loeng Chan (a reservoir/park; see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3 Kaeng Loeng Chan

Most of the forested land in Mahasarakham is located in national reserves. Ofthe

254,321.25 ray16 (99,185 acres) ofland previously considered forest, 246,062 ray has undergone

changes in its condition such that only 8,250 ray remains truly forested, or less than 1% of the

entire province. This deforestation is believed to have contributed to the unpredictable weather

patterns and long-term drought, exacerbating the already disadvantaged economic situation of

farmers.

Mahasarakham produces only 4.20% of the entire Northeast region's revenue and ranks

12th out of the 14 provinces (Mahasarakham, 1994, p. 4-1). Growth industries include banking,

insurance, real estate, electricity and water, factory production, and construction. Though not

listed by the provincial government as a growth industry, education also clearly brings much cash

and economic support to the province. Mahasarakham is very much a "college town." The

provincial authorities indicate that Mahsarakham is changing from an agricultural base to a

16 1 ray = 1,600 square meters or .39 acres
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commercialized consumer economy. Since completion of this fieldwork, these industries have

continued to grow and new houses and businesses stand where there were once rice fields.

Mahasarakham's industry is very small-scale. Some factories don't even have so much as

an enclosed building. One just-opened brick factory, owned by an Srinakharinwirote University

(SWU) professor, consisted of a large field, basic equipment, and two tarp-covered structures.

About a dozen day laborers dug, shaped, and dried bricks out in the open. The total number of

factory workers in the province was 5,498, in 2,621 factories (Committee, 1994, p. 4-33). This

illustrates how small most enterprises are, and most of these (94%) engage in agricultural-related

production, such as rice mills. An additional 4% of the factories produce goods and services for

local consumption such as concrete, ice, and bricks (Committee, p. 4-33).

Some household industries have brought moderate economic success to villages. The

most notable is textile weaving including cotton, silk, and phaa khit. 17 Nong Khuen Chang

village, about 11 kilometers from the city, has a successful textile cooperative which has been in

place for over 20 years. They produce textiles for sale largely around Isan, but also to Bangkok.

Isan is renowned for its uniquely patterned cotton and silk, especially ikat, known as matmii. Silk

production is a viable local industry and 194 villages in Mahasarakham grow mulberry trees for

use in silk production (Committee, 1994, p. 4-24), the majority for personal use. Silkworms feed

only on mulberry leaves, and the silk is spun from the cocoons of the silkworm larvae. Raw silk

which is sold is bought by hawkers who come into the villages, or is taken into districts such as

Borabue and Wapipathum where there are markets that send to silk factories in Khon Kaen

province. In addition, some women produce surplus cloth to sell to local women who don't

weave.

Other household industries supporting villages can be found in "Mat Village" (Baan Sit

a), famous for its reed mats; and "Pottery Village" (Baan M86) which has dug, shaped, and fired

17 phila khit is a supplementary weaving technique that can use silk, cotton, or both.
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clay vessels for generations (Lefferts & Cort, 1997). They do these in addition to fanning rice. In

both villages, the artisans are almost all women. Men take greater responsibility for fanning,

though each assists the other to some degree. In Baan Moe, men are proud of their wives' pottery

work and help to fire the pots in the evenings.

Cows and water buffalo can still be seen grazing on grasses along the roads of the

municipal district. I watched a woman graze her three buffalo in the field next to my house daily.

Figure 2.4 Woman grazing her buffalos

Animals were grazed on the strips of grass fronting the university from dawn until dusk, and on

many public grassy areas. The most important animals raised are cows, buffalo, pigs, ducks, and

local chickens. The number of animals sent out of the province has nearly doubled in the last 3

years while the number brought in has declined. The amount ofmeat and leather sent out has

similarly increased. There is also much fishing, primarily for family or local consumption.

Tourism is still in its infancy in Isan, and during this research, I encountered no genuine

tourists, except for those I invited. Tourism was part of the provincial development plan in 1994,

and Mahasarakham's exposure outside ofIsan has increased, particularly due to the efforts of

Mahasarakham University at which students can now study English for tourism. The World Wide

Web has also facilitated the promotion of Isan historical sites and cultural features, especially

among tourists who wish to travel off the beaten track.
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Schools

Mahasarakham is known as the education province for good reason: In academic year

1993, there were 651 public schools, 15 private schools and 443 other educational facilities

However, the presence of so many educational institutions does not necessarily reflect the

educational level ofthe province. The provincial government estimates that of all school-aged

children in the population, only 52.5% were able to enter schools: 98.6% of elementary-aged

children, 64.7% ofjunior high school-aged children, 24.6% ofthose 15-17 years old who could

attend regular high school or vocational school, and 8.6% ofthose old enough to attend college or

university (Committee, 1994, p. 2-6). Improving the educational level of the province is a major

component of the provincial government's development plan. (As with all other public agencies,

the educational system is a creature of the national government, controlled by the Ministry for

Education. All public schools are, fundamentally, controlled from Bangkok and their curricula are

set at a national level.) The provincial government recognizes that in order to develop business

and industry in Mahasarakham, the populace must be educated at least through high school. Their

efforts, and a general belief that education is important in the modem world, have had positive

effects. Children in Mahasarakham are more educated than before. Between 1993 and 1995, the

number of students estimated to be finishing their education at grade six (the national compulsory

minimum) declined, and those finishing junior or senior high school, vocational school, or

college, increased. The provincial administration expects this trend to continue through the next

several years (Committee, p. 2-7).

The post-secondary schools in or near the city district include Srinakharinwirot

University (Mahasarakham University since 1995), Ratchamongkhon College (an agricultural

college), Mahasarakham Vocational College, Mahasarakham Technical College, Mahasarakham

Nursing College, the Physical Education College, Mahasarakham Teacher's College, Rachaphat

Institute (focusing on community development), and Khanasawat School. There is a heavy
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concentration of students in the area with over 2,800 at SWU alone (for a breakdown of

undergraduate students, see Appendix B).18

Srinakharinwirot University was originally established in 1968 as the Mahasarakham

College of Education. In 1974, it was granted university status as a branch campus of

Srinakharinwirot University (also known as Prasanmit because of the location of its main

campus) whose administrative center was located in Bangkok. On December 7, 1994, just days

before I departed, His Majesty King Bhumibhol Adulyadej approved the Mahasarakham

University Act, granting the university independence from the SWU system.19 The university's

goals are, and have been, academic excellence with an emphasis on both "local intellect and

universal knowledge." The university has a strong Isan identity and encourages and supports the

conservation of Isan language, arts, and culture. The Northeastern Center for Arts and Culture is

located on campus and there are a number ofprojects and clubs in which students and faculty can

get involved. SWU primarily serves Isan though a small percentage of students come from

around the country. The university staff demonstrates a keen awareness of the need to provide

students with educational programs with long-range opportunities. During my stay, I participated

in the development ofprograms in tourism and gender studies within the Faculty ofHumanities.

The university is also responsive to the needs of Thailand. The International Relations office is

very active in bringing guest lecturers and students to campus, as well as in assisting instructors

in going abroad for advanced degrees. SWU organized and sent an Isan group to Washington, DC

for the 1994 Smithsonian Folk Life Festival, brought in Fulbright scholars as guest lecturers,

hosted a group of study tour students from Drew University in New Jersey, and hosted two

Australian students in short-term programs.

18 This number includes undergraduate, graduate, and special program students. With the addition ofa new
campus in Kantarawichai district (tambon Khamriang) and new faculties, the student population has since
increased to over 12,000 students (MSU Web site, 2002). There are also two information technology
campuses in Nakhon Phanom and Udonthani provinces.
19 In this paper, the university is referred to as Srinakharinwirot University (SWU). It was its status at the
time the research was conducted.
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Religion

The majority of Mahasarakham's population is Buddhist, though a small number follow

other religions, including Christianity. Thais follow the Theravada Buddhist tradition, typically

combined with astrology, magic, and animism. In Isan, as is true in many of the less urbanized

parts ofthe country, magic and animism are especially common. Isan people find no conflict

between these supernatural practices and combine elements of each in their worldview.

Traditionally (that is, for several hundred years before the mid-twentieth century), village

life centered around the village temple. The central role of the temple inevitably tied people's

lives to religious practice; it was a part of every villager's daily life. Modem Isan people,

particularly those in more urbanized areas, have disparate levels ofparticipation in religion.

Buddhism continues to pervade daily life in Mahasarakham, but in less obvious ways. Giving

alms to the monks (one form of "making merit"), for example, is something relatively few people

do on a daily basis, mostly elderly women. In the past, it was a part of daily village life,

especially for women. Nowadays, those who work nine-to-five jobs are not well represented

among those waiting on the side of the streets in the early morning hours to give alms. Few see

the monks walk quietly by with their alms bowls, receiving rice, oranges, and other food from

devotees. Giving alms is increasingly an activity done on special occasions such as on religious

holidays or birthdays. Monks confirm that the number ofpeople coming to temples is much lower

than in decades past. Hence, monks are more reliant on themselves than on laypersons to care for

their needs and the needs of the temple. The practice ofBuddhism has changed in conjunction

with new social situations. The way farmers practice Buddhism is different from the way

merchants, civil servants, or students practice it. Members of each different group, including

different genders, think of themselves as having different potentialities and different goals.
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Figure 2.5 Electric incense at Sala Keo Kou in Nong Khai province

Despite changes in religious practice, people in Mahasarakham profess to be devoted

Buddhists. A modem, increasingly urban lifestyle has reduced their participation in religious

activities, but Buddhist values and worldviews remain strong.

Isan Identity

Isan is, in part, culturally distinct from the rest of Thailand. It shares some cultural

features with Laos and Cambodia, as it was at different times part ofthe Lao and Khmer

kingdoms, and most residents speak Thai-Lao (Isan) and a small number speak Khmer. Khmer

influence is most noticeable in those areas bordering Cambodia. Mahasarakham is more

culturally tied to Laos. Isan dialects vary from area to area, both in pronunciation and vocabulary.

People are familiar with the variations and can adapt easily from locale to locale. Isan is spoken

in most homes, particularly among families which are more rural, less educated, and/or have a

strong Isan identity for whatever reason. It is the language of daily communication and

conversation, the "mother" and market language."

Isan people, as descendants of Lao and as citizens of Thailand, frequently refer to the

Thai-Lao relationship as ''pen phfi nefJng kan" ([we] are siblings). Generally, Thai see themselves

as phfi (elder sibling) and the Lao as nefJng (younger sibling). This symbolizes not only their kin

like connection, but also the superiority of the Thai, for the Thai are nearly always thought of as
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the elder (and thus superior) sibling.2o The long-time conflict between Thai and Lao is partly

responsible for the ambiguous identity of Isan.

Isan people continue to identify with Lao culture, and other Thai, especially central Thai,

likewise identify Isan people with Lao. This means the negative stereotypes and disdain that

central Thai have for Lao are also directed at Isan. Ngaosyvathn and Ngaosyvathn (1994) cite a

Singapore newspaper article which reported former Prime Minister M. R. Kukrit Pramoj, who in

1989 opposed a pending visit by the Thai Princess to Laos, as saying the Lao were a "barbarian

culture" who would not know how to properly receive a Thai princess (p. 3). Isan people are often

described in "country bumpkin" type terms. Traditional staple foods, glutinous rice and plaa deEk

(raw, fermented fish) are also put down by Central Thai, though they remain for Isan people a

significant part of their identity. An affirmative response to the frequently posed question, "Can

you eat sticky rice?" is likely to elicit happy exclamations. Although glutinous rice has been

cultivated all over Thailand, over the last few hundred years, it became associated with the poor -

people who require the additional calories to make up for a smaller consumption of expensive

meat and vegetables. Furthermore, white rice is eaten with utensils, while glutinous rice is eaten

with the fingers, a practice many in Bangkok find uncivilized and unclean. The kind ofrice one

eats symbolizes not only one's regional status, but also one's economic and social status

(Ngaosyvathn & Ngaosyvathn, 1994, p. 17-30).

These disparaging views ofIsan may be changing. Some Isan foods, such as sam tam

(green papaya salad, also traditionally eaten in the North) have been appropriated by Bangkok

and glutinous rice is now popular among foreigners, giving it a boost in status. And though the

kEen, a traditional Isan wind instrument, was once regarded as primitive, in recent years, Isan

music has received national attention. Award winning literature and popular music and films have

20 The people and government in Laos, on the other hand, favor a more neutral description of the
relationship as "Man May httan khiang," or neighboring countries (Ngaosyvathn & Ngaosyvathn, 1994, p.
1-16).
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also emerged from the area, bringing more positive national attention.21 Isan people carry with

them both a strong cultural pride and feelings of inadequacy and inferiority that have been

directed at them by the central government and other Thais, directly or indirectly, for decades.

Their consciousness of their national economic and social status has contributed to their

disadvantaged position (Keyes, 1983).

Isan people are, perhaps first and foremost, Thai. Because of their Isan-ness, rather than

in spite of it, they possess a strong sense ofpatriotism. As do other Thais, they say they love the

King and value good citizenship. All Mahasarakham's people are bilingual in Isan-Lao.22 Central

Thai is the official language of Thailand and so is used in virtually all government-related

contexts including television, radio, and schools. Most people in Mahasarakham are literate using

the Thai alphabet, but not the Lao alphabet. The Isan language is actually Lao, but referring to it

as "Isan" conceptually differentiates its speakers from their Lao neighbors, thus contributing to

the Thai-ness ofIsan people. However, their Isan identity differentiates them from other Thai.

These differences within the Thai citizenry confer different statuses. When non-Isan people I

encountered in Bangkok learned that I was living in Mahasarakham, the most common reaction

was "Why do you want to live there?,,23

Government attention and investment have generally come more slowly to Isan than the

other regions. Isan has welcomed it. One SWU professor and proponent ofIsan culture told me

that Isan people are practical and not afraid of change. They take what is good from other places

21 Boontawee's (1976) Child ofthe Northeast won a SEAWRITE award in 1979 and was made into a
highly regarded movie. Moo lam, a traditional style ofIsan music, is now played on national radio and
television (Hesse-Swain, 2001). lira Malikul's film "Mekhong Full Moon Party" (15 Kham Thtan 11) was
the first to use Isan as its primary language; it was subtitled in Thai (Thongkongtoon, Wiwattananonpong,
& Malikul, 2002).
22 I speak Isan very poorly, but had no problem communicating using Thai. Some older people do not speak
it clearly, but they can use it fluently.
23 Northerners, who are viewed more favorably than are Isan people, are not as critical ofIsan as central
Thai, most likely because Isan and Lanna (the North) are historically connected. Lanna (the northern
kingdome) was also taken over by the Siamese, but the transition was eased by alliance-building strategies
such as royal marriages.
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and leave what is bad. As are most Thai, Isan people are enthusiastic about developing the

country. They value progress, modernity, high technology, and the education required to achieve

them. Declining agricultural productivity throughout the twentieth century fed a desire for the

economic success associated with Bangkok and foreign countries such as the US.

Current efforts to prevent the complete absorption of Isan culture into the national Thai

culture have included various projects and programs to revive local arts and create a positive Isan

identity. Srinakharinwirot University has done much toward this goal, particularly through the

Research Institute ofNortheastern Arts and Culture. Also, Dr. Wajuppa Tossa ofthe Department

ofWestern Languages initiated a story-telling festival shortly after this research was completed.

She teaches Isan folktales to her students who then bring them to local schoolchildren. Her

storytelling camps have inspired parents and children to take an interest in Isan history and

culture. She aims to change the environment of schools to more reflect local language and

culture, both to preserve the language and to promote pride in identity. Dr. Wajuppa travels the

world telling Isan stories. In 1994, SWU gathered and sent a large contingent ofIsan artisans and

musicians to the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in Washington, DC. These projects have brought

national and international attention to Isan and with it a certain amount ofprestige. They have

also strengthened a sense ofpride in Isan identity.

Modern Mahasarakham

Although the Isan region and people are still thought ofby many Thai as undeveloped

and unsophisticated, Mahasarakham is in fact a very modern province, that is, if one defmes

modern by criteria other than the number of department stores and American fast food

restaurants,z4 There are banks, automobiles, and offices with computers. Theaters show movies

from Bangkok and abroad. The university offers degrees in disciplines ranging from educational

psychology to food technology. Cellular phones were present in 1994, in even larger numbers

24 Mahasarakham has only one department store, SermThai, and there is no McDonald's or Kentucky Fried
Chicken (though there is in Khon Kaen, 1 hour's bus ride away).
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now. These signs ofmodernity are, of course, far more noticeable in the municipal district than

elsewhere. Still, even in farming villages, this is not the Mahasarakham ofthe students'

grandparents.

The Thai government has strived for the last hundred years to modernize the nation.

Being modem is not a denial of Thai-ness, but is in itself part of a Thai identity. In Isan, a

government policy ofmodernization and development has been aided by large numbers ofyoung

people migrating (often temporarily) to Bangkok in search ofwork to a) provide for themselves

and their families and b) fulfill a desire for improved personal status (Mills, 1999, p. 13). These

workers send money home to their families and return to their hometowns for short trips. In

addition to money, they bring with them urban desires, consumption habits, goods not available

locally, and social problems. There are 19 bus companies that pass through the province to and

from Bangkok, including both government busses and private tour busses. Travel between

districts and provinces is also facilitated by a tremendous increase in the number ofmotorized

vehicles on the road.25 People in Mahasarakham are more mobile and exposed to more new things

than ever before, and they are having to integrate the new with the old.

25 From 1991 to 1992, the number of registered passenger cars increased by 23%, motorcycles by 25%
(Mahasarakham, 1994, p. 3-4).
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CHAPTER 3. OTHER RESEARCH ON SEX AND THAILAND

Sex is not a new topic in anthropology -- Malinowski described in detail The Sexual Life

ofSavages (1929) over 70 years ago -- nor is the position that sexuality is culturally constructed.

Mead made the case for variable cultural interpretations ofbiological sex in Sex and

Temperament in Three Primitive Societies (1935). Anthropological research in gender and

sexuality has increased profoundly since the mid-20th century, stimulated especially by post-

women's-liberation-movement interest in a cross-cultural examination of the status ofwomen,

family planning programs, and later by the worldwide spread ofAIDS.

Through the 1960s, women's perspectives were rarely given in ethnographies (exceptions

include Fernea, 1965, Goodale, 1971, Kaberry, 1939, 1952; Leigh-Ross, 1952; Strathern, 1972)

and one initial goal of gender research was to add the experiences and viewpoints ofwomen to

the existing literature. From the 1960s to the 1980s, the focus shifted to asymmetry between the

sexes, both cross-culturally (Chodorow, 1974; Ortner, 1974; Rosaldo, 1974; Sanday, 1981) and

within specific cultures (Wolf, 1974; Hoffer, 1974). Other researchers brought attention to

women's roles in society (Weiner, 1976) and a few challenged the notion that males are

universally dominant (Leacock, 1972; Sacks, 1974). Research in Southeast Asia followed a

similar pattern of development.

Studies of gender in Southeast Asia grew slowly, and also began with the addition of

women as subjects of study (Firth, 1943; Ward, 1963). The now almost cliched perception ofthe

"relatively high status ofwomen" 1 in this region was supported by studies on family social

structure and economics (e.g., Burling, 1965; Dewey, 1962; Firth 1966; Geertz, 1961; Potter,

1977; Szanton Blanc, 1972). However, little of this research explored gender ideology

specifically or in depth. Later studies took a more analytical and critical perspective (Karim,

I This "high status" is presumably relative to their Asian sisters in India, Japan, and China, but its criteria
were undefined.
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1995; Ong, 1987; Stoler, 1977; Tan, 1974; P. van Esterik, 1982). Several studies in Thailand

examined how Buddhism informs gender ideology, especially the status and roles ofmen and

women (Hanks, 1962; Keyes, 1984; Kirsch, 1975, 1982; Tambiah, 1970, 1976; Van Esterik,

1982). While recognizing that Thai women do, indeed, enjoy higher status than women in many

other cultures, these studies affirmed that Thai women are regarded as being of a lower spiritual

status than men. This will be discussed later in this chapter. These researchers laid the

groundwork for a theoretical understanding of sexuality in Thailand.

A historical picture of sex roles, sexual meanings, and erotic sexuality must be pieced

together from studies that were largely devoted to other, though in some cases related, topics

(Andaya, 1998,2002; Barme, 2002; Cohen & Wijeyewardene, 1984; Davis, 1972, 1974, 1984;

Douglas, 1973; Kaufman, 1953; Keyes, 1975; Mills, 1999; Moerman, 1962; Phillips, 1965; J.

Potter, 1976; S. Potter, 1977; Turton, 1972). Historicai documents for the most part ignore

women, and the lack of literacy among some groups (e.g., Isan commoners) rendered them

virtually absent from written history.

Recent studies have provided more extensive information, particularly in terms of sexual

behavior. The AIDS epidemic has renewed interest in this area and highlighted its potential

impact on the economy and political relations. Sociology and public health have contributed

much to the literature now frequently using qualitative research methods (e.g., focus groups,

interviews) due to the complexity of the dynamics of sexuality (Ford & Saiprasert, 1993;

Havanon, Knodel, & Bennet, 1992; Knodel, Saengtienchai, VanLandingham, & Lucas, 1999;

Podhisita, Xenos, & Varangrat (2001); Safman, 1993; Sittitrai, Phanuphak, Barry, Sabaiying, &

Brown, 1991; VanLandingham, Saengtienchai, Knodel, & Pramualratana, 1995;

VanLandingham, Suprasert, Sittitrai, & Vaddhanaphuti, 1992). This focus on sexual behaviors

has been valuable in creating AIDS education and prevention programs and in predicting the

spread ofHIV. From an anthropological perspective, it is important to understand not only what
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people do, but the meaning attached to the behaviors and how they fit into a larger framework of

sex ideology.

Historical Influences

Much ofwhat has been written about Thailand pertains specifically to Central Thai

culture, or Siamese culture. Siamese culture is the dominant cultural force in the nation of

Thailand, and so has mixed with, for example, local cultures in the North and Northeast.

Although Isaners are descendants ofLao and the area where they live was part of the Lao

kingdom, they are now Thai and currently identify with Siamese history. Their relationship to the

Lao culture is somewhat limited to language, the arts, and religion. Unless otherwise noted, the

literature is primarily about Siamese culture.

The chapter on Mahasarakham gave a briefoverview of the history ofthe area. It was at

different times under the control and influence of the Khmer, Lao (Lan Chang), and Siamese

kingdoms. Each of these empires left an imprint on the local culture evidence ofwhich can be

found in folktales, archaeological features, and place names. Early Brahmin and Chinese culture

left their marks, too, including on views ofwomen (Tantiwiramanond & Pandey, 1987). The

exact extent to which they influenced sex ideology is not known, for they affected different

groups and areas to different extents.

Kabilsingh (1991) notes that Brahminism and early Buddhist teachings (influenced by the

politics ofIndian society) resulted in social and legal subordination ofwomen. However, women

were some ofBuddhism's most ardent supporters. Andaya (2002) proposes that Theravada

Buddhism's successful spread across Southeast Asia was due in part to the opportunities it gave

women to participate in their own spiritual development and community ritual. Women's

traditional activities such as food preparation and weaving "became a kind ofreligious currency

that could be 'exchanged' for the expectation of future reward, both spiritual and material"

(Andaya, p. 29).
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Siamese laws from the 1400s through the mid-1800s treated women as property, owned

first by fathers, and then husbands. The situation for women deteriorated somewhat during the

turbulent Ayutthaya period (1350-1767), when monarchs had absolute authority, and continued

into the 18th century (p. 2-4, 15-16). Women's status improved during the Thonburi (1767-1782)

and Ratnakosin (1782-present) periods, when several kings reduced the influence ofBrahminism

in Buddhism. King Mongkut, Rama IV, after being petitioned by a woman who had been sold

into slavery by her husband, declared the old laws unjust and said they treated women like

buffalo (Koizumi, 2000, p. 154). The King created new laws which are generally regarded as

having improved the legal standing ofwomen, though they did not bring equality to marriages; a

woman could still be sold if she agreed to it, and men could still beat their wives, a right

abolished in 1935. Koizumi (2000) argues that this is an oversimplification. Although the new

law may have increased women's status in some ways, it also served to redefine marriage and the

family in a way that further established the King's legitimacy. For example, prior to his

proclamation, a slave wife was a category ofwife, who had legal recourse if she were treated too

harshly. Mongkut's law recategorized her as a slave, not a wife (Koizumi p. 262-263).

Furthermore, his changes gave to elite fathers control of children's mate selection an distribution

ofchildren upon divorce (Koizumi, p. 263-264).

After the revolution of 1932, when the political system changed from an absolute

monarchy to a constitutional monarchy, the new constitution gave all Thai women many more

rights. Under the new laws, a man could have only one legal wife though women were still the

property oftheir fathers or husbands. Things were surely different in the rural areas where

families were dependent on the cooperation of all members. But despite their roles in production

and reproduction, they could not become monks. And since temples provided education, these

women were left uneducated and illiterate (Tantiwiramanond & Pandey, 1987).
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People living in trade zones would have had more contact with the Chinese, though as

Chinese immigrated to the region, they intermarried with locals and moved farther inland.

Chinese descendants are now found throughout Thailand, including the Northeast. Chinese

patriarchy is reflected in the five negative characteristics ofwomen: a) easily manipulated, b)

always unsatisfied, c) jealous, d) insulting, and e) of lesser intelligence (Kabilsingh, p. 19). Many

people in Isan are familiar with them, and some of these qualities, coincidence or acculturation I

cannot say, are reflected in students' characterizations ofwomen. Andaya (1998) reports that

records from 15th century Siam show the offering ofwomen for sexual relations with Chinese

traders as a gesture ofwelcome (p. 13). A practice of "temporary marriages" developed in which

elite Siamese women entered into relationships ofvarying duration. Though it may seem like

these exchanges exploited women, they also brought prestige to the women and their families

through the association with the exotic and wealthy outsiders. The relationships, easily forged and

easily dissolved, were based on ongoing exchanges ofgoods and services (Andaya, p. 14-15).

However, Tantiwiramanond & Pandey (1987) argue that upper class women were treated as

agents of the nobles and used to unify the monarch's administration through marriage (see also

Koizumi, 2000). These practices created an attitude ofpolitical passivity among women who

internalized their subordinate position. By the 18th century, these temporary wives were not only

from the elite, but also the peasantry.

Andaya (1998) reports that by this time, a double standard had begun to develop. An

earlier acceptance of elite men and women entering into beneficial sexual relationships was

replaced by an emphasis on female virginity before marriage and male accumulation ofwives (p.

17). Concubines began replacing temporary wives which, Andaya argues, further reduced

women's autonomy and status (p. 28). Thus, there was a major shift in the perception ofwomen's

sexuality in the 18th and 19th centuries. Ironically, this overlapped with an improvement in the

legal status ofwomen in Siam.
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Historically, the Siamese social training of women "aimed at producing 'good women'

who are well-equipped in the traditional 'home sciences'" (Kabilsingh, 1991, p. 13). Women were

not thought of as having intellectual ability, but were primarily described as "flowers," an image

repeated in modern Thai verse and song. Siamese characterizations ofwomen (and those ofmen,

too) probably did not reach the rural northeast until the late 19th or 20th century.

These changes trickled into Isan from the 1800s on as Siamese influence grew in an

attempt to intensify direct control in the region. Siamese culture, law, and politics increasingly

imposed on the daily life of the people in Isan. Though many aspects of rural life continued as

before, in the 20th century, industrialization, modernization, and the conversion to a cash

economy introduced new gendered meanings. As Isaners incorporated a Thai national identity

into their own local one, while they recognized the legitimacy of the national agenda even as it

related to gender, they maintained an independence that resulted in a number of domains

emphasizing women's roles

It is all too easy to fall into the trap of talking about Thai culture as if it were a

homogeneous system because of the strong national cultural identity which has been forged out of

Bangkok. The nationalist elite culture of Bangkok is part of the culture ofmodern

Mahasarakham, as is the modern global culture that seems to be particularly influential among

youth, but it has not completely erased local history and culture.

People in Mahasarakham told me that in traditional rural Isan culture, women and men

were more equal than in Thai culture. We can find evidence of this in Isan folk literature (Tossa,

1992) and in textile production and consumption (Lefferts 1992). Isan history and legends are

primarily oral, and so their content and meaning were dependent upon the storyteller, the

audience, and the context in which they were being told. Some were written on palm leaf

manuscripts by monks. But these, too, were dependent in part on the writer for content and
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meaning. How they changed over hundreds ofyears is not known. In recent years, these oral

treasures have been put into books, giving them a fixed quality that didn't exist before literacy.

In an examination ofwomen in literature, Tossa (1992) contrasts traditional expectations

of Thai women with those of Isan women. Isan women, she argues, were treated more equally to

men because they made important contributions to life. In modem times, among both peoples, she

says, women are taught that they are validated through marriage. Both cultures have the proverb

"A woman is worthy only when she has a husband. ,,2 Both have requirements for women relating

to being gentle, soft-spoken, and unexpressive. But Thai women face stricter requirements than

do Isan women. Tossa suggests that the Thai image ofwomen is built around pleasing husbands

because the elite were defining women's ideal character in Thai society. She writes, "Working

women ... work as hard as men to survive in the changing society. As a result, these women are

not treated as inferior beings and would not tolerate such unequal treatment and inferior status"

(p. 8). In Rakow's study of Lao morality tales, she (1992) found the most recurring theme to be

"how much a woman is respected for her ability to work -- farming the fields, or weaving,

cleaning, and managing the household" (p. 7). Women were valued for their contributions to the

family. In rural farming villages, kinship and household and family social organization is a major

organizing principle of society.

Household Organization

Arguments for female prominence or complementarity to men in Thailand (e.g., Davis,

1984; Hanks & Hanks, 1963; Turton, 1972; P. van Esterik, 1982) frequently cite the position of

women in family organization.3 Family organization in Isan, like that in the North (and other

cultures in Southeast Asia such as Laos, Burma, Java, and Iban; Cohen & Wijeyewardene, 1984;

Davis, 1972, 1974; Keyes, 1975, 1977; S. Potter, 1977; Turton, 1972), appears matrilocal because

2 phuuyingja dii phro mii phiia (Thai); phuuying si dii ytlJon mii phiia (Isan)
3 I have intentionally used the word organization, rather than structure, here because organization seems
more dynamic and amenable to change. Structure suggests a rigidity that doesn't describe the Isan
household organizational situation.
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of the well-documented preference for youngest married daughters continuing to live with the

parents (Keyes, 1975; Tambiah 1970, 1973). This is not a rule of descent, but does result in

clusters of closely related women in villages. Keyes (1975) reports that villagers reason that

because ofmaternity and infant care, it is better for a woman to be among familiar women.

In terms of division oflabor, women were generally responsible for matters inside the

household, and men for matters outside the household. Women handled childcare, child rearing,

food preparation, weaving, care for domestic animals near the home, housework, and family

finances. Men primarily focused on farming and grazing domestic animals and village political

affairs. Jobs in the rice fields were also sex-delineated. Some researchers have projected this

complementarity onto the general status ofmen and women, describing it as a balance in the

structural dominance ofwomen and ideological dominance ofmen (Davis, 1984; Hanks &

Hanks, 1963; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984).4. Both Davis (who did his research in the North) and Hanks

and Hanks (who did theirs in the central region) cite a hodge-podge collection of cultural

examples to support their position. This is a problem with attempting to tally up status -- the

variables one selects determine the relative status differences. Analyses of structural and social

dominance (or status) are often tricky since they usually ambiguously define "dominance" (or

"status").

Some aspects of family organization suggest male dominance. Husbands and wives are

both involved in ownership of land and heading domestic groups, but men are more active in

village affairs (Hanks & Hanks, 1963; Keyes, 1975). Tambiah (1973) find a structural inequality

between males and females (males superior) in his analysis ofparallels between rules concerning

eating of animals and marriage (sex). While his analysis is interesting, his approach does not

explain how these structural inequalities are understood and played out in real life.

4 Most of the studies which put forth this structural-ideological balance have been done in the North.
However, the structural organization is similar in the Northeaast as is the public role ofmen and
acknowledgment that the husband is the head of household.
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Studies of family organization usually describe in detail roles and relationships of family

members. The husband-wife relationship has received far more attention than have either the

parent-child or sibling relationships. Like Keyes (1975), most studies focus on social roles as they

pertain to marriage. Husbands are typically regarded as the leader of the family. Researchers

usually attribute this to their sex, and it may well be, but it is also possible that it is at least in part

due to their age, since husbands are usually older than wives. Within the marital relationship,

each partner has responsibilities toward the other. The husband's leadership role is tempered by

the reality ofmany dominant wives in Thailand, a great source ofmaterial for jokes and cartoons,

and according to many women in Isan, a reality.

No doubt the marital relationship is one ofgreat significance as it is the center of

reproduction. However, it is unfortunate that much less attention has been given to the roles of

sons, daughters, and siblings except in relation to the overall family organization. The role ofthe

son has been characterized as a source oflabor, financial support, and ideally, merit (upon

ordination). With fewer men ordaining, the question arises as to whether the role of the son has

changed. Daughters are caretakers for parents. One way this role has been transformed into social

action in a modem context is in the tremendous number ofyoung women who migrate to cities to

find work. Most send money home to families (DaGrossa, 1989; Ekachai, 1990; Mills, 1990,

1992, 1999; Muecke, 1989; Phongphaichit, 1982). The marital/parental roles are not the only

ones which impact society. More studies of the roles and cultural transformations of

sons/daughters and siblings would contribute a great deal to an understanding of sexuality and sex

roles.

One ofthe functions of the family noted throughout Thailand is the regulation of

sexuality. There are two primary ways this has been considered in the literature: control of

women's sexuality and control of incest. There is little done to of control male sexuality in lay

life, but the opposite is true in monastic life (Keyes, 1986). Masculinity is largely defined by two
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extremes of sex activity: the monk, who refrains from sex and other worldly pleasures, and the

nak leeng (rogue, rascal), who embraces sex, gambling, and drinking. Keyes has theorized on this

topic, but relies on Buddhist texts to support his position. Unfortunately, he fails to tie the

meanings in text to the meaning ofmasculinity in the daily life and practice ofpeople.

Two different Thai views of the female sex drive have been given in the ethnographic

literature. One is that it is strong and almost threatening (Hanks & Hanks, 1963; Thitsa, 1982; P.

Van Esterik, 1982) and others that it is weak, and women are indifferent to sex (Muecke, 1992).

Presumably, either would justify the sexual constraints placed upon women. However, scholars

who have argued that Thai see women as more libidinous (whose view supports the notion of

women as more worldly, to be discussed later), offer little evidence from social practice to

support their claim. In either case, the social response is controlling women's sexual expression,

and there may even be two understandings of libido that emerge in different contexts and on the

whole, playoff each other.

In many parts of Thailand, including Isan, one function of family spirits was/is to regulate

sexuality and marriage (Boontawee, 1988; Davis, 1984). It was believed that sexual improprieties

offended the spirits who had to be propitiated. Failure to do so resulted in family misfortune. In

the past, there were strict rules about public contact between unmarried and unrelated men and

women. Potential suitors were forbidden to touch even the weaving loom of an unmarried girl.

And researchers largely assumed these rules were followed. The actual effectiveness ofthe family

spirits for preventing sexual contact was never studied. Evidence picked from the ethnographic

literature suggests that they weren't as effective a behavioral regulator as villagers sometimes

suggested they were (Davis, 1984; Kaufinan, 19765
; J. Potter, 1976; S. Potter, 1977, p. 108-109,

117; Tambiah, 1970, p. 18). For example, Sulamith Heins. Potter wrote in a response to a

statement in the 1968 Area Handbook for Thailand (Smith, 1968):

5 Kaufinan's data is considered deeply suspect by some Thai scholars.
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They say, for example, "In the Northern Thai region, sexual liaisons may occur
before marriage. Elsewhere, however, even the suggestion ofphysical intimacy is
avoided." This is simply not the case. In Chiangmai Village, as I shall call my
field site, there is a rigid standard of sexual morality. (p. 11)

But both her own and her husband's (1976) descriptions, there is evidence that sexual activity

probably takes place: Young men hope their courting will lead to "something more, short of

marriage" (S. Potter, 1977, p. 108); men's status is increased among their peers if they seduce

many women (S. Potter, p. 108); there are pre-marital pregnancies (S. Potter, p. 109); if a young

woman does sleep with a man, she must tell her mother in order to placate family spirits with

propitiatory offerings (S. Potter, p. 117); and in the single example ofcourtship given by J. Potter,

both the man and woman have multiple sexual partners. These suggest that the rigid ideal sexual

standard is less rigidly applied in real life and that cultural mechanisms are in place to deal with

these behaviors precisely because these behaviors occur with some regularity.

Less has been written about incest in terms of an analysis. Tambiah (1970) detailed the

incest taboo in a village in Udonthani province (in the Northeast). Marriage was forbidden across

generations and between blood siblings. First cousin marriages were not considered incestuous

(Le., forbidden), but were believed not likely to succeed. Incest violation does not seem to be a

preoccupation ofpeople in Mahasarakham nor has it been reported much in the literature.

Traditionally, there were two structural centers of village life: the household and the

temple (Kaufman, 1976; Moerman, 1962). With the development ofa cash economy and wage

labor, and especially with increasing migration to cities, the structural and social significance of

the temple has changed, though Isaners continue to formulate their worldviews around Buddhist

cosmology and notions ofmagic and power. An understanding ofhow Isaners interpret and apply

Buddhism in their everyday lives is necessary for understanding the meanings of sex. The next

section describes some ofthe literature on sex and Buddhism in Thailand.
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Significance of Buddhism

Thailand has the largest percentage ofpopulation who identify as Buddhist ofany

country in the world, commonly reported at greater than 90%.6 Buddhism is a part of the national

identity (e.g., the motto and representation on the national flag "Nation -- Religion -- Monarchy").

Its long-time influence in the region is undeniable. And, because supernatural beliefs so often

provide a framework for a culture's worldview, many scholars looked to Buddhism for an

explanation of Thai gender ideology. Discussions ofBuddhism have tended to rely on texts and

theory rather than what it means to the people who practice it in everyday life (Tannenbaum,

1996, p. 190; see, e.g., Keyes, 1983; Spiro, 1970; Tambiah, 1968, 1970). But there are certain

major metaphysical concepts about how life works that are understood in similar ways by Thai

Buddhists.

The universe is an inherently hierarchical place. Above earth are many realms ofheaven

and below the earth are many realms ofhell. The heavens, earth, and hells are occupied by

various beings who are ranked hierarchically based on their karma. Karma (kam) is conceived of

as the consequence of all actions (and intentions). Actions that are good or moral (bun) accrue

positive karma, and actions that are bad or immoral (baap) accrue negative karma.7 The sum

balance of these two results in one's karmic position. Through cycles of rebirth, beings move up

or down through the cosmic hierarchy based on their karma. The highest place of enlightenment

is nirvana (nipphaan). This is the state achieved by the Buddha, total detachment from the world

and worldly concerns. Scholars agree that this is not the goal of laypersons in Thailand. Most

hope to reborn in a better human position in the next life.

On Earth, all humans are hierarchically ranked, from the King (who has an almost god-

like status) down to movie stars, on down to crippled beggars. Karma is evidenced by one's

6 The next highest proportions are found in Cambodia and Burma, Thailand's neighbors.
7 Hanks (1962) explains this as operating effectively (merit) or ineffectively (demerit). "Effective" actions
are those that reduce suffering and "ineffective" actions are those that increase suffering.
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situation in this life. Though it is sometimes said that men are in a better karmic position than

women, SWU students do not make such an absolute observation. A wealthy and powerful

businesswoman displays higher karma than a poor, powerless farmer. Animals are ranked, too,

from elephants, to dogs, down to the lowest form of life, but animals lack the volition humans

have to make merit and pass it on. Although karma is not tangible, it is believed to manifest itself

in tangible ways, though these can be misleading. Wealth, success, and power all evidence past

accumulation ofmerit, or moral virtue (Mills, 1999, p. 180; Tossa, 1992; Van Esterik, 1989,

2000). But when horrible circumstances befall a beautiful or rich person, it may be explained as a

consequence ofpast actions. Beauty, wealth, and power are just a few ofmany ways virtue is

revealed.

It might seem that Thai Buddhists would be fatalistic in their outlook. But within this life,

people can change their position to some degree. Hanks (1962) argues that the concept of

mobility is a major structuring principle of Thai life. Understandings ofkarma give Thai a general

acceptance for inequality in life. But one's karmic balance is constantly in flux. This concept of

mobility ensures that Thai are not exceptionally fatalistic.

There is an ambiguity in merit in that it can be accumulated through moral behavior or

transfer. Karma is the result of one's own actions, but others can affect one's karmic situation

through merit transfer. The most often cited example ofmerit transfer is when a son ordains: The

merit accumulated from that action (which is great) is transferred to his parents, especially his

mother (Kaufman, 1960, p. 123; Lehman, 1996, pp. 26-27). This is regarded as the greatest

source ofmerit in a mother's lifetime. It is a son's way of thanking and repaying her for the care

she gave him as child.
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Another way merit is accumulated is through adherence to Buddhist precepts (Lehman,

1996, p. 69).8 The five major precepts are a) refrain from taking life, b) refrain from taking that

which is not given, c) refrain from wrong-doing in sexual matters, d) refrain from false speech,

and e) refrain from intoxicants (Rogers, 1989, p. 127). Precept keeping is admired, but few people

do it. A few laypersons, mostly older ones, observe the five precepts daily, but more often it is

done on holy days. The most devout followers agree to observe eight, novices 10, and monks 227.

In village society, accrual ofmerit was primarily thought of as related to specific actions

such as ordination, giving alms to monks, and contributing money to build a temple. The

emphasis on these specific kinds of actions for gaining merit, however, is giving way to a more

general association ofmerit with moral behavior (Brown, 2001, p. 8-9), particularly among those

whose situations prevent them from participating in merit-making activities on a regular basis.

Blessings (Tannenbaum, 1991, 1996) are part of Buddhist culture, but are rarely

commented upon by researchers (1996, p. 181). They are frequently given by Buddhist monks,

and impart on laypersons safety, health, security, wealth, and success and may, Tannenbaum

says, be a way of transferring merit. Blessings are often giving in ceremonial contexts, such as

weddings and funerals (p. 184). But monks aren't the only ones who give blessings: Parents can

bless children when they ask for forgiveness or come to pay respect (p. 184). Blessings are

believed to relieve misfortune and bring good things, much as tattoos or amulets do, artifacts that

are instilled with power. Tannenbaum states that in everyday Shan (a Northern Thai ethnic

minority) life, merit and blessing "are the same sort ofthing" (p. 196). She argues for a very

strong connection between merit, power, and blessing. Analyses of gender ideology that rely

8 Precepts are different from commandments. Commandments are absolute rules to be followed without
exception (Thou shalt not. .. ). Precepts are guidelines for behavior (I endeavor to refrain from... )
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solely on Buddhist metaphysical beliefs may neglect significant supernatural concepts, such as

power (for an exception, see, e.g., Hanks, 1962).9

Various authors use "power" to gloss kheng (strong or hard; Hanks, 1962), kaengraeng

(physically strong; Hanks, 1962), amntiad (might or authority; Hanks, 1962), deet (might;

Mulder, 1979) or saksit (sacred or magical power; Tannenbaum, 1991). There are many kinds and

applications ofpower, but the common quality of each of these "powers" is the control ofpeople

or situations. Power is usually regarded as amoral (morally neutral) because it isn't inherently

good or bad; it depends on the user's goals and intentions. Anyone may possess amoral power. If

used in a virtuous way, it can lead to accumulation ofmerit. Tambiah (1985) describes a

meditation leader who is not concerned with spiritual salvation (nirvana), but with gaining merit,

virtue, and potency in order to change the world. He argues that meditation leads to merit and

mystical powers, in this case ability as a curer.

Power exists in unequal distribution throughout the universe (Hanks, 1962; Tannenbaum,

1991, 1996). Buddhas have the greatest power and the beings in the lowest hells the least, further

supporting the argument that power and merit are related. Tannenbaum (1996) is clearly writing

about saksit, or magical, power rather than might. However, one might draw similar conclusions

about strength and might.

Power implies protection. If one has access to power one is protected; if one is
protected one has the power or freedom to do as one chooses ... One reason why
people need blessings is to protect them from ... dangers. The essence ofpower
is its ability to protect and ward off the consequences ofbehavior. Power
protection does not cause good things to happen; it passively prevents bad things
from happening. (p. 185-186)

Mulder (1979) and Tannenbaum (1991) see the quest for merieo and the quest for power

in Thai society as complementary. They interpret it as a perfect marriage between Buddhism and

9 Although not about Thailand, Anderson (1972) gives a very clear explanation of power as understood in
Java. Thought the concept is not identical, this reading helps to better grasp the Thai understanding of
power.
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animism. Tannenbaum specifically addressed Buddhism's influence on gender ideology arguing

that power is the primary force shaping gender ideology. In their discussions ofBuddhism and

gender Kirsch (1982, 1984), Keyes (1984), and Van Esterik (1982) did not incorporate the notion

ofpower, perhaps because it does not fit well in their analogy ofworldly attachmentsupernatural

detachment :women:men. It is a somewhat serious omission given that notions ofpower are

evident in the everyday supernatural practices and beliefs ofpeople throughout Thailand.

Amoral power appears to be of greater concern to men who appear to more often seek

out protective amulets and tattoos (Davis, 1984; Hanks & Hanks, 1963; Spiro, 1970, pp. 274-275,

on Burmese; Tannenbaum, 1991, on Shan). Women are believed to be destructive ofpower, and

so are unable to accumulate it. Contact with women's skirts, for example, is believed to reduce the

power ofcertain amulets. 11 Women are not allowed in certain parts of the temple because its

where some of the most sacred events, events handled by male monks, take place. Tannenbaum

further argues that at a practical level, women have little interest in accumulating magical power

because it is not relevant to their concerns. Unfortunately, she does not explain how this relates to

the social relations between men and women. Nor does she explore how individuals act and

interact in relation to power. Women do have an interest in supernatural power in particular

contexts such as at times of illness and when seeking love, though this may not be true among the

Shan that Tannenbaum studied. The negative power (i.e., the power to destroy power) that she

accords women, even things symbolizing women, may be a very useful idea to consider when

looking at Thai sexuality. It may be that men and women relate to power differently, or that there

are different forms ofpower based on the experiences ofmen and women.

10 Mulder uses the term khuna (or khun) to describe this quest for merit. Khun is a term that means
goodness or virtue. Following a path or virtue brings merit (bun).
11 Women's menstrual blood is a potent destroyer ofmagical power. I have been told that soldiers
sometimes use menstrual blood or vaginal fluid (similarly destructive ofpower) on their guns to counter
protective magic practiced by their enemies.
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The different experiences ofmen and women are perhaps what led Keyes (1977, 1984)

and Kirsch (1982, 1985) to describe an association ofwomen with worldly concerns and men

with the otherworldly.12 Their analyses ofBuddhist views of gender were more similar than

different, but reflected different emphases. Keyes (1977) observed that" ...the essence of

femininity is nurturance, the essence ofmasculinity is potency" (p. 132). Female images

associated with the earth, such as the rice and earth goddesses, reinforce this. Women, the earth,

and rice, all have nurturing qualities. Men's potency is expressed in the ability "to fertilize [the

Earth and women] ... to govern others ... and to reject the world [through ordination]" (p. 132). In

"Mother or Mistress but Never a Monk" (1984), Keyes outlined images of gender expressed in

certain Buddhist texts. He presented three dominant images of women: nurturing mothers,

passionate lovers, and impassionate mistresses. The most dominant image is that ofmother

because it is tied to religious assumptions and thus is more convincing. 13 He argued that

Buddhism doesn't relegate women to an inferior status and both sexes face the same problems and

have the same opportunities. Men, too, are burdened by worldly concerns because of their

involvement in administrative and political matters. The sexes are differentiated by natural

attributes, but neither has a naturally greater propensity for salvation, though they do follow

different paths to get there.

Kirsch (1982, 1985) explained sex differences in a similar way, but by relating Buddhist

values to social roles, rather than symbolic images. Women do not have access to the highest

Buddhist position (monk); they must be reborn as men first (a point argued against by Kabilsingh,

1991). A woman achieves her greatest source ofmerit through "giving" a son to be ordained. A

man achieves his through ordination (p. 27). Women's connection to and expression ofreligion is

12 This loosely parallels the nature/culture binary (Ortner, 1974), which was largely discredited in the
1980s. Penny Van Esterik (1982) also subscribes to the worldly-otherworldly dualism. But, she says, it
describes a feminine and masculine metaphor only, not real people.
13 It should be reiterated that Andaya (2002) suggests that the role of the mother in religious life was a
major part ofthe attraction ofBuddhism to Southeast Asians women.
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through the world. This, he goes on, helps us understand why Thai women have traditionally

played such an active role in the economy, and men in religious and political matters. They are

religiously disadvantaged, but not spiritually inferior.

Both Keyes' and Kirsch's approaches suffer the same primary weakness: They

oversimplify the relationship between men and women. Kirsch also noted two flaws in Keyes'

approach: Buddhist texts are not the same as how Buddhism is practiced in everyday life, and

texts cannot be "read" out of context. The main text used by Keyes was a story told primarily at

ordination ceremonies. Kirsch interprets the story to be about the value of ordination, not the

"qualities ofmen versus women" as Keyes had suggested. Texts must also be situated

historically, understood in the contexts in which they were created. Buddhism and many popular

Buddhist texts (e.g., Jataka tales) originated in India. Kabilsingh (1991) described their historical

context in good detail. They were recorded by monks in the interest ofmonks. As Thai adapted

Buddhism to their own situation, they tended to minimize the religion's patriarchal aspects.

Kirsch and Keyes carefully avoid concluding that women are spiritually inferior to men, though

they don't commit to them being quite equal (as Hanks and Hanks, 1963, do since both are subject

to suffering and both are free to pursue the path of enlightenment).

Buddhism and power influence sex in Thai society inasmuch as they influence most all

aspects of life there. Gender constructions cannot be reduced to supernatural concepts, or

abstractions from Buddhist texts, without neglecting equally influential aspects of secular life. As

applied in daily life, it organizes the big picture rather than specific behaviors. The underlying

Buddhist moral order, one based in the concept ofkarma, puts much of the responsibility for

determining what is moral and what is immoral on the individual (Keyes, 1987). And so we find

strong social norms juxtaposed with people who find their place in society on the margins.
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Marginal Types of People

Moving away from macro-level explanations ofgender to an examination ofnarrower,

marginalized groups refocuses attention from the social norm, to the social anomaly. This has

proven very revealing and allowed researchers to reflect more critically on norms and ideals of

sexuality.

Studies of socially marginal categories ofwomen such as Buddhist nuns (e.g., Brown,

2001; Kabilsingh, 1991), meditation teachers (e.g., J. Van Esterik, 1982), spirit mediums (e.g.,

Irvine, 1984; Morris, 1994), and prostitutes (e.g., Andaya, 1998; DaGrossa, 1989; Ghosh, 2002;

Muecke, 1989; Peracca, et aI., 1998; Phongpaichit, 1981, Thitsa, 1980; Truong, 1990) and their

clients (Ford & Koetsawang, 1991; Maticka-Tyndale, Elkins, Haswell-Elkins, Rujkarakom,

Kuyyakanond, & Starn, 1997; VanLandingham, et aI., 1995), moved toward focusing on

expressions and constraints of sexuality among those who fall outside the social mainstream for

their sex. Male marginal types have been less studied, though scholars have begun to look at male

prostitutes (e.g., McCamish, Storer, & Carl, 2000; Snell, 1995), transgendered men (e.g.,

Matzner, 2001, 2002; Totman, 2003), and gay men (e.g., Jackson, 1989, 1995).

Women have found religious leadership roles within the existing religious social

organization, primarily as Buddhist nuns (mtechii) and meditation leaders. Buddhist nuns do not

hold a particular spiritual status (the most experienced mtechii is inferior to even the newest

monk), but their general spiritual status is regarded as higher than other laypersons because they

have religious knowledge. They are typically older women, but both Brown (2001) and Van

Esterik (1982) describes mtechii who decided to "go forth" as a young women. Van Esterik says

that younger women are viewed as running from something when they reject roles as wives and

mothers to devote themselves to religion. Brown (pp. 34-35) described the politics ofthe status of

mtechii, particularly in relation to the sangha, the national assemblage ofmonks. Despite their

formal limitations, mtechii are
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gaining influence in a fast-changing society. By dedicating themselves to
Buddhism, these women obtain freedom, places to live, friendships to foster,
religious meaning, and sometimes formal education. By remaining single and
cultivating a role outside ofthe usual expectations for women, they develop
useful perspectives. (Brown, p. 137).

Taking a different route to spiritual growth, a few female meditation teachers have

developed large, devoted followings, primarily in the Bangkok area (J. Van Esterik, 1982).

Despite their influence, they are not considered threatening to monks, men, or women because, J.

Van Esterik (1982) argues, they fall so far outside normal women's social roles. The sangha

generally emphasizes scholarship over practice, and so does not usually concern itself with

meditation. 14 Women meditation teachers are not interested in challenging the established order

and roles ofmonks. Further, these women teach from different texts than do monks, so do not

presume to engage in monk's activities. Their elite followers respect the women because they

facilitate a new and beneficial way of incorporating Buddhism into modern city lives.

Spirit mediums, intermediaries between the human and spirit world, are found throughout

Thailand (see Irvine, 1984, for a description ofmediums in Chiang Mai, and Tambiah, 1970, pp.

271-277, for mediums in the Northeast). They provide physical and spiritual healing and give

advice. Spirit mediumship is strongly associated with females; most are women and a small

number are kathrey, 15 transgendered males (Van Esterik, 2000, p. 44).16 Throughout Thailand,

spirit mediums express some kind of sexual ambiguity or fluidity. Irvine describes the spirit

mediums in Chiang Mai as entering into a masculine space in identification with the spirit's

maleness. Some deny menstruation, and refrain from sexual activity, emphasizing the sacred and

14 Phra thudong, ascetic monks who roamed the forests and countryside practicing meditation, are an
exception. See Kamala Tiyavanich (1997) for a detailed description of the plight ofphra thudong in the
twentieth century.
15 Irvine interprets their possession as a way of mitigating the social stigma attached to being kathrey. There
is no way to prove or disprove this.
16 In the Northeast village where Tambiah (1970) did his study, there are two levels of mediums: chief
mediums and "subsidiary" mediums. The former are almost always male, but the majority of the latter are
female (p. 282-283). Female mediums speak in male-like voices, and male mediums speak in female-like
ones.
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supernatural. Women are regarded as "weak-souled" (khwan 6en), and so are, as Tambiah says,

"more effective hosts" (p. 283). Kilthrey are considered to have women's souls, and so they, too

are effective hosts for spirits.

Spirit mediums can develop large followings and if so are rewarded well (financially

and/or materially) for their services. Because of this, some regard them as profiteers (Irvine,

1984). I visited a very successful kilthrey spirit medium in Chiang Mai. His possessing spirit (jiiw)

was female and his voice become higher and more feminized while possessed. He cured people of

illness, helped people with matters oflove, and even advised numbers for the lottery. One

follower was so pleased with the medium's assistance that he gave him a pickup truck. Spirit

mediumship is a role through which women and kilthrey can gain social status and wealth. But

unlike mtschii and women meditation teachers, it relies on mainstream sex ideology for its

legitimacy.

One ofthe most studied male or female marginal groups in Thailand is female prostitutes.

The bulk of studies began in the early 1980s and increased remarkably with a growing concern

about AIDS and child prostitution (e.g., DaGrossa, 1989; Ghosh, 2002; Lyttleton, 1994; Muecke,

1989; Odzer, 1994; Phongpaichit, 1981, 1982; Podhisita, Pramualratana, Kanungsukkasem,

Wawer, & McNamara, 1994; Peracca, et aI., 1998; Tannenbaum, 1995; Truong, 1983, 1990).

Evidence ofprostitution is documented as far back as the Ayuthayan period (1350-1767; Barme,

2002, p. 5). It is not a new phenomenon, but its meaning for society and the women involved has

most certainly changed over hundreds ofyears.

Andaya (1998) makes a convincing case for the connection between "temporary wives"

of the pre-modem trading days and modem prostitutes. The relationship ofthe temporary wife (a

woman who takes up short-term relationships with foreign traders), she proposes, was one of

prestige. These women were not from the poor and impoverished, but were of some means. Only

later when it was transformed by a new political climate did it become stigmatized, regarded as a
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form ofprostitution. The existence of the temporary wife did not preclude the existence of

prostitutes. It was more a change in terminology and categories ofwomen.

The boom of studies ofprostitution in Thailand, which started in the late 1980s, initially

looked at explanations for its prevalence. Some of the reasons given are the belief in men's

greater sex drive, status associated with multiple female partners, poverty, and the obligations

daughters have toward their parents (DaGrossa, 1989; Lyttleton, 1994; Muecke, 1989). These,

when combined with modern social and economic conditions, particularly a cash economy,

materialism, and consumerism, have created a situation ripe for prostitution.

Many, ofnot most, prostitutes send money home, though not always to starving families.

Their money allows their families to pay for education for siblings, medical care, and donations

to temples, in addition to televisions, VCRs, and appliances, things that evidence success for the

family. Through their work, they contribute to their families' statuS. 17 Those who do this, says

Muecke (1989; see also DaGrossa, 1989) are regarded as good daughters. But those who make

too little money or who don't send it home are seen as bad. A prostitute's ability to provide for her

family mitigates the stigma normally associated with her job.18

There are at least two kinds ofprostitution that are driven by different factors. Foreign-

oriented prostitution is a multi-million dollar industry, a vital part of tourism, which for several

decades has been Thailand's largest earner of foreign exchange. The clients are primarily

foreigners, most tourists (Odzer, 1994; Phongpaichit, 1981, 1982). Odzer's 1994 study is one of

the most recognized and describes the life ofprostitutes working in Patpong, a famous sex district

in Bangkok. Another kind ofprostitution that generates less money, but is more widespread I

refer to as domestic prostitution. The clients of these prostitutes are non-elite Thai men, though

17 Lyttleton (1994) describes regional differences in prostitution. In the Northeast, agents who procure girls
are uncommon and the prostitutes themselves are uncomfortable bringing their money home to put on
display, as is done in the North (pp. 261-261).
18 Peracca et al. (1998) found that the social stigma attached to prostitution is mild enough so as not to
seriously limit a woman's chance for marriage.
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the prostitutes may be Thai, hill tribe, or other minorities. The bars, restaurants, and brothels

associated with domestic prostitution can be found throughout the country in virtually every small

town, and according to some studies (e.g., Lyttleton, 1994)., even villages. Women engaged in

domestic prostitution usually earn less money and often do the work for fewer years (DaGrossa,

1989). When Thai men talk about going to prostitutes, this is the kind to which they refer.

The role of the prostitute runs counter to many aspects of ideal femininity in Thailand,

and especially in more rural areas, which tend to be more sexually conservative, at least on the

surface. But prostitutes also fulfill some of their obligations (e.g., to family) and personal goals

(e.g., economic independence). Prostitutes also benefit other women by diverting the sexual

energies ofmen away from their wives and girlfriends. There are both positive and negative

understandings ofprostitution. This will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 7.

Sexual Behavior

Information on the history of sexual behavior in Thailand is sketchy at best. Several

scholars have managed to piece together histories for specific groups (Andaya, 1998, on

prostitutes; Jackson, 1995, on male homosexuality). Despite a general matter-of-factness about

sex (Phillips, 1965), it is not a matter appropriate for public show or personal revelation. Sexual

behavior has been mentioned to some degree in most ethnographies, but usually in passing or in

the context of social ideals. But Thai ethnographers (indeed, most ethnographers) have resisted

doing research focused on sexuality, despite the casualness with which they offer off-handed

comments and assertions of sexual norms.

Obviously, the privacy ofthe behavior makes it exceedingly difficult to study. But there.

has been some success, to varying degrees in both anthropology and sociology. Thai males are

freer with this information and have "less to lose" than do women. The most convincing studies

ofwomen have been on married women who are allowed and expected to engage in sex, though

talking about their own experiences is somewhat inappropriate and thus remains a challenge for
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researchers (e.g., Knodel, VanLandingham, Saengthienchai, & Pramualratana, 1996).

Jamornmarn (1982) studied post-marital behaviors of couples of reproductive age and found it

difficult to discuss sexual behavior with her informants (p. 2). This continues to pose a challenge.

The importance of learning about youth sexuality came to the fore in the early 1990s, but was

suggested much earlier than that (Muangman, 1979).

More and more Thai scholars are studying sexuality head on, not only in anthropology,

but also in sociology, history, and literature. In 1995, the conference "Gender and Sexuality in

Modem Thailand" was held at Australian National University in Canberra. Genders and

Sexualities (1999), edited by conference organizers Nerida Cook and Peter Jackson, is one result

of this meeting. It is a collection of articles by some of the most contemporary researchers ofthe

topic. Through a multi-disciplinary effort, a clearer understanding of sex ideology in Thailand

and its relationship to politico-economic factors and social change is developing.

It is recognized by Thai researchers that Thai men have more sexual contacts than Thai

women, as men's sexual behavior is more socially condoned. There is a prevalent belief that men

require more sex and of a greater variety than women (Knodel, Saengtienchai, VanLandingham,

& Lucas, 1999). Wives generally prefer that their husbands engage in sexual relationships with

prostitutes rather than non-commercial sex workers (Saengtienchai, Knodel, VanLandingham, &

Pramualratana, 1999), because they pose less of a threat to the family and the men's

responsibilities towards the family. Men engage in a substantial level of sexual risk behaviors that

puts both them and their female partners (e.g., wives, girlfriends) at risk of contracting HIV

(Sittitrai, Phanuphak, Barry, Sabaiying, & Brown, 1991).

In the interest of curbing the spread ofHIV, several survey-type studies were done to

determine risks to the Thai population (Havanon, Bennett, & Knodel, 1993; Knodel et aI., 1999;

Sittitrai, et aI., 1991; VanLandingham, Suprasert, Sittitrai, & Vaddhanaphuti, 1992). National

surveys have been effective at gathering sexual data on large numbers ofpeople across the
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country, though it is not possible to know to what extent the data reflects reality. They have

provided excellent information that has been used to create AIDS education campaigns. And,

indeed, the rate ofHIV infection has fallen since AIDS awareness campaigns were implemented

(Phoolcharoen, Kumnuan, Sittitrai, & Brown, 1998). Surveillance studies on specific groups (e.g.,

people in urban areas, soldiers, adults, men, prostitutes, pregnant married women) provide

information on groups determined to be at especially high risk and repeated administration of

surveys to these groups assists in monitoring the spread ofHIV (AIDS Epidemiology Group,

1999; Xenos, Pitaktepsombat, & Sittitrai, 1993).

Some studies enhanced survey data with in-depth information obtained from focus

groups and interviews (Havanon, Knodel, & Bennett, 1992; VanLandingham, et aI., 1992). These

have shown that many men and women are unaware of the sexual "networks,,19 created by their

behavior that facilitate the spread of sexually transmitted diseases. The acceptance by married

women that their husbands visit prostitutes increases their own risk of infection, especially if the

men are inconsistent with condom use. In 1991, Havanon et ai. found that men in the central

region still believed the HIV status of a prostitute could be determined by observing her general

health and appearance (p. 15). This kind ofmisinformation abounds throughout Thailand. In

1991, between 13 and 22 percent ofMahasarakham's prostitutes were infected with HIV

(Havanon et aI., p. 2).

Sexual behavior appears to be affected by other factors, such as drinking. Perhaps it

should not be surprising that other behaviors that enhance masculinity are associated with sexual

activity. VanLandingham, et ai. (1992) found a strong association between drinking alcohol and

visiting prostitutes. Safman (1993) also suggests that drug and alcohol use are associated with

increased use ofprostitutes (p. 9). Increased alcohol consumption was also associated with

19 Sexual networks refer to "patterns of sexual activity with two or more partners, whether concurrently or
serially" (Xenos et aI., p. 104).
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decreased consistency in condom use. Another factor affecting sexual behavior is social class.

Those ofhigher socio-economic class become sexual active later (VanLandingham, et aI., 1992).

Male homosexual behaviors have not been adequately studied. VanLandinham et al.

(1992) reported that 10% of clerks and 17% of soldiers reported having had sex with another

man, but they do not provide information about the context or meaning of these relationships.

Thai men who identify as both gay and straight are known to engage in male-male sex but there is

very little in the literature on the latter group. More gay and lesbian studies in Thailand are now

being done.

Peter Jackson's work on male homosexuality in Thailand is unprecedented (1989, 1995,

1999). Thai society has a history of tolerating homoerotic behavior while disapproving of it. Gays

and kilthrey do not conform to normative social roles and so are considered abnormal. Despite a

reputation as a "gay paradise," Jackson (1995) concludes that being gay is still deeply stigmatized

in Thailand. However, male-male sexual activity is not always, or even often, considered "having

sex" (1995, p. 54-55). Thai regard same-sex sexual activity differently from inter-sex sexual

activity. Homoerotic behaviors, therefore, is not always tied to a homosexual identity. This will

be discussed further in Chapters 5 and 6.

Women's sexuality, particularly outside ofa marriage context, is not well documented.

There appears to be strong social pressure for women to remain virgins until they marry, or at

least until choosing a permanent mate. Knodel, Saengtienchai, VanLandingham, and Lucas'

(1999) found that virginity was a desirable, but not required, quality. And, when one considers

the sum of the literature it appears that virginity is not always maintained until marriage.

Tambiah says that sexual relations without marriage are not prohibited in the Northeast

(1970). Davis (1984) reported that most girls in a Naan (northern Thai) community are not virgins

when they marry. J. Van Esterik (1976) writes that girls in a village in Chiang Mai sometimes tell

young men that they are virgins, when they are not (p. 107). Although it has been suggested that
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increasing female sexual behavior is at least partially related to modernization, elaborate social

procedures for handling sexual transgressions suggest that it happened often enough to warrant

such procedures. In the Northeast, there were traditionally three ways for a couple to marry:

"One, the man asks for her, and there is a wedding ceremony. Two, they run away together.

Three, eMu saaw,,20 (Boontawee, 1988, p. 87-88). In the Northeast, women's sexual activity is

permitted in the context of a committed relationship, one that is expected to lead to marriage.

Thai generally believe that women's sexual desire is more tempered than men's, and

extramarital sexual activity is completely unacceptable (Knodel et aI., 1999, p. Ill). Sexuality

and reproduction are considered natural and desirable for married women, and fertility and

reproduction are less sensitive topics for them. Thailand has had phenomenal success with family

planning campaigns since the 1960s. Mougne (1978) suggests that traditional beliefs, social

organization, and work patterns, as well as new demographic and environmental factors have

facilitated this acceptance, rather than challenging it. She conducted a demographic analysis using

anthropological tools (detailed questionnaires, extended interviews, surveys, participation, and

observation) to reveal not only behaviors, but the cultural processes involved. Women repeatedly

show a certain practicality associated with sexual behaviors. However, Burnright and Leoprapai

(1975) found in a sample ofmarried rural women, that over 20% had never discussed birth

control with their husbands. This may not necessarily be because it is an embarrassing topic, but

more likely because birth control is a female domain and the women would have no reason to

consult their husbands.

Although sexuality among youth, especially girls, has always been discouraged, there is

evidence that it has also always been present. In more recent years, it has become an issue for

researchers. Anderson (1986), Muangman (1979), and Chompootaweep (1988) studied adolescent

20 Chuu siiaw is an option for marriage, usually opted for by those too poor to have a formal ceremony. The
man spends the night in the woman's bed and in the morning they ask forgiveness from the family and the
family's ancestors.
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sexuality in central Thailand and found a higher prevalence of sexual activity than previously

thought. Social standards for both male and female sexual behavior are changing due in part to

fear ofAIDS, a desire for modernity, and increasing mobility. This is most noticeable among the

young. Among men, social restrictions on sexual activity appear to be increasing somewhat. The

threat ofAIDS has resulted in a decrease in the utilization of the services ofprostitutes

(VanLandingham et aI., 1992, p. 8, 10), especially among the educated youth. While having

sexual experience is still regarded positively for young men, sex with prostitutes is increasingly

considered foolish, thus limiting their actual opportunities for sexual activity. Young women, on

the other hand, have more opportunities to engage in sexual activity. The desire ofmen to have

"safer" sex (i.e., with wives and girlfriends rather than prostitutes) puts more pressure on women

to be sexually active. Women are living farther from their families for work and school, resulting

increasing loneliness and fewer eyes watching out for their virginity. The image of the modern

women is also strong; sexuality is part ofthat image.

Changing values associated with modernity have contributed to an increase in sexual

behaviors (Soonthorndhada, 1995; Whittaker, 1999). Sex roles and behavior are increasingly

affected by factors such as consumer power, education, and the need for cash income. They also

result in people migrating to other areas for education or work. Lyttleton (1999) found that

villagers in Khon Kaen (Isan) are in agreement that young people are more likely to have pre

marital sexual relationships than previously, primarily due to increased opportunities away from

family. Unmarried young people are more often out of their parents' sight. Lyttleton points out

that mobility is facilitated by access to motorcycles (also Ford and Saiprasert, 1993, p. 10).

Young men and women can ride into town or to another village on their own. When a male and

female ride together, it gives them an opportunity to sit close and even touch each other.

Men consistently prove more forthright than women with information about sexuality in

Thailand (e.g., Ford & Saiprasert, 1993). And while women may talk about sexual behavior in
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general, they are less likely to talk about their own sexual experience. There is still a strong

double standards regarding sexuality: Men are expected to express theirs and women are not,

except in the context ofmarriage. Overt sexual expressions (in appearance, attitude, or behavior)

are looked down upon. Young men have only to gain, and young women only to lose, by having

sex. It is a male domain. Young women engage in sexual relationships primarily to keep a

boyfriend (Ford & Saiprasert).

It has been found that sexual behavior refers to heterosexual behavior for Thai youths

(Jackson, 1995, p. 54-55; Soonthorndhada, 1995, p. 2). Most Thai do not consider same sex

sexual behaviors (touching, kissing, even oral sex and anal sex) to be sex. So behaviors between

same-sex individuals are not particularly offensive, and do not define the sexual identity of the

participants. Young people are known to engage in such behaviors. Boys seek emotional and

physical affection from other boys since girls are inaccessible to them. This kind ofbehavior is

part of some friendships and is something some boys do just for fun. There are very few studies

of Thai lesbians. Chetame (1995) cites only one other study ofwhich she is aware. The

acceptance of len phffan (literally, playa friend), a euphemism for affectionate, physical, contact

between two women, has facilitated the closeting of lesbians. The normality of same-sex contact

conceals relationships of greater passion.

From the literature, a picture emerges in which, in general, young men seek sexual

experience (largely from commercial sex workers) and young women avoid it. Anecdotal

evidence, however, suggests that rates ofmale-female sexual behavior among youth occurs,

though research has yet to demonstrate this convincingly.

Current Directions in Research on Sexuality

Studies in the last decade examining broader aspects of sexual ideology in real-life

contexts have contributed to a greater understanding of gender in everyday life in Thailand (e.g.,

Jackson, 1995; Mills, 1999; Tannenbaum, 1995, 1999; van Esterik, 2000). These have moved the
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focus ofanthropological discourse on gender in Thailand away from the relative positions ofmen

and women to the meanings and possibilities of sexuality in Thailand. This approach allows us to

consider a whole range of sexual meanings under the singular rubric of Thai sexuality. Changes

in the way we examine sex in Thailand have been encouraged by trends in the larger literature on

sexuality. This includes greater attention to sexual categories, the relationship between gender

and class, and the effects ofmodernization on gender systems.

Henrietta Moore has criticized the western tendency to divide the world up into dualisms,

which mayor may not exist in other cultures (1993, 1994). Some groups' categories of sexuality

are more fluid, or simply different than that. Anna Meigs' research (1990) among the Hua of

Papua New Guinea is instructive to those who would consider biology the ultimate sexual

classifier. The Hua classify people by genitalia, but also by the amount ofnu, a kind of life

essence, in each person. People gain or lose nu over their lifetime, changing the gender category

to which they are assigned. Literature on "third genders" abounds and also represents a departure

from the exclusive male/female binary (see, e.g., Andaya, 2000, on bissu; Herdt, 1994; Nanda,

1998, on hijra; Roscoe, 1993, 1998, on berdache). Anthropologists must move beyond their own

dualistic cultural understanding of sex in order to effectively examine sex in any culture.

Research is also moving into complex analyses ofrelationships between gender, class,

ethnicity, and politics (see, e.g., Enloe, 1989; Ong, 1987). Sex is understood and lived through

these discourses and cannot be extracted from them without affecting its meaning. Identity is a

complex tangle of all one's statuses in all one's relationships.

Finally, the processes of globalization and modernization have stimulated social change

around the world. Their effects on systems of gender are typically profound (see, e.g., Bauman,

1991; Mills, 1990). Migration has brought the modern world to even small, rural communities.

Some aspects of culture change are obvious, but others are less so. The very existence oflong-
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held cultural symbols obscures the constant reinterpretation being applied to them in their rapidly

changing context. Even the most powerful, enduring symbols may acquire new meaning.
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CHAPTER 4. THE RESEARCH

Ethnographic methods have had little success at discovering sexual behaviors that are in

most cultures of a sensitive nature and are carried out in private. In cultures or contexts where

sexual behaviors carry risk of social disapproval, the likelihood of obtaining reliable first-hand or

even second-hand information is slim. In Mahasarakham, erotic sexual expressions abound, but

primarily in a non-personal sense. One's own sexual behavior is usually a private affair that is not

discussed openly or directly. Discussions of sex are socially permitted as a topic, but individuals

are not inclined to reveal information about their personal performances. Men are somewhat freer

with this information, but its accuracy may be questionable, especially if offered over whiskey or

in the presence of other men; they are prone to joking and boasting. Casual public contact

between a man and woman, if suggestive of a physical relationship, is frowned upon, though

casual contact between same-sex individuals is acceptable to the extent ofholding hands or

draping arms around waists or shoulders.

I combine qualitative (participation-observation, interviews, journals) and quantitative

(surveys) research methods to obtain a more nearly complete picture of sexuality, both erotic and

non-erotic aspects. I was ultimately unable to determine the extent of students' sexual behavior,

though I learned a great deal about their beliefs and attitudes. Thus, this dissertation focuses on

those the meanings they assign to sexual behaviors, roles, images, categories, and value and how

those are communicated through students' behavior and relationships. This ultimately was

probably a good thing. As Bancroft (1997) writes, "Before starting to measure sexual behavior,

one needs to understand the meanings associated with it, meanings which vary considerably from

culture to culture" (p. xi).

Informants

About 75% ofundergraduate students at SWU come from Mahasarakham and other Isan

provinces, and the remaining 25% come from the central, northern, and southern regions. Nearly
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all have recently completed senior high school! and are continuing their education straight

through. A handful of students helped out at home (farming or with the family business) or

attended a technical or other college before transferring to the university. Although many young

Thai men historically spent a period in the monkhood, I know of only one student who came to

SWU after ordaining. In general, SWU students represent some ofthe brightest and most

hardworking youth in Isan.

As in the US, college years are a time of transition between childhood and adulthood.

However, Thai students still refer to themselves as children (dek), but are no longer under the

watchful eye ofparents. Yet, they are not quite on their own as parents are usually responsible for

them fmancially. It can be a very lonely and frustrating time, especially for those who are still

adjusting to living away from their parents.

SWU has undergraduate and graduate programs. Graduate students are much less

homogeneous; many are professionals with careers and families. Their social roles relating to

sexuality are quite different from those ofundergraduates, though they, too, are social actors

operating in the same setting. One young, male graduate student was a wonderful resource on

categories of sexuality and male-male sexual behavior. This study focused on undergraduate

students who study for four years to obtain BA and BS degrees (see Appendix B for student

numbers).

My affiliation with the Department ofWestern Languages and my duties as an instructor

contributed to an over-representation of English majors as informants. I noticed no critical

differences between English majors and students in other majors in either interviews or surveys.

However, it is possible that differences were present and if so, they would have been most present

in the journals and other classroom data, since this relied exclusively on English majors and were

! matthayom toon plaay
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conducted in English. At a minimum, they have a more extensive English vocabulary, including

sexual vocabulary, than other students.

The study is not limited entirely to students. Social action is conducted in the context of

social relationships. While many social relationships involve other students, others do not.

Further, the social actors involved mutually negotiate social action. It is important to understand

the context and meaning ofthe social relationships in which students develop as sexual social

beings. Informants included family members, teachers, public health workers, doctors, nurses,

friends, students at other schools, monks, police, department store clerks, and video-store owners,

among others. They are all conveyors and constructors of sexual concepts with whom students

negotiate sexual meanings.

The SWU student body is all high school graduates, most from Isan. There are equal

representations ofmales and females, unlike for example, the Vocational College (mostly

females) and the Technical College (mostly males). SWU students have a reputation for being

good students, not troublemakers. They are generally regarded as being more serious

academically than students in the other schools.2 This is mere observation and was not measured

or tested in any way.

Research Assistants

Ten SWU students assisted me with the research: Bee, Loi, Jim, Urn, Tung, Ole, and Man

(females), and Wan, Sun, and Add (males). All but three were English majors, and all but two

were fourth year students. Most helped with translation, helped write the survey, and served as

general cultural guides and informants. Tung, a fourth-year female English major, was a most

skilled and helpful interviewer and accompanied me to villages and to Bangkok to gather data.

She was probably unusual in her comfort level and interest in this topic. Her father works for the

public health office in another province and so her experience with the subject matter and with

2 Students at the Teacher's College are also known to be serious students. Any difference in reputation is
probably due to SWU's greater prestige as a university.
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research in general was greater than that ofother students. She also had the vocabulary (both Thai

and English) to deal with the topics in a mature and professional manner. Other assistants

provided excellent translations of texts and typed (in Thai) tape transcripts.

I asked them to contribute as much as their schedule allowed. In general, our agreement

was that I would help them to practice their English and teach them research skills in exchange

for their assistance. They were, however, paid for some tasks, such as translation. Some lost

interest after a few months, but five stuck with me throughout the research. I gave each a mini

cassette recorder as a thank you gift (a symbol of their time as a researcher and a neat and useful

item they probably never buy for themselves). I also wrote each a letter of reference.

Research Methods

The methodological orientation ofthis study sits at a crossroads of research tradition,

combining qualitative and quantitative methods. Since qualitative and quantitative research

approaches can present two different perspectives on sexuality, a mixed methodology was used in

this study to maximize the strengths and minimize the weaknesses of each. Dyson (1992) says

that quantitative research can "help furnish ideas as to how to go about collecting quantitative

material" (p. 10). Qualitative data, likewise, can inform surveys, particularly in their design. The

two are complementary and necessary for a complete understanding (di Mauro, 1997, p. 4-5;

Dyson, p. 10). The primary data-collection techniques used were participant-observation, formal

and informal interviews, a survey questionnaire, and in-classroom performance and writing.

I did not conduct any focus group discussions. Focus groups, which rely on data gathered

through guided closed discussions, seem to be an effective qualitative method for studying

sexuality. Focus groups are increasingly employed in research in Thailand and seem to have had

good success (Ford & Saiprasert, 1994; Hesse-Swain, 1992; Knodel, Saengtienchai,

Vanlandingham, & Lucas, 1999; Lyttleton, 1999; Soonthomdhada, 1995; VanLandingham,

Supresert, Sittitrai, & Vaddhanaphuti, 1992). I eliminated focus groups from my methodological
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repertoire because I was unable to be trained in doing them while in the field. Focus groups must

be handled very systematically; otherwise the information generated is nothing more than a

guided group discussion. I held several group discussions.

Participant-Observation

Participant-observation is a time-consuming but ultimately very valuable research tool. It

is a way to verify that people to do what they say they do and it provides an opportunity to learn

aspects of culture and social behavior about which informants are less consciously aware. It is

superior for documenting public social behavior, relationships, and interactions. It is, however,

limited to observable situations. The researcher must infer private behaviors from the way they

are talked about or from other public evidence of them. Information mayor may not reflect actual

behavior, even when reported by an individual allegedly involved. Both problems ofmemory and

a desire to shape or reshape past events can render information inaccurate, though not necessarily

unmeaningful. It is naive for a researcher to assume that public discourse accurate reflects private

behavior, particularly when the topic is a highly sensitive one, consequential to the actors

involved. The discourse itself is of course valuable, but is insufficient as conclusive evidence of

private behavior.

In this study, participation-observation was limited to students' public performances.

Interactions between the sexes were particularly revealing. I spent time at dormitories and the

areas around them, the university, markets, movies, the department store, athletic fields, bars,

restaurants, and parks. I also visited temples, hospitals and clinics, and the police station that

provided insight into some institutional influences on sexuality. Discourses generated by social

institutions (Buddhism, schools, state, law, media, medicine) are almost always gendered and

express political interests in sexuality. Public institutional discourse and interpretations of it were

relatively easy to observe. The Thai nationalist agenda, like that in many countries, is highly
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gendered as are the institutions it encompasses. SWU students are immersed in nationalist (Le.,

elite central Thai) imagery and discourse as the university is a public, government run institution.

Interviews

Informal, unstructured, and semistructured interviews were used to collect in-depth,

personal, and complex information from different individuals about their interpretation of cultural

knowledge and own experiences. Interviews were conducted with most anyone who was willing

to talk. Pre-arranged interviews were usually semi-structured by a pre-written set of question.

Most were conducted with individuals, usually with a research assistant present who help with

translation and general understanding and participated in the interview process. With permission,

I recorded pre-arranged interviews on mini-cassettes, some ofwhich were transcribed. Informal

interviews were not recorded, and I wrote down information in my notebook, usually after the

fact since I never knew when opportunities would arise. On a trip to Kalasin province to

interview an expert weaver for the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, we stopped at a temple where

an effeminate monk was making beautiful arrangements for a baay sU situ khwiin, which is a

common ceremony. I took advantage ofthe opportunity to ask him some general questions about

Buddhism and sex as well as about his own creative talents.

Figure 4.1. A monk at a temple in Kalasin province creates a spectacular baay sU arrangement
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Interviewees belonging to difficult-to-find groups such as gay students were found

through snowball sampling. The first gay student I spoke with about being gay was a friend of a

research assistant. After his interview, he spoke with others who were willing to also be

interviewed. I interviewed very few students about their own sexual practices. The gay students I

interviewed, however, were remarkably forthright about their sexuality, including behaviors.

Though I did not directly request information about their own specific behaviors, informants

sometimes volunteered it. Most ofmy questions elicited information about the general views and

behavior of gay students. This was a challenge throughout the research: How specific can one be,

how personal can one get without driving the informant away or destroying rapport? We always

erred on the side of caution, sacrificing data to maintain the relationship.

The majority of interviewees were found through convenience sampling. In addition to

students, I interviewed educators, doctors, monks, parents, elder people, public health workers,

researchers, and teachers. Interviews were generally semi-structured, and we always approached

an interview with a set of guide questions. In situations where taking notes was not possible or

would have been out ofplace, my research assistant(s) and I made joint notes afterward. My

assistant Tung and I traveled to Bangkok to visit a gay bar. We wanted to know if the perception

of gay bars reflected the reality. We did not bring notebooks to the bar, but spent about an hour

and a half talking with the young men who worked there (many from Isan). We returned to our

hotel and wrote down everything we could remember. Between the two researchers, we were able

to recount much ofthe conversations. Had it been only myself, I do not think my notes would

have been very complete or reliable, due to memory loss and language issues.

One difficulty with sensitive topics is that interviewees may feel vulnerable when

revealing information that is regarded as potentially embarrassing or harmful. As a teacher, I had

an obligation to my students to protect them and look out for their well being. To maintain our
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relationship, I could not put them at risk. Thus, I relied heavily on third party information

(garnered through interviews and journals) about sensitive issues such as sexual behavior.

The researcher's sex is an issue in research on sexuality. It is generally recommended that

females interview females and males interview males. I refrained from initiating discussion of

highly personal information in one-on-one situations, so the relevance ofmy gender was, I

believe, minimized. Few females revealed any information about sexual behavior though some

males did. Thai males are not as sexually restricted as Thai females and face fewer risks in talking

to interviewers about their sexuality, whether the interviewer is a man or a woman. Being an

American further reduces the negative effects being female might have on males' responses?

Most students believe that adult Americans (and younger ones, too) are already sexually

experienced.

Regardless of the topic discussed, the sex of the individuals in a researcher-informant

relationship is relevant because in Mahasarkaham (and Thailand) gender matters. That said, I

detected no hesitancy on the part of either males or females to respond to my questions. I had

both male and female research assistants, but my most regular interview partner was a female

student. She served not only as a language verifier/translator, but also as an interview guide,

suggesting appropriate directions. That I was interested in the topic of sex did not seem to shock

people. There are several reasons for this. First, Thai view foreigners as being more sexually

active, and I was told many times that in America there is "free sex" but not in Thailand. Surely,

people assumed that I, too, practiced "free sex" at home. I did my best not to reinforce this idea in

appearance or action. Second, sex is not a taboo topic in Mahasarakham. Sexual jokes, references,

and images are commonplace. Sex is regarded as a normal part of life and as long as the

conversation is not personal, talk about it is not discouraged. Third, the educational campaigns on

birth control and AIDS have made sex and talking about sex a positive thing. Birth control is now

3 I believe the same would be true for any western woman.
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regarded as a natural concern of reproductive age adults. And all good citizens, whether 5 or 85,

have a responsibility to know how HIV is transmitted and how to prevent it. Posters hung around

town illustrate the ways HIV is spread in Thailand. It is not hard to get people to talk about

sexuality; it is hard to get people to talk about their own (erotic) sexual behavior.

Interviews with students focused on ideas and interpretations of sexual concepts. I

avoided truly sensitive topics so as not to alienate informants, unless of course they introduced

them into the conversation. I attempted to make the interviews, even semi-structured ones, as

conversation-like as possible to minimize the inherent inequality in the interviewer-interviewee

relationship. A researcher can rarely ascertain that an informant has been entirely accurate in his

or her descriptions and explanations. One way to validate information is to collect it using another

research method.

Survey Questionnaire

The greatest strength of surveys is their analytic potential. They are an effective means to

reach a greater number and variety ofpeople than can be done using ethnographic techniques.

Further, they can be handled anonymously and thus have proven useful for gathering sensitive

information. A survey questionnaire was administered to 289 students, about 240 at

Srinakharinwirot University, the rest at the Teachers' College, the Vocational College, and the

Technical College.4 Ninety complete responses were returned from SWU and these were used in

this study (there were 1,473 undergraduates at the time of the survey). Responses from outside

SWU (21 surveys) and those that were incomplete (11 surveys) were not considered in

tabulations of data.

The survey questionnaire was distributed to a reasonably stratified, semi-random sample,

not a probability sample. I attempted to get an equal representation ofmales and females in each

year (first through fourth), with a larger number of first and fourth year students so as to

4 I briefly considered comparing data from different schools.
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maximize the between-group variance, ifthere is any related to year of study. I expected fourth

year students to have somewhat different perspectives than first year students because of their

different experiences. I also tried to find students from different majors, only sometimes obvious

upon approach. Over the course of a week, I wandered around different parts of campus,

approached groups of students, introduced myself, and asked if they'd be willing to assist me by

completing a survey about sex. I approached groups rather than individuals, because if! found

that if! could get one or two in a group to agree, more from the group would usually follow. I

made a note of students' sex, year, and major.

My research assistants and I designed the questionnaire. I wrote most of the original

questions (in English) guided by my assistants' input, particularly in selecting appropriate options

for multiple-choice questions (e.g., list of sexual behaviors). We then translated the questions into

Thai, and then back again into English, to see what kind of semantic transformations had

occurred. Any that were too far from the meaning of the original were reconsidered and rewritten.

Discussion among the research assistants was lively and a decision was usually reached by

consensus. Difficult issues included choosing words most students would understand (e.g.,

"oorool sek" versus a Thai description) and phrasing things so as not to offend or embarrass

respondents. Research in the US has found that a lack ofunderstanding ofvocabulary in

questionnaires can have a significant effect on responses (most notably resulting in a reporting of

"0" frequency of the activity) and that ability to understand sexual vocabulary differs for different

ethnic and age groups (Binson & Catania, 1998).

The questionnaire was composed of a cover note and three sections of 89, 60, and 90

questions. It was, in retrospect, too large. I consider myself lucky to have received 90 responses.

It may have also been difficult to follow, since the format ofthe questions varied and some

questions contained multiple parts. My assistants estimated that it probably took most students

30-40 minutes to complete. It was anonymous, and students were instructed to return the
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questionnaires to boxes placed about campus (covered cardboard boxes with a slot cut in the top);

there was little chance of a respondent being identified his or her questionnaire.

The questionnaire could have been significantly improved. I pilot-tested it only on my

research assistants, due to time constraints. Doing a test run on students who were not familiar

with it probably would have highlighted unclear and poorly worded questions, and weeded out

ones that elicited little helpful information. It would have also been informative to hold

discussion groups (possibly formal focus groups) as a follow up to the questionnaire to help flesh

out some ofthe more unclear or contradictory responses (e.g., "having sexual relations" does not

include prostitutes unless specifically stated).

Questionnaires and surveys are useful for studying the relationship ofvariables in diverse

populations where scientifically drawn samples are important. They are also useful in more
!

interpretive studies and have been used extensively in certain domains that have traditionally

relied heavily on quantified data (e.g., kinship, ecological anthropology, psychological

anthropology, medical anthropology). Because they are anonymous and can be done in private,

there is a certain appeal to using them to obtain data, particularly when one is dealing with a

sensitive topic. They are also useful for obtaining quantifiable information on the population as a

whole, including background information (home province, age, number of siblings, economic

class, etc). Conducting anthropological research in an urban setting is difficult and traditional

ethnographic techniques don't always work as well as they do among smaller, more homogeneous

groups. It makes good sense to borrow research techniques that were designed to elicit data on

large, heterogeneous groups ofpeople. The standardized nature of questionnaires also allows one

to conceivably use the data for comparison with other populations, that is, if the data are believed

reliable. While I believe much (not all) of the information from the survey questionnaire to be

accurate, I strongly suspect that my sample is not representative of the student population at

SWU. I will discuss this further in the next section.
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General Methodological Problems and Limitations

The most obvious limitation with research of sexuality, especially erotic sexuality, is that

much of the social action of interest is conducted in private, and can't be observed. Many other

aspects of sex, such as division of labor and family roles, are observable to at least some degree.

Although some anthropologists have called for researchers to learn about sex and validate their

findings through participation in sexual behaviors with informants (e.g., Bolton, 1992), this is not

an approach that would, in my opinion, go over well in Mahasarakham. In a culture that has very

specific rules about sexual behaviors, it would be difficult to find a socially acceptable way to

engage in sex (besides marrying a local, which would provide only limited experience).

Anthropologists have a tradition ofnot revealing their sexual involvement with informants. There

are many reasons for this including potential embarrassment and negative professional

repercussions. That a researcher's participation in this aspect of social life brings into question his

or her motives, character, or professionalism, demonstrates that the "power ofthe ethnographer is

a definite and perhaps even causal factor in describing and explaining sexual conduct" (Herdt,

1999, p. 30).

It is not possible for an anthropologist to assume the role of a local in a sexual

relationship, given that (a) slhe isn't one and (b) slhe isn't equipped with enough knowledge (at

least initially) to act like one. To turn sex, already a politicized collection of actions, into a

research exercise, compounds the political nature of it to such a degree that one might consider it

completely altered. The situation in which the researcher would be participating would not be a

"natural" (Le., native) one and thus slhe could never be sure the experience is representative of

that of the natives. But this does not necessarily invalidate the exercise. What it reveals about the

meaning of sexuality for both the native and the researcher may be useful for understanding the

researcher's cultural interpretation. Kulick & Wilson (1996) have called for anthropologists to

discuss their sexual experiences with locals, both for descriptive and reflexive value. Rabinow
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(1977) did this in his account ofhis fieldwork experiences in Morocco. Though his central focus

was not sexuality, he includes descriptions of encounters with Berber prostitutes because they

influenced his understanding of the culture and himself. The absence of (American)

anthropologists' sexual experiences is probably evidence of their significance, rather than

insignificance. The meaning anthropologists assign to these experiences keeps them from

discussing them. Conversations had with musicians, transactions made in markets, and hunting

excursions are all readily revealed. Sexual experiences are usually not. They are private, personal,

and most often off the record.

When fieldwork becomes personal, anthropologists cease to be objective. But fieldwork

is always personal, and objectivity is a fallacy. Ethnography is an interpretation of interpretations.

This need not be a weakness of the approach. But the validity of ethnography is strengthened by

some reflexivity by the researcher. The meanings I assign to sexuality greatly influenced the way

I carried out my research and the way I understood sexuality in Mahasarakham. However, I also

became aware of changes in my own understandings through my interactions with my informants.

Despite an awareness ofmy own biases, I frequently caught myself trying to understand a

students' view from within my own cultural framework. This was an ongoing struggle for me in

the field.

The goal of any research venture is to achieve a greater understanding of something, in

this case how students understand sexuality and interpret it in their own lives. Qualitative and

quantitative methods take different paths towards this goal, and reveal different kinds of

information.

Although I suspect that respondents to the survey were entirely representative of the

population of students, the information is still valuable.

Quantitative measurement can increase the effectiveness of anthropological
description by increasing reliability; increasing comparability; retaining negative
cases; expressing intracultural diversity; increasing the precision for theoretical
propositions; and increasing the power of statistical tests. (Johnson, 1978, p. 43)
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Johnson's point about retaining negative cases is particularly pertinent to studies of

sensitive topics. In situations where there is strong social agreement about how things should be,

it is all too easy to write off the few exceptions or extreme views or behaviors we encounter as

insignificant anomalies. But it is valuable to understand how they fit into the social fabric. In

quantitative research, less common answers can be found less significant in analysis, but they

cannot be ignored entirely. Including quantitative techniques in an anthropological study may

contribute to making the study more believable.

Surveys also have weaknesses, one of the most notable ofwhich is decontextualizing

issues, which brings the extent to which they reflect real life into question. In this study, this is

demonstrated in the questions about abortion (see Appendix M). In the clearest question, "Is

abortion a sin?" 67% of all respondents said it is, even given the option of answering "in some

cases." Two question later, when asked "Who should consider an abortion?" 92% responded that

people who have been raped should, and 93% responded that people who are HIV positive

should. Providing greater context elicits responses that better reflect how students experience real

life. Decontextualization is what makes surveys quick and efficient tools for collecting data. But

it is also one of their weaknesses, and researchers must be aware of its effects.

Surveys may accrue sampling and non-sampling errors. Conclusions can only be drawn

about a population, based on a sample, if the sample is representative of the population (bad

sample = unrepresentative data = bad conclusions). It is presumed that a sufficient sample drawn

randomly from the population will be representative. However, the reality is that a perfect random

sample is rarely possible. Researchers are not able to compel their informants to participate, so

informants may self-select out of the research. In less sensitive research where the topic and

questions asked are non-threatening to the respondent, this may not be a significant problem. But

in research about highly sensitive topics, questions are potentially threatening to the respondent

and there is a greater chance that individuals will refuse to participate.
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Participation in a survey on sexual behavior in Thailand, for any student who is sexually

active, requires the respondent to publicly (even if anonymously) admit something that by should

not be publicly acknowledged. This is especially true for women for whom sexual behaviors can

result in a loss of status. Obtaining a representative sample on such topics is a challenge. Based

on information collected through interviews and the literature, I believe that the respondents to

my survey questionnaire are not representative of the population of students at SWU regarding

sexual experience.5 Of all female respondents (56), it appears that only three may have had sexual

intercourse and this is not certain because they did not respond consistently to questions relating

to experience. This finding is in conflict with other data collected which suggest that at least some

female students are living with male students, have had abortions, have had affairs with teachers,

have been commercial sex workers, and have had sex with their boyfriends. Possible explanations

for this include (a) the sample was not large enough, (b) respondents did not respond accurately,

and (c) only non-sexually active females responded. Also, although surveys were distributed to

near equal proportions ofmales and females, more females returned it than males (62% vs. 38%

of respondents).

Non-sampling errors occur in such instances as non-response, measurement bias,

respondent errors, researcher bias - which are often interrelated -- coding errors, and computer-

processing/calculation errors. Non-sampling errors are generally reduced through improved

questionnaire design, data editing, and by making statistical adjustments for non-response.

Although non-sampling error is often larger than sampling error, measurement ofmost non-

sampling error is difficult or impossible.

Respondent bias includes a number ofproblems such as misunderstanding questions,

misreporting information due to perceived privacy issues, and memory error (if the information

5 Xenos et al. (1993) encountered a similar situation during a pretest of a survey in southern Thailand. No
respondents reported engaging in premarital intercourse. This was solved by changing the setting from
classrooms to the respondents' homes. Students in my own study were already free to take the survey
questionnaire home (and were encouraged to do so).
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related to a pervious period). It is known, for example, that in the United States, adults frequently

underreport sexual activities on surveys (Turner, Miller, & Rogers, 1997, p. 39). This is an even

greater concern in Thailand, particularly among females, who (in both unmarried and married

contexts) are expected to give the impression of conforming to social ideals. Cantania (1997)

describes the effect of developmental and gender issues on responses (p. 431). Thai are known to

sometimes give bogus responses in surveys (see Lyttleton, 1999, Bilmes, personal

communication), making the questions less personal and more about students in general or

students respondents know, may have been less intimidating. It also, ofcourse, changes the focus.

Allowing students to respond in pairs or groups, may have also made it more fun, and increased

the likelihood ofthoughtful responses, though this, too, would have required eliminating sensitive

questions directed at the respondents. Using self-administered questionnaires, rather than

interviewer administered questionnaires appears to reduce underreporting of sensitive behaviors

(Turner et aI., p. 41-42). Of course, respondent bias is also an issue in ethnographic research.

Measurement bias is present any time a technique fails to measure what it says it is

measuring. This, too, can result from a poorly designed questionnaire. For example, in this study,

questions that began "Ifyou have ever done X... " seemed to confuse students who gave answers,

even though elsewhere they indicated that they had never done X. Students' understanding of the

meaning of some questions also sometimes seemed to differ from that of the researcher and

research assistants. For example, a few male students indicated in some questions that they had

never had sexual relations (rnii pheetsarnphan), but they also indicated that they had gone to

prostitutes (pay thfaw soopheenii). This particular example brought to our attention the use of

different categories for sexual behaviors with different categories ofpeople (i.e., sex with

girlfriends or friends and sex with prostitutes). Sex with friends and sex with commercial sex

workers is regarded differently. Sex with commercial sex workers does not, apparently, constitute
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a sexual relationship.6 My failure to account for this in the survey calls into question the meaning

of some of the students' answers; it does not seem that the survey reported on what it was

intended to report on. Because the survey had noticeable sampling and non-sampling error, I have

treated the data more as I would treat qualitative data. Consequently, it was only tabulated and no

statistical analysis was done.

Researcher bias can emerge at any point in the research and can be difficult to mitigate. If

the researcher is uncomfortable with the subject matter, that discomfort can find its way into a

questionnaire or interview thus affecting the response (Giami, Olomucki, & De Poplavsky, 1997).

Use ofpolite or euphemistic language to spare the respondent (or interviewee) researcher-

perceived potential embarrassment may have the unintended effect of creating an ambiguous

question which can, consequently, generate inaccurate or misleading data. One may become

aware of such a problem if the data obtained in the question contradict other data, or if the data

generated do not make sense in the context of other data about the population. During interviews

(whether in surveying or ethnographic research), the researcher's intonation, stress, and facial

expressions maybe betray an alleged neutral position in relation to the topic.

The strength of qualitative research methods is their effectiveness at providing

information on the subjective and experiential. Participant-observation, interviews, and life

history all produce tremendously rich, detailed, emic-oriented pictures of a culture. Traditionally,

ethnographers have relied on a few key informants. Although these individuals are certainly

"experts" about their own culture, their interpretations are biased by their own experiences and

their understandings of researcher expectations and their self-representations. Qualitative research

sometimes gives excessive attention to odd cases, thereby inadvertently suggesting they are more

"normal" or common than they actually are. Or, the researcher may ignore or write off odd cases,

6 It is also possible that students literally "went to a prostitute" but did not have sex there. Men often go to
brothels in groups and not all men sleep with the sex workers. The expression pay thiaw soopheenii is
normally used to mean "have sex with a prostitute."
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giving a false impression ofhomogeneity. The likelihood of qualitative error is higher in research

on sensitive topics, particularly ones that are not readily observed. This study makes an effort to

redress this by drawing on information obtained in the anonymous, self-administered

questionnaire.

One limitation that all researchers face doing fieldwork is their role in relation to the

community they are studying. Beyond consuming time, my role as a teacher was constraining to

my role as a researcher. It affected the way students viewed me, the way they related to me, and

certainly the way they responded to my questions. However, it was not an insurmountable

challenge and in some ways facilitated the research.

Thailand is a ranked society: Everyone is informally7 ranked in terms of status in relation

to everybody else. One always spontaneously calculates her status relation to whomever she is

dealing with. This determines the way people greet, how close to the head one's hands are held

during a way,8 the way one addresses the other, and the verbal and nonverbal language one

chooses to use. For those in extremely high status roles such as monks or royalty, there is even

special language. Different words are used for the same action carried out by people of different

status categories. Regarding eating, laypersons kin or thaan, the King and Queen saw~y, and

monks chan. Age and gender are also key factors in determining one's place in the social

hierarchy. This is especially evident in the way that kin terms (which reflect age, gender,

generation, and/or lateral side offamily) are expressed in non-kin relationships. Good friends

may call each other by their nicknames, or they may use the kin terms phii and noeng (elder

sibling and younger sibling, respetively). Depending the age difference, an older woman may be

7 Nowadays, ranking is done informally and is so internalized that it appears almost to be subconscious. But
ranking was at one time formalized in the Siamese legal code. In the 15th century, King
Borommatrailokanat ("King Trailok") defined in the law a complex and specific hierarchy that assigned to
every Siamese citizen a status expressed in units of sakdinaa ("field power"). Slaves were ranked 5 while
the ranking of the nobility started at 400. High government officials were 10,000 (Wyatt, 1982, 73).
8 Woay is the common greeting throughout Thailand in which one puts his palms together and raises them
to chest or head level, depending on the status of the person one is greeting.
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pMi, mia (mother's younger sibling), paa (parent's elder sister), mte (mother), or yaay (mother's

mother). Thus, one is constantly calculating one's status in relation to others, and though it is

usually not a conscious process, violations or serious miscalculations can result in embarrassment

or insult. In a general sense, men have higher status than women. But other status markers are

often more important for determining relative status overall, and no single marker can be

accurately read out of context. For example, when younger male aajaan, even the president ofthe

university, encountered Ajaan Chana, a single, female, full professor in her 60s, they regularly

showed tremendous respect and deference to her, both in their speech and gestures. Indeed, age is

almost always more significant than gender.9

Because ofthe many factors contributing to status, one's status is context-specific. To my

students, I was Ajaan Pam (professor); to my neighbors I was noong Pam (younger sibling; they

were a little older than I, but still of the same generation); to some young people in my

neighborhood I was pMi Pam (elder sibling); to the children I taught English to, I was khruu Pam

(teacher); to my friend's niece and nephew I was naa Pam (parent's younger sister); to monks, I

was simply another layperson (or sometimes evenfarcmg, westerner). In any case, my role as an

SWU instructor afforded me immediate respect from most townspeople. Teachers, who were

historically monks, receive special attention in Thailand. lO The term aajaan is used not only for a

teacher with a degree, but as a title of respect for a highly learned person. It is, for example, used

for learned and respected monks, abbots in particular. Aajaan recognizes not simply a personal

accomplishment (e.g., having a master's degree), but the sharing ofknowledge with the

community. Having a degree and teaching at the university made me immediately valued.

9 One exception to this is in a marriage where the wife is older than the husband. She may refer to him as
phii (elder sibling) although he is technically not older. This reflects the preferred relative age difference
and spousal roles, with the husband as leader of the household. However, she may also call him by his
name or nickname.
10 Way khruu is an expression which means to pay respects to one's teachers. Every school has a Way
Khruu day to honor the teachers. Artists and writers often way khruu before start a performance or new
work.
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My status was further enhanced by the fact that Thai are rather fond ofAmericans.

Reluctantly, I realized that the people ofMahasarakham held the belief that in some way,

Americans were better (richer, more developed, more modem, more powerful) than they. 11 This

esteem was for the most part genuine (however misled I thought it); the status I was granted for

being American never seemed to be given grudgingly or with resentment. I felt my presence was

appreciated and welcomed.

As an instructor, I was able to use much ofmy class time to gather research data. The

department head allowed me to focus my class activities on topics related to sexuality. Although

my position as a teacher created an immediate status differential (probably greater than

"researcher" would have) it put me in a position of intimacy with the students. University teachers

in many ways fill the void created by the absence ofparents. Teachers at SWU function as

academic instructors, as well as also advisors, supporters, and nurturers. They commonly form

close bonds with students in sometimes parental-like relationships.12 I knew of instructors who

hired poorer students as house cleaners and paid them well, although the service wasn't needed.

Teachers at SWU take care of their students; they watch out for their academic, emotional, and

financial well-being. Thus, my role as instructor actually gave me the opportunity to get closer to

them. They watched my house when I went out oftown; they played with my dog, Gratip, and

brought her snacks; and they came to ask me questions, both academic and personal, outside of

class.

The main drawback to being an instructor at the university, however, was ofmy own

doing. I did not allow myself to socialize too much with the students on an individual basis. As a

II The people in Mahasarakham like many things about American, but not the reputation Americans have
for casual sex ("free sex" they call it). There is an assumption that casual sex is very normal for Americans,
both men and women. This can create some difficulties for American women. Those who are not interested
in the advances of Thai men hoping for a sexual relationship must be exceptionally careful of their public
verbal and nonverbal communication, and take care for their safety. Those who are interested must keep
their exploits secret (and make sure their partner(s) does, too) or risk tarnishing their reputation.
12 I was told that teachers also sometimes enter into extremely un-parent-like, sexual relationships with
students.
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professional policy, I try to refrain from actions that might be construed as favoritism toward

particular students, so I limited my participation to group activities such as picnics. I often visited

the entertainment establishments they frequented and encountered them there. Most ofmy

participation in students' lives occurred in public or more privately in a professional (as teacher or

researcher) context.

Despite the limitations discussed, this study shows that qualitative and quantitative

methods, when utilized together, can complement each other in a way that strengthens the

findings of each, ultimately resulting in a more complete understanding of the topic under study.

Further, incorporating non-traditional methods, such as free-thought journals, into the design adds

yet another dimension, one in which the informants exercise greater control over the direction and

content of the information being shared.
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CHAPTER 5. PRIMARY CATEGORIES OF SEXUALITY

Among students at SWU,l there are two primary categories ofpheet: pheetying (literally

woman's sex, or female) andpheetchaay (literally man's sex, or male).2 I use the term "primary"

here specifically because it suggests primacy in terms ofboth importance and structure. Students

in Mahasarakham understand male and female are two naturally occurring categories ofboth

humans and animals,3 though here we consider only the meanings associated with the human

categories. Pheet has both biological and social meanings, so pheetying and pheetchaay do, too.

Beliefs about the biological reinforce and are reinforced by the social.

Students interpret and explain much about sex in relation to these two cultural categories,

though in actual practice, one doesn't hear the terms used very often. When speaking of the sexes,

students usually use the words phuuying and phfiuchaay (female person, or women/girl, and male

person, or man/boy). These terms are also not rigidly tied to biological sex (as woman and man

tend to be in the USA), though in most instances they are. In other words, it is conceptually

possible for a pheetchaay to be a phfiuying and I know of at least one instance where a pheetying

lived life as a phfiuchaay. Before I discuss intermediate (or intersexed, or third gender)

categories, let's consider the meanings of male and female for SWU students.

Key Categories: Male and Female

As concepts, male and female convey many, many meanings depending on context. But

students also have some strong ideas attached to male andfemale that are fairly consistent across

contexts.

1 From this point on, I am talking specifically about students at SWU, though they share many of these
ideas with other members of their culture.
2 The Lao word for male is the same (pheetchaay) and the word for female has different tone (pheetying).
3 As mentioned previously, Thai linguistically differentiates sexes for humans and sexes for animals. Also,
it should be mentioned that monks are theoretically not human and therefore may warrant their own
category of sex, though I would tend to disagree.
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Physical Bodies

Ones body conveys information not only about one's biological sex (pheetylng or

pheetchaay), but also one's gender (phUuYlng and phuuchaay). Males and females are physically

differentiated, mainly by their reproductive and muscular systems. Males have a penis and

scrotum and females have females sex organs: labia, clitoris, and vagina. Normally, males adopt

men's social roles and females adopt women's social roles. Masculinity and femininity are further

demonstrated through the active shaping of the body, which projects particular meanings to

others. And, when they aren't successful at shaping their bodies, they sometimes express their

desire for change verbally or otherwise, conveying similar kinds of information. Femininity is

demonstrated by a petite build and a general softness. Masculinity is demonstrated by strength

and muscular development. Bodily appearance is more significant for women than for men and is

part of a general concept ofbeauty. Masculinity is enhanced more by social action and social role

than by bodily shape or facial appearance, though a firm, muscular (but not excessively

developed) build is desirable. Students' consciously reinforce sexual dimorphism through their

choice ofphysical activities.

Women by and large do not want large muscles and limit their participation in activities

that build muscle. Defined musculature is considered masculine and unattractive on women.

Several women students specifically said to me that they did not want to do aerobics or run

because they were afraid of getting "big legs." Sports are very popular at the university and

students are fit and healthy overall. Men are particularly avid playing takro6w,4 basketball,

baseball, and soccer players. But women are infrequently seen playing these sports. Their

4 TilkrofJW is a Southeast Asian game played with a woven rattan ball. There are two main styles of the
game: hoop tilkroow and net tilkr@ow. In hoop tilkroow, players encircle a hoop suspended high in the air,
bouncing the ball off various body parts. Net tilkrofJW is played on a court and is similar to volleyball,
except no hands or lower arms may be used.
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preferred athletic activities are volleyball andjogging.5 Volleyball involves more skill than

strength, and jogging is known to reduce weight (a concern ofmany young women).6

This does not mean that female students are prohibited from playing non-traditional

sports, though socially they may experience discouragement. My own experience was that female

students discourage female participation in "men's sports" more than male students. Students are

non-confrontational in general and do not impose direct restrictions on who can participate.

Women do not seem very interested in playing soccer, baseball, tilkroow, or basketball. This was

confirmed by my own experiences. To offset the sleepiness I often felt from the heat my first year

teaching in Thailand, I made it my routine to jog or play sports every evening, usually

accompanied by my 8-year-old neighbor, Tao. On only a few occasions did we have any luck

recruiting women to join us in a game ofbasketball. We usually played alone or with men. Later,

during this research, my housemate,7 Laura, and I decided to learn to play tilkroow. The tilkroow

coach, Ajaan Boon, an anthropology teacher and acquaintance ofmine, invited us to join him and

his team at practice. We tried not to interfere with the experienced players and usually practiced

off to the side by ourselves. Ajaan Boon offered us advice and demonstrated techniques. No one

seemed interested in or surprised by our attempts to learn this men's sport. Two or three times,

some of our English students joined us. Boys usually knew at least the basics, but the women

were as unskilled as we though a few said they had played with siblings when they were younger.

The body is seen as a product ofnature that should be accepted and must be dealt with.

Students express very low levels of dissatisfaction with their bodies, though women have a few

more complaints than men. Beauty has been one measure of a woman's worth for a very long

5 Students sometimes play tennis, but the tennis courts are primarily occupied by teachers.
6 Doctors in Mahasarakham told me that abuse of laxatives, as a weight loss method, is a growing problem
particularly among teenagers. There is national concern with slimness, fed by media (movies, television,
magazines) images coming from within and outside Thailand.
7 I shared a townhouse for a couple of months with a 22-year-old Chinese-American woman who was
teaching English at SWU. Then I was given a puppy and so moved into a larger, more Thai-style house not
far away.
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time, especially in the central region (Van Esterik, 1989). As was mentioned earlier, unlike

Siamese culture, Isan culture traditionally emphasized women's skills over physical beauty in

their appeal as wives, though it was never a non-issue. Siamese culture, however, has for at least

150 years emphasized women's physical beauty as the main criterion by which they should be

judged. Among students, beauty is associated with the female body and both men and women

consider female bodies more beautiful. As Daeng (2nd year female) wrote in her journal, "The

women's body is very beautiful. The women are suave, neat, and nurturing. "

Women are strongly encouraged to take care of their appearances in traditional literature,

song, and modern media. Beauty is not only aesthetically pleasing, but reflects the merit of the

person, and thus is one indicator ofmorality. Physical beauty is a reward for merit accrued in past

lives; physical unattractiveness is, likewise, punishment for past sins. Beautiful features include

slender bodies, pale unblemished skin, shiny hair, and a graceful manner. Beauty pageant

standards, increasingly based on Western contest preferences, also now suggest that height and

large breasts are desirable features of women.

Both men and women view the female body as more attractive. It is more beautiful,

sexier,s and more fragrant than the male body. Males are not normally smelly or dirty (Thai in

general are exceptionally hygienic), but sometimes they become that way as a result ofworking

and playing hard. Female bodies are purer, more boorisitt.9 In addition to being less sexually

active (and thus literally more "virginal"), females do not abuse their bodies with tobacco and

alcohol to the extent males do.

Even menstruation, a source of defilement and pollution in many cultures, carries

relatively benign significance for the students in everyday life. Menstrual blood is believed to

8 Female bodies appear to be much more ofa stimulus for men, than men's bodies are for women. Female
students almost never commented on men's bodies, but did appreciate a handsome face. Female students
overwhelmingly see eyes as the sexiest feature on men, followed by lips. Of below-the-neck body parts,
men's shoulders were viewed as sexiest.
9 pure, innocent, virginal, unblemished
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have the ability to negate the power ofmagical objects, but it is not perceived as dirty or

polluting. Menstruation is natural and normal and is considered feminine, in that it demonstrates

femaleness. It is neither something to be feared nor celebrated; it simply is a fact of life.

Menstruating women are not considered unclean or impure (provided they otherwise continue

their n~rmal bathing habits). Girls unabashedly purchase large quantities of sanitary napkins10 in

the presence of friends ofboth sexes. I observed young men purchasing them (presumably for

friends or family members) along with their laundry detergent, snacks, and drinks at Sermthai

department store.11

This matter-of-fact approach to bodily functions carries over to some extent, to sexual

desires and behaviors. Sex is natural and necessary and is a positive thing in appropriate contexts.

But while sexual behaviors are regarded as normal and natural, they are also constrained and

controlled by social rules ofpropriety.

Sexual Feelings

Based on literature and reports by locals, Isan culture traditionally recognized women's

sexual needs and it was one of a husband's duties to satisfy them. In my research, however, I

noted a strong tendency in Mahasarakham to minimize women's sexual needs and interests. This

may be a result of Siamese influence, which I would argue, has traditionally maximized the

significance and strength ofmen's sex drive and played down women's. 12 SWU students express

somewhat different beliefs in different contexts. At a cognitive level, such as when asked directly,

they recognize that both men and women have very strong sexual feelings (khwaam felJng kaan

10 In Mahasarkaham, only sanitary napkins are sold. Both male and female students know about tampons,
but they are not widely available.
11 There is only one department store in Mahasarakham, Sermthai. Shopping at Sermthai is a popular
activity for students. Other small groceries are scattered about town, but students prefer Sermthai for its
size and selection of most goods.
12 There is not much consensus in the ethnographic literature on male and female sexual desire. Some have
written that the dominant Thai view is that sex is primarily for men's pleasure and women aren't really
interested and don't enjoy it (Muecke, 1992). Others have said Thai view women as having greater sexual
appetites (Hanks & Hanks, 1963; Thitsa, 1982; P. Van Esterik, 1982).
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thaang pheet). In the questionnaire, the majority of students reported that male and female sexual

feelings are the same or similar. However, in their writing and in conversations, students

associate males with strong sex drives, strong sexual feelings, and strong sexual needs. Most

attribute this to male nature. In some instances, it seems as though they think the male sex drive is

uncontrollable. 13 But some students, even some of those who say males are naturally highly

sexed, believe this can be changed if ideas held in Thai culture change. A few students claim that

men are more highly sexed because they can be; society has built-in systems and support for

facilitating male sexual behavior. Men stand mostly to gain (status, sexual variety, experience)

through sexual behavior. Outside ofmarriage, women mostly lose (status, reputation, trust, self-

esteem). Some female students complained about the sexual double standard to which men's and

women's behaviors are held:

In Thailand the men can have a lot ofwives, but women can't have a lot of
husbands. If the husband have a lot ofwives the people will say it is smart, but
when the woman have a lot ofhusbands the people will say that it is bad thing
and immoral. It have a lot of thing not fair for women in Thailand. (Journal entry,
Bua, 2nd year female)

Men are socially permitted to express their sexual feelings and act upon them in a limited

range of contexts.14 One previously acceptable target ofmen's sexual energies was prostitutes.

They are widely available and relatively inexpensive. But for these young people, who grew up

during the national AIDS campaign, visiting prostitutes is no longer seen as harmless. Students

are wary of the risk of disease. Those who regularly visit brothels are looked at as foolish. And if

they have girlfriends, they are seen as uncaring for putting their girlfriends' health at risk. A

second reason visiting prostitutes is no longer as acceptable is because it violates a new

understanding ofmonogamy. Loyalty to one's spouse used to mean that a woman would have no

13 More than handful of students told me that ifprostitution were stopped, the number ofrapes would
increase. Men would have no release for their sexual urges and resort to raping women.
14 Men can be described as promiscuous, too (e.g., somsoon describes a promiscuous man or woman).
Promiscuous women are often described as phuuyrng raan (a lustful woman, woman who makes
passes).
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other sexual relationships, and that a man would have only one wife. Ideally, the man would keep

no minor wives, but even these might be tolerated if a man adequately provided for both families.

Men have always been permitted to have multiple sexual partners, even lovers if they didn't divert

family resources. Monogamy, in a strict sense meaning only one sexual partner, is a fairly new

concept in Thailand. It emerged as a part of the national AIDS campaign, and is based on a

Western marriage ideal to which students have been exposed in movies and television shows.

This stricter understanding ofmonogamy is increasingly talked about. It is a fairly radical

departure from previous beliefs about fidelity and imposes much greater restrictions on men's

sexual behavior. It is desirable, particularly to young women, but few express confidence that

their future partners will adhere to it.

For most young men, a strong sex drive is natural to their kind and sexual experience

enhances their masculinity. So some still see prostitution as a legitimate and viable option with no

harm resulting if precautions are taken (i.e., condom is used). Further, there are a small number

who continue to believe that if they are strong and healthy enough, HIV will not infect them. 15

Some girls, too, continue to support prostitution as a way ofprotecting their own chastity. Even

though students intellectually acknowledge a similarity between men's and women's sexual

feelings, the cultural meanings around them emphasize the male sex drive over the female.

The HeartlEmotions

Men are understood to be more naturally emotional and expressive than women. They

initiate courting and dating and express love more. They display anger. They are more humorous.

Females are said to have more self-control, including control of displays of emotion. Female

students feel they must suppress their emotions. This is difficult for some when they are

interested in a young man or when one is interested in them. A social emphasis on maintaining

IS At the beginning of the AIDS epidemic in Thailand, many people believed that the health of an
individual could be known by observing his appearance. Sick people looked sickly. It was not for several
years after the AIDS campaign was underway that this understanding of health was discredited, at least
regarding HIV and AIDS.
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harmony and avoiding extreme emotions, especially in public, places limits upon the extent to

which men express themselves. But because they are believed to tend to this naturally, they are

given more leeway. This may help to explain why females are regarded as more polite, and

expected to be more polite.

Students also believe that women are more jay@on (yielding, weak, easily influenced,

literally "soft hearted"). They are often referred to in this way. It is rare to describe a man as

jay@on except as an insult, intended to emasculate. The quality ofjay@on is generally not a

positive trait. It is perceived as a primary weakness ofwomen, though in a way it also suggests

femininity, since by comparison it makes the non-jay@on male seem more masculine. Jay@on is

similar to khwan@on (easily frightened, literally "soft-souled"), another quality associated with

females. In common use, khwan@on is used to indicate timidity whereasjay@on suggests a kind of

impressionability. A person who isjay@on is easily misled. Since both are found in women's

character, women are in need ofprotection and leadership.

One might think that beingjay@on would also render women more given to emotions.

But this is not the students' perception. In observation and experience, I noticed no difference in

expression of emotion between men and women, if drunk men are discounted. Drunk men can be

very emotional, but their behavior is attributed to the alcohol, rather than any natural

temperament. 16 The social tolerance for men's activities such as drinking may partly account for

students' belief that men are more emotive than females. They have this kind of opportunity in

which to do it. Women have no such socially accepted opportunity.

16 An Australian high school student studying in Mahasarakham described to me a fight that broke out in
the bar Texas while she was there. This is the antithesis of maintaining social harmony, a strong value
discussed more in chapter 6, and under normal circumstances would be absolutely unacceptable. However,
the bar workers and other witnesses dismissed it because the boys involved were very drunk. This response
by observers is itself an action promoting social harmony, since to criticize the boys would invite further
conflict.
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Intellect

Sex does not carry any special meaning about intellect. That is, there is an equivalent

range of intelligent and unintelligent people in both sexes. But it is interesting to note that those

few students who believe there exists a difference in overall intelligence were women who

thought that men were naturally more intelligent. I observed little which suggested that one sex is

valued more for its intellectual ability than the other. Intellect is more of an individual quality.

One skill that may not be perceived as directly related to intellect, but is a skill of the

brain, is speaking. Isan women are perceived as better speakers. This is both a positive and

negative thing. In moo/am performances, one style ofwhich involved bantering between a man

and woman, the female moo/am often seems the cleverer of the two and the male moo/am

sometimes struggles to keep up with the woman's verbal sparring. Women speak well, but they

are also overwhelmingly seen as more talkative and gossipy. Whether women actually gossip

more is something that should be left up to empirical study, though Isaners certainly think so. I

personally was unable to detect any noticeable difference in the quantity of gossip generated by

men and that generated by women; Isaners ofboth sexes seem to enjoy gossiping.

Male and female are two primary categories of sexuality, reflected in social life as the

categories manlboy and woman/girl. SWU students understand much about sexuality in relation

to or through these categories. The sexed world is also understood in relation to these categories.

Each carries meanings derived from associated imagery and experience. However, male and

female are not absolute categories. Infants born with ambiguous genitalia, for example, have

elements of both -- physical manifestations ofboth male and female. But even those born with

clearly defined male or female genitalia can fall into intermediate categories. There are more than

two kinds of sexual identity, but they are all described in relation to the "normative" male and

female.
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Intermediate Categories? Kathmy, Kee, and Th88m -DiP

Western understandings ofhomosexuality cloud cross-cultural discussions of

homoeroticism and sexual identity. Homosexuality in Western discourse is primarily about

behavior and sexual attraction, which define sexual identity. In Thailand, sexual behavior is

almost irrelevant to a discussion of sexual identity.

A "homosexual" (identity) is distinguished from a "heterosexual" (identity) in Thailand

not by specific sexual behaviors, but by sex role, sexual preference, and lifestyle. Heterosexual

men (phuuchaay thEe, literally, "real men") may engage in same-sex behavior and remain

straight. Heterosexual women may engage in same-sex behavior and remain straight. This is

facilitated by a certain amount of ambiguity in physical and emotional affection demonstrated in

same-sex friendship. Same-sex friendships sometimes include a physical element and even

infatuation.

Friendships are very complex and students recognize many levels of friendship, from

acquaintance-type friends to friends who would die for you. 18 But deep friendships are rare. In

Khon Kaen, one hour from Mahasarakham, a mass male bonding ceremony called phituk siaw

(Isan for "to bind good friends") is held each year in November or December at the annual silk

festival. It symbolizes the binding of two individuals in a lifelong friendship. I never observed a

phituk siaw ceremony, nor did any students report on participating in one. Jackson (1995) writes,

In Thailand most men expect to obtain their most reliable and intimate
psychological and emotional support from other men, rather than from wives or
girlfriends. The male-female relationship is not as idealized in Thailand as in the
West, and physical intimacy between men, as an expression of friendship, is less
threatening to Thai men than to Western heterosexual men. (p. 53)

Friends provide students with emotional support and physical affection. This is even truer

for unmarried women whose access to physical affection is limited to females and family. Same-

17 I have left English-derived Thai words in their transcribed spellings rather than using the English word in
order to emphasize that the meanings are different, though the words are the same.
18 The deepest and most valued friends are known as phitan taay, literally "die friends," or friends to the
death.
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sex contact carries far less social stigma than it does in the United States. Students freely walk

hand in hand or embracing around campus and around town. There are limits, however. No one

should be seen, for example, kissing anyone of any sex in public. And male-female public contact

is strongly discouraged. But contact that happens in private, though perhaps socially

inappropriate, has few negative consequences ifhandled discreetly. It is well known that

sometimes same-sex friendships develop into physical relationships. This is thought to be quite

harmless if the participants do not become full-time lovers.

Stories about female students forming physical relationships with other females are

familiar to nearly all students an several second-hand examples were recounted to me. Female-

female intimacy is called "len philan"19 and this term is also occasionally applied to lesbians

(people who len philan). According to Chetame (1995, p. 3), it is an old term and was used to

describe the behavior of the King's concubines in the Ayuthaya period. It is regarded as fairly

common and harmless behavior among girls, something they will grow out ofwhen they are

mature.

At a male gay bar in Bangkok, I learned some of the "servers" have wives and children or

girlfriends. For most, it is just a job, not a lifestyle. The servers fawn over customers,

suggestively touching them and flattering them. Some perform in the "Cabaret" and "Gay

Fucking Show" which my research assistant and I declined to watch.2o The men receive a bar

salary and 300 baht to have sex with customers after work (after 2:00am). Even the "straight"

ones do this. "Dancers" (they stood onstage in underwear shifting their weight from one foot to

19 Len phitan is understood to mean "have sex with friends." Friends here are friends of the same sex and
sex here may be any sexual behavior, not necessarily involving penetration.
2<The bar boys encouraged us to stay and watch for our research, but neither my assistant nor I wanted to.
The acts themselves do not bother me, though admittedly, their public display does. It is not something
considered appropriate in either my own or Thai society. I do not believe it would have contributed to my
research, and I did not want to be a part of the sexual exploitation of others.
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the other in a vaguely dance-like step) performed throughout the evening and at the end oftheir

songs, wai-ed the club's spirit house, which was to the right ofthe stage, then the audience.21

As Wirasit, Brown, and Virulrak (1991, described in Jackson, 1995) found, same-sex

sexual acts are not regarded in the same way as male-female sexual acts. For some, they do not

even count as "sex" (p. 54-55). The authors surveyed almost 3,000 Thai men and women about

the meaning of "having sex" (ruam pheet). Male and female responses were very consistent.

Nearly everyone considered penile-vaginal intercourse as "having sex." Less than half included

male-male anal intercourse, one third included male/female oral-genital contact, and less than one

quarter included male/male oral-genital contact. The survey did not include questions about

female-female contact. As Jackson sums it up, "Much homoerotic contact in Thailand, even

involving orgasm, is not regarded as 'really having sex.'" (p. 56). Penetration seems to be one

criterion for "having sex." Another is that it involves both sexes. Ruam pheet literally means to

"join the sexes" which linguistically suggests heterosexuality. In practice, it is used for both

heterosexual and homosexual intercourse, but a different choice ofwords may have resulted in

different responses. On the other hand, ruam pheet is a common expression and the Wirasit et al.

respondents' interpretation of it as excluding homosexual behaviors may indeed mean that these

behaviors fall into a different category, perhaps even one which "doesn't count."

In my own study, male students reported that straight men sometimes fool around with

other men for fun, for variety, or to just to try it. Although it is not something they brag about,

neither is it something about which they are ashamed. It has no bearing on their masculinity,

particularly if the man takes the insertive sexual role.22 Any person may occasionally engage in

21 I am curious to know if the performers in the Gay Fucking Show do the same. I did not ask this question
at the time.
22 Similarly, Parker (1985, 1992) reports that in Brazil, heterosexuality and homosexuality are much less
meaningful than are "activity" or "passivity" in sexual behavior. "Performance of the active role in same
sex interactions need not call into question an individual's fundamentally masculine identitY, while
performance of the passive role is conceptually linked to notions offemininity and submission" (1992, p.
113).
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same-sex (i.e., homosexual) sexual behavior; it does not necessarily indicate sexual identity, nor

does it threaten masculinity or femininity. The term homosexual can be very misleading and

confuse the issues when applied to Thai situations. In Thailand, it most accurately describes a

person who has a consistent preference for emotional, social, and sexual relationships with

members of the same sex. But it also implies a person who rejects normal male and female social

roles (i.e., husband, father, wife, mother), though this is not always the case.

The concept ofbisexual has been introduced to Thailand. Students are aware of it, and

some use the term "bay" (from bisexual) to describe people who are attracted to both sexes,23

though they have some difficulty explaining exactly what this means. No doubt, there are some

individuals in Thailand who are equally attracted to men and women. This is different from

engaging in sex acts with a person of the same sex, since it suggests a preference (in the case of a

bay, an equal preference for men and women). In this research, although a few students

mentioned the category bay, it was never in reference to any particular person or situation. Two

explanations are that in Mahasarakham, people either fail to identify bay, or there are no bay. The

former explanation is more likely since bay (especially male bay) could comfortably fulfill their

expected social roles, while also engaging in sexual activities with people of their same sex. In

Mahasarakham, sex behaviors are not equated with sexual identity or even sexual preference. The

next sections explain the meaning of kathrey, kee, and thfJfJm-dfi, as categories of sex and their

relationship to male andfemale.

Kizthrey: Male Women

The word kathrey is an indigenous one and kathrey are documented in Thai society at

least back to the 1800s (Jackson, 1995, p. 192). Kathrey is used in both Thai and Lao and

23 • "Sita bay" (bi-tiger) is another word that is used to describe a very masculine bisexual man (Jackson,
1995, p. 61).
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originally meant "a male or female hermaphrodite" (Jackson, 1995, p. 194).24 Lao also uses the

termphuu-m~e, which has an almost identical meaning, though students typically use kathrey.

Kathrey are usually thought of as cross-dressing, often colorful, frequently entertaining males who

consider themselves women on the inside. Kathrey may also be females who adopt men's roles,

though this is less common.25 They are stereotyped in the media and popular culture as

hypersexed, loud, dramatic, and rather obnoxious.26 In Mahasarakham, many are quiet, reserved,

and polite. Kathrey commonly use feminine language (though some of the louder, more

flamboyant kathrey use language that would make a woman blush), including the feminine polite

particle ending -kha. Some kathrey have sex change operations, but many choose not to. What

Westerners would simply categorize "homosexuality" is more complex in Mahasarakham. During

an interview, my research assistant continued referring to the interviewee as "kee" though the

interviewee, a kathrey, explained several times that she is not kee. There is no indigenous

equivalent ofkee, it was borrowed from the English "gay," so there is some confusion in the

general population as to its meaning. Kee are men, take on the social roles ofmen, and form

sexual relationships with other kee men. Kathrey are males, take on female social roles, and form

relationships with "real men" (phUuchaay thEe,). Real men are attracted to them because of their

character and skills as women. Another expression for kathrey is "second kind ofwoman" (phUuyr

h ' ~ ) 27ng prap eet soong .

24 Pen kath(J!y (being a kath(J!y) is the definition of the English word "sexless" in the New Model English
Thai Dictionary (Sethaputra, 1994).
25 I never encountered this situation, nor did my informants ever describe it. However, Lefferts (2003,
personal communication) described to me a man in the village in Khon Kaen province in which he did his
research. Lefferts had been in the village for a while, when a villager pointed out to him that the man
working in the rice fields was a female, a kath(J!Y.
26 The Iron Ladies (Poolvoralaks & Thongkongtoon, 2001), the second highest grossing film in Thai
history, is the story of the 1996 national champion men's volleyball team. The team is made up of gay,
straight, and kath(J!y men. Although it both touching and amusing, the humor often comes at the expense of
the kath(J!y and relies heavily on stereotypes.
27 Jackson (1995) speculates that this term reflects the role of the kath(J!y as an alternative sexual outlet for
young men. I think it more likely, and more in line with students' discourse, that it reflects the women's
identity and social roles that kath(J!y adopt.
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Noi is a 30 year-old kathrey and SWU graduate student who has had three or fourfEEn

(sweethearts) since he was a teenager.28 They have, he says, all been real men. Noi has always

had a dream that one day he will have a husband and a rich life as a woman. His ideal man has a

large, tall body because Noi is rather small and would like someone who is able to protect him.

He must take care ofhim and be understanding when he needs it. He also wants someone who is

sincere and respects him. Noi expresses the same wishes of many female students and hopes

some day to be a good "wife" with a good husband.

Noi believes the first cause ofhis sexual identity was when he was 2 or 3 years old and

his mother taught sewing. Her students used to make little skirts for him to wear. Later, his

teachers noticed that he was very talented at drama and dance and looked rather feminine, so they

encouraged him to dress up like a girl and perform in dramas in the school auditorium. At first his

parents thought his tendencies were cute. They didn't think they would continue forever and

eventually he would change into a normal boy. But after he got to be 12 or 13 years old, when his

body began to change, a boy he liked touched him and he first realized he had feelings for boys.

His parents realized they couldn't change him but they didn't approve of it. Noi wanted to be like

most men, but wasn't able to be attracted to women. Noi tried very hard to understand himself. He

spent much time at the temple listening to sermons and reading until he finally came to grips with

the fact that he likes men. He believes that everyone is born pure and is subjected to various

experiences; everyone has a good side and a bad side.

A male who displays (sadEEng €Jok) a feminized appearance and/or manners and believes

she is a woman in a man's body is a kathrey. The kathrey described here are not medical

hermaphrodites, though they do belong to an intermediate sex category. Kathrey mayor may not

take hormones or have sex reassignment surgery. They are frequently stereotyped as comical,

28 I use the masculine pronoun "he" for Noi because as a male, he is not permitted to fully adopt a woman's
role at school. It is considered inappropriate and would result in some kind of conflict. He dresses
unusually, in flowing pants and shirts, but neatly and politely. He also applies cosmetics lightly and speaks
in a soft, sweet voice.
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caricature-like versions of drag queens. And indeed, kathrey have found a certain amount of

success in playing a social role as entertainers. Thailand offers world-class cabaret (transvestite)

shows in the cities, and less professional though equally entertaining shows in the smaller towns.

Kathrey receive positive feedback for expressing ideas and behaviors that only cross-dressing

males could; and people think it's wildly amusing when done in appropriate contexts, such as in

shows. However, some kathrey adopt a queen-like character permanently. This kind ofbehavior

sometimes offends the sensibilities ofmore conservative people, especially more conservative

kathrey. There are as many polite, reserved, low-key kathrey as flamboyant ones. Kathrey students

dress neatly in the required dark pants and white shirt, and may wear cologne or makeup.

Young kathrey are sti1lleaming about themselves. They find a balance in expression

between the male role that is expected ofthem, and the female role with which they identify. One

way they express their femininity is through artistic performance and social entertainment.

Another is by engaging in and excelling at women's activities. For example, kathrey are known to

be very good at sewing, dancing, cooking, and design. Most people admire them for these

abilities. But despite their attempts to be normal by taking on normal female roles, they are

looked at with profound pity and sometimes disdain by much of Thai society, especially in rural

areas.

Kathrey are not real women in the eyes ofmost students. As Noi said, "Real women are a

sex which has respect, has value ... women are mothers ofhumans." This inability to be mothers

is the most significant difference between kathrey and female women. They identify with roles

(wife, mother) they can never fully achieve. A woman's value in Thailand is very much realized

in becoming a mother. Kathrey lack this capacity. They are an anomaly: individuals trying to be

women in male bodies. But there is no belief that kathrey are inherently sinful or bad. Their

condition is most commonly explained as the result ofkarma: They committed some sexual
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impropriety in a past life. They are working off their Map (sin) through their suffering in this life.

And surely most students see the life of a kathrey as one filled with suffering.

But if the life of a kathrey is difficult, the life of a kee, should his sexual identity be made

public, may be more so. Kathrey do not fall within the natural primary categories of sex, but they

live within the sexual social framework. Provided they act like good women (i.e., are polite, keep

up their appearance, and skilled at women's activities), people understand them as a product of

either the karmic system or poor or imbalanced parental role models. It is not a conscious choice

made by the kathrey.

Kee: Men Who Love Men

A "kee" person is a man who adopts the social roles of a man and who loves and is

sexually attracted to other social men. Their appearance, including dress and manners, is like that

of the general male population, though obviously that allows for a lot ofvariation. Kee men use

the language of other men, including the polite particle ending -khrap. If one didn't know a kee

man well, one probably wouldn't know that he is gay. Ad, a kee student, estimates that there are

about 30 kee students at SWU who "show out" and about another 30 who are closeted.

There are two main categories of kee which are defined by the role taken during sex: the

insertive (male) role, kee khing, and the receptive (female) role, kee khwiin.29 Sexually, the khing-

khwiin division of (literally) sexual labor mimics the male-female roles during penile-vaginal

intercourse. There is also baay-kee,3° a gay man who can play either role in the bedroom. The

literature has depicted the khing- khwiin roles as very static. But based on letters written to gay

magazines and also anecdotal evidence, it is clear that many kee are not so limited in practice and

may derive pleasure from either the insertive or receptive role. Regardless, these roles do not

appear to extend beyond the interpersonal relationship. Kee are men in society and play male

roles there. Because of social pressures to conform to normative social roles, kee men sometimes

29 from the English "gay king" and "gay queen"
30 an abbreviation form of the English "bisexual-gay"
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marry and have children to try to get over their feelings or to create a normal appearance and

avoid upsetting their families. There is intense social pressure for kee to stay closeted, feigning

beingphuuchaay theE, while engaging in secretive same-sex relationships.

Gays fall outside the framework: They are men in men's bodies who defy both men's

primary social roles as husbands and fathers and women's roles as wives and mothers/nurturers.

Consequently, Jackson says, they are regarded as a "perverted form ofmanhood" (1995, p. 238).

There is a persistent social belief that being kee and lesbians (called thoom or thoom-dfi and

discussed in the next section) is a form ofmental illness. This belief, internalized by some kee

and thoom-dfi, has led some to try to change their sexual identity by forcing themselves into

normative social roles (i.e., marry and have children).

Very few kee come out publicly. This is evidenced by the absence of famous

acknowledged gays in Thailand. Kilthrey have made names for themselves as fashion designers,

make-up artists, and even a few television and movie celebrities, but famous outed kee and thoom

are virtually unheard of. One kee student suggested that people would be very disappointed to

know a famous man is kee, so coming out would not enhance his career.

Some students know the student Ad is gay because he mostly hangs out with gay friends.

But he also has casual friends, both male and female, who don't know he's gay. And, like Noi, he

prefers to stay at home in his free time in order to maintain a low profile and focus on his studies.

Ad has known he is kee since he was a child. Like most kee and kilthrey, he believes his sexuality

is largely a result ofhis environment. His role model was his mother. Ad hated his father and was

afraid ofhim. But Ad also says that being kee is his "nature." Students do not generally blame

kee, kiltha!)!, or thoom for being what they are, though the idea offends some. Most students

describe the cause of these forms ofhomosexuality as primarily environmental. Phim, a fourth

year female student, holds a view typical of students. During a discussion about homosexuality,

she said that children who grow up in a bad family situation may be repulsed by it and become
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theem or kee (as Ad did). But when asked if being kee, kiIthrey, or theem is immoral or not,

students commonly respond that their situation is the result ofhaving committed adultery or

another sexual indiscretion in a past life. This suggests that they are born kee, kiIthrey, or theem.

In either circumstance, responsibility does not lie with the kee, kiIthrey, or theem present

decisions and behaviors.

Thtltlm -Dii: Women Who Love Women

As mentioned earlier, the expression traditionally used to describe female sexual

relationships is len phitan, "to play with friends." It is generally seen as harmless so long as the

phase of infatuations with girls comes to an end and the individual matures (Jackson, 1995, p.

45).

SWU students don't have as much to say about lesbians as about kee or kiIthrey. This may

be because lesbians are less visible, or because women are less powerful and these relationships

less consequential, or perhaps both. It is notable that this runs counter to Jackson's (1995)

observation, "Thai lesbians face more active resistance to their sexuality than do homosexual

men" (p. 71). Everyone acknowledges that there are lesbian students, that is, females who have

romantic or sexual interests in and desire relationships with other females. Chetame's (1995)

study on lesbianism in Thailand found that the Thai stereotype of lesbians is that they are

"counterfeit men" and that they are women who have been rejected by men (p. 2). This, she says,

is not accurate.

SWU students typically refer to lesbians as theem 31 or dfi.32 People refer to lesbians in

general by term "theem-dfi" or sometimes, just theem. The latter illustrates the social stereotype

of lesbians as masculinized. Chetame reported that Thai lesbians tend to reject the term "lesbian"

because of the negative connotations it carries (i.e., that lesbianism is a mental illness that can and

should be treated and cured), and prefer theem-dfi. But letbian (the Thai pronunciation of the

31 from tomboy, roughly corresponding to the lesbian category "butch" in the United States
32 from lady, roughly corresponding to the lesbian category "femme" in the United States
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English word) is sometimes used by SWU students, most notably among English majors, not

always in a derogatory manner.

Thoom express masculine characteristics and show this in their appearance. They often

cut their hair into short, masculine styles, and wear pants and t-shirts under their button-down

shirts. Thoom may also engage in masculine behaviors such as drinking, smoking, and using male

language (e.g., the male polite ending khrap). Dfi are more feminine and are almost impossible to

distinguish from other females. In terms of appearance and behavior, thoom-dfi relationships

mirror heterosexual relationships. It has been said that thoom do not generally partner with thoom

and dfi do not partner with dfi. As with kee khing and kee khwiin, it is ridiculous to think that all

lesbians conform to these heterosexual-type roles.

Despite the fact that lesbians do not fulfill expected social roles as women and mothers,

they don't seem to raise the hostility and disgust that kee do. They seem almost inconsequential to

most people who typically write off questions about lesbians with comments such as, "Oh, yes.

There are lesbians. They live together and don't marry men" as if they are missing out rather than

behaving unnaturally or abnormally. More and more women in Thailand are choosing to remain

single, whether they are straight or thoom-dfi. As long as they can support themselves, and

especially if they can also contribute to their parents, women generally find social approval. As

the value of economic wealth grows, so the pressure for single people to marry declines since

there are a number of economic benefits to staying single. Women have opportunities to gain

status in ways other than through their family. This may also create greater social freedom for

lesbian couples. However, the pressure for women to marry and have children can be quite

strong, especially when women are younger and more so in rural areas.

Because I collected little data on lesbian students besides heresay, I rely on the literature.

Chetame (1995) interviewed a villager in Nongkhai Province (Isan) in 1994 about an incident

involving a lesbian relationship:
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The community didn't accept it and the parents tried to force their daughter to get
married. The daughter didn't want to, but didn't know what to do. Finally, she
hung herself because nobody allowed her to get married to a woman. The parents
didn't care and the neighbors thought that she deserved it and they thought that
this kind ofperson should be extinct from the world. (p. 9)

This incident seems rather extreme given SWU students' relative indifference to lesbians. This

story is second hand information, and may be overly dramatized. But at the very least, it reflects

the narrator's view that pursuing a lesbian lifestyle violates social norms and may bring about

serious social conflict.

Most thllJllJm-dfi choose not to come out for fear ofparental disapproval (Chetame, 1995).

Children's obligations to their parents are taken very seriously. Parents care for children when

they are young. Then children must repay their parents and care for them when they are old. This

responsibility falls especially heavily on girls. Without a husband, it would be difficult for a

woman to care for her parents in rural setting. But with a cash economy and urban opportunities

for jobs, there are now other options for women. They do not want to disappoint their parents or

cause them worry. So they hide their sexual identity. If they can adequately support themselves,

even if single, they will draw little criticism and can continue their relationships as a single

woman.

Intermediate Sexualities in Mahasarakham

Despite a reputation for being a haven for gay men, Thai people are in general very

unaccepting of gay and lesbian lifestyles (Jackson, 1999, p. 227). They do not oppose kee and

thllJllJm-dfi on moral grounds; Buddhism says nothing against homosexuality. Rather, Thai oppose

homosexual lifestyles because they are "unnatural" (phit thammachaat). They do not fit into the

"natural" (i.e., dominant) order of society in that they do not accept normative social roles. I

specify here, "homosexual lifestyles" because Thai aren't so concerned with homosexual

behaviors, as long as the men and women fulfill their "natural" roles in society. Kilthf£Y who

conform to normative women's social roles can fit rather smoothly into society, even village
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life.33 Homosexuality is not illegal and public expressions against it are strong, but subtle as long

as individuals are closeted. Thus, society demonstrates at one level a tolerance for it and at

another, disapproval.

Most outed kee and kilthrey have experienced some kind ofharassment. The harassment

is largely verbal, but some is physical. Nuu, a kilthrey in Borabue district who is not a student,

was once hit by a man who said, "Why do you have to be a kilthrey?" Nuu excused the man's

behabior because, Nuu believes, the man's parents didn't teach him how to behave properly.

Daeng, a kee student, says, "Thai society doesn't approve of gays, not at all .,. They

[straight men] say not to do this or that only once the men have tried it already." Kee students

receive little parental support for their sexual identity. Chai says that when he was a child, his

parents didn't approve and tried to change him. Many times kee students don't even tell their

parents.

Students at the university know many of the kee students and their individual

personalities and accept them. But if they go to the village, people are" Ecntfi,,34 and ask, "Why

weren't you born a good man?" Kee students perceive the villages as being narrow-minded and

outdated in their thinking (hua booraan)?5 Those who are more educated are more tolerant and

understanding. The students believe that those of their age have more freedom than previous

generations and that it must have been very hard for older kee men.

Success and wealth seem to ease social restrictions about sex roles. For example, several

recent, prominent Thai political leaders are rumored to be gay (Jackson, 1995, p. 65).

33 And as the example given in footnote 22 illustrates, female katha!Y who adopt normative men's roles can
also fit in.
34 Students use this word meaning "against," borrowed from English prefix anti-.
35 As the female katha!y in Leffert's research village demonstrates, villagers may not be as intolerant of
homosexuality as they are of nonconformity to established roles.
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Coincidentally, General Chawalit Yongchaiyue6 was dining at the Bangkok karaoke restaurant

below the gay bar where my research assistant and I were collecting information. There were no

women in the restaurant and it was located in a well-known gay sex district, next to the infamous

Patpong.37 As one ofmy students observed (not in response to this particular incident), "People

with money can do anything and no one will criticize them." Provided they do not flaunt their

behaviors excessively, there appears to be more than a grain of truth to this statement.

The Western understanding of homosexuality has shaped the discourse on same-sex

issues in Thailand. It tends to categorize people based on their sexual practices rather than sexual

identities, lumping people into two major groups (male and female) each with two subgroups

(heterosexual and homosexual). Kathrey have been an established part of the Thai and Isan social

order for a long time. In the 20th century, Thai adopted the Western perspective, labeling gays and

lesbians as mentally ill, defective versions of the normal male and female. Kee have probably

suffered most from this attitude, though it has likely contributed to many lesbians remaining

closeted. Some students at SWU also reflect this attitude, some more subtly than others.

However, the more educated and the more urban experience people have, the more tolerant they

are reported to be ofkee. Kathrey who adopt men's or women's normative social roles draw less

disdain. But those who fail to act appropriately for their chosen roles, open themselves up to

harassment.

Students often lump kee and kathrey together, particularly when they are using English

(i.e., talking about "homosexuals" or "gays"). My research assistant did so during her interview

with one kathrey, until the interviewee had corrected her several times. This may reflect the

influence of Western notions ofhomosexuality, or it may be that both are sexual oddities. But

36 Gen. (Ret.) Chawalit became Prime Minister in 1996-1997, and later Deputy Prime Minister under Prime
Minister Thaksin Chinnawat.. The night of our visit to the gay sex bar, the live sex show was delayed until
Chawalit left the restaurant.
37 Patpong is a street in Bangkok, and probably the most famous sex district in Thailand. Although the
government has tried to clean up its image by setting up a tourist-geared night market in the middle ofthe
road, sex shows and (female) prostitutes abound.
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putting kee and kathrey in a single category because they are both biological males who have

sexual relations with biological males ignores the internal sexual identities of the kee and kathrey

themselves. Kee identify with male social roles. Kathrey identify with female social roles. Kee

men do not identify with the female; kathrey do. Kee men are attracted to the same social sex,

kathrey to the other. Furthermore, men who are attracted to kee men are attracted to the masculine

(and thus are also kee). Men who are attracted to kathrey are attracted to the feminine (and thus

are phuuchaay thee, real men).

With this understanding, one can conclude that kee fall within the male realm (except

when they are receptive in anal intercourse) except that they do not entirely adopt male social

roles (e.g., marrying women, fathering children, visiting female prostitutes). Their position in

society is, therefore, ambiguous. Kathrey, however, are more of an intermediate sexual category,

possessing elements of both male and female. 38 Their bodies are male, but their sexual identities

are female. I did not speak directly with any thoom-dfi, so I am not able to describe their sexual

identity with any confidence. Thoom-dfi students are more closeted than kee students. This

suggests they conform to most normative female roles, at least publicly. However, ifthoom (who

express masculine characteristics and take on the "male" role in a relationship) believe they

possess male identities, then perhaps they should be considered in a category more akin to

kathrey. Regardless, a thoom-dfi acting on her identity does not conform to all female roles (e.g.,

marrying a man, giving birth) and, like kee, are in a somewhat ambiguous position in society.

Figure 5.1 is a visual representation of the sexual categories as understood by SWU students. It is

a forced consensus since not every student interprets them in the same way. There are two main

aspects to each of the primary sex categories, one based on social roles and social performance,

38 Jackson (1995) argues against this: "However, in developing an etic or external account ofkathoeys, it is
necessary to recognise that such people are, in fact, overwhelmingly considered to be a variety ofmale, not
female, and so are not a genuine intermediate category" (p. 195). They are, he writes, "alternate categories
of Thai maleness" (p. 195).
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and one based on biology, here primarily meaning genitals since that is how biological sex is

determined.

female
'4

social
role male..
I

phUuylng thEE I kathoey
I

let~ian
dii 'thMm

I kte

k th (role i sex)

a ~ __ phUuchaay thEE I

Figure 5.1. Categories of sexuality

Biological and Social Sex

No one is 100% male or 100% female. Each person has characteristics or elements of

both. So male and female are not exclusionary categories. At the same time, most people are

clearly one or the other as evidenced by their bodies, character, sexual preference, and social roles

and they fall into either the top left corner of this figure, or the bottom right corner. Kathrey are

biologically male but perform female social roles to varying extents. The Isan word for kathrey is

phuu-mte,39 or male-female, suggesting their intersexed status. Kee and thoom-dii are more

difficult to place on this chart. Kee are biological males and thoom-dfi are biological females. But

there is a societal questioning of the mental status, and many believe they are mentally ill, an idea

being directly challenged by kee and lesbian organizations. However, because they are not

believed to be fully mentally sound, I have oriented them in a more biologically unclear position

than real men and real women. Kee (both khing and khwiin) and thoom-dfi may express social

39 SWU students more commonly use kathrey.
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qualities of the other sex, particularly in language and mannerisms, but much of this is done

amongst themselves, and not in public. For the most part, they perform appropriate social roles

for their biological gender.

Compared to reports on Thai society in general, SWU students are much more tolerant of

alternative sexual identities. Kee and kathcey students report few if any problems on campus or

with other SWU students. But there are still a few students who are disturbed by non-normative

men and women. One male student, after listing qualities ofmen and women, wrote in his

journal, "Men and women are good in their statuses but I do not know why some man want to be

a woman and some women want to be a man! Oh! my world." Kee and theem-dfi are anomalies,

variations on the normative categories ofmale and female who do not fit neatly into the existing

social order. Kathcey, on the other hand, can adopt normative roles and find general acceptance,

even in villages.

From the anomalies, the cultural rules become clearer. Conceptually, students

differentiate between biological sex and social sex roles (Le., gender). A biological female who

adopts women's social roles is a real woman. A biological male who adopts men's social roles is a

real man. A biological female who adopts men's social roles, or a biological male who adopts

women's social roles, is kathcey. Kee and theem-dfi are less acceptable because they do not fully

adopt either set of roles. Ones biological sex and social sex need not "match" to fit into Isan

society, but one must conform to normative social roles.
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CHAPTER 6. OTHER CONCEPTS RELATING TO SEX

Mahasarakham society is saturated with sex, both in the erotic as well as in the social role

sense. The words and images aren't the same as those in the US, but they are everywhere. One

might even argue that Isan culture is traditionally relatively very sexual. From folk music to

festivals, an awareness ofmaleness, femaleness, and the social and physical complementary and

tension between them has been a part of the social life of Isan people of all ages.

The primary sexual categories of male/man and female/woman, as well as intersexed

categories, have been described in some detail. It is, however, the way they work in conjunction

with other concepts that creates what Geertz calls culture patterns (1973, pp. 216-217). The

meanings of male andfemale are subject to re-interpretation when juxtaposed against other

concepts in various contexts. The interconnectedness of cultural concepts makes them difficult to

tease out in a linear-type format (such as this paper), and an exhaustive discussion is impossible.

This chapter explores some of the most recognized and recurring concepts associated with sex, all

ofwhich contribute to a strong cultural awareness of sex. Since students' accounts of influences

on sexuality largely reflect explicit aspects of culture, latent influences are difficult to ascertain,

but can be gleaned from students' social performances, such as verbal and nonverbal discourse,

appearance, and actions.

One item on the questionnaire attempted to address conscious influences on sexuality by

asking students to rank various influences on their knowledge and understanding of sex (see

Appendix H). This question is a fair starting point, but it elicited from the students a particular,

and partial, understanding of the meaning of "sex." It appears that students interpreted this

question as referring to erotic sex rather than sex roles or masculinity and femininity. The highest

ranked responses were magazines, friends, TV, and high school teachers. Religion was ranked

lowest overall, followed closely by the government. These responses were consistent with other

discussions about influences on ideas about influences and sources of information on sexual
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behavior. It is, however, difficult to believe (though possible) that students' understanding of sex

is not somehow impacted by, for example, sex-related laws, which dictate legal and illegal sex

related behavior. Laws may not determine the meaning of sex, but clearly they reflect one aspect

of the normative social framework in which students go about their lives, national (elite

Bangkok,) norms which are part ofthe Thai identity.

This chapter describes these and other concepts that shape meanings of sex. These

concepts are all interrelated, and so the chapter is, somewhat artificially, organized into

Modernity and Mobility, Government, Sex Education in the Schools, the Media, Values, and

Religion and Moral Action, and Festivals and Traditions. The first four are loosely grouped

because they convey conform in various ways to the second dimension in each of the tensions

mentioned in Chapter I: local culture - Bangkok culture, tradition - modernity and things Thai 

things foreign. The last three topics are more long established and are loosely tied to the first

elements in each tension (i.e., local culture, tradition, things Thai). SWU students are situated

historically in such a way that these dimensions of tension are not clearly differentiated except in

specific contexts. During an Isan festival, Bangkok culture is contrasted with local culture, but at

other times, it becomes part of the students' sense ofhistory and identity as Thai citizens. In other

situations, Bangkok may signify modernity, as when juxtaposed with Isan village life. But when

juxtaposed with American culture, Bangkok may take on meanings oftradition.

Modernity and Mobility

Lao moved into Isan through migration hundred ofyears ago. But in the 20th century, a

particular patterns Ofmobility formed that are now very much associated with the Northeast

population. Severe, ongoing drought, the need for cash, and the desire for purchasing power have

fueled a mass mobilization of socio-economically disadvantaged Thai to seek work in urban areas

around Bangkok. Isan is the largest supplier oflow-income wage laborers. Mahasarakham and its

neighbors Khon Kaen and Roi-Et are among the provinces hit hardest by drought (Raksakul,
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1994, Slowing, p. 20). Migration rates have grown so much that the government is investing

millions ofbaht into rural migration deceleration projects.

Migration and Femininity

Mills (1990) conducted research on migration in Mahasarakham in 1989. She reported

that labor migration from Isan to Bangkok, the center ofmodernity in Thailand, had reached such

a level as to be the subject ofjokes and generalizations. Some of these jokes are sexual, including

many about prostitution. Migration has become a regular part of life and culture in the area for

both men and women. In the past, migrants were mostly men, but presently, female migrants

outnumber male migrants. This continuous movement ofpeople between the rural and urban

areas brought an influx ofmodem goods and ideas to the countryside. Mills argues that although

the "modem" experience is bound to cause are-evaluation ofvalues and goals, the conflicts and

stress experienced by migrants (especially females), actually serve to strengthen family ties and

may reinforce traditional values. This confrontation ofmodernity and tradition is more difficult

for women as they traditionally had less mobility and more cultural restrictions. As was

mentioned in Chapter 5, men have long been permitted to move about and thfaw. It was a normal

part ofmale adolescence, though they did not normally travel as far as people do now. Migration

is even associated with ordination, a practice existing long before the modem era. Forest monks,

for example, led a nomadic life. But female migration is fairly new. Negotiating traditional roles

and expectations ofyoung women with the demands ofmodem society is complex.

Female migrants are motivated by economic needs, obligations to parents (bun khun\

the excitement ofBangkok, and the "drudgery and dirt offarming" (Mills, 1990) The chance to

earn money and send it home to their parents is an important way for them to show their gratitude

I Bun khun is an obligation to a person who has provided some kind ofcare, protection, or assistance to
another. It is not limited to child-parent relationships, though this relationship is inherently imbued with it
since parents give children life and care. Bun khun can be found in any relationship in which a person is
grateful for the goodness or help of another. It involves a deep sense ofgratitude that sustains the
relationship long-term. Bun khun is ongoing and cannot be quantified. In that sense it is not the repaying of
a debt (which at sometime would be paid off), but rather a sense of indebtedness.
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and respect. But parents have mixed feelings about daughters going to Bangkok. They are proud

for their help and income, but they worry for their safety and virtue. There are fewer such

conflicts about sons since it is more expected that sons will squander money, take off for days,

and indulge in sex, cigarettes, and liquor. Additionally, because daughters traditionally stayed

close to home, the loss of a daughter to the city is a loss of labor for the family and a loss of

continuity in the village. Daughters, through their caring for parents and regular participation in

religious activities, provided connectedness and stability in villages (Lefferts, 2003, personal

communication). Young women head to Bangkok in search ofwage labor and usually end up in

factories, as domestic servants, or in the sex industry. Young men also find work in Bangkok.

Many of the taxi drivers are from the Northeast, particularly Roi-Et. Roughly half the taxi drivers

I spoke with during my various trips to Bangkok were from Isan, most from Roi Et. Both men

and women sometimes end up working in the bars, brothels, and sex clubs ofBangkok and other

provinces. Money sent back from city jobs not only goes toward subsistence, but also towards

improving status, both the worker's and hislher family's. An article in the Bangkok Post

(Raksakul, 1994, Changing) quotes Dr. Preeda Prapertchob of the Khon Kaen Research and

Development Institute as saying,

The gap in villages between families who have children working in Bangkok and
families who have none is another reason why household heads support their
children migrating to the cities ....Some families gain a higher income, better
living standards and use modern luxury items bought with money from their
children. The gap caused by the new consumer culture encourages people's desire
to send more and more of their children to work in Bangkok. (p. 21)

The education that SWU students receive ensures them and their families that they won't

end up working in a factory or brothel. But, the specter ofmigration touches students just the

same. They are not very far removed from these situations and their sometimes terrible

consequences. Many students have friends who have worked in low-paying, big city jobs.

Manisa, a second year student, has a friend who was very poor and had to leave school early to

work; so Manisa lost touch with her. Later, she heard that the girl had AIDS. When she returned
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home, Manisa visited the girl. Her friend contracted HIV while working as a prostitute in a distant

town. Third year student Dao took ajob in a factory on the outskirts of Bangkok for a summer

just for the experience. The work was difficult, paid very little, and many of the women in her

factory's dormitory were involved in what Dao viewed as inappropriate sexual relationships with

men. She reported that many had sexual relationships, some resulting in unwanted pregnancies

and STDs. SWU students, Dao observed, are more responsible and behave in more suitable ways.

Modernity, Economic Status, and Education

Students who come from lower income families value their education greatly and so are

committed to succeeding at school. I observed that several of the students who have problems

with school are from more economically advantaged families or have emotional and/or family

problems that interfere with their studies. My student Pate related to me a scene he witnessed

outside his dormitory. A woman was waiting by a car.2 When her son came back to the dorm, she

dragged him into the car asking him why he didn't register for classes. He replied that he was too

lazy and Pote confirmed that the boy does not go to classes and drinks a lot. Pote's comment was,

"Why do the poor want to study and the rich don't want to study? Or he is so comfortable or does

he not know about the life enough?"

For SWU students, education is their primary pathway to modernity. It exposes them to

new ideas, new knowledge, and makes them more marketable in a modern world. Both men and

women enjoy the status that comes with a modern image. Speaking about modernization is

commonplace in Mahasarakham as both a way of criticizing or commending, depending on the

situation. Some of the more common words used to describe concepts associated with modernity

are phatthanaakaan (progress, development), khwaamjaram (growth, progress), than samiiy (up-

to-date), and samiiy may (present, modern[ityD.

2 At the time of this study, automobiles were increasing in popularity, but were limited largely to those with
more money and those who could access good loans (e.g., civil servants).
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Mills (1990) notes the conflicting message about female sexuality received by migrant

women. This conflict is also the subject of the short story "Second Nature" by Sujit Wongthet

(1985). The image of the "modem woman" includes autonomy, personal income, and children.

But the jobs many migrant women take require them to remain unmarried and childless. They see

the potential for financial autonomy, but are limited by their low wages, long hours, and job

insecurity. Amidst all this confusion and stress, the village and family "represents a moral center"

where there are people they love and trust and where they can focus their religious energies. In

this way, rural migration reinforces family ties and traditional values by emphasizing the stability

villages provide young female migrants.

At the same time, the village also represents that from which the women are trying to

escape: poverty, hardship, old-style ways, and boredom. The world beyond the village is believed

to be full of opportunities for money, fun, and advancement. The meaning ofmodem images of

sexuality is not so different for educated young women. But their superior social position via their

education reduces the inherent conflict. They are much more likely to successfully achieve a

reliable job and a family. Where does this leave their relationship with their natal family? I am

unable to respond to this question with confidence since the students were years away from this

life stage at the time of the research. It is clear, however, that the role of the family and

relationships within it have the potential to undergo further change with increasing geographical

distance between family members and increased emphasis on individual autonomy.

Modernity and Masculinity

Modem images ofmasculinity are not as conflicting for young men, particularly for those

who take lower paying jobs. The "modem man" is not so different from the "traditional man"

except in terms ofthe kind ofprovisions he makes for his family. The modem man is expected to

provide not only food and shelter, but also a refrigerator, television, VCR, furniture, car, and

other luxuries. This is fully compatible and to some degree attainable by the male migrant, though
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his purchasing power is limited by the generally low wages earned. He may still participate in

masculine-associated activities such as smoking, drinking, gambling, and even womanizing. The

ideal for educated males is somewhat different and appears to derive largely from a Western

model seen in the media. The modern educated man still provides for his family, but the husband

wife relationship is modeled with a new dynamic. Romantic love, always one ofmany criteria in

choosing a partner, has been given greater significance. Thus, forming relationships with other

women, whether lovers or prostitutes, is starting to reflect negatively on a husband. Excessive

drinking or gambling are seen as evidence ofpoor character (most often described as being

"selfish"), whether they interfere in providing for the family or not. Further, the idea ofthe man

as head of the family is being challenged, and there is an increasing emphasis on equality, rather

than complementarity, between husband and wife. To see men as leaders or superior to women is

viewed by many students as thinking in the old way or being outdated (hua booraan), though

some of these same students express ideas that maintain asymmetrical relationships between

mean and women. It should be noted that the stereotype of a domineering wife is a prevalent one,

found in cartoons, on television, and in everyday conversation; the extent to which men are

viewed as superior or leaders in the household likely varies greatly.

Meanings associated with modernity are closely tied to Bangkok and Western

industrialized countries because of their association with technology and affluence. Thus, they are

also tied to migration and movement. To study or work abroad is a dream ofmany students. To

study or work in Bangkok or other big city is likely. Many of them plan to go there themselves in

search ofbetter jobs than can be found in Isan. Some ofthem express a fear ofwhat they will

encounter, but others who have friends who have made the transition safely are excited about

living in the big city - the opportunities, activities, shopping, and new experiences. Isan students,

while remarkably proud of their culture, welcome products, ideas, and practices which they think
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will make their lives better or more enjoyable. They embrace these kinds of changes, while at the

same time hoping to avoid the negative consequences about which they are aware.

Concepts in National Discourse

Modernization and development are national aims that drive many of the Thai

government's policies. The national agenda has, for at least seven decades, sought to (re)make

Thailand into a modern nation, selecting what each government administration considered

appropriate and good from the West, while maintaining the best of traditional values

(Winichakul, 1994, p. 3-5). The symbols ofmodernization, like those ofbackwardness, Thai

ness, and Western-ness, have changed over the course of different kings and political leaders.

This section describes a few images emanating from the government and their meaning for SWU

students.

Mass Media and Government Messages

Thai television is loaded with government-sponsored public services messages (PSMs)

that address perceived problems such as AIDS, prostitution, and loss of traditional Thai culture.

Messages draw attention to issues ofpublic concern and provide some information while quietly

reinforcing symbols of elite, Central Thai culture.

One message about AIDS showed two men entering a brothel. One hesitated and the

other responded, "What, are you gay?" And they continued in. One developed HIV. The

concluding message was, "Don't tMaw phuuying - protect yourself." While it draws attention to

the risks involved in going to prostitutes, it also highlights the masculine-enhancing aspect of

going to brothels and not so subtly emasculates gay men in the process.

Since the late 1980s, Thailand has been aggressive at educating the public about AIDS in

radio, television, and print media. People are practically bombarded with programs, posters, and

stickers reminding them of the danger ofHIV. Channel 11 ran a program called "Life with AIDS"

(chiiwit kap AIDS). It provided information on the transmission, prevention, and treatment of
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HIV, as well as advice. It showed many pictures ofAIDS-related illnesses (graphic pictures are a

favorite in the newspapers and on television), but also noted that the symptoms ofHIV can't

always be seen. This has been an obstacle in AIDS education: convincing the public that a person

doesn't have to look sick to be sick.

One presentation featured children with AIDS and the workers who care for them and try

to make their lives happy. Many skits featured men engaging in dangerous behaviors. One

showed a man in a go-go bar where he gets HIV from a dancer. The doctor tells him not to go to

prostitutes because he will get more virus and that he must take care ofhis health. He doesn't

believe he has HIV and continues his lifestyle of drinking and cavorting. His mother and sisters

worry about his denial and he eventually develops advanced AIDS. His sister asks him ifhe

believes he has AIDS now and he tells her he sort of does.

The radio, too, plays messages such as" ... never in history has there been a disease so

frightening, so dangerous ... " Information about the transmission ofAIDS and how to prevent it is

embedded in a set ofvalues that reinforce some aspects of sex identity, while attempting to

change others. Pre-existing meanings ofmasculinity are presented such as drinking and having

sex, which are unchallenged. The one masculine behavior the PSMs seek to change is the

utilization of commercial sex workers: The new message is that men should not visit prostitutes,

or if they do, they should use condoms. Women in the PSMs are nurturing worriers. AIDS

messages are not so much directed at them, but meanings of femininity are reinforced just the

same. The women in these messages worry, take care of, and endure the behaviors of their

husbands, sons, and brothers.

Because of this constant exposure to information about AIDS, students are rather matter

of fact when talking about it. Though Isan people were never "prudish" about sex, the need to

deal with AIDS has de-stigmatized a part ofthe public linguistic domain on sexuality. This is not

to say that all aspects of the AIDS dialogue would have been inappropriate before, but talking
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about applying condoms, particularly to unmarried women, would have been inappropriate in

most contexts. Now even fourth-graders have the language and understanding to describe the

modes of transmission of HIV as well as how to prevent transmission. But there is evidence that

people don't necessarily believe the scientific information and are still acting on previously held

false notions. This is not surprising since Mahasarakham has so far had a lower rate of HIV

infection and thus the people there have had less direct exposure to AIDS (UNESCAP, 2003).

Some television programs have attempted to personalize the disease, make it less of something

that happens to other people.

An unusually candid segment of "People Tonight" on World AIDS Day 1994 featured a

man with AIDS. The host interviewed both him and his parents and all were very frank about the

young man's situation, discussing both health issues as well as the response by society to HIV and

AIDS. Individuals living with HIV and AIDS rarely acknowledge their illness in public.

Discrimination and fear of those with AIDS are still very strong despite the strong information

campaign. Many SWU students, among the most educated in the country, also harbor these

feelings:

Although I think I will accept the people who have AIDS, but in fact I don't want
to go to see and talk with them. Because I am fear I will have AIDS. [Daeng, 2nd

year female, journal entry]

But scientifically correct information is creeping into their general knowledge and they

are beginning to believe the data. Manisa, the student whose high school friend contracted HIV

while working as a prostitute wrote,

It has been the most fearful disease to me. In the past, I was afraid to go to the
public toilets, to drink in the public places and tried to avoid people who had
AIDS. When I was in high school, I have learned more about AIDS. I knew that
AIDS could not transfer to others by touching or doing things together. The only
way to transfer is from blood or sex. [journal entry]

Students are quite knowledgeable about the basics ofHIV and AIDS. They all know how

it is transmitted (though some fear transmission through casual contact). They know how to
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prevent transmission. And they know it is incurable. They have an excellent paper knowledge of

AIDS, that is, all the facts given on paper. They don't, however, know how to implement that

information in practice, perhaps one source oftheir continued fear ofHIV. They know that

condoms prevent the spread of disease. But most don't know how to correctly use a condom (see

Appendix P, questions 87-89). The fourth year student's class lecture on AIDS mentioned earlier

was the first time most of the females had ever touched a condom. They asked the lecturer how it

should be used. It is difficult to imagine them being confident that they can protect themselves

against AIDS when they do not know how to use the protection.

Public health concerns are not the government's only motivation for addressing sex-

related issues. Some messages are moral statements. One 15-second message had the word

"thtcng" (abort) on the screen. Then it showed a baby in someone's hands and the words "Abort

for who?,,3 This is a particularly interesting PSM because abortion is illegal in Thailand except

when the fetus is the product of rape or when the mother's health is endangered (Thailand

Criminal Code section 3, clause 301).4 But the PSM did not mention the law. It is instead a moral

comment on the choice to abort. And the fact that there is a PSM at all suggests that the number

of abortions is significant.

Child prostitution is another topic addressed in the Thai media. It is so extensive that

public service messages about it ran daily in 1994. One said, "Love your child, don't let her

become a prostitute." All students are aware of this problem and of the international reputation of

Thailand's sex industry. The government messages focused on the role ofparents in prostitution

(rather than, say, government-induced changes in the economic structure). However, most

students see the main cause of child prostitution as socio-economic problems: poor farm

production, insufficiently skilled people, and a lack of adequate jobs. It is frequently addressed as

3 thamthteng phita khray
4 In 2001, the national Medical Board proposed to amend the law to include cases where the mother's
psychological health or the fetus' health are at stake.
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caused by an "other." However, the attention child prostitution has received on television has

helped to open a dialogue on the matter.

Public Health & Medicine

Aspects of sex related to public health are handled by the ministry ofpublic health, which

has an office in each province as well as local clinics which are open to everyone. Clinics in rural

tambon (subdistricts) are staffed by trained public health aides. The public health office in

Mahasarakham is a busy place. It offers services such as sexually transmitted disease (STD)

testing, family planning, HIV testing, and educational programs on critical topics such as

vehicular accident prevention. It is responsible not only for these services, but for researching

public health issues in the province, and creating and implementing programs to address them.

The public health office doesn't often deal directly with university students (though in 1994 they

were about to implement a campaign to reduce motorcycle and automobile accidents, the number

one killer ofyoung people in the province), but its public service announcements, billboards, and

other informational signs are present throughout the community.

Figure 6.1 AIDS awareness poster on the main street in Mahasarakham ("The path to stay safe
from AIDS - know the problem ofAIDS, reject risky behaviors")

University students don't have much reason to visit the public health clinics. Some come

to the anonymous clinic for STD testing, but not many.5 They account for only 6% ofthe people

5 An official at the Mahasarakham in the Agency for Disease Control (part of the Department of Public
Health) reported that the most prevalent STDs re gonorrhea and syphilis.
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who test positive for sexually transmitted diseases at the public health STD clinic (see Appendix

Q). It is more common for students to go to private clinics to be tested and treated for STDs.

There is little cost difference and private clinics are less conspicuous. Additionally, if a student is

able to self-diagnose, she or he can go directly to a pharmacy to purchase medicine over the

counter. A wide range of antibiotics and other medicines are available without a prescription in

Thailand.

To be seen at an STD clinic is to risk a public admission of sexual activity. This is not as

much of a concern for male students as for females. Even once in the clinic, one's anonymity is

not guaranteed, despite the printed sign, "Anonymous Clinic." My own experience at the

Anonymous Clinic for an HIV test was hardly anonymous.6 If students are aware ofthis, it is

likely that very few students would ever consider going to the Mahasarakham Anonymous Clinic

if they truly wish to keep their situation private. One clinic nurse speculated that if a student

wanted an HIV test, he'd probably go test in another province, such as Khon Kaen, where he'd

have less of a chance of knowing someone. The HIV counselor sees very few students at

Mahasarakham's clinic.

It is of interest to note that the card one receives after being tested, indicates HIV status in

English (a green "nonreactive" or red "reactive"; see Figure 6.2). I did not think to ask about the

reason for this, though I strongly suspect the English is regarded as more official, more scientific,

and more modem.

6 I went to the clinic with one of my female research assistants. I warned her that it may not be fully
anonymous and that people might see her there. But she was very curious about the entire process and
insisted on going. As we approached the receptionist, she asked who I was, what I do, and where I live,
normal questions in the street, but hardly appropriate for maintaining anonymity. The two receptionists
discussed my student and me and asked me why I wanted to get tested. Once in the exam room, the
counselor asked why I came and my feelings about the possible results, but not much more. He was very
interested in this research. After drawing the blood, the syringe was dropped in a yellow solution. Later at
the cashier's window, she said "HIV test...40 baht." I returned a week later for the results. They
remembered me in the clinic and joked a bit about my results. The counselor called me into the curtained
off room to his desk. He wrote down my patient number in a ledger and stamped a green "non-reactive"
next to it. On the pages I was able to see, there were only two or three green stamps and maybe ten red
stamps ("reactive"). The counselor said that when people come to test for HIV, they are normally fairly
certain that they have it.
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Figure 6.2. HIV status card (front/back)

Education is the public health office's strength. It is through their campaigns that

inappropriate or unmentionable topics may become appropriate through necessity and for the

good of the people. Isan people are often practical people; if bringing attention to a situation

through dialogue is viewed as useful to the region or to the country, they are sometimes able to

adapt, particularly if the benefits outweigh the costs.

Figure 6.3 "Be careful ofAIDS!" sign at a noodle shop on the main road in Mahasarakham.

With proper strategy, the Public Health Department's programs have proven to have a great

impact even on sex-related issues such as AIDS. The provincial public health office creates many

of its own campaigns and programs. They are, however, compatible with the Central
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government's values and understanding ofhealth issues. The AIDS campaign does not challenge

dominant meanings ofmasculinity and femininity, but rather channels them into safer directions.

Government Leaders

National government leaders are largely powerful and typically wealthy men. Their

masculinity is manifested not only in their behavior but also in their power. This is not magical or

holy power (saksit), but raw, political power (amnaad). They are well-known to have multiple

wives or girlfriends. They are rumored to still engage in the centuries old practice of giving to and

accepting from other leaders, politicians, and businessmen, gifts ofwomen's services. As was

mentioned previously, a few top leaders in Thailand's history are/were believed to be kee

(including more than one prime minister and a king), though this has not been openly

acknowledged. Their power seems to more than make up for any negative consequences their

questionable sexual identity might have on their masculinity. Government leaders often have

military or police connections, both highly masculine organizations, which further ensconce the

political leadership in masculine networks. One consequence of this is that fewer women have

been drawn to political leadership and those who are face many challenges.

Some of those obstacles include general notions about women and a hostile and corrupt

climate. At the time of this study, at the national level women held nearly 5% ofpositions

countrywide (The Nation, 7/8/95, p. Cl). The number of women members ofparliament steadily

increased between 1986 and 19967 and women represent a growing percentage of candidates for

parliament (Office of the Prime Minister, 2002). However, very few women were appointed

Senators by the Prime Minister.8 They have fared even worse at the local level, with females

making up only about 1% of sub-district (tambon) officials (called kamnan) and village heads

(calledphUu yay Man) in 1995. Women didn't have the opportunity to be elected kamnan until

1982 (Tanaa, 1994, p. 96), though there are a few known cases ofwomen village heads.

7 from 12 of347 to 22 of393
8 In 1998 a new Constitution went into effect that changed the Senators from appointed to elected positions.
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Currently, one ofMahasarakham's six representatives is a woman. Women are not politically

disinterested. More Thai women are eligible to vote than men, and more actually do (Office of the

Prime Minister, 2002).

The lack of a presence ofwomen in political leadership positions is consistent with

students' beliefs about sex and leadership. Overall, both male (88%) and female (82%) students

believe men are better and more natural leaders (see Appendix F). Additionally, they are better

decision-makers (males - 91%, females - 71%) and when it comes down to making a quick or

difficult decision, students believe it is better that a man do it than a woman. And, when

hypothetically given the choice between choosing between an equally qualified man and women

for political leadership, students strongly favor choosing men. Men were more strongly favored

for the highest national and local positions (see Appendix G). This is remarkably consistent with

actual trends in male and female political leadership, suggesting that the meanings derived from

politicians as symbols are in part sexed ones.

Royal Family

King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Queen Sirikit are the most prominent married couple in

Thailand and thus serve as an example for the public. They are the ultimate models for Thai not

only in terms of sex roles, but also dominant Thai culture: "As a symbol ofnational unity, the

royal family reinforces the primacy of Bangkok as the cosmological, religious, political, and

economic center of the nation" (Van Esterik, 2000, p. 8).

King Bhumipol has brought back to the monarchy the image of the King as a paternalistic

figure.9 The King and Queen have a reputation as being very caring toward the Thai people.

Though at one time they presented a very unified and supportive image (and in 1994 this was still

true), today it may be less so. They have four children: Princess Ubol Ratana, Crown Prince

Maha Vajiralongkorn, Crown Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, and Princess Chulabhorn. HRH

9 This image existed during the Sukhothai period, but then disappeared for several hundred years.
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Princess Dbol Ratana attended MIT in the United States and married an American from whom

she is now divorced. For many years she played a very small role in the duties and activities of

the royal family, but now that she lives in Bangkok, her royal activities have increased. She

travels the country participation in celebrations, sometimes wearing some rather risque clothes.

Princess Chulabhorn, who dresses in very modem, stylish clothes and who sometimes prefers to

give speeches and talks in English than in Thai, is also now divorced.

Crown Prince Maha Vajiralongkorn was conferred with the title of Crown Prince on

December 28, 1972, by King Bhumibol, making him heir to the throne. The Crown Prince's

reputation in the late 1970s and early 1980s suffered. He demonstrated a lack of interest in public

affairs, spending more time womanizing (Keyes, 1987). His first marriage to Princess

Soamsawali produced a daughter, Princess Bhajarakittiyabha who is now a young adult. After his

daughter's birth, he took up with another woman, Yuwatida Pholprasert with whom he had a

daughter and four sons. For a while, the Crown Prince attempted to recreate his image though

public demonstrations of responsibility and seriousness about his royal duties. In a soap-opera

like twist, Yuwatida and her children left for Britain in 1996 with Air Chief Marshall Anand

Rodsamkhan (who was posted at the prince's palace), after he was suddenly dismissed without

public explanation. This largely resolved a disharmonious situation. The Prince is now rebuilding

his image once again with a new, rather rfapr@(Jy girlfriend, who appears with him in public and

on TV.

Princess Sirindhron was conferred with the title Crown Princess by His Majesty the King

on December 5, 1977. Although a 1972 amendment to the Constitution allows a female to ascend

the throne, it is expected that the Crown Prince will inherit the crown at the appropriate time.

Students, as well as others, express great confidence in HRH Princess Sirindhorn's character,

abilities, and genuine concern for the well being ofthe Thai people. Unlike her siblings, her

appearance is rather dowdy and she makes no great effort to dress in stylish, modem clothes. In
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many ways, she defies the image of an elite, modern woman. But in remaining single and focused

on her royal duties, she in some ways promotes it.

It is a crime to defame the King in Thailand, so people refrain from publicly criticizing

the royal family. Though students talk only quietly about the personal situations of the royal

family, they were clearly displeased by the Prince's past playboy-like behavior, not the behavior

of a responsible father, husband, and national leader. Princess Sirinhorn, however, is considered

to be a role model by many, both males and females. She is educated, polite, caring, and very

supportive of Thai arts and culture.

Mole (1973) observed that Isan people revere the King "in almost a spiritual sense for

they seem him as the embodiment of certain divinity or at the very least, one who has earned very

much merit in previous existences" (p. 96). Isan people do, indeed, speak of the King and Queen

in terms ofnear worship. That they revere, love, and admire them so much suggests that the royal

couple is a strong model, as their children may be. In the royal family, students can see reflected

the tension between traditional and modern aspects of sex and family.

Law

Government policy is enforced through laws. Laws both shape and are shaped by social

practice, and so do not have absolute meanings. In Mahasarakham, villagers often utilize courts

only when other means fail to resolve a problem.

The Civil and Criminal Codes of Thailand clearly describe all legally criminal activities.

Some (e.g., murder) are more consistently enforced than others (e.g., prostitution). In

Mahasarakham, many transgressions are handled informally or locally, rather than involving the

police.

Laws are enacted by the government usually to serve government purpose. Sometimes

these agree with public sentiment, sometimes they don't. The family laws describe a very

particular elitist family structure that is in some ways inconsistent with traditional Isan family
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structures and practices. Under Siamese law until 1935, a woman was a piece ofproperty who

could be bought and sold. She was the property ofher father if unmarried, or husband ifmarried.

She could be legally beaten for correction. The law, however, did not necessarily reflect actual

practice (see B. Andaya, 2000, and Koizumi, 2000, for examples). Traditional Isan beliefs and

practice would have allowed a woman to leave her husband ifhe were to beat her or treat her

badly. Under the old laws, a husband could have as many wives as he wanted, but a wife was

only allowed one husband. Adultery by a wife could be punished harshly, even with death. Upon

separation, a husband received 2/3 of the property and the wife 1/3 regardless ofwhat she brought

into the marriage. These laws protected the interests of the monarchy and other elite men and

probably did not have much impact on villagers, at least not until the advent ofmass media

helped to spread nationalist ideals.

In 1935, the Civil and Commercial Code Book Von family law ended recognition of

plural marriages. Women were legally regarded as people, not property, though the husband

could still control his wife's occupation, property, and childrearing. The husband was and

continues to be recognized as the legal head ofhousehold and can legally make decisions about

family residence and maintenance. Until mass communication proliferated, local traditions and

local rules in Isan were probably followed more closely than formal government law (Somswasdi,

1994, pp. 7-11). At the present time, adultery remains grounds for divorce for husbands only.

Women in Isan fared better than women in Bangkok. Their families looked after their interests

and local practices treated husbands and wives similarly. The 1973 Constitution, in place only 3

years before being thrown out, temporarily improved the legal status ofwomen and granted equal

rights to men and women. It was one of the most favorable constitutions to women ever in Asia.

The 1997 Constitution restored those rights, and, like the 1973 version, clearly prohibits

discrimination based on sex.
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Current laws relating to family, marriage, and sex are irregularly enforced. Crimes

relating to private matters are investigated only if someone makes a complaint. Thai family law

requires that individuals be at least 17 years old to get engaged, or if they are underage, they must

have the permission ofboth their mother and father. 10 A couple is recognized under the law as

engaged when the man commits to the woman or her family his assets." Engagement laws apply

to both men and women. Engagement is a contract and once in place is regarded as the first step

in marriage, not separate from it. For example, the bride wealth does not need to be returned in

the event of either party's death after engagement; it is handled as if the couple were married.

Those who share one or more blood parents, or are the adopted children of the same parent, are

not allowed to marry. Individuals may only be married to one living person. A woman must wait

310 days after a divorce or after being widowed to marry again for paternity considerations. Any

children born during this time are considered her ex-husband's.

The marriage laws are consistent with students' understanding ofmarriage. However,

bridewealth, though still given in Isan, is not required to cement an engagement. Couples have

more independence and may simply decide to marry, though approval of the families is very

much preferred.12

Husbands and wives are required by law (section 1461) to live together and help and care

for each other as their abilities and status allow. It is, however, not uncommon for circumstances

to require a husband and wife to live apart. If a man or woman is in mental or physical danger he

or she has the right to ask to be separated from the danger, and the one who caused the

endangerment can be fined by the court. When a marriage is dissolved, each party is entitled to

10 Illegal early marriages are not generally noted as a problem in Thailand.
II If either party violates the understanding of the engagement, the other party can void the agreement, and
the property must be returned. While attending a wedding in a village in Khon Kaen Province, Lefferts
(2003, personal communication) asked about this and was told that ifhe changes his mind, the groom
forfeits the brideprice. If the bride changes her mind, she must repay it twofold.
12 In the survey, only 15% of male respondents and 4% offemale respondents would marry someone who
was unacceptable to their parents.
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any assets he or she brought to the marriage either before or after, and any assets earned together

are split 50-50. Marriage is ended by death, divorce, or court order. A woman may divorce her

husband ifhe has another wife or minor wife,13 but a husband may divorce his wife if she has a

lover14 (eMu; section 1516/1) . There is a legal expectation of sexual relations as part of a

marriage. Ifa husband or wife have a health situation which makes him/her unable to have sexual

relations, it is grounds for divorce (code 1516/10).

The law does not treat men and women equally, especially regarding divorce and

expectations of fidelity. Men are legally permitted to engage in extramarital sexual relations as

long as the relationship is not construed as an additional family. Women are not legally allowed

to engage in extramarital sexual relations. That sex is a legally recognized, even required,

component ofmarriage is reflected in the rape law. A man who forces his wife to have sex

against her will commits no crime. The meanings reflected in these laws reflect and reinforce

traditional Central Thai notions of sex characteristics and roles. To a large degree, students show

similar understandings.

Other laws relating directly to sex concern prostitution and abortion. In 1996, a new

Prevention and Suppression ofProstitution Act replaced the Suppression ofProstitution Act from

1960. The new act defines prostitution as "sexual intercourse, or any other act, or the commission

of any other act in order to gratify the sexual desire of another person in a promiscuous manner in

return for earning or any other benefit, irrespective of whether the person who accepts the act and

the person who commits the act are of the same sex or not" (Council, 1996). The previous law

specified that the prostitute must be a woman; the new law expanded the meaning ofprostitute to

include both sexes. 15

13 A minor wife is a woman with whom a man lives like husband and wife. That is, the man is fulfilling a
social role of husband to her, sometimes but not always including fathering children.
14 This applies even if only one incidence occurs.
15 Other changes concerned increased penalties for procuring and child prostitution.
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The law is called the "suppression" (primp) ofprostitution act because the police and

government recognize that it is not possible to eliminate prostitution in Thailand (and perhaps

they do not desire to do so), but it is possible to control its appearance. SWU students know this

about the law, but when they describe it in English, they say that prostitution is "illegal." Part of

this distinction may be in the terms used. The law uses the term soopheenii, which commonly

refers to "direct" prostitutes, or those who work in brothels. There are also dozens of "indirect"

prostitutes (call girls, masseuses) in snooker halls and restaurants throughout the municipal

district ofMahasarkaham, but the brothels are located in the area known as Fimg Thong.

Fimg Thong is an area, really one lane, next to the canal near the department store. Small

structures, many with corrugated tin roofs and old wooden walls, closely front the street. Men

wander, many stumbling, around the area at night. During the day it is relatively quiet. In 1994,

there were seven or eight brothels (sofJng), each with six to eight prostitutes. Realistically,

prostitution laws are enforced only if there is a problem or if someone complains. In one case a

16-year police veteran related to me, a husband took his wife to sell sex in a hotel. They arrested

the husband but not the wife because she was forced. The officer explained that the Thai law

allows for some flexibility. It allows police to deal with the elements that cause danger or threaten

society. He suggested that the real cause ofprostitution, poverty, must be dealt with to solve the

problem but that it will take time.

The police are familiar with the people at Fang Thong. A detective who is a good friend

of a fellow aajaan, offered to take me there since the police cruise the area frequently looking for

problems. The police officers were very friendly with the brothel owners and chatted the whole

while we were there. During this time, men came to use the services, and the police ignored them.

Things carried on as normally as they could with a farang woman visiting.

Another part of the sex-related law is abortion. Abortion is illegal in Thailand except if

(a) it is necessary for the health of the woman, or (b) if the pregnancy is the result of rape (section
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305). Abortion providers may be punished more severely than abortion seekers. 16 Although it is

illegal, it is common and available. One clinic, formerly a private hospital, is run by a doctor

primarily for the purpose ofproviding abortions. Abortions are also provided at the hospital for

1,000 baht per month ofpregnancy. A nurse who works at the hospital said that women

frequently come in with complications from botched or incomplete abortions (hemorrhaging is

especially common) performed by untrained providers. Women sometimes also try to abort using

various herbs, poisons, or alcohol. The nurse reported that she sometimes sees student-aged girls.

Again, this is considered a private, medical matter. The police do not intervene and would not do

so unless a complaint was made.

Students' beliefs are consistent with the police. Students are aware that abortion is illegal,

but, as described in brief earlier, feel that sometimes it is the best course of action. The law is an

insufficient reason not to have an abortion. Further, that abortion results in the taking of a life

(and thus violates one of the five precepts) is not a primary consideration for most. Although 67%

of students responded in the survey that abortion is a sin, nearly all thought it was probably the

best choice in certain situations. The immorality it seems is determined by the specific

circumstances of the individual. Most thought it should be considered in cases of rape (90%) and

when the mother is HIV positive (91%), situations in which the outcome was likely to cause

profuse suffering. Some also thought it should be considered if the mother is ill (53%), if the

mother is a student (18%), ifthe mother doesn't want the child (17%), if the mother is too poor

(14%), and if she has too many children (13%). Abortion is not desirable, but sometimes it results

in an improved situation and thus is an appropriate thing to do. Assessing moral value is not

based on adherence to absolute rules. It is an analysis of the overall impact of any action. Moral

action results in the most possible good coming from a particular situation.

16 The law on abortion states that a woman who aborts her child or who allows someone to abort her child
is subject to up to 3 years in jail, a fine up to 6,000 baht, or both. A person who performs an abortion is
subject to up to 5 years in jail, a fine of up to 10,000 baht, or both (code 3, sections 301, 302). If it results in
the death of the woman, the maximum punishment doubles.
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In general, the police enforce the laws that create immediate public danger. They are very

concerned with traffic accidents and violent crimes. Personal issues such as abortion and

prostitution don't concern them unless they get direct orders to intervene. During this research

(1994), orders came from the Prime Minister's office to eliminate direct brothels, that is, those

that sell nothing but sex. So, in a short period of time police saw to it that the brothels ofFlmg

Thong began offering drinks and snacks, too. They were no longer direct brothels. A change in

appearance re-categorized the establishments

Sex Education in the Schools

Talking about sexuality is not so much taboo as it is simply inappropriate in most social

situations. This carries into the home. Isan parents generally do not teach their children about sex;

few students indicated ever learned about sex from their mothers or fathers. Much ofwhat SWU

students know about reproduction and sexual intercourse was learned in high school classes and

from friends. Under the national curriculum, sex education is scattered in science and health

classes. 17 There is no single program of study. Girls learn about menstruation in healthlhygiene

class (boys are often dismissed from this lesson), reproduction is taught in biology, and morality

is covered in religion classes. Now students also learn about AIDS, though it was not part of the

school curriculum of the students in this study. Both public and private schools follow the

national curriculum, which is created and administered from Bangkok.

Educators teach information appropriate for the age of the student. In prathom 1-3

(approximately grades 1-3), children learn general things about the body and hygiene. Prathom 4-

6 classes include information about menstruation (sometimes the girls are separated from the

boys for this lesson), body changes, health, and taking care of oneself Matthayom 1-3, the rough

equivalent of middle school, includes health lessons on making friends, mental health, AIDS,

17 This curriculum was in place from the early 1980s until 2000. In 2000, the national curriculum was
revised and the sex education component expanded largely in response to the ongoing AIDS problem. One
textbook generated a great deal of controversy as it was considered by many to be to explicit, even
pornographic, for Thailand.
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caring for pregnancy, and science lessons on anatomy, zoology, and botany. At the time these

SWU students were in elementary school, AIDS was not a public issue. But as they went through

high school (matthayom 4-6), the national AIDS education campaign became more visible in

schools. Now students are exposed to information about AIDS from the youngest grades. In the

last years of school, family planning and childcare are covered in health class, and the

reproductive systems, pregnancy, birth, growth, and human development in biology. Another

component related to sex education comes through religious education in the schools that

includes consideration offamily, marriage, moral precepts, and manners.

SWU students studied all these things over their years in school. For many, classroom

lessons were their first exposure to this information, especially as applied to humans. Coming

from a rural environment, students were already exposed to the reproductive practices of animals

to some extent. Girls report that school is a very important source of sex knowledge, but it is

somewhat less important for boys. But many students told me that they have since forgotten the

information they learned in school. At the time they learned it, it wasn't applicable to their lives,

so they didn't retain it. The amount and accuracy of students' knowledge about sex and

reproduction is limited as confirmed by 10 questions about sex and reproduction included in the

survey (see Appendix P). For example, only 23% know when a woman is most likely to get

pregnant; 20% know that if a man withdraws, a woman can still get pregnant; and only 19%

know that it is possible for a woman to get pregnant during her period. Students' current sources

of information are inadequate to allow them to protect themselves against disease and pregnancy

should they become sexually active at university. As they grow older and more independent, they

want to know this information and additional information such as about sexually transmitted

diseases and birth control methods. Several students told me that they are interested in these

topics and would like to get good, reliable information. As university students, sexual activity is
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clearly visible on the horizon, if it isn't already a part of their lives. They are very receptive to

learning about sex-related topics.

A lecture on AIDS, given by a fourth-year student to her classmates, was frank and

enthusiastically received. Both male and female students asked and answered questions. As they

passed around a condom, they made jokes as well as thoughtful comments and questions. There is

no stigma attached to the knowledge associated with sexual behavior, though there are limited

contexts in which a discussion can be appropriately initiated. An educational institution or

educational context is considered appropriate for non-personal discussions. I will now examine

the values associated with the social context of sexuality.

Media

Globalization has spread information rapidly and widely bringing new meanings to even

traditional aspects of culture. Mahasarakham culture is now an amalgam ofIsan, Siamese, and

international concepts negotiated in an increasingly complex social setting. There are various

ways of distinguishing between new and old aspects of culture: high culture and low culture,

modem and traditional, high culture and pop culture. These dichotomies introduce a distinction

that mayor may not exist in reality. Even the oldest traditions take on new meanings in new

contexts. However, for heuristic purposes, and because students often refer to "modem" things

and "old" things, I break my discussion on media into two sections, which I refer to as classic and

pop. Classic includes literature (both oral and printed) that has been of enduring interest to Isan

people. Pop includes that which, though widespread, has not yet stood any test of time. This

section will focus on media of the pop type.

Students themselves bring attention to the significance ofmass media for sharing

information and ideas. After friends, magazines, TV, and movies have the most influence on

student's ideas about and knowledge of sex. The most popular television programs among SWU
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students are talk shows, magazine-type shows (e.g., PhUuying Yaak RUU18
), news, movies, game

shows, and television dramas (e.g., Silam Kcik, Khiiaw Plitak, Daaw PhrcisukI9
). In her study of

television and youth in Khon Kaen and Mahasarakham, Hesse-Swain (1992, 2001) had similar

findings. Nearly all students watch television; it is a very popular pastime. Food shops near the

university often have televisions playing music videos and popular shows. Nudity and obscenity

are not allowed on Thai television (there is a national censoring board), but most any topic can be

talked about (except for criticisms of the King and royal family which are illegal and almost

unthinkable). Students are exposed to a tremendous amount of information on all kinds of

subjects.

In addition to images of men, women, boys, and girls, which exist in all forms, direct

references to sex-related topics are frequent both in shows and in advertising. One drama

included a scene where a boy whose mother had died was telling his father that he is afraid the

father will get AIDS if he goes somewhere with his sister because the TV said you can get HIV if

you "thfaw phUuyi'ng." Literally this means "go about with females" but it is a colloquial

expression for going to prostitutes. It took the father two minutes to explain that it's not just going

out with females, but a "special" kind of going out that grown men like to do. Television comedy

shows frequently feature skits and routines about Isan people and sex, soliciting laughs based on

stereotypes of Isan husbands and wives, prostitutes, and mistresses as uneducated,

unsophisticated, and desperate. These kind of scenes both confirm the kind ofbehaviors that

normal men engage in, and instruct young men on how they are expected to behave, addressing

the disease itself only peripherally.

Movies, Television, and Celebrities

So far I have discussed sex behavior-related constructions. I will now focus more on sex

role constructions including images ofmasculinity and femininity. Television, magazines, and

18 Women Want to Know
19 Three-Way Junction, Unhusked Rice, Venus
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radio provide thousands of images for men and women to integrate into their understanding of

sexuality. Characters in drama serials, images in commercials, and celebrities all are symbols

with sexual meanings. Sex and sexuality in movies is expressed more openly than it is in

everyday life, especially in Isan. Students enjoy the fantasy ofmovies, while at the same time,

their images shape students' very real perceptions.

Figure 6.4 Movie posters hung around town display a variety of sexual images.

The effects celebrities have on students is, as far as I know, undocumented, and remains

so in this study. But celebrities are role models for young people and no doubt shape the way

young people understand the value of various qualities, and affect the way they want to look and

be, as well as the way they perceive themselves. I surveyed 44 male students and 43 females

students about television, movies, radio, and books (see Appendix E). Their responses were

consistent with information obtained through observation and conversations.

Young celebrities' pictures are found in dorm rooms, in restaurants, in bars, in the market,

and in shops. Young and old alike have their favorite television and movie stars, many ofwhom

are the same. Celebrities of the kind and scale we see in present day Thailand are unprecedented.

For example, a universally adored star during this research was the actor Tongchai McIntyre. His

picture was in magazines, in advertisements, and tacked to walls throughout Mahsarakham. As

one boy said, "Everyone loves him. He has ability in everything." Celebrities' faces are found on
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calendars and in advertisements posted in virtually every food shop, grocery store, barber and

beauty shop, and fix-it shop. Thongchai McIntyre ("Bird"), Saksit Taengtong, and "Mew" Lalita

Panyopas are among the most popular and admired among students.

Figure 6.5 Thongchai McIntyre ("Bird"), Saksit Taengtong, and "Mew" Lalita Panyopas

Another star favored more by females was Saksit Taengtong (see Figure 6.5), an actor,

model, and soccer player. They liked him because he is handsome, quiet, independent, and rfapro

ey.20 The personality of celebrities is a major source of attraction for students, but more so for

females. Girls are drawn to actors and actresses who are not only good looking and talented, but

also good role models. They admire stars who have good personalities, have good family

situations, are mature, are dignified, or are good parents. Boys also like celebrities who are

beautiful, handsome, and adorable21 but as often gave specifics about their acting talents, such as

their ability to adapt to many different roles. Fewer boys mentioned personal character qualities

than did girls. Both boys and girls seem to have higher standards ofbeauty for women than for

men. This will be discussed in a later section as will the fact that many Thai celebrities are of

mixed ethnicity.

Watching movies, either on video or in the theater, is a popular pastime for SWU

students. Movies are relatively inexpensive (about 20 baht) and new pictures come often. Boys

and girls enjoy similar kinds ofmovies and most like a variety. Comedies are their overwhelming

20RfapriJoy is often used to describe females in this dissertation, but also describes males. As with females,
rfapriJoy means orderly, proper, and neat. Saksit looks and behaves modestly and politely.
21 The word "naa nik" is frequently translated as "cute" or "lovely." It literally means "makes one want to
love it."
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favorites. They go to the movies to have fun and relax and these movies are not "serious." Many

students were fans ofKhUu Kaam (Star-Crossed Lovers), a famous novel that was made into a

television drama serial and a movie. It is set in Bangkok during World War II and is the story of

an ill-fated romance between a Japanese soldier and a Thai girl. Among SWU students, foreign

movies are watched (including Chinese and American), but Thai movies are more popular. Girls

favor romantic, adolescent, and life stories more than boys, who only outdo the girls in their

enthusiasm for nude movies.22 But among the boys, only about 36% said that nude movies are

among their favorites. Some girls, too, enjoy nude movies. About 19% mentioned them among

those they enjoy in the survey.

The attitude towards nude movies (see footnote 20) is a rather ambivalent one. Media are

censored (there is a national censoring board) and nude movies are illegal. Students giggle if you

ask them if they watch them. Some do. And they are available in video rental shops and

sometimes show at public events. They used to play in the theaters regularly, but stopped after an

incident where a brothel burnt down and killed some young girls in the South. (The government

tightened up control on many sex-related businesses at about this time.) Nude pictures hang in

food shops all around town (see Figure X).23 The situations in which public nudity is appropriate

are few and far between?4 One is in movies and print media. Another is related to beauty

pageants and will be discussed later.

22 The Thai word the students most frequently used for these movies is nang bOo. They are also referred to
as "blue movies" (using the English for "blue") or sometimes "X movies" (referring to the American
rating). I have translated it here as "nude movies" because bOo is generally used to describe nudity ofa
sexual nature, or to talk about general nudity (for example ofa child) in a teasing way. The calendars of
topless women are referred to as ruup boo. So they are not necessarily pornographic, which suggests
a higher standard oflewdness (which might be described by the more formal term laamok (lewd,
obscene, pornographic), which is the term used in the law on obscenity.
23 One shop owner told me that if she didn't hang a nudie calendar, the customers wouldn't come. A video
store owner said the same thing about nude videos: "If I don't keep some, people won't come to the shop.
Some will, but few."
24 I have been "flashed" three times in my life, all in Thailand. Two incidents occurred in Chiang Mai. In
one case, a naked man stepped out from a field, called to me, and began masturbating. In the other, I was
riding in a minibus through the city with my roommate and a young man on a motorcycle riding behind us
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Figure 6.6 A typical nude calendar hanging in a snack stand at the Kaeng Lueng Jan reservoir

When I went with some students to see Khruu Waay Jay RelaY (Cruel-Hearted Teacher

Wai), a funny, family-type movie, at one of the town theaters, the previews included a nude

movie. The audience let out a "wooOOOooo!" when the lights went out in the theatre, but not

when a panting woman's breasts filled the giant screen. On at least two occasions, nude movies

were shown at public events where they set up a big screen, projector, and speakers in the street.

Adults and children alike attended. No one was giggling or wooOOoo-ing.

Nude movies are easily rented at any video shop. The renters are usually men (shop

owners claim not to rent to children or teenagers) and a few older, married women. One video

shop owner had never had a woman customer, but he'd been in business less than a month and

customers had to tell him the kind ofvideo they wanted (e.g., Thai, Japanese,jarang

[Westerner]), rather than select it by picture or number. This might be intimidating to women

seeking nude movies. Because pornographic videos are illegal in Thailand, corrupt police are able

to collect money from shop owners. I was told that a high-ranking police officer comes to the

stores each month to collect 1,000 baht. One owner keeps videos throughout the shop with fake

names. Customers choose the title they want from a book (numbered through 105 at the time I

unzipped his pants and took out his penis. The third incident was on a beach, just south ofBangkok. I was
walking with a female Thai friend an a naked man lying under a boat called to us and was masturbating.
None of these occurred in Mahasarakham. I am not aware of this happening to Thai women, and suspect
that being afarimg woman is a stimulus for these normally very inappropriate behaviors.
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looked). Police also rent the videos, sometimes for free as a form ofpayment. One of the top

ranked officers told me that this officer must be doing it on his own as this practice is not

allowed.25

Many of the new symbols students are exposed to in Mahasarkahm result from

globalization fostered through the media. Students are some of the most ardent embracers ofthe

new and the modified. They love Western fashion, music, movies, and sports. One video shop,

which carries foreign (i.e., American) videos, rents them largely to educated types such as

teachers at the colleges. Students watch fewer videos because of the expense of the equipment,

but they are familiar with the stories and watch American videos dubbed into Thai in the main

movie theaters in town or at the university. A concept ofwhich Thai speak frequently when

talking about the West is "free sex," which they see evidence of in movies, magazines, and TV

shows. "Free sex" refers to unrestricted casual sex. They believe this is a cultural norm in the US

and that it threatens to diffuse to Thailand. Even Thai males speak negatively about free sex,

though I can say from personal experience that some fervently hope American women in

Thailand practice it.26 On several occasions I was told that Thai "don't have free sex like

Americans do." Though both Thai men and women speak negatively of "free sex," when pressed

for examples, the disapproval is primarily directed at women having sex, not men.

There is no single view of sexual relations for SWU students. Sex has many purposes and

many meanings. In the case of "free sex," it represents foreignness, a lack ofcontrol, and a kind

of cultural corruption. In the context ofmarriage or a committed relationship leading to marriage,

it is a natural expression of a physical need and a expression of love, on the part ofboth the man

2S However, this same officer told me that he is only able to answer my questions with official responses. I
am quite confident he knows who collects what money from whom.
26 In Mahasarakham, I was explicitly propositioned by both a student from another college and a SWU
professor. While in Pattaya with a large group of students from Thammasat, a good (male) friend from my
Chiang Mai University days arranged for me to stay in his room rather than with the female students,
unbeknownst to me (resulting in a very heated argument). And at several hotels and bungalows over the
years, hotel workers or guests have made sexual advances. In all cases, it seemed to me as though they
expected me to be interested in sex with them.
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and the woman. Unlike older people to whom I spoke, many students, especially girls, have an

expectation ofmarital sexual monogamy in marriage for the husband as well as the wife. This is a

departure from the sexual double standard traditionally applied to married people and may

indicate a generational change. Polygyny and philandering have a long history in this area. But

SWU students attach to this myriad meanings: assertion ofmasculinity, a claim to male

privileges, indication ofboredom, inadequacy of a girlfriend or wife, inequality between the

sexes, irresponsibility ofmen, and selfishness to name several.

Popular Printed Materials

Students report that books, including magazines and newspapers, are the primary source

of information and influence on ideas about sex (see Appendix H).27 SWU students are

enthusiastic readers and enjoy all kinds ofbooks and magazines. Humorous stories are

particularly popular, and cartoons, being both inexpensive and fun, are everywhere. There are

many, many magazines available in Mahasarakham on a great variety of topics. News stands

offer dozens of titles to choose from. Both male and female students read some of the more

popular women's magazines such as Dichan ([female] I, 50 baht) and Satriisaan (Lady's Journal,

25 baht). The most popular magazines among female students include women's magazines such

as Satriisaan, Kunsatrii (Lady), and Dichan. Dichiin, for example, is a very thick magazine (the

January 31, 1993 issue was 354 pages) with a large number of articles, columns, and

advertisements. It is filled with news and pictures of the royal family and socialites, short stories,

informative articles (e.g., "Wanting to Make Your Child Smart," "The Balloon Flower"),

horoscopes, celebrity stories ("Heart of a Sumo Wife"), interviews with interesting non-celebrity

types, fashion articles, and advertisements for a plethora ofbeauty products and desirable goods

to buy. Advertisements (Satriisaan has few, Dichiin has many) tend to reinforce central Thai

27 This may seem surprising considering the amount that American students watch television. However,
few SWU students have televisions at school, and their home lives do not revolve around the television, but
around school and work around the home.
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stereotypes ofwomen, emphasizing physical beauty, motherly and wifely duties, and a modem

style. "Modem" images dominate the pages. Thaephtharin Hospital advertises that with new

technology they can separate the X and Y sperm to help you get the sex baby you want. An ad for

a breast pump shows a picture of a baby contentedly nursing. Relationships are a hot topic in

these magazines (e.g., "Stay to Endure or Endure to Stay: Is this all there is to live as a couple?").

Satriisaan is similar, through perhaps targeted to a less intellectual audience. It contains fashion,

some news, poetry, celebrity articles, short stories, travel, crossword puzzle, and the July 2, 1994

issue had a pull-out section for children.

SWU boys read a wider variety ofmagazines including Matichon and Siamrat, general

weekly news magazines which are also read by some girls. These contain feature articles related

to current political, economic, social, and entertainment events in Thailand as well as short stories

and poetry. Neither are specifically targeted at men, though they are more popular with male than

female students. Males also read specialty magazines on topics such as motorcross, computers,

and writing. Kee students read some magazines targeted at gays such as Neon (12 baht) and

Morakot (Emerald, 12 baht). They contain articles on gay issues, general interest stories, and

entertainment, columns, short stories, pictorials, crossword puzzles, and ads for things such as

gay friendly clubs and lubricating gel.

Both male and female students enjoy reading Dara Phaapphayon (Movie Star, 10 baht),

a celebrity magazine targeted at a young adult audience. Its articles are largely about Thai movies

and movie and television stars though there are some bits on foreign celebrities. Advertisements

feature products which are appealing to young people and the ads themselves often feature male

female couples. There are also many ads for beauty products which suggests that there the

magazine is perhaps more widely read by females. There is a popular column called "Sex: When

you have a problem ... come ask ... Dr. Nopphapom ... he'll answer your problem." Dr.

Nopphapom responds to a wide range of questions from a young man with large feet that make
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buying shoes difficult (answer: there is no way to make them smaller; they are his natural size

and he must deal with them) to an 18 year old boy who wonders if the fact that he's slept with 10

or more men is normal (answer: he clearly has a high sex drive and perhaps enjoys looking at

large penises) to a pregnant woman who asks if it's dangerous for a pregnant woman to

masturbate and if she sometimes wants to watch sex videos if she has a mental problem (answer:

it's not dangerous to masturbate as long as you don't put anything inside the vagina and the desire

to watch sex videos demonstrates a high sex drive but is not indicative of a mental problem).

Cartoons are a university student staple. Laughs for Sale (Khiiay Hua Ro) is typical, and

popular, cartoon book. Things that are inappropriate are often expressed through humor so

cartoons frequently joke about sex and sex roles (especially stereotypes ofhusbands and wives).

Common themes include cheating spouses, controlling or unattractive (in body and character)

wives, weak husbands, and attempts at love gone awry.

Figure 6.7 A cartoon playing on the stereotype of an ugly, domineering wife ("Whatever,
whatever... take my wallet and also take the picture ofyour mother and put it in the closet like
before." "Oh! My heart's going to give out. ")
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Figure 6.8 Another sex-related cartoon ("This group of slaves we've brought didn't respect their
tribal leader this openly. II "They're obviously hiding something.")

The cartoons and magazines students read provide them with an array of sex-related

symbols in which various other symbols are used to convey information based on common

cultural meanings. Humor is only humorous insofar as the readers have interpretations similar to

the producer of the piece. Popular media reveal sexual symbols and some ofthe meanings shared

by members of the culture. These are, for the most part, consistent with the symbols described

thus far. Classic works (here referred to as classic media) may reflect a similar consensus on

meaning, but are also valued for their lasting significance. They mayor may not reflect current

values, and may be meaningful specifically because they reflect a different time and/or place.

Thus, their significance of sexual symbols shaping students' understandings is uncertain.

Classic Media

When students report that they gain much of their information about sex from books, they

are most often referring to books about the physical aspects of sex, such as books on reproduction

and family planning. They rarely mentioned classic works of literature when talking about
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sexuality, though students are exposed to them (both Central Thai and Isan) throughout their

school years. Classic works of literature have found mass appeal, suggesting that large numbers

ofpeople in society find meaning in them, though for students the significance of that meaning in

terms of sex is minimal, at least at a conscious level.

Literature provides almost as many examples of types ofmen and women as there are

works ofliterature. To select a few as evidence of an "ideal" would be misleading without

considering all possible characters. Isan students are exposed to both central Thai and Isan

literature, which sometimes convey different images ofmen and women. In general, the Central

Thai (i.e., elitist, national, emerging from nobility and the Royal Palace) ideal woman has been

more specifically defined. The court poet Sunthorn Phuu's famed advice to women is lengthy and

detailed. Sunthorn Phuu was teacher to many princes and wrote for Rama III and Rama IV until

his death in 1855. He describes a woman who is submissive, obedient, quiet, tidy, attentive, and

beautiful. Fulfilling the kind of requirements set forth by Sunthorn Phuu is just not possible for

poor, farming women. He is clearly describing women of the nobility, the ideal female social

position. But this does not render the work non-meaningful for SWU students. They are very

much aware that the qualities about which Sunthorn Phuu wrote were, and in some cases are,

associated with women of status in Bangkok. Central Thai culture and its values are not lost on

SWU students. It is a large part of their cultural identity and to varying degrees they have

internalized its values.

But the images coming from Bangkok, even in literature, are not uniform. One very well-

known poem is Jeeranan Phitprechaa's (1973, in Tossa, 1992), "Assertion of the Flower," which

focuses on women's potential as active and valued social beings, a direct response to the

beautiful, fragile flowers described by Sunthorn Phuu and others.28

28 In nationalistic discourse, women are often referred to as the "flowers" of the country, emphasizing their
decorative role and the importance of their beauty. Phitprechaa takes this symbol and reinterprets it, making
it active rather than passive.
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Woman has two hands
To hold on to the essence,
To strain her muscles in the work force
And not to crave luxuries and clothing.

Woman has two feet
To climb high to her dream.
Standing with them firmly together,
She will not live off anyone's labor.

Woman has eyes
To search for a new life
To find a broader world view,
And not to use them for flirting

Woman has a heart
That is a lasting, blowing fire,
That contributes to the mass' power,
For every woman is a human being.

Woman has a life
That tries to wash away errors with reason,
That esteems her independence and freedom,
And not to provide only sexual pleasure.

The flower has sharp thorns;
It must not bloom to await praise from others.
Rather, it blooms to accumulate
Great fertility for the Earth.

Women's beauty has long been a major preoccupation of Central Thai culture. Women's

appearances reflect their value, both social and moral. Phitprechaa has attempted to redefine the

criteria by which women are judged. Her focus on action over appearance is more in line with

traditional Isan views ofwomen. Damsri (1985, p. 15; also see Gittinger & Lefferts, 1992) argues

that literary works in Isan show that Isan society values women's abilities more than beauty and

suggests that women who are highly skilled at running a household should be praised and that

men should choose a wife based on her household skills, especially cooking and weaving. Isan

literature and proverbs almost never suggest equality between men and women in the sense that

they have equal access to social roles or that they be judged by identical criteria. However, there

is a much greater emphasis on complementarity and partnership between men and women,

especially between husbands and wives, such as in the following Lao proverbs:
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Phua mia nii khon diaw kooy hfit silk thUk
yang hUam yao thanoftJm tum taw kan

Husband and wife are like one person; they must
love and cherish each other in health, in wealth, and
in hardship.

But women's value is often defined in tenns ofher relationship with men. The following proverb

seems to place women in an inferior position:

Philu yfng si dii yawn mii phua A woman is worthy when she has a husband.

Students are familiar with many folktales and often cite proverbs in appropriate

situations. However, I rarely heard them cite proverbs about men and women and their value or

social roles, except when asked to do so in discussions. There are proverbs about marriage, about

sexual behavior, about differences in men and women, about daughters and sons, about mothers

and fathers. If there is a point to be made, a proverb can probably be found to support it. As was

mentioned earlier, women are now able to realize their familial and social responsibilities while

remaining single. A woman with a secure and well-paying job is an asset to her family both

financially and socially. Teachers exemplify this. There are many single female teachers at SWU.

Students sometimes comment on this in a way that is both teasing and full of admiration. Women

have optional routes to social stability and success. This may explain why students rarely

mentioned the stories and proverbs that express the value of a married woman.

However, another reason may be that classic literature suggests that Isan people have a

more egalitarian view ofmen and women than do Central Thai. For example, unlike in Central

Thai culture (and literature), Isan women are free to leave their husbands if they don't behave

appropriately.

The wife is free to leave her husband
when he cannot work hard to earn a living,
when he is not healthy,
when he becomes a drunkard,
or when he cannot satisfy her sexual needs. (Tossa, 1992, p. 12; part ofverse)

SWU students reflect this idea and though they may admire a woman who sticks it out with an

irresponsible husband (enduring is a quality they value in women), they do not fault the woman
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who chooses to leave. Their perspective seems to derive from the Isan view rather than the

Central Thai one on this subject.

Religious-oriented stories come mostly from India, though because they have been

passed down, have taken on some regional variation. Tossa (J 992) argues that women are

virtually absent from Buddhist texts, including the Indian Jataka tales,29 and that the focus of

these is the adventures ofmen (p. 12-13). Tossa believes the female characters are not intended to

be models for humans. But regardless of the intention of the stories, some Thais hold them up in

this way. The women who do appear are virtuous and not quite human. Collins (1982; 1998) and

Gombrich (1977, 1980), have written somewhat extensively about the Vessantara's (the final

human incarnation of the Buddha) wife as a role model for women. The Vessantara Jataka is told

every year in virtually every temple. The Jataka tales are well known among SWU students. The

extent to which the characters, whether real or fictional, serve as social role models is debatable.

They are, however, understood by students to be moral role models, whose lives provide

examples of the consequences ofmoral (or immoral) qualities and action in specific

circumstances.

Tossa also identifies what she calls pseudo-Buddhist tales, which "cannot be found in the

Sanskrit Mhavastu or the Indian Jataka tales, but the story-tellers claim that these are also

Buddhist Jataka tales" (p. 13). One of these pseudo-Buddhist stories familiar to students is

Kalakeet. Kalakeet is a prince and the story involves gods, angels, magic, kings, queens, love lost,

love found, plural wives, adventures, several compromises, and a happy ending.

Another popular Lao tale is The Orphan and the Little Ghost (Kamphraaphlin00Y). It is

the story of a poor orphan boy ofgreat merit. He is disliked by the villagers, but finds friends in

29 Jataka tales were written in the Pali language about two thousand years ago and have been passed down
generation to generation. They are primarily stories about the past lives of Buddha, which offer wisdom
and serve as guides to moral behavior. There are over 500 Jataka tales.
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animals and ghosts. He marries a beautiful girl, Sida,3° who emerges from an elephant's tusk. The

king falls in love with beautiful Sida and tries every means to take her from Kamphra, even after

his own death. But he failed each time. Kamphra and Sida become King and Queen.

These local stories are not about the Buddha's lives, and are really local folk tales. They

are styled after Jataka tales and may be mistaken for Jataka tales because they are sources of

moral wisdom. Students' enjoyment of them comes from the action and adventure as well as their

historical and cultural significance for Isan people. Phadaeng Nang Ai (see Tossa, 1990, for a

translation and description), usually told during the Rocket Festival in Isan, is a tragedy about a

love triangle between a Khmer prince (Phadaeng) and princess (Nang Ai) and a naga prince

(Thao Phangkhi). This story contains elements of abandonment, revenge, reincarnation, secret

love, and unrequited love. As the story ends, Nang Ai is waiting to know her rightful husband at

the arrival of the next Buddha. This story also is believed to describe the geography and history of

the area now known as Isan. The meaning it has as a model for or model of(to use Geertz's terms)

sex roles, characteristics, or behaviors, is exceedingly small, at least in a modern context.

Isan literature is primarily oral and is recited and retold at festivals, celebrations, and in

bits and pieces in daily life. Thus, it has had more of a flexible, adaptable quality to it than does

much central Thai literature, which was at various times transcribed. Monks did write down some

Lao stories on palm leafmanuscripts, which fade and deteriorate over time and must be rewritten

(literally and figuratively). Siamese also wrote on palm leaf manuscripts in the ancient past, and

their stories would have been subject to the same kind of rewriting. Isan stories, however,

continued to change with the culture through modern times since more permanent forms of

recording came much later to the region.

30 Sida is similar in name and character to Sita, Vishnu's goddess wife in the Ramakien, the Thai version of
the Indian epic Ramayana. Sita is thought by many (including SWU students) to epitomize the ideal
woman.
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Modern literature emerging from Isan has tended to focus on modern problems associated

with the declining environment and poverty ofthe region (e.g., Child ofthe Northeast by

Kampoon Boontawee; People ofIsan by Pira Sudham). Both Boontawee and Sudham depict a

very practical people focused on survival rather than status or frivolity. The men and women in

their stories (based on their own experiences) are poor and determined to survive. The characters

in these stories are realistic and reflect the personal characteristics and values ofSWU students

much more so than do stories coming from Central Thailand. Child ofthe Northeast describes a

boy's life during the 1930s, but with a few tweaks, it could be describing a rural Isan village in the

1990s.

The meaning of sex-related symbols in modern Isan novels is typically subsumed by

symbols ofgreater concern, such as poverty and ethnic discrimination. Obviously these are sexed

since they affect men and women differently, but sex is a secondary concern.31 The cultural

patterns revealed in Isan novels relate more to concepts ofmodernity, tradition, ethnicity, family,

and survival than sex and students do not refer to novels when talking about sex roles or sexual

behavior, unless directly asked to. Another cultural arena of sexual meaning not voluntarily

suggested by students, but whose sexual symbolism is explicit and public, is festivals.

Festivals and Traditional Celebrations

Festivals and rituals are commonly acceptable times for breaking or reversing social

norms (Babcock, 1978; Turner, 1982). For Isan people, who are highly conscious ofmaintaining

appropriate appearances, some festivals are a time to lift restrictions that maintain social order

and express things that are normally inappropriate. Some Isan festivals, such as Bun Phaweet,

which honors Vessantara, the penultimate life of the Buddha, and Bun Bang Fay, the Rocket

Festival, bring together large numbers ofpeople in a mix of "ceremonial reverence and most

31 For example, Sudham's "People ofEsarn" (1987) is a collection oflife stories about situations specific to
men and women in Isan. The taxi driver, prostitute, and monk are all sex-specific experiences, but it's the
themes common to them which captivate the reader.
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unceremonious irreverence" (Rogers, 1989, p. 104). Throughout Thailand, community festivals

are often the locus for courting and sexual repartee. Describing festivals in Ubon, Klausner

(1981) wrote, "A young girl not only has the opportunity to go out after dark to attend such a

ceremony but to flirt quite openly at the same. Drinking, risque banter, and even in one case,

fighting are condoned and, in a sense, expected" (p. 25). The license allowed is relative to the

sexes, and women's behavior is less extreme than men's.

Songkraan, the Thai New Year

Some of the most widely celebrated festivals are Buddhist though they are tied with the

agricultural cycle and often laden with secular meanings (Tambiah, 1970, p. 152). The Songkraan

festival is the traditional Thai New Year held April 13 to 15, at the end of the dry season.

Songkraan is a time of renewal and cleansing. The major ritual focus is the washing of deceased

ancestors' charred bones, saved from cremations. This celebration brings together past and

present, with a hope for future generations (Lefferts, 2003, personal communication). People

offer alms to the monks and bathe Buddha statues and pour water on monks in a ritual

purification. They also pour scented water on their elders' hands to get their blessing. It is a time

for making merit and fun. During these three days, people throw water on each other, sometimes

gently from a ladle, sometimes from hoses. Songkraan is also an excuse to flirt and play. No one

is free from the dousing, not even schoolteachers carrying bags of class papers. Boys and girls

can douse each other. Groups ofyoung people roam the streets in pickup trucks with barrels of

water containing ice cubes or other unpleasant additives to enhance the "fun." As with many

festivals in Thailand nowadays, a beauty pageant accompanies the celebration.

Phansaa, Buddhist Lent

The start of the Buddhist Lent (khaw phansiia), usually in mid-July just after

transplanting is done, is celebrated with a candle procession. Ubon province has the biggest

candle procession in Isan and many students have traveled there to see the massive wax carvings.
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Mahsarakham has its own parade in which ornately carved candles are accompanied by beautiful

young women, some in Central Thai dress, others in traditional Isan dress. The university is also

represented and my first year teaching there, I walked in the parade with other aajaan.

Figure 6.9 Young women and carved candles on a float in a parade in Mahasarkham at the start of
Buddhist Lent

Klausner writes that a number of activities were restricted during Phansaa in the past

(e.g., marriages, building a house; 1981, p. 24), but Tambiah who also conducted his fieldwork in

Isan, does not mention this.32 In modern Mahasarakham, construction ofnew stores and housing

does not stop for even this sacred period. Lent lasts for three months and traditionally, many

young men chose this time to ordain, returning to normal life at the end of lent, o(i}kphansaa. This

is not possible for students, since the academic semester runs through this period.

Bun Bling Fay, the Rocket Festival

Of a more secular orientation is Bun Bang Fay, held in Mayor June to induce rain to

grow the crops (see Condominas, 1975, p. 262-270, for a description ofBun Bang Fay in Laos) .

The most well known celebration is in Yasothorn province, but smaller celebrations occur in

32 It should be noted that Tambiah never lived in the village for an extended period of time. He lived in
Bangkok and took trips to the village (Lefferts, 2003, personal communciation).
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villages all over Isan. In Mahasarakham, the officially sponsored (and largest) celebration is held

in the fields near Prang Ku, a 700-year-old stupa, in Baan Kwaw, about 13 kilometers outside of

the city. The exact origin ofBun Bang Fay is unclear, though it is known this celebration is

ancient because it is referred to in the folk tale Phaa Daeng Naang Ai one of two stories recited to

recall the history of the celebration (Tossa, 1990, p. 55-58). This Isan mythic folk epic is recited

at other times throughout the year, but because of its association with Bun Bang Fay, scenes from

the story are depicted during the celebration. The villagers bring local rockets (Mngfay) to shoot

off from bamboo platforms. Villagers believe that firing rockets into the sky is a kind of sacrifice

and induces Phyaa ThEen33 to begin the rainy season on time. The fertility symbolism is evident

to most observers. Bun Bang Fay is one ofthe most overtly sexual festivals ofthe year.34

Klausner (1989) described the Bun Bang Fay festival in Ubon, another Isan province:

On the day preceding the actual shooting of skyrockets there is much gaiety in
the village with song and dance, drinking, and a great deal of sexual by-play with
risque songs, crude sexual pantomimes, boys dressed as girls and phallic symbols
waved about and shot at girls from sling shots attached around the boy's groin.
(p.28).

Entertaining puppet shows are also featured during this celebration. It gives the villagers

a chance to have a good time before they go about their separate ways back into the rice fields.

The puppets are typically bawdy figures whose appearances are highly sexual. Noiwangkhlang

(1994) writes,

Besides creating a fun and hilarious festival in general, one thing that it can't be
without is puppet shows that are about sexual intercourse or about sex organs,
both male and female, which are especially emphasized on the bodies of the
puppets ... (p. 65).

33 Theen is the Isan name for the Brahmic Lord Indra, who dwells in the heaven called Daawwading. In
Central Thai, Lord Indra is called Phra In.
34 Francis Cripps (1965), in The Far Province, his observations during his time in Mahasarakham, describes
Bun Bang Fay but does not mention anything sexual, or even fertility-related. It is possible that the
celebration was less sexual in decades past, or more likely (based on comments ofpeople there), he did not
wish to emphasize this aspect. He did, however, note the drunkenness of festival participants.
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Puppet shows staged on trucks similar to floats feature puppets modeled after moo lam

singers. Microphones resemble penises and the puppets are dressed in flashy clothes. In a

performance observed by Noiwangkhlang, when the female puppet moved to fast music, the

audience could clearly see her genitals (1994, p. 66). Puppets also imitate human sexual acts

while their handlers recite highly sexualized verse. The image below shows an artists' rendering

of a cameraman and camera from which when "clicked," a penis emerges.

Figure 6.10 Drawing of "cameraman" with his puppet "camera" (from Noiwangkhlang, 1994; a
similar trick is described in Condominas, 1975, p. 265)

In the context ofBun Bang Fay, these overtly sexual performances are not obscene or

lewd. For two days of the year people are free to have fun with normally inappropriate

expressions of sexuality. This is a form of standardized role and status reversals as we have in the

US at Halloween (Turner, 1982). Noiwangkhlang sees the festival as having three roles:

entertainment, education, and socializing. In addition to everyone getting a good laugh, the highly

sexual words and actions of the puppets teach children a bit about sex and sexuality, and now also

about AIDS (p. 68). AIDS has been incorporated into virtually all public discourses on sexual

behavior.
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Af88Lam,IsanPerforme~

Few community festivals take place in Mahsarakham without a m6fJ lam, performance.

M6fJ lam, a kind of story-telling folk music, is one of the most popular Isan forms of

entertainment. Varieties ofm6fJ lam range from a singing recitation with one male singer, one

female singer, and a khEcn player to large, staged "folk operas." The most popular kind nowadays

is m6fJ lam sing, which features one singer and a small folk band. M6fJ lam vocalists are respected

not only for their singing talents but also their clever lyrics. They often sing ofmodem concerns

in their lyrics. Chaweewan Damneorn (real name Chaweewan Pantu)35 from Roi Et, a

neighboring province to Mahasarakham, performs in the traditional style (story-telling without

the flash and glitter ofmodem m6fJ lam) but uses her music to send messages to young people

about serious concerns, too. At a performance at SWU, her subject matter included songs about

AIDS.

Regular Friday night m6fJ lam competitions are held at the SWU soccer field. Awards are

given by sponsors whose products are prominently advertised about the staging area. The female

performers wear a variety of costumes, most of which are considered quite sexy (i.e., they are

skimpy). Male singers do not dress so provocatively, wearing slacks and shirts.

On one particular night when a m6fJ lam beauty contest was held, the women were

introduced, walked out, and stood on stage to await the crowd's reactions. In general, the shorter

the skirt, the louder the "woooOOOooh!" Legs featured prominently and one woman appeared in

what can only be described as a mardi gras costume complete with a fancy headpiece. Someone

in the audience informed me in a somewhat amazed tone that one of the contestants was only 17

years old. Different types ofmusic were played and the women danced. Two middle-aged men

(who appeared to be quite drunk - an opinion shared by others in the audience) served as MCs.

35 Ajaan Chaweewan also teaches at the Roi Et Performing Arts College and so is very much in touch with
young, rural people. She was named a National Artist in 1994, one of only eight that year, the youngest (48
years old), and only one from the Northeast.
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This is not exactly the mijfJ lam of two generations ago, though bawdiness and crowd-pleasing

have always been part of the fun. The glitzy aspect has been present for a long time, a way

bringing the modem to the villages, but the emphasis on glitz over performing ability is a modem

twist.

Beauty Pageants

Beauty pageants are a feature ofmany festivals in Isan. The significance ofwomen's

beauty, particularly as emphasized in Central Thai culture. Van Esterik has written extensively

about issues ofwomen's beauty and beauty pageants (1989, 2000). Preferred physical

characteristics ofwomen have, for many generations, included light skin, associated with high

status and an indoor (i.e., non-labor) life. Whittaker (1999) extends the symbolism to include

participation in a modem lifestyle (p. 58). Beauty pageants are, too, a way for young women to

get money and other benefits,36 including notice by men and a way out of the village. The largest

pageant in Mahasarakham during my year of fieldwork was at the Bun Brik Faa / Red Cross Fair,

which usually coincides with the start of the rice-growing season, but is now held at different

times. It combines a traditional merit-making festival and modem organization. In 1994, it was

held in February over three nights on the grounds of the provincial administration building. The

governor spoke to open the event and had an air of "official-ness" throughout. The contest was

sponsored by Avon and Singh beer37 Huge, lighted, rotating beer cans sat on either side of the

stage. There were blinking lights, loud music coming from stacks of speakers, and a crowd of

about 500 made up ofyoung and old, men and women. Two hosts guided the pageant: an

approximately 50-year-old man and an approximately 35-year-old woman.

The sexual symbolism throughout the contest was intense, with an obviously heavy

emphasis on the characteristics of a beautiful woman. The hosts frequently made comments such

36 First place in the pageant described here was 30,000 baht (approximately $1,200US at the time).
Contestants usually have a phii liang (trainer) who gets 30% ofthe winnings.
37 These no doubt symbolize the male and female interests in it.
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as, "Look at her teeth! Aren't they pretty? Smile nicely now!" Contestants ranged in age from 17

to 22. The three criteria on which the judges voted were beauty, dress, and heart/mind/spirit.

Though the women had a variety ofbody types they worked very hard at creating similar

appearances and the main requirements for being a beauty pageant contestant are height and light

skin. All wore push-up bras to create as large a bust as possible, they powdered their skin

(including arms and legs) to lighten its appearance, and their makeup and hairstyles were virtually

identical. During the contest they wore a sports suit (some wore pumps and short skirts), a Thai-

style outfit (including short and sparkley phaasfn), and a swimsuit. The images being projected

were clearly modem and sexy.

The judges were prominent, well-educated people in the community, including the

President of SWU and teachers from the university and high schools. Despite this proper front,

there is a less wholesome aspect to the pageants. One audience member's l5-year-old friend was

in the pageant using another girl's identity so she can compete (17 is the minimum age).

Additionally, the Ministry of Education prohibits students from entering beauty contests and this

contestant is still in high school. The friend said no one would report her because with all the

makeup and dress, she is not recognizable. Other contestants use different names because once

they win they will be unable to enter the same contest again.

Lower level beauty contestants are treated similarly to prostitutes.38 Their dressing room

was behind the stage and a policeman friend (local police served as security) allowed me entrance

to speak to some of the women. The changing area is not entirely blocked off and the nearly

naked contestants are visible not only to the police, but also to spectators standing just outside the

area. People comment openly on the women's bodies and the police obviously enjoyed watching

them dressing and undressing. One police officer told me, "Never mind; they're used to it."

38 This is not so true about women competing in Miss Thailand, who at that level have achieved a celebrity
like status.
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By the final night, the audience appeared to number over 1,000. I ran into several SWU

students, though I do not know how many attended in all. The winner walked away with what

amounts to nearly four months of a teacher's salary. In beauty pageants, meanings relating to

beauty, sex, sex roles, modernity, tradition, education, wealth, and status are played with and

played out. Many students see beauty pageants such as this one as good fun. The aspect that

seemed to bother students most was the swimsuit requirement. A few students felt this was

inappropriate for a contest held during a traditional festival. To them, the swimsuit was a

violation in what they perceived of as a traditional context. The swimsuit itself did not offend

people so much as the context in which the swimsuit was displayed. Of course to others in the

audience, the swimsuit was very much appreciated and perfectly appropriate for a beauty contest

because most modem beauty contests require contestants to wear swimsuits. These ideas of

context and appropriateness will be discussed now in further detail as aspects ofvalues.

Values

Values are reinforced in various contexts of everyday life. They transcend sex, but have

very obvious effects on it. The meaning of any sex-related situation cannot be understood

separately from cultural values. Modesty is one fairly obvious value related to sex in

Mahasarakham. All students are expected to be modest in appearance and behavior. Teachers and

students alike must wear sleeved shirts and closed shoes. Sleeveless shirts and open-toed shoes

are impolite, and therefore inappropriate, as are bright colors and loud patterns. At home, men

may expose all but their genitals and buttocks in appropriate situations such as bathing outside or

swimming. Women, however, usually stay well covered from knees to armpits. On a class

excursion to a lake, female students wore jeans and t-shirts or long shorts and t-shirts to swim

in?9 Three less obvious values that are particularly relevant to understanding sexuality will be

39 This may in part because few students own modem "swimsuits." Most, however, would be embarrassed
to wear one since it exposes so much of the body. However, at the pool at the Physical Education College
(the only pool I ever saw in Mahasarakham), both males and females wore swimsuits. These were largely
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discussed here: hierarchy, jay yen, and maintaining social harmony. These are interrelated, but for

the sake of sorting out their relevance to students' understanding of sexuality, they will be dealt

with separately.

Hierarchy

As mentioned earlier, Mahasarakham, like the rest of Thailand, is a hierarchical society.

This section will examine the meaning ofhierarchy more in depth. In all relationships in

Thailand, one must be attentive each person's status. Individuals are constantly evaluating their

position in relationship to others and silently, even subconsciously, determining their status

differentials. Relative status reflects age, occupation, gender, ethnicity, religious role, political

position, and character among other criteria, and so is somewhat situational. Thai society is

developing classes, even in the countryside, but this kind of stratification is not referred to here.

The hierarchy observed in relationships in Mahasarakham is one ofranking (Keyes, 1977, p 163).

In a social encounter, one quickly and intuitively calculates the relative status of each

party, perhaps even through some verbal negotiation. Status and situation are expressed in a

number ofways. One may address another by title, name, or kin term. The Central Thai pronouns

one uses (I = dichan, phom, niiu, chan, kan, ua; you = khun, thre, kee, !ffit) indicate social

distance. More formal language and mannerisms reflect greater status difference and greater

social distance. The Lao terms kMoy (I, servant) andjaw (you, master) eliminate some of this

status calculating since they politely convey social status but can be used in a wide variety of

social situations. Students speaking to close friends (especially those of the same sex) may use the

most informal language to reflect greater equality and personal closeness, not unlike the well-

documented use of "nigger" among young, black men in the US (e.g., Kennedy, 2002). Young

men sometimes use especially crude language in speaking with each other, demonstrating

more serious swimmers. When the hospital sponsored swim lessons for children and adults, I observed that
all doctors, nurses, and their families had swimsuits. It is possible that swimsuits are associated with
modem swimming pools only.
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masculinity, good-natured fun, and equality. Kin tenns, which are used frequently to address and

refer to non-kin reflect gender, age, and social closeness. To refer to another as "sister," "mother,"

or "aunt," suggests a kin-like relationship and is nonnally received wannly and reciprocated when

used in an appropriate context.

The hierarchal structure understood in relationships in Mahasarakham has built into it the

understanding that with relationships come responsibilities. Those of lower status are expected to

show appropriate reverence for those of higher status, which is often reflected in word and action.

Those ofhigher status are expected to take care of, or look after, those oflower status with whom

they have fonned relationships (Hanks, 1962). As part of the cultural system, patron-client

relationships create a network of interdependence. Parents care and provide for their children,

who ideally demonstrate obedience and respect, and later in life care for the parents in their old

age. In a student-teacher relationship, the student should greet the teacher with a respectful way,

assist the teacher when possible, and speak exceptionally politely. The teacher, in turn, is

expected to educate the student and look after the student's general well being, giving advice and

counsel as necessary.

The concept of a hierarchical social order has been reinforced through political and

religious institutions. When King Trailok strengthened his control over the Siamese kingdom in

the 15th century with the implementation of the sakdinaa system, he fonnalized an existing

cultural hierarchy. Although the sakdinaa system has long since been abandoned, the flavor of it

remains. The Thai government is notoriously bureaucratic. Hundreds ofyears prior to coming

under the administration ofthe Siamese, Isan people were being exposed to the beliefs of

Buddhism. Buddhism "is profoundly concerned with ranked statuses and, in fact, with virtually

infinitely graded rankings depending upon each individual's particular merit store" (Lehman,

1996, p. 26). The law ofkanna states that all beings have a total accumulation ofmerit and

demerit that detennines their position in life. Isan people incorporate Buddhist beliefs and
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animism into a single supernatural worldview. Based on one's karma, he or she may be reborn

into one of the three worlds: heaven, earth, or hell. One's specific situation on earth, should one

be reborn there, is also determined by one's karma. Although Buddhist texts do not specify this, it

is generally believed that merit is rewarded with earthly benefits such as beauty, money, or

power. Thus, to a large degree, one's position in life has been determined by his own actions. This

understanding of individual responsibility for one's lot makes inequality in society more tolerable.

It also offers a distinct sense of egalitarianism, despite the emphasis on social hierarchy.

Everyone in society is responsible for his own status by virtue ofpast deeds. That is, each is here

working out his karmic situation. Everyone has the potential to be reborn an angel or a dog. Thus,

despite the extent to which the social hierarchy structures relations, individuals know it is only

temporary. Nothing is permanent. This sense of impermanence prevents those in high status

positions from getting too comfortable, and allows those facing poverty or misfortune to maintain

hope (Hanks, 1962).

Although the hierarchical structure might seem ripe for facilitating exploitation, the value

on reciprocity characteristic ofpatron-client relationships minimizes it. Should either party in a

relationship fail to fulfill his roles and obligations, the other may freely leave the relationship.

This way of thinking infuses understandings of all relationships.

As was previously mentioned, close friendships are long in the making. Whether the

friends are of the same sex or other sex, students have similar expectations of their close friends.

Friends are people with whom one can share confidences and from whom one can seek advice

and assistance. Friends provide these services for each other and failure to do so can end the

relationship. Nit, a second year student wrote about her best friends and roommates:

I live with R--- and T--- at W--- dormitory. We study in the same major.
We love and take care of ourself. R-- is kind and generous. She takes care ofme
when I was sick. And T--- is a adviser. If I have problems, I will ask her .... We
love and understand each other. When someone goes home, she will buy some
kanum [sweets] for her friends. Ifwe finish studying, we won't forget
relationship between us.
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A patron-client structure also characterizes romantic relationships, though they are

heavily complicated by emotion. Both females and males see a sweetheart's role and character as

being sincere, responsible, understanding, helpful, and good at advising. These are very similar to

the qualities valued in close friends. Failure to live up to these expectations may result in a break-

up, and sometimes a great deal of drama (see section onjai yen).

We can see this concept ofhierarchy in the students' understanding of the husband-wife

relationship. Even students who express a preference for equal status between husbands and

wives often suggest a preference for a traditional Isan division of labor and responsibilities. This

would include the husband being responsible for taking care of the family materially and

demonstrating good leadership, and a wife being a good homemaker and doing her "duties" (to

husband and children) well. Female students often specified the things a husband should not do

that would indicate irresponsibility and selfishness: smoking, drinking, gambling, and going to

prostitutes. Male students sometimes mentioned these activities as inappropriate for husbands, but

to a lesser extent than female did. Wives have typically tolerated these activities as long as they

did not interfere with the family's needs. As long as a man was providing adequately for his

family, and not diverting too many family resources to his vices, he was fulfilling his role.

However, SWU students seem to be redefining the roles ofhusbands and wives in a way that is

not so forgiving. For example, many students, both males and females, consider sexual

monogamy part ofmarital loyalty, a break from past understandings ofmarital loyalty which

focused more on a man's material provisions and a wife's sexual monogamy and caring for her

husband. However, in both past and current views of the marital relationship, though the

contributions of the husband and wife may differ, as long as the expectations are met, the

relationship will likely continue.

Marriage is not foremost in the minds ofmost SWU students. Their primarily social

identity, besides student, is that of son or daughter. Even the most macho students grew quieter
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and humbler when speaking oftheir parents. Most students' educations are paid for by their

parents (about 87% according to the survey). I did not speak to any student who paid his or her

own way entirely though some take extra jobs for extra living money. Students still consider

themselves children, dependent on their mothers and fathers. Their primarily obligations as sons

and daughters are to listen to their parents and respect them, focus on studying, be responsible,

and repay their debt ofgratitude, bun khun, to their parents. Students are discouraged from having

boyfriends or girlfriends because it will likely distract them from their studies. But students who

can balance both a sweetheart and good grades reveal their relationships openly. There is only

shame involved when the relationship interferes with a student's duties to his or her parents.

Indeed, several students confessed that they would like to have a boyfriend or girlfriend, but think

it is better not to because they fear it would consume their thoughts and they wouldn't study as

well.

Some young men plan to ordain as monks after graduation. Traditionally, men did this at

the age oftwenty. But this is obviously not possible for university students who study from about

age 18 to 22. As Wit explained it, "Thai tradition say that Thai men who 20 years old, they should

be the priest in order to compensate the goodness of their parents." After this, Wit plans to either

become a tour guide or open a small bar with his friends. He plans to divide his salary into three

parts: "The first part for my parents, the second part for myself, and another one for me to bank in

order to buy a Harley Davidson motorcycle that I love it very much." Although it also is believed

to help bring a man to social maturity, ordination's primary significance is in transferring merit to

parents.

Students also express strong relationships with siblings. Wan, a fourth year male,

described to me his concern for his younger siblings' education. He was very worried that he

wouldn't make enough money as a teacher (after graduation) to put them through university.

Older siblings take care ofyounger ones; they feel responsible for their well-being and future
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success, especially in terms of education. Yupin wrote thoughtfully in her journal about her

brother and how he looks after and protects her. This encourages her to focus on her life and

education (part ofher responsibility in their relationship).

For most SWU students, relationships with their families are more important than

romantic relationships. The responsibilities and duties of the parent-child relationship guide them

in their decision-making. Even those students who face difficult family situations, such as Wan,

whose mother is depressed over his father's minor wife, often focus on the positive family

relationships and their obligations to those family members. Students who do not meet their

family's expectations, who disregard their studies in favor of fun and partying, appear somewhat

shamed when speaking of their family. I recall a conversation with Tao, an avid drinker with a

reputation ofbeing a playboy. When asked about his parents, the normally tough, carefree young

man turned quiet and appeared somewhat embarrassed. He was not meeting his obligations as a

son and, despite his overtly masculine behavior, had some self-acknowledged shortcomings as a

man.

The hierarchical and patron-client aspects offamily relationships, and the responsibilities

and obligations that go along with them, are a major part of the framework around which students

construct sexual meanings. These culturally-structured aspects of interpersonal relationships are

primary sources ofmeaning for students both in terms of sex roles and sex behavior.

Jay Yen

A second value that is important for understanding the meaning of sexuality for students

is jay yen, or having a cool heart, remaining emotionally detached, calm (Benedict, 1952, pp. 38

39; Klausner, 1983; Mole, 1973). Despite my attempts at "coolness," I was often told ''jay yen

yen" (understood roughly as "calm down"). But this reminder is not reserved for short-tempered

Italian-American anthropologists. When anyone gets excited in public, he or she is likely to be
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told ''jay yen yen mi" Having a cool heart is unquestionably a value supportive of social harmony

(discussed in the next section).

To have a cool heart means to remain emotionally detached. This includes refraining

from expressions of anger, criticism, or other strong feelings that might create conflict or increase

feelings of ill will. Having a cool heart ties in with Buddhist beliefs. Buddhism encourages people

to take the "middle path," avoiding extremes, including emotions. Ideally, this applies to both

public and private life. Realistically, it is adhered to more in public, less in private. On only a few

occasions did students ever express strong feelings, especially critical ones, during interviews.

When strong emotions are expressed, they are usually quite indirect. But in their class journals,

personal reflections written in a foreign language, they were sometimes emotional. Janchai

described how her teacher had censored a short play she and her classmates had written. The

teacher had felt the story had too much partner-switching going on and that the characters' would

get AIDS:

This made us upset. We've lost our self-confidence. First we planed to explain to
[the teacher] that we didn't want to indicate sex desire but we would like to show
about people's minds. Our play was realistic and psychological not erotic. Finally
we think we should not to do. It should be better to choose another play and keep
everything in our minds. Maybe it's better. .. better. .. this way. Gournal entry,
2/27/94)

In this example, even though the students were clearly upset by their teacher's comments,

in the end they decided not to further the conflict and simply accepted the teacher's decision.

Although I was unable to observe students' private behavior, there is much evidence from their

journals and their gossip that people are not so cool-hearted in private, especially when love is

concerned. Wattana (2nd year female) reflected on the pain her boyfriend caused her:

He hurt my heart. I don't want to see him talk to other girl but for this week 2
girls come to meet him everyday, so we are quarrel. I tell him that if they come
again I will go. His answer make me cry. He said that "You don't love and
understand me. you don't care how much I love you but you only say 'I will go'
everyday." I love him and I'm a jealous lover. Goumal entry, 2/23/94)
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Romantic love is only appropriately expressed directly in private, where behavior is

given more leeway. Indirectly, it is also expressed in the media and arts, such as in movies, songs,

and literature. Students do not seemed surprised at displays ofpassion relating to love gone

wrong. A loss of control in this context is almost understood, and makes for very interesting

gossip. One student at the Vocational College ingested insecticide in front of teachers and

students after his girlfriend broke up with him. In another incident reported to me, an SWU

student beat on the dormitory door of another girl because the other girl had allegedly taken a

new lover (they were, allegedly, lesbians). Both of these episodes were carried out in public, the

first clearly designed to draw public attention. But these displays of extreme emotion, loss of self-

control, and totally inappropriate social behavior are more or less understood. Love is seen as one

of the most joyful and most painful experiences. It can make people do things they wouldn't

normally do. The newspapers frequently run stories illustrating extreme responses to the suffering

caused by love. For example, the Daily News (8/9/94, p. 11) ran a story about a 65-year-old man

from Buriram who bashed his estranged wife's head in when she was visiting nearby relatives and

refused to return to live with him. The Nation reported on 12/7/93 that young Chiang Mai man

killed a man and wounded two women in anger because the family of one of the women had

forbidden him from seeing her.

These examples of expressions ofpassion were all carried out by men. Casual

observation leads me to believe that the majority ofnewspaper stories ofpassion resulting in

violence are, indeed, about male perpetrators. Although I never specifically discussed this

possibility with students, their understandings ofnatural propensities ofmen and women would

lead me to conclude that they would agree that violent passion is associated with men.40 Students

suggested in interviews, surveys, and journals, that men show more emotion than women (see

40 However, it is notable that this research took place not long after John Wayne Bobbit's penis was severed
by his wife, who allegedly suffered abuse by her husband. Several articles appeared in the Thai newspapers
are similar incidents in Thailand. Women, too, may be overcome with passion; but in general they are
regarded as having more self-control.
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Appendix F). This is in part because women have better self-control,41 and in part because there

are cultural mechanisms in place that allow men more leeway in this area (e.g., the use of alcohol

which releases them from some responsibility for control).

Sex, love, and violence are symbolically interconnected by passion. Passion is the

opposite of a cool heart. It is inappropriate to display it in public and if expressed, it must be done

in private. It is a human weakness and must be controlled. Rape is understood by SWU students

as an expression of uncontrolled sexual feeling, rather than an expression ofviolence.42 This is

supported by the students' responses in the survey. Rapists are seen as social deviants, that is,

violating the rules of appropriate social behavior, including appropriate sexual outlets. They lack

control and harm others for their own pleasure.

Table 6.1 Part 3, Question 53, "What are the causes of rape?" (N=90)

n % n %

man's mental illness 69 77% modem society 24 27%

content of movies/pictures 64 71% desire for power/control 22 24%

women's modem dress 56 62% lack of sex 18 20%

family background 34 38% other 2 2%

The three most widely chosen responses regarding the cause of rape all relate to response

to sexual stimuli. The mentally ill man is incapable of controlling his feelings, once stimulated.

Sexual movie content43 and women's modern dress are also sexual stimuli. Rape is regarded as

fundamentally an uncontrolled response to sexual stimuli. Family background encompasses a

number of considerations, two ofwhich are unsatisfactory family situations and poor rearing.

Most students believe rape is increasing in Thailand and in Mahasarakham. This is based more on

rumor and word-of-mouth than on official statistics. Rape law is enforced, but there are not many

41 In the survey, 69% of respondents (N=90) indicated that women have more self-control (17% that men
and women have the same, and 17% that men have more).
42 In the US, rape (non-statutory), has been understood as an expression of power and aggression through
sex acts, the primary motivation being power and aggression rather than sexual desire. More students,
however, recognized power as a causative factor in rape (24%), than in incest (3%).
43 The violent content of movies may, in fact, be a factor here, however, it was not one mentioned by
students. Their comments focused primarily on nudity and sexual behaviors, particularly representations of
"free sex" depicted in movies.
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cases in Mahasarakham because most women don't want to come forward, according to police.44

This was confirmed by a police officer, who said they handle very few rape cases in

Mahasarakham and most involve boyfriends or husbands.45 In villages, incidences are rape are

sometimes handled informally. In one student's village, a woman was raped by her younger

sister's husband while she was sick in bed. Her house was open and he threatened her with a

knife. The woman told her parents (with whom she lived) and the family chased him out of the

village. They did not call the police.

Clearly, Isan people sometimes display strong emotions such as anger, passion, and

disagreement. Few are cool-hearted all the time; if they were, one wouldn't hear "jay yen yen na"

so often. It is a reminder not to reveal too much from inside or express too much emotion.

Keepingjai yen avoids unhappy situations and overt conflict. The next section expands on the

meaning ofmaintenance of social order.

Social Harmony

In Mahasarakham, as in much of Thailand, there are strong values (e.g., patron-client

relationships, jay yen) promoting social harmony and non-conflict. III feelings, criticisms, and

displeasure may be expressed through indirect means that do not mar the surface relationships.

Indirect approaches convey feelings and opinions subtly, and require some skill to carry out

effectively. With an effective indirect expression, the wrongdoer is made aware without losing

44 Thai criminal law says it is illegal for "any person to forcibly rape a female who is not his own wife by
means of any kind of intimidation, by means of violence, by the incapacitation of the female, or by means
ofcausing the female to understand that the person is someone else. The penalty is 4 years to 10 years and
a fine of 8,000 baht to 40,000 baht" (criminal code 9, section 276). Use of a weapon or torture increases the
jail sentence and the fine. Rape of a child not yet over 15 years, whether she consents or not, is subject to
the same fine as non-aggravated rape. Sexual intercourse with a child not yet over 13 years is punishable
with 7 to 10 years in jail and a fine of 14,000 to 40,000 baht, or life in prison. If rape of a child involves
torture of the child and was against her will or involved use of a weapon, the punishment is life in prison.
The penalties for rape are increased if the victim sustained serious injury or death. If the victim is between
13 and 15 years old and was consenting and the court gives them permission to marry, the perpetrator will
not be punished. In the entire country, there are only several hundred reported each year.
45 Although the rape law does not acknowledge the rape of wives by husbands, a police officer indicated
that in actuality, more cases are recognized by police than are recognized by the law. Many students
believe, too, (77%) that a husband can rape his wife, (72%) that a man can rape a man, and (69%) that a
woman can rape a man. Their understanding of rape is more inclusive than Thai law.
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face or causing social disruption as long as everyone feigns ignorance. Some scholars describe

this as an emphasis onform over content (Fieg, 1976/1986; Mole, 1973; Phillips, 1965; Van

Esterik, 2000). Van Esterik spends a great part ofher book Materializing Thailand drawing on

the metaphor of kaalatheesa, or time and place. Kaalatheesa, she says "draws attention to the

importance of understanding surfaces, appearance, face, masks and disguise as parts of important

cultural strategies of interaction" (p. 36). A surface (of a relationship) that is proper or polite

results in social orderliness.

One ofmy most memorable experiences with the indirect approach (or reproach, in this

case) came from an older, female, unmarried aajaan with whom I taught. One weekend while

wearing knee-length walking shorts and a sleeveless blouse at another teacher's (also female and

unmarried) house, she said to me, "My, you look very comfortable today." Confused by this odd

comment, I stammered, "Uh, yes. Thank you." My amused friend later "translated" the aajaan's

comment informing me that the aajaan was letting me know she disapproved ofmy attire.

This attention to appropriate display, or surface, was extremely challenging to me, and I

regret that I never mastered it. In fact, I don't think I really understood it until many years after

returning from the field. In Mahasarakham, the way things look is more important than the way

they are, so there exists what a truth-seeking culture might regard as hypocrisy. In

Mahasarakham, politeness is valued more than honesty. The aajaan's comment, which annoyed

me for a long time, was in fact designed to educate me without causing me to lose face.

Appearance and clothing are indicative ofmoral character. By warning me, she was helping to

save me from unintentionally harming my own reputation. Her warning/criticism was cloaked in

a harmless, even positive, comment that anyone who was listening would publicly accept as

positive (even if privately understanding the subtext).

The distinction between the public and the private (or form and content) allows for a

wide variety ofprivate beliefs and practice. And, indeed, there is much evidence that people in
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Isan, especially adolescents, were traditionally afforded a wide range of sexual behaviors, though

social norms suggested otherwise (van Esterik, 2000; Xenos, Pitaktepsombati, & Sittitrai, 1993).

Even today, students who maintain good grades, a proper appearance, and respect for their

parents, can participate in serious, even sexual relationships without drawing much attention. A

fourth year girl, an exceptional student, spent the weekend in her boyfriend's room because her

roommate's boyfriend was going to be up for the weekend. She didn't go to great lengths to hide

this (I dropped her off at her boyfriend's house with her things), but neither did she publicize it.

And, all the while, she maintained an appropriate appearance in every other way.

Some male and female SWU students live together. My English students wrote about

situations they know of in their journals. But, I never interviewed any students in this situation

because no one offered to tell me who they are. Several teachers told me they know students are

doing this, but they don't know who they are or where they live. Couples living together are

strongly disapproved of socially, so both the couples and those who know about them do what

they can to maintain an appropriate appearance and ensure social harmony. This puts the

anthropologist in an awkward position. To push to learn the "truth" violates codes of social

behavior; but to display appropriate social behavior, results in not collecting certain information. I

chose the latter given my position at the university and the necessity to keep students' trust.

Gossip potentially reveals truths and thus serves as an informal means of social control

(van Esterik, 2000, p. 66). Gossip is a constant threat, especially for girls who face more

restrictions on their sexual behavior and behavior in general. One can never be certain who might

decide to talk. One girl wrote,

I think some men are covetous, careless, and selfish people. When they like some
girls, they want to own them. If they get them, they are bored and they abandon
some girls. But it's not important much more than they tell these things to their
friends. And then they talk this story fun and joke. But some men are good
people. If they love someone they will protect her. (Tu, journal entry)
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Boys not sharing personal information with their friends is more important than not being

abandoned. It also seems that part of "protecting" a girlfriend includes protecting her reputation,

that is, helping her maintain an appropriate public image. People in Mahasarakham for the most

part prefer to avoid social conflict. They go along with a public understanding of a situation to

maintain harmony, even if in their own mind they might suspect something different. It is

considered the right and proper thing to do. To bring about conflict is not considered appropriate

action. The next section describes the meaning religion brings to sex and the role ofmorality.

Religion and Moral Action

The karmic cosmic order provides the basis for morality in Mahasarakham. One's status

in this life is the result ofhis or her past actions. To be suffering is to be working out one's

punishment from past demerit. To be successful is to be enjoying the rewards of one's past merit.

This is reflected in the often-used expression, tham dii day dii tham chUa day chua (do good,

receive good, do evil, receive evil).

Because each person's situation is believed to be a consequence ofhis or her own

behavior, people are quite accepting of their status in life and typically don't go to extreme

measures to try and change it. Isan students from relatively poor village families rarely envision

themselves attaining radically higher status. Their occupational goals are to become teachers,

community development workers, secretaries, or company workers in Bangkok. Past SWU

students have gone on to do these jobs quite successfully, and I do not mean to deride their career

choices. But it does illustrate the social effects of a Theravada Buddhist worldview.46 Teachers

make it a point to encourage exceptional students to higher goals, including graduate study in

46 It is possible and has been suggested to me that students aspire to greater things, but want to refrain from
boasting or appearing silly in an interview situation. I do not think that is the case here because students
take concrete actions toward becoming teachers, community development workers, secretaries, and
company workers. If they do entertain notions of more ambitious careers, they do not appear to act on
them.
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Bangkok and abroad, because without this encouragement, students may not believe they are

capable of it.

This worldview and the moral code associated with it are practical, as are Isan people.

One does the right thing because one is one day rewarded for doing it. One is ultimately punished

for doing the wrong thing, in this life or in another. Although they enjoy gossip, they generally

stay out of other people's business. This maintains social order and is consistent with their

understanding of morality; it is personal and so is not the concern of others. Although certain

actions are acknowledged as especially meritorious (e.g., building a temple, ordination), Isan

people believe that everyday actions count toward one's total merit and demerit accumulation and

so every action is a moral choice, but in most cases Buddhism provides general guidelines that

must be interpreted for particular cases.

Buddhism and Sex

Buddhism scored lowest of all items in the questionnaire item about influence in ideas

and knowledge about sex. Students repeatedly denied that Buddhism shapes their understanding

of sexuality. This is most interesting given that several prominent Thai scholars have sought

explanations of Thai gender ideology in Buddhism (Keyes, 1977; Kirsch, 1984; Tannenbaum,

1991; van Esterik, 1982). This section attempts to explain the students' perspective on aspects of

sex as meaningfully related to Buddhism.

Buddhism offers one explicit statement about sexual behavior (the third precept), and

views on sexual identity can only be inferred from Buddhist texts and stories. Precepts are guides

to moral living. They lead one toward the ultimate spiritual goal of complete detachment from the

world and the suffering associated with it (nirvana, or nipphaan). Realistically, however, students

don't strive for total detachment; their goals are smaller and more focused on their earthly

situation. Most hope to improve their lot in this life or be reborn in a better position: wealthier,

more beautiful, more comfortable. Consequently, few students make an effort to follow the five
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basic precepts. The few who do are admired for being virtuous; those who blatantly violate them

are seen to be of questionable character. Most students fall somewhere in between. Students do

not generally interpret the precepts in a strict way. For example, killing should not be done

unnecessarily, but some killing is inconsequential, such as squashing mosquitoes.

Likewise, "sexual misconduct" (sometimes translated "improper sexual behavior" or

"adultery") has many possible interpretations. There is not unified understanding of the precept

among students. Some interpret it as refraining from adultery (sex with another's spouse or sex

outside one's marriage), in which case sex with girlfriends, boyfriends, and prostitutes does not

violate the precept. Some students interpret it strictly as any socially unacceptable sexual

behavior, which of course also varies in interpretation. For one fourth year female, this includes

any kind of kissing or inappropriate touching, even between boyfriends and girlfriends. The

meaning of the precept varies greatly from individual to individual.

In fact, few students mentioned the precept in discussions of sex and sexual behavior,

even when morality was brought up in conversation by the researcher. I usually had to

specifically mention the precept to stimulate discussion of it. Students do not make direct

associations between Buddhism and sexual behavior, in part because moral action is situational.

There are almost no absolute sins. Violation ofprecepts may result in the accumulation of baap

(demerit), but adherence to them is not always the only acceptable course of action. When the

alternatives produce worse consequences (i.e., cause greater suffering), it is the appropriate, and

moral, choice.

Like precepts, social ideals are sometimes thought ofmore as guides than absolutes.

Although most students expressed the idea that students, especially females, should not have

intercourse, 76% ofmales and 43% of females responded in the questionnaire that they approve

ofpremarital sex ifboth parties consent to it (see Appendix L). The approval rates were similar

(62% and 46%) if the couple plans to get married. Even social rules are guides and as such their
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meaning is contextual, and mild deviations are expected. Throughout this research, I found that

students do view their sexual behavior, or lack thereof, in only a very general Buddhist

framework.

Let's now turn to a consideration of sexual identity and Buddhism. Buddhism in

Mahasarakham is clearly sexed in the sense that males and females have different religious roles.

Only men can aspire to the highest status spiritual positions (Le., monks). Women can become

nuns, a lay position of little social status and no religious status within the sangha, the order of

monks.47 Nuns usually lead simple pious lives caring for the temple and the monks. Monks

ideally adhere to 227 precepts, but the reality is there is much variety in the degree to which

monks do this. Many students see this stratification in Buddhism as a reflection of society's

differing treatment and value placed on men and women. Others think it is just part of the

religious tradition. Most don't seem to give it much thought, which demonstrates how internalized

these gender roles are.

But, perhaps this conclusion reflects a Judeo-Christian bias (on the part of this research

and others) which emphasizes a prescriptive moral code for gender roles and sexual conduct.

What indigenous evidence is there to suggest that Buddhism is a significant shaper of sex/gender

ideology?

During an interview with the abbot of a local temple, he seemed genuinely perplexed by

my inquiries about the influence ofBuddhism on sex and sex roles. He maintained that Buddhism

says nothing about being men and being women until I pushed him for specifics. The only

47The Buddha established a female order of monks (bikkhuni sangha). Thailand has never had a female
order of monks, only a male one (bikkhu sangha). This puts women who wish to ordain in a nearly
impossible position: Bikkhuni must be ordained first by the bikkhuni sangha, then by the bikkhu sangha.
There is no bikkhuni sangha in Thailand, so the bikkhu sangha will not recognize women as being properly
ordained, though some have tried (Kabilsingh, 1991, p. 45-46). China, Taiwan, and Korea all currently
have bikkhuni sangha. There is historical precedent for establishing bikkhuni sangha using bikkhuni from
other countries to give ordination to women. However, the idea of a bikkhuni sangha has met much
opposition in Thailand. (Note: Because this word is commonly used in English, the popular spelling is
maintained here.)
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example he offered was an explanation for kitthrey. One's position (i.e., situation) in this life, he

explained, including sexuality, is a result ofpast actions. He suggested that being a kitthrey, that

is, neither completely a man nor completely a woman, might be the result of a past sexual

indiscretion such as adultery. About the relative status ofmen and women, he was somewhat

evasive. Everyone will be reborn many times, so one's sex is not so important.

Like the abbot, students don't make a strong connection between Buddhism and sex.

Students, except for Buddhist Club members, only occasionally go to temples. Religious

ceremonies at the temple are dominated by old people. In villages, especially before motorcycles

and cars, the temple was the center of social life. Other institutions and establishments have taken

on this and other fimctions: schools, parks, movies, bars, shops. There is a Buddhist Club at SWU

which indicates that the level of interest in and enthusiasm for Buddhism is not shared equally.

Data gathered in this research suggest that Buddhism is not a major influence on students'

construction of sex ideology and sexual behavior except as it shapes more general values which

then influence meanings associated with sex.

An interesting meeting ofBuddhism and sex came about in a news item that broke in

January 1994 and maintained a media presence throughout the year: a sex scandal involving Phra

Yantra Amaro Bhikkhu, a popular monk of Sunyataram Temple in Kanchanaburi. Phra Yantra

was accused ofhaving sexual relations with his females followers and prostitutes and of fathering

a child. Accusations of this sort have made against popular monks before and are a particular

favorite topic for local and national gossip. Sexual jokes involving monks are also common.

Nantita Yanyongyuth, of the Religion for Development Organization, was quoted as saying,

"That monks engage in sexual misconduct is an open secret" (Bangkok Post, 1/24/94, p. 32), but

one which excites people on both sides of the controversy. Phra Yantra was a sort of celebrity

monk. Regardless of whether the accusations were true or not, people understood why women

would be attracted to Phra Yantra and why he might be tempted to enter into inappropriate
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relationships. The sexual exploits ofmonks are a staple for jokes and gossip. Phra Achan Poh, the

abbot of Suan Mokh Forest Monastery, acknowledged the challenge of controlling sexual desire:

Monks often leave the monkhood when they are in their 40s. Why? Because they
are finally discouraged that after all their perseverance, they cannot overcome
their sexual desires ... Many give up. Others work on. It is not until one reaches
the 60s that the urges finally ease ... And I don't believe things are easier for
women. (Ekachai, 1994, p. 29)

Sex is considered one of a monk's greatest obstacles. On the other hand, some people

blame the women. Two female students who were very active members in the SWU Buddhist

Club believe Phra Yantra is innocent and is the victim of "jealous women." Ofwhat the women

are jealous, they couldn't specify, but jealousy is unequivocally considered a weakness ofwomen

(see Appendix F). Stories like Phra Yantra's remind students that Buddhism is sexed because it

exists in a sexed society.

Students at SWU are minimally aware of any influence Buddhism might have on their

understanding of sexuality. If this differs from other groups in Thailand (and I do not know that it

does), one explanatory factor might be that SWU students are not involved in (and thus made

aware of) Buddhism on a day-to-day basis, as young people might have been in villages in the

past. They have been in school full-time most of their lives. They generally don't regularly engage

Buddhism and engage in Buddhism in the ways some ethnographers have described. However, it

should be noted that even in villages where the temple is the center of social life, temples are a

traditional place to meet and court, particularly at festivals. So, in one sense, there exists a

traditional positive association between Buddhism, as it is practiced in village life, and sex.

Only about 14% of students reported wearing Buddhist amulets, something once regarded

as common practice.48 They go to the temple on special days, but not daily. Very few male

students have been ordained (only 1 of the 34 male students surveyed); those who have are

regarded as very special and exceptionally religious. The first year I taught at SWU, the one

48 In casual observation, I noted that fashionable necklaces are more frequently seen than Buddhas and
other amulets.
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English major who had been a monk for a short period was the affectionate butt ofjokes. Even in

1964, a study of the values of central Thai college students (Guskin as referenced in Mole, 1973,

p. 47-48) which reported the number of college men who have been or plan to enter the

priesthood so low as to be "almost immeasurable." Students obtain little meaning from Buddhism

that they consciously apply to their construction of sexuality. Its relevance to them comes largely

in relation to its significance in their general worldview. But there is more to religion than

Buddhism for SWU students.

Hinduism, Animism, and Magic

Isan people blend Buddhism, Hinduism, and animism as part of their supernatural beliefs

and practice. These religious beliefs are also sexed. Amulets assisting in protection and fertility

are blessed by, and sometimes created by, monks. Festivals celebrating mtephra thoranii (Earth

goddess or spirit) involve merit-making activities. Students' sometimes distinguish and sometimes

blur moral acts (bun) and amoral (supernatural) power (silksit) as a number of ethnographers have

indicated (see Hanks, 1962; Mulder, 1979; Tannenbaum, 1991). Silksit also means sacred, such as

when describing a religious sanctuary. Silksit as supernatural power, however, can be used for

moral or immoral purposes. Common amoral silksit is found in love charms and potions (sanee).

Buddhist images may also have silksit, though they are blessed with a holy power. Silksit is sexed

largely because of the people who handle and use it, primarily males.

One student's grandfather, younger brother, and uncles (in Surin Province) are skilled at

making sanee.49 His grandfather learned it from many different people including his father. It

does not require a special person to make sanee; anyone could it, but he must be well-trained.

They make magical lip creams, eyebrow creams, hair tonics, liquids to drink, and charms

(saalikaa). Tattoos are three times as popular as the other forms. The student once got a tattoo

from a monk for 12 baht. He was then forbidden from engaging in certain activities such as

49 The student is not learning to make sanee because he is forgetful and to make sanee requires
remembering a lot.
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mopping the house; those activities would cause the tattoo to lose its power. However, despite

having received a tattoo, this student claimed to believe in its effectiveness only about 50-50.

Because monks must give the tattoos, women cannot get them.50 The charms cannot be shared

between people, and must be made for a specific user. They are also not to be played with; they

are not toys, but powerful objects. Sanee attracts only people the user likes. The power of the

charms comes from the Khmer words used, and is not really related to religion at all according to

the student. By virtue of their religious status, monks have access to saksit. It is the access to

saksit, not the religious position itself which makes them suitable for making sanee. Herbs are

also used in making charms. Some men wear a phallus about their waist which, when they tMaw

phCtu ylng, makes women like them. The lip cream (nuat paak) is most popular with women.

Most people who want charms are village women trying to get back husbands who are

womanizers (jaw ehUu). Recall the student whose father had a minor wife? The family was

considering using sanee to entice him back home. University students put less faith in charms

than do other villagers, but they acknowledge the possibility that sanee might be ofuse at some

time.

Students believe in spirits, though to varying degrees. Many believe that phli Man (also

called phli rttan; 69%), household spirits, and phli jawthfi (64%), village spirits, exist to some

degree. These spirits are propitiated in special ceremonies by villagers. Phli Man can be pleased

or offended by household members' behaviors. They usually dwell in the main house post and are

responsible for enforcing sexual propriety. But only 6% know of an incident in which the phli

r'ttan actually punished someone.

One of the most visible spiritual beliefs in Isan, and certainly among students, is baay sli

suu khwan (calling back the spirit) ceremony. Humans have a vital essence, or protective spirit,

known as khwan. Khwan is formed at birth and dies at death and so is not subject to the laws of

50 Women are forbidden from coming into physical contact with monks.
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karma. One's well-being depends on one's khwiin. It is possible for khwiin to wander leaving a

person vulnerable and weak. Baay sii suu khwiin ceremonies are held both formally and

informally at times of change and mobility such as when people arrive, depart, at marriage, and at

ordination. Small white strings are tied around the wrists to keep that person's khwiin in his body.

In a sense, they serve as protective barriers to keep the good in and the bad out. At any given time

in Mahasarakham, one sees dozens of people wearing new and old baay sii strings. The strings

sare supposed to fall off on their own, so people end up wearing them for weeks or even months.

Baay SlSUU khwiin is not a sexed concept, and either sex can give and receive the strings.

However, formal ceremonies ofBrahmic origin are conducted by men. Students are aware of the

historical nature of this tradition and seem to find very little, if any, relevance to their

construction of sex.
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CHAPTER 7. SEX IN SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Through social action, meanings of concepts change and new meanings are revealed.

Social action by definition takes place in the context of relationships where the meanings of

cultural concepts are negotiated. It is through these processes ofnegotiation that culture changes.

Widespread economic, political, and technological change has impacted all parts of Thai culture,

not least those parts that are sexed. This chapter examines sexual meanings in the context of some

ofthe social relationships ofSWU students.

The Family

Studies of sex most often focus on reproductive-age adults. Sex, even in terms of social

roles, is usually associated in some way with reproductive sex, by the informants and/or by the

researcher. But this limitation results in an incomplete understanding of sexuality. Physical and

social sexual development begins at birth in all cultures. The sexuality of children, representing

but a segment of a lifetime process of sexual development, is ofprimary importance for broader

understandings of sexuality, though children are not reproductive. Teenage and adult

interpretations of sex are constructed upon childhood understandings and experiences. Though

this study does not examine the meanings of sexuality for children, it is an area that warrants

further study. Likewise, the meanings of sexuality for teenagers are not the same as those of

children or those of adults. So adult social relationships mayor may not reveal much about the

meanings of sexual concepts for students. Their activities, relationships, experiences, and

interests are different. One major difference is that the primary family roles of SWU students are

son, daughter, brother, and sister.
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Sons and Daughters

As mentioned previously, SWU students are largely dependent on their parents to pay for

their education and in most cases their room, board, and spending money.! Only 13% of the

students surveyed work while studying, most fewer than 10 hours a week. A small number saved

money from previous work in order to help pay for their schooling.2 Students are in school

because of their parents' generosity, and the sense of obligation to them is strong? The majority

comes from intact (parents married), rural, lower-middle class Isan families. More than two thirds

of their mothers work, most as farmers or merchants. All living fathers work and most are

farmers, civil servants, or merchants. Parents invest a great deal ofmoney and hope in these

students and their futures.

Relationships within the family reflect the patron-client structure of other social

relationships: husbands and wives, parents and children, elder and younger siblings.4 Participants

in the relationships are expected to fulfill their obligations. But in a family, when an individual

doesn't fulfill his obligations, the relationships may not be terminated as easily or in the same way

as in non-familial social situations. The ties are more complex and the relationship more difficult

to abandon.

Though a husband is considered the leader in a marriage, he has as many obligations to

his wife as she has to him. He is given higher status (sometimes more a formality than actuality)

1 Srinakharinwirot University is a public university, and so is paid for in part by the government. The
university is not funded by tuition and endowment. Tuition, though one of the lowest in the country, is still
beyond the means of many Isaners.
2 During my first year teaching at SWU (1989-1990), I taught a female student from a very poor family
who had worked for a number of years after high school in order to pay for her university education. She
was about 7 years older than the other students. Several teachers and students expressed admiration for her
determination to get an advanced education
3 Students also participate in a patron-client type relationship with the "imagined community" of the Thai
nation. Throughout the development of the Thai nation, as an identity and a polity, education has been
important. In a sense, SWU students are involved in a patron-client-like relationship with the nation, and
will repay their obligation to it through their service as teachers and economic participants, as well as good
citizens.
4 Hanks (1975) describes the Thai social order as consisting of entourages. The family is one such
entourage.
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with the understanding that he will fulfill his duties to his family. Should he fail to do so, that

status can change.5 It is important to emphasize that patron-client relationships are ideally

reciprocal. The individual ofhigher status and the individual of lower status depend on each

other, thus despite the traditional hierarchical character of family structure, there is usually no

dictator. Each participant has some control over the relationship and what happens in it. There are

signs that the notion of the father as head ofhousehold is weakening, or possibly it has always

been more imagined than real. One third of the students view their fathers as the head of the

family, as the law and government and many adults do. But 58% consider both parents

controlling entities. There is very little difference between male and female students in these

views.

The relationship between a parent and child is more enduring by nature than the husband-

wife relationship, but, theoretically, a child who was ill-cared for has little obligation to care for

his or her parents in their old age. A few students confessed that their fathers' lack of

responsibility toward their families and disrespect for their mothers weakened the father-child

relationship. These students have as little contact with their fathers as possible. Their sense of

obligation to their fathers is small compared to that they have to their mothers whose sacrifices

for the family demonstrated their love for their children. The sense of obligation between a parent

and child, bun khun, is voluntary. Once a child has grown up, there is little parents can do to

compel the child to repay the bun khun, but most do so willingly and with great happiness.

Though parents have bun khun over both sons and daughters, girls have historically

repaid their obligation through their activities in the family. For sons, the merit gained through

ordination was usually given to one's mother (or parents) and was considered a major source of

his repayment of bun khun. For some, it still is. Men may ordain at any point in their lives, so the

5 While many students said that if their (hypothetical) spouse failed to fulfill his or her obligations, they
would leave, this rarely was the case in the accounts they shared of troubled marriages in their own families
and villages. Wives, in particular, seem willing to endure suffering in the marriage to keep the family
intact. Vessantara's wife, in the tale of the Buddha's human lives, is a classic, long-suffering wife figure.
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possibility for accruing this amount ofmerit exists even if students don't ordain at the age of 20 as

many used to. Ordination is anything but ordinary for university students. Young men who go on

to college have other things to offer their parents, including financial assistance and status. These

same forms of repayment are also available for young women.

Traditionally (that is, for at least the last couple of hundred years) in Isan, the youngest

married daughter was most responsible for helping her parents with household labor. The

youngest daughter (or last to marry) remained in the parental household with her family to care

for her parents. This was the most desired, if not prevalent, residence pattern up until very

recently and was true of the students' parents' generation. Nowadays, university educated

daughters infrequently return to their natal villages to live permanently. Many have their wedding

in the home village, with the couple residing there for 3 days following the marriage. This, in

part, fulfills the daughter's immediate obligation to her parents, especially her mother (Lefferts,

2003, personal communication). Their education allows them to find secure jobs with steady

income, most ofwhich are located in or near cities. Young people continue to support their

parents, but with a greater emphasis on financial support than home labor. And, in the cash

economy that now dominates in Thailand, and with farm production continuing to decline, this is

the greater need.

SWU students have a strong sense of indebtedness toward their parents. Students, both

males and females, whose parents sacrificed more to send them to school (e.g., those with greater

financial hardship) seemed to demonstrate the greatest concern for actively caring for their

parents and helping as much as possible at home. These were the students who sought out work to

earn money and who returned home on holidays to help out with their parents' farms or shops.

They attempt to fulfill the traditional duties of children as well as the modem ones.

The most basic sex enculturation takes place in families. Individuals begin forming their

sexual identities in the context ofthe family, as sons and daughters. Family and neighbors are
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models for appropriate sex roles. Significant sexual symbols in childhood are not so erotically

oriented as sex role oriented. Children learn about their sexuality in the context of relationships

with their mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, friends, and neighbors. However, as children

approach adolescence, the significance of erotic sexuality grows.

The role of the family in controlling sexual behavior, particularly of females, has been

well documented in the literature on Thailand (Donaldson, 1987; Eberhardt, 1988; Hanks &

Hanks, 1963; Kaufman, 1976; Keyes, 1984; Kirsch, 1984; Mills, 1990b, 1999; Phillips, 1965;

Potter, 1976; Potter, 1977; Van Esterik, 1989; see also Kawanami, 2001, for similarities in

Burma). In traditional Isan villages, women lived among groups of their relatives who looked

after their well-being and kept a watchful eye on their virtue. Sexual improprieties offended

household spirits who punished the family with illness or misfortune unless propitiated. Social

mechanisms existed to handle improprieties in acceptable ways. The very existence of these

mechanisms suggests that violations of sexual rules were expected. Some ethnographers from 20

or 30 years ago observed that sexual relations without marriage happen and may not have been

entirely prohibited (e.g., Tambiah, 1970). Discretion may have been more important than the

actual behavior.6 An example of this is found in the beloved novel A Child ofthe Northeast (Luuk

Iisaan; Boontawee, 1988), based on the author's memories about life in Isan in the 1930s. The

protagonist, Koon, is asked to accompany his favorite cousin, Kamgong, allegedly to get water

from a distant well. Her real mission, Koon learns, is to meet with her boyfriend, Tid-joon. An

annoyed Koon is sent away to collect chameleons while Kamgong and Tit-joon flirt, kiss, and

hug. This happens twice in the story. The parents know what is going on, but say nothing and do

not interfere. Readers are told that this is the way love happens. Later, Tid-joon spends the night

in Kamgong's bed, forcing a marriage, a legitimate and common form ofmarriage among poor

6 Schlegel (2001) describes Davis and Davis' (1989) similar findings in Morocco where there is strong
pressure for girls to keep their virginity and "their good reputations as girls believed to have preserved their
virginity" (p. 91).
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Isaners. Kamgong and Tid-joon's sexual behaviors were allowed because they were appropriately

discreet and also because the parents understood they would lead to marriage. Had Kamgong's

parents not approved of Tid-joon as a son-in-law, they would likely have interfered to prevent the

liason.

Inappropriate contact between an unmarried or unrelated male and female (which in the

past meant any physical contact and nowadays means romantic or sexually oriented contact) was

referred to as "offending the spirits" (phit phli). The effectiveness of this means of sexual controC

may be declining. Most students believe in family spirits to some degree, but few have ever

known them to inflict punishment. No student ever mentioned household spirits as a reason

students should not have sex.8 Students nowadays refrain from sexual activity because they don't

think it is appropriate for students and because they do not want to disappoint their parents, not

because they fear offending the family spirits. Furthermore, actions that offended the family

spirits generations ago (i.e., a boy touching the weaving loom of a girl he liked) are commonplace

today. For example, at a dance and party celebrating the university's upcoming change of status,

dozens of students and staff participated in ballroom and Latin dances.9 Some male-female

contact is now regarded as quite harmless and even good fun.

About a third of the students have boyfriends or girlfriends, and many more would like

to. They form these relationships for friendship, companionship, fun, and experience. But because

they are both children and students, most are discreet and rfaprofJy (in order, appropriately

7 Based on a study of adolescent sexuality in the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample, Schlegel (200 I) argues
that in cultures that restrict adolescent sexuality, the real issue is pregnancy, not purity, and is a way of
controlling who the girl marries.
8 Belief in the power of spirits is not something highly educated Isaners are likely to admit readily. It is
entirely possible that some students worry about the consequences their sexual behavior might bring about
from household spirits. Regardless, their reluctance to discuss this is evidence that as a behavior control
mechanism, household spirits are waning as a mechanism of sexual control. If students don't think they
should believe in such things, even if they do, they are not going to be strong propagators of this belief, for
example, to their own children.
9 One ajaan and his wife enjoyed teaching staff to meringue.
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modest) in their public behavior. 10 While at university, students grow increasingly independent

and self-reliant. In their first year, they live in on-campus dormitories or at home. By their fourth

year, nearly all are sharing houses with friends or living alone in off-campus dormitories. But

still, their primary roles are as sons and daughters. And their primary responsibilities to their

parents are to be mindful and be conscientious in their studies.

Parents do not want their children to have boyfriends or girlfriends because it distracts

them from their studies. Parents, especially those of SWU students, work hard and sacrifice to put

their children through school. It is irresponsible and uncaring, therefore, for students to do things

that jeopardize their studies. As Manika, a second year female student wrote in her English

journal,

I never 10ve... .1 don't want to lie myself. This is the first time that I have this
feeling. I am embarrassed to wait for him by hopeless. [My friend] tells me that it
is good to have someone to think of when I feel lonely. I don't want to think
about this. I want to pay attention to my studies. Stop here my heart. You have to
study hard for your parents. You should not to wast your time with love.

Love can be a strong diversion. Ironically, Manika kept her journal in a notebook with "The

Power of Love" printed on the cover and a picture of a couple kissing or hugging at the top of

each page. These kind ofromantic-themed notebooks are popular among students, especially

girls. Manisa (also a second year female) is another student who refrains from forming romantic

attachments:

I think I am crazy. I cannot accept myself to have a boyfriend while I am a
student (or maybe forever). I have had a crush on many boys, but never have an
idea ofhaving them as boyfriends....1have promised myselfthat I will not have
a boyfriend while I am here, because I am sensitive.

It should be noted that Manisa was a top student and fully devoted to her studies. But she was

also very popular and had many friends. She was not lacking in a social life. But love consumes

particularly large amounts ofmental energy for many students and so some avoid it. Those who

10 Examples of indiscretions will be described later in the section "Dating."
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are able to include romantic attachments in their lives without harming their studies often do. And

if they maintain a polite, rfapreey appearance, they draw little, if any, attention.

Students who go against their parents' wishes do not always do so maliciously. In fact, it

is quite common for students to disobey their parents on occasion. A journal entry by Daeng, a

second year female student, shows that good children who are good students sometimes engage in

activities that are not considered proper:

My family taught me whiskey or beer are bad for health and they order me don't
drink them. I agreed with them while I was a child but now, sometime I want to
test. Although I will disobey my parents I drink it because they don't know.

Daeng doesn't drink excessively or even regularly. She experimented with beer and whiskey and

ultimately concluded that she enjoyed soft drinks more. This is very typical of SWU girls. Some,

including Daeng,11 eventually tell their parents what they did; others choose not to, depending on

their parents' attitudes toward the behavior. If confessing is likely to make the situation worse,

they do not. If it will make the situation better,12 they may choose to tell their parents about it.

School is a top priority for SWU students. Their parents have invested in their education

and it is an opportunity for the students and their families to better themselves. As has been

mentioned, many SWU students come from fairly low-income, hard-working families. A

university degree improves the students' chances to get a good job and establish a secure future.

Because of bun khun (obligation), it also helps to ensure a secure future for their parents. I do not

mean to overemphasize the material aspects of the parent-child relationship. The patron-client

aspect of it are embedded in a deep and abiding love that most children feel towards their parents.

For Valentine's Day, Sombat, a second year male, wrote about "the purest love":

Do you know who made you born, took care you when you were baby,
comforted you when you were crying? For this question, it can be words for a
Thai song ... Do you know who it is? Your parents, "they have goodness more

11 Daeng told her mother that she had tried beer. According to Daeng, her mother didn't criticize her but
warned her not to drink too much. She thought Daeng should know what alcohol is like.
12 As in Daeng's situation where she expected her mother to be understanding and comforted by Daeng's
decided preference for soft drinks. No similar incident was ever described to me about sex.
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than I can say." I have a story about me that can guarantee this sentence. When I
was child, I was stubborn. If! need anything, it might O.K. but my family was so
poor. One day I saw a jean at the market whose I like it. But my mother didn't
have money. Then she tried to work hard and borrowed some money from our
neighbor in order to buy the jean that I liked. When she had bought them, I was
happy and my mother too but I didn't know how she tried. Later I had just known
about jean this from my sister and I had just know her [my mother's] favor was
the greatest in my mind and I will keep it forever. I wish everyone love their
parents so much and should be compensate when you have chance.

Brothers and Sisters

The Thai (and Lao) terms for siblings, phii (elder sibling) and nor.mg (younger sibling),

are gender neutral, but indicative of relative age. As mentioned in the previous chapter, age

hierarchy is extremely important in social relationships in Thailand. This is the basis for the age-

hierarchy that will be theirs when they marry.

Relationships with siblings are some of the most durable social relationships formed in

one's lifetime in Isan. They are not as primary as the parent-child relationship, but are significant

nonetheless.

Students develop their personal qualities and characteristics, and their sex identity,

largely in the family arena. Under the supervision of their parents, they express appropriate and

inappropriate sexed behaviors in juxtaposition to their brothers and sisters. The role of siblings in

the development of sexuality is, I believe, of value for understanding sexuality, particularly sex

roles. I noted no obvious trends in sibling relationships, but neither did I make much effort in this

area. In retrospect, students described their relationships with and feelings for siblings in a wide

variety of terms, ones that often parallel their ideas about males and females in general.

Yupin (2nd year female) fondly described how her older brother protected her and took

care of her when the lights went out at his dormitory during a storm:

I was so scared to be in a dark. My brother pushed me to go into his room and
locked the door. I was glad to know that he cared me and protected me. As you
know, that many boxers were in the house, too. My brother was getting older and
becoming an adult. Goumal entry 2/13/03)
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Yupin's brother was expressing qualities of a good man: demonstrating love through leadership

and protection. But even more importantly, and easily overlooked by a researcher whose culture

emphasizes gender in sibling relationships, Yupin's brother was being a good elder sibling. Elders

look after youngers. This incident was valuable to Yupin and inspired her to go "back to study

and... try [her] best to get the goals of [her] life."

Other students encountered situations that brought tension to the sibling relationship But

also reflected sexual meanings. Janchai (2nd year female) was reluctant to attend her brother's

wedding because she didn't like his fiance (though Janchai herself described her brother as being

"very happy.") The fiance was "rich and polite but ... not beautiful." Her mother also didn't think

the fiance suitable for her son. Janchai perceived her family as separating (presumably spurred on

by this marriage) and wrote, "I don't know whether I'm jealous my brother's girlfriend or not. I

just know that I'm not ready to accept his wife" Gournal entry 11/14/93). Interestingly, this

incident was taking place while Janchai was having problems with her own boyfriend. Sibling

marriages are a concern because ofthe effects the marriages have on the family.

Relationships between siblings, especially between brothers and sisters, reflect sexual

meanings in a number ofways. Further, because the sibling relationship is by definition close,

and thus personal, siblings may express emotions to each other that might be more constrained in

non-family relationships. These relationships have the potential to reveal meanings of sex that are

not articulated in other contexts.

Views ofHusbands, Wives, Mothers, and Fathers

Whereas in the US sexual relationships are a fundamental part of college life for many

students, this is less the case for SWU students (but more so for boys than girls). Particularly for

females, sexual relationships are largely limited to relationships with husbands-to-be or husbands.

Males may experience sex with commercial sex workers or sometimes non-sex workers, but these

relationships are regarded differently from more socially legitimate ones. Students are almost
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never husbands, wives, mothers, or fathers, though the meanings of these roles are part of

students' larger conception of sexuality. Their experiences in their own families as well as their

observations and experiences with others contribute to the meanings they assign husbands, wives,

mothers, and fathers. Students have very strong, very similar beliefs about how men and women

should be. Further, most students plan to marry at some point, though some young people choose

not to marry at all.

Many young women think that marriage increases work and limits freedom, and that if

they have their own salary, it isn't necessary. 13 Young men are less inclined to want to stay single

and those who expressed a desire to stay single to me were gay. In fact, one young man worried

that ifhe didn't marry, people might think he was gay or abnormal. So, what are the benefits of

marriage according to SWU students?

Ofprimary importance, marriage is the only socially acceptable context in which to have

children. It is also hoped to be a source of companionship and love. Most students talk about love

as a basis for a marriage, but most also say that other factors are important, such as "suitability."

A husband and wife are more suitable if they have similar educational backgrounds and similar

ideas about life. Women, especially, also hope to gain economic benefits through marriage.

Ideally, a husband provides for his family and protects his wife and children, creating a safe and

secure environment.

The uniformity in students' descriptions of and comments on husbands and wives was

remarkable, given their claim that this aspect of society is changing very quickly. In my English

students' class seminars, discussions, and debates, they frequently mentioned the changing values

of Thai society. For example, 4th year student Panida, the moderator for a panel discussion on

"The Attitude Toward Marriage," said in her closing comments, "Now we know that society is

13 In 2003, the first Miss Khanthong (Miss Spinster) beauty pageant was held in Bangkok. Contestants are
university graduates some over 50 years old. It is a celebration of unmarried women and was created to
show that women can be happy without being married.
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changed. The young people forget traditional culture." However, it is not clear that traditional

ideas about marriage have changed much at all. In many ways, the meanings and symbols

associated with marriage appear very similar to those describing the past.

A husband is considered to be the leader of the family, so leadership skills are desirable,

particularly for representing the family in public settings. Husbands are expected to be better

decision-makers, but they do not have unquestioned control over their wives. It is said that in

private, women often make the decisions, though a good wife would never boast ofthis in

public. 14 They create a public image of the appropriate relationship, regardless ofwhat the actual

one is like. This public image is also reflected in women calling their husbands phfi (elder

sibling) regardless of actual age. It is a demonstration of respect, and of the normal or ideal

situation in which husbands are a few years older than their wives and therefore more

experienced and better equipped to lead the family.

Wives usually become mothers in the first couple years ofmarriage. A mother teaches

her children to be good people. She, too, is to be a good example for them. Her household skills

(especially cooking) should be excellent and she should take especially good care ofher children,

attending to all their needs. She also tends to her husband's needs and advises him to help him to

make the best decisions. Mothers should be diligent, gentle, patient, and rfaprrfJoy, and make

every effort to understand15 their husbands and children. Though few students directly articulated

it, the idea of a wife and mother having to sacrifice for her family was fairly strong. The word

otthon was used repeatedly in describing the qualities ofwives and mothers, especially those

14 Indeed, the stereotype of the bossy, loud, controlling wife is a common character injokes and comics
(Costa & Matzner, 2002).
15 Students frequently mentioned "understands me/him/her/the children" as a desired personal characteristic
for people in various roles. To understand someone means to consider be close enough and know themwell
enough to know their situation and feelings, and be considerate and accepting of them.
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whose lives are difficult. It suggests that women are expected to put up with things, tolerate

things, and insinuates that these things might cause them some unhappiness. 16

"MtE" is used to address and refer to one's mother and others in mother-like positions.

Students are exposed to models ofmothers from birth. The same is true for fathers (PMo). Good

fathers are responsible leaders who take care of their families. They minimize gambling, drinking,

and smoking, and maintain a good image for the family. Parental role models are significant early

in life and the memories stay with students. Several kee and kathrey students related their sexual

identities directly to their parents' performances. Poor fathers failed to provide positive role

models for their sons. This was also noted by some heterosexual students who said poor parental

role models can affect their children's sexual identity.

Mothers are the primary childcare givers in Isan, and women are unanimously viewed as

the better childcare givers, but as Table X shows, students do not perceive their mothers as being

particularly influential in terms ofpheet.17 There is quite a bit of evidence that suggests parents

don't talk to their children about physical sexual development or sexual behavior. Only 18% of

female students reported that they learned about menstruation from their mothers; most learned

about it in school or from books. Some girls' lack ofpreparedness for menstruation is also evident

in their reports of their first reaction to their menses as being scared (34%) or embarrassed (27%).

Though menstruation is not a taboo topic in Isan and discussion of it in a general sense is not

normally embarrassing; these responses suggest girls are unprepared for its onset. Students'

responses on the questionnaire held menstruation in a fairly neutral, even positive, light (normal,

16 In her study of female sexuality and celibacy in Theravada Buddhism in Burma, Kawanami (2001)
describes the mother image as the ultimate symbol of spiritual attachment, and thus worldly suffering. That
mothers must suffer is part of their lot in life and also includes enduring sex as a marital duty.
17 This suggests that students do not include sexual division of labor, or sex roles in the household, as part
ofpheet, and instead are probably thinking more along the lines of sexuality.
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natural, shows femininity, inconvenient), something also found by public health researchers. 18

That mothers don't talk about it with daughters, then, is perplexing. Most students claim that their

parents do not talk to them about sexual development or behavior. Whether this is to protect the

parent (from an uncomfortable discussion) or the child (from losing face) is unclear. To fill this

gap, SWU students find the information they want and in some cases need from the TV,

magazines, books, and friends.

A father is expected to be a good example for his children and take care of them and his

wife, especially in terms of finances and basic needs. A good father is hard working, responsible,

and loving. His indulgence in pleasures (smoking, drinking, gambling, sex) should not interfere

with his responsibilities toward his family. A generation back, casual sexual relations (especially

with prostitutes) would not have drawn too much criticism provided they didn't cut into the

family finances and that the illusion of faithfulness was maintained (Packard-Winkler, 1998, p.

191). However, since the spread of AIDS throughout Thailand, the illusion has been exposed

(Van Esterik, 2000, p. 184). Visiting prostitutes is considered irresponsible since it puts the health

of a man's wife at risk. Especially for female students, emotional and even sexual fidelity is a

characteristic of a good husband.

But even nowadays, it is not rare for men to have minor wives (mia nooy) with whom

they also have children. 19 Students generally disapprove of it and it is something very few

students have even considered.20 Historical and ethnographic literature link polygyny with

18 Periods are an essential part of femininity. Women in Thailand view amenorrhea (cessation of
menstruation) negatively. "It was considered not only to be unhealthy but also to have a negative
effect on a woman's appearance" (Reproline, 1999).
19 A relationship with a minor wife is ongoing and may involve another residence and children. It defers
first family resources to the new family, which is why it has been largely limited to the rich. If the new
relationship creates hardship for the first family, which it often does in Isan, the husband is viewed more
harshly.
20 The question "Have you ever thought about being a minor wife or having a minor wife?" (part 1,
question 40; choices are have, haven't, not sure) was a rather poor question as is evidenced by only 81 of
90 respondents answering. There are at least two interpretations of the meaning. Students may have
understood ayes answer to mean they have literally thought about it (without indicating an interest). They
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wealthy men who are in a position to support multiple wives and families, thus it is associated

with status. SWU students, however, have been more exposed to notions of romance and sexual

fidelity (through the mass media) as major components of a marital relationship. Polygyny

doesn't mesh well with these values. But these are relatively new values, not well supported

within the culture, and so are present more individually than socially. Some students have

experienced polygynous situations firsthand. Others know friends in this situation, but the shame

associated with it, as well as reluctance to air personal family problems made access to them

difficult. One young man who was willing to talk described the situation as hard on everyone,

especially his mother. He told his story with a serious and pained look on his face.

In Isan, where few are wealthy, the taking of a minor wife is generally viewed as the

result of failure on the first wife's part, coupled with selfishness and irresponsibility on the

husband's part. Male students tend to assign more responsibility for the situation to the wife and

her shortcomings (e.g., boring, not interested in sex, nagging). Female students generally see it as

the result of the husband's selfishness and lack of responsibility though some also acknowledge

that the husband might also feel bored or unhappy with the major wife. Men are believed to be

easily bored (bua ngay) sexually and seek excitement. Minor wives are often younger and almost

always described as more physically attractive than the first wife.

There is a general notion that after giving birth, women's sexual attractiveness begins

declining and continues to do so for the rest ofher life. Informants went so far as to say that

parturition, women no longer want sex. Their interest is largely reproductive, so once they have

children, sex is useless to them and they let their appearance and demeanor go. I cannot confirm

the extent to which this belief is based in reality, but this asexuality ofmother-wives is sometimes

reflected in student's speech and writing. Even Wan, who was distraught over the problems his

may also have understood a yes to mean they would consider havinglbeing a minor wife. However, the lack
of affirmative responses (14% of males and 4% of females), suggests that students do not have a strong
interest in this.
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father's minor wife has brought his family, speculated that his father may have taken up with a

younger woman because his mother didn't keep up her appearance and was no longer interested in

sex. The idea is perpetuated in public discourse, which gives little attention given to women's

sexual desires and very rarely targets male performance except in jokes (continuing the focus on

male sexuality). Some students' understandings of sexuality are moving away from this towards a

more balanced view which gives importance to both men's and women's sexual feelings. Most

students believe that women have sexual desires much like men. But they also recognize Thai

society discourages women from expressing them. Thus, like the concept of fidelity, women's

sexual needs are not culturally supported at this point in time. The value exists at a largely

individual level.

SWU students are exposed to many sources of information that weren't available to their

parents or grandparents. Some are being taken and integrated into their understandings of

sexuality, such as the idea ofmarital fidelity and attention to women's sexual response. Students

have a few new and developing expectations for their own future roles as husbands, wives,

fathers, and mothers. But for the most part, the meanings of these categories are very similar to

those of their parents and grandparents. It will be interesting to see how they evolve or stay the

same as the students begin interacting in these roles.

Among Friends

As mentioned previously, there are various levels of friendship in Thailand. The closest

friends are like brothers and sisters. They are the friends in whom one confides, from whom one

seeks advice, and to whom one gives comfort, understanding, and advice when asked. They are

the people to whom one can express her innermost feelings, which are articulated to very few

people. The closet friends, phttan sanit (close friends), phttan tMc (real friends), and phttan taay

(friends to the death), are almost always ofthe same sex and sexual orientation, and are usually
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close in age.21 They understand each other and the situations they face. With these friends,

students can communicate individual thoughts and feelings, even those that might not be publicly

expressable, such as being angry or being in love. This is especially true for girls who are more

socially constrained in their expression of emotions. Girls depend on their close girlfriends to

help them with romantic and sexual problems. Nit's friend A sought understanding and support

from Nit when A's boyfriend got drunk and told his friends that they'd had sex. Another student,

Sunee, was contacted by her closest friend because her brother's girlfriend was pregnant and

needed an abortion. Sunee made a good effort but was unable to find a clinic to perform the

abortion. However, her effort and sensitivity to the situation demonstrated her commitment to

helping her friend's brother. Students depend heavily on their close friends for emotional support.

Most students have good friends and casual friends (phitan kin) ofboth sexes. They are

not as frank or personal with these friends, but they are an important part of the social circle just

the same. Students gain a better understanding of the other sex(es) through these friendships,

though it is more public (i.e., constructed for public approval) than personal (i.e., revealing of

inner truths). A group of casual friends, such as classmates, usually gives socially appropriate

responses to questions and comments. There is rarely a great deal of dissent in groups. They

reinforce socially normative meanings of sexuality.

The sexual division between males and females is reinforced through housing

arrangements. Dormitories are largely single sex in Mahasarakham22 and a great deal of a

students' time is spent working at the dorms, and thus in the presence of others of the same sex.

Same sex friendships require less censoring than inter-sex friendships. And, like in other

southeast Asian cultures, same-sex affection is socially permissible in public. Girls can be seen

21 Distinguishing between levels of friendship is somewhat arbitrary. More students (61 % of respondents to
the survey) form close friendships (phitan sanit) with members of the same sex, although 38% said their
close friends are of both sexes. Interviews andjoumals suggest that students' closest friends are almost
always of the same sex.
22 All dormitories at SWU are single sex. Off-campus private dormitories are mostly single sex, but there
are some which house both men and women, though not in the same rooms.
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walking hand-in-hand or arm-in-arm with their girlfriends. And boys often do the same. These are

simple physical expressions of closeness. Most students believe that males and females can be

friends,23 but social circumstances don't provide as much support to those relationships. Platonic

friendships between male and female students are not questioned as long as they maintain an

appropriate appearance, that is, as long as they refrain from extended or affectionate touching, are

polite, and are not alone in private areas.

I found that more older people didn't think that males and females could be close friends.

They thought that sexual feelings would always emerge. Girls and boys can't be alone because

sexual feelings, and then behavior, are almost inevitable. SWU students are not so absolute in

their views. Most (90%) not only believe that males and females can be friends, but that it is a

good thing (88%). In modern Isan, male and female students share more experiences and

concerns than males and females did in the past. At SWU, they come from similar backgrounds,

they are studying in the same classes, and they are seeking many of the same jobs. Despite greater

exposure to sexual symbols, in some areas of life, sexuality has become irrelevant (e.g.,

studying). It is in these areas that males and females find benefits in having friends ofboth sexes.

Increasing casual contact between males and females challenges the public monitoring of

male-female relationships. Romantic or sexual intentions are not clearly differentiated from non-

sexual ones. Further, as youth have likely always done, students who are romantically or sexually

involved may conceal their relationship by maintaining a platonic presentation in public. Even

couples who publicly acknowledge their relationships may offer only vague signs ofbeing a

"couple." For a couple and their relationship to be respected, they must maintain a sense of

propriety in public.

23 Nearly all students (90% of respondents) believe that men and women can be friends, while only 2%
believe they cannot.
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Boyfriends and Girlfriends: MiitEen ri'tft yang?24

"Dating" is a fairly new concept in Isan. Some students have adopted the term "date"

(deet) because Thai doesn't really have a term to describe the behavior ofmaking an appointment

to see someone for romantic-type social purposes. In addition to the word "date," SWU students

sometimes also use the term nat ph6p (arrange a meeting), which normally means to make an

appointment, but in the same way can also mean "date." People in Mahasarakham more often use

the termjiip, which as used by students roughly means "to court" or "to flirt." SWU students see

flirting as an action of ambiguous meaning. It may be serious in intention, a kind of love-making

(i.e., courting), or it may be simply a testing of the waters (i.e., flirting). Males usually jlip

females, rather than the other way around, and some are known for seeing how far they can get

sexually, without a long-term commitment. This is always a risk, though SWU students who

partner with other SWU students have an advantage in that it is a small community and past

indiscretions are often learned through the grapevine. Students may also jlip in a teasing or joking

manner.

In students' grandparents' time and before, men and women married by about age 20.

Courtship was carried out through structured behaviors and happened during one's later teenage

years just before the expected age ofmarriage. Courtship was conducted in the girl's house

chaperoned by her family or from a distance (through special glances or smiles) in groups and

was known as eEW saaw. The most celebrated form of courtship in Isan (and other parts of

Thailand, see Donaldson, 1987; Wijeyewardene, 1968) is a humorous exchange ofwitty repartee

between a girl and her suitor in which the girl almost always maintained the upper hand by

slinging playful insults at the boy in song or verse (Compton, 1979)?S Clever responses and oral

skill by the boy improved his image and attractiveness, and therefore his prestige. As Donaldson

24 "Do you have ajem (yet)?" The meaning ofjem is discussed in the next section.
2S This is similar to the exchanges in traditional male-female m@f} lam performances, in which the
performers engage in flirtatious banter through song (see Compton, 1977, for a description and analysis).
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notes in his study of courtship in Chiang Mai, which has a similar tradition, it was a

demonstration of ability, particularly among illiterate people. Nowadays with higher education

and greater literacy, these skills are no longer as meaningful or prestigious. A university degree or

good grades are more impressive status markers.

The age ofmarriage in Isan is rising as opportunities in work and education become more

widely available outside ofvillages (Van Esterik, 2000, p. 188). Even in the villages, it has gone

up as young people delay settling down in favor ofpursuing wage labor in Bangkok or other big

cities. According to Mills (1999, p. 147-149),23 is considered rather old to marry by the elder

generation in Mahasarakham villages. SWU students plan to postpone marriage even later, and

believe that a good age to marry is between 26 and 30 for a man, and 23 and 26 for a woman.

Interestingly, most male students speculate that they'll marry on the lower end of the range, and

most female students speculate that they'll marry later than 26, though they have role models if

they choose not to marry at all. In the English department at SWU, none of the four female

English teachers were married, and two of them were approaching retirement age. A number of

students do not intend to marry for a variety of reasons given in the questionnaire:

"It's a lot ofwork" (1 st year male)
"If! have a salary, I don't need to" (1 st year female)
"no great burdens, no responsibility... to stay single is better" (1 st year female)
"I don't want to have sex" (3rd year female), "I'm gay" (3rd year male)
"I think working is better" (3rd year female)
"living alone is more comfortable" (4th year male)
"because I'm responsible for caring for my parents, I don't want to marry" (4th

year female)

This delay in (or rejection ot) marriage results in a number of additional years for

courting, during which young people may live away from their families. It is during this time that

people date. That is, they pursue courting activities as couples, away from the watch of their

families. With the use ofmotorcycles for transportation, it is virtually impossible for a two people

to ride on a motorcycle without touching (Lyttleton, 1999, p. 33). And, depending on how much

one likes the person one is riding with, one can sit closer or farther. Motorcycle rides up the long,
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muddy roads in and out ofvillages, or from one village to another give couples ample time to get

to know each other. Motorcycle rides also provide students in town opportunities to get close and

express affection in public. SWU couples can be seen riding on the main road or around the

university, girls almost always on the back ofthe bikes. The girls' hands are sometimes placed on

the boys' thighs, or holding tight around the boys' waists. Dating is courtship to some students and

merely a precursor to courtship for others. In general, dating is fun (sanuk), not serious, though

once two people acknowledge that they are interested in each other, it takes on more meaning and

a more serious tone. At this point, they penfeen kan (arefeen of each other) and are not simply

dating. For university students (who are not married), pen feen kan is adequately glossed as

"going steady."

However, 75% of students in the questionnaire said that individuals are able to have more

than one feen at a time, though 31% disapprove of this. Another 55% responded that whether they

approve or not depends on the situation. In keeping with traditional ideas about men and women,

more males (88%) than females (67%) said individuals are able to have more than onefeen at a

time, though both were fairly large numbers. However, being able to do it and having social

approval are not the same thing. Though students recognize that people can do this, over one third

of students, both males and females, disapprove. For another 45%, their approval depends on the

situation.

Further, more males (29%) than females (3%) said that they approved of someone with a

feen having sex with another person. When asked specifically about prostitutes, the number of

respondents approving jumped to 64% ofmales and 41% of females.26 These findings were

reflected in students' writing and conversations. Overall, many students maintain a consistent

26 It is possible, though not likely, that respondents understood this question literally, that is, to visit
prostitutes (without having sex), such as a man might do with a group of friends. However, the common
understanding ofpay thfaw soopheenii (the phrase used in the question) is to have sex with prostitutes.
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value ofmonogamy and fidelity, but the traditional sexual double standard is very much evident,

particularly among males.

The Meaning 01Feen

Feen derives from the English wordjan (meaning a devotee or admirer). Feen, despite its

platonic English meaning, generally describes a person to whom one is committed romantically,

sexually, and/or maritally. Feen is used to describe a boyfriend, girlfriend, lover, husband, and/or

wife. There is no exact Thai equivalent of "girlfriend" or "boyfriend," which even in English are

rather vague.27 Further, students do not share the same understanding ofjeen. Some feel it is not

an appropriate term for married people to use in reference to each other, though in actuality I

often heard it used in that context. When a person refers to his or her spouse as his or her jeen, it

seems to be primarily in one of two somewhat antithetical contexts: a) demonstrating playful

adoration such as the kind new lovers feel toward each other, or b) trivializing the marriage, that

is, suggesting the relationship is not that significant. There are specific words for husband

(saamii in Central Thai,phua in Isan) and wife (phanrayaa in Central Thai, mia in Isan) that are

more typical. Some feel the use of the termjeen is only appropriate for those who plan to marry

or who are married because it suggests level of seriousness that is not appropriate outside of a

marital relationship. Still others use jeen to describe any admirer, more like the English use.

The most common understanding seems to be that a jeen is someone who is a close

friend, who spends time with you, takes care ofyou, loves you, helps you, advises you,

understands you, and to whom you are sexually or romantically attracted. Thus, the

appropriateness of the use ofjeen depends on the context. Students who thought the use ofIeen

appropriate only in a married context, also thought serious relationships should lead to marriage:

27 The literal translation ofgirlfriend is phttan phfiuying. Back translated, it means "girl friend" (likewise
for boyfriend). Phttan phfiuying normally refers to friends who are girls, rather than girlfriends ofa
romantic sort. Although I didn't hear it used often, the ambiguity, particularly for those who are familiar
with the English "girlfriend," makes it a very good term to use ifone wants to maintain a good social
appearance.
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Feen, I think, can be many things ... good things ... I don't know if! use it
correctly or not ... should help us work, help us with anything ... many things.
We should use it after we are married because it is .. , more suitable for after
marriage .... I'm trying to get one. [first year, male, arts major]

A few students thought it appropriate only for unmarried couples:

We should use it, I think, before [marriage], because then you care for each other
.. , if you are married and use it '" you should use it before when you are close
and take care of each other. [first year, female, Thai major]

This student's comment has an interesting subtext regarding the meaning ofmarriage. Some

students definitely expressed the idea that the intensity and passion of a relationship wear off after

marriage and that courtship is the time for enjoying a relationship. However, overall, more

students agreed more with this 21 year-old female English major:

[Fe£n] means a person who is close to us and loves ... loves us and understand us
best of all ... understands and gives help ... you can use it before marriage or
after ... can use whether before or after you are married.. .I have a fan already ...
We're very happy. [second year, female, English major]

In sum, most students agree thatje£n is a person with whom one has a romantic and/or sexual

relationship in which there is love, understanding, caring, and some kind of genuine affection. If

these components are missing from a relationship, it is not really appropriate for the parties to

refer to each other asjefn.

"Romance" is an expected component of sexual relationships among SWU students,

particularly for females. Several students related stories of girl friends who were duped by

unscrupulous boys into engaging in sexual behaviors, typically through false declarations of love.

The most obvious exceptions to this observation are relationships with prostitutes.28 But these are

rarely accounted for when talking about sexual relationships (pheetsamphan). When students

describe their ideal spouses, love is a common quality of the relationship. However, the literature

28 The relationship between a prostitute and client is not expected to be romantic. Both men and women, in
fact, value this relationship for its lack of emotional involvement. It is just sex (or for the prostitutes, just a
job). Again I reiterate that use of the services of commercial sex workers appears to be quite low among
male SWU students and nonexistent among females. According to police, a few female SWU students
work as prostitutes (independently rather than at brothels), though I was never able to confirm this.
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suggests that love is not always a criterion in choosing a spouse -- "love comes later" as they say.

Economic and other practical matters may be given more weight. Historically, this was probably

true, though I do believe the case can be made convincingly that romance, that is, passionate love,

has a long history in Thailand, in fantasy ifnot in practice. Regardless, SWU students clearly

recognize romance and being in love (longrak) as a desired part of their sexual relationships. It is

an idea that is culturally reinforced in movies, pop songs, teen magazines, and students' own

journals. It is an idea that is both modern (as reinforce in pop culture and western culture) and

traditional (as recounted in folktales and literature). But the expectation of romantic love and

passion in normal, everyday relationships does not seem to be part of tradition, which was more

focused on practical concerns such as skills and economic stability.

Activities

Isan culture has a history of limiting the contact between men and women. In the villages,

male-female contact is discouraged (Mills, 1999), and even today, men and women infrequently

encounter situations in which it is necessary for them to touch each other outside of the family,

and very few situations in which men and women find themselves unintentionally alone. In

villages, men's and women's tasks were traditionally differentiated in such a way that women

were with groups of women and men were with groups ofmen at most all times outside of the

family. This tendency for sexual differentiation in work and play group is found at the university,

though much less so than in villages. In classrooms, boys and girls most often sit near their

friends and so end up seated in a pattern of small same-sex clusters, particularly among the

younger students. Older students display less clustering. There is no separation ofboys and girls

as groups. Outside of the classroom, the most common sight is same sex groups of 2 or 3 or larger

mixed-sex groups. But even a mixed-sex couple would draw little attention for simply walking,

eating, or studying together.
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Dating/courting/flirting is often done in groups and this is the situation preferred by many

SWU students, both because it removes suspicion of inappropriate activities and because it is

more fun. Students who pen fEEn kan travel about town as a couple and with other friends.

Because the university situation facilitates the formation of clusters of friends, it is not unusual

for a couple to be in their company. There are a variety of activities that provide students

opportunities to get to know their romantic interests better.

Few dormitories have cooking facilities so most students eat out. Eating out is also

generally more economical for single people in Mahasarakham where a standard plate of food

costs 10 baht ($0.40 at that time) and at the campus cafeteria is only 6 or 7 baht ($0.24 - $0.28). It

would be difficult to cook one meal for that, and students do not have refrigerators in which to

store food. Eating out is a perfect opportunity to spend time with one's romantic interest because

it is very safe -- public, low-risk in terms of gossip -- and enjoyable. Eating is a social activity in

Isan and there are plenty of food shops. The nightmarket in Mahasarakham is a bustling place

with more than a dozen food vendors cooking made-to-order food for sit down or take out. It is

open from about 5pm until after midnight. There are also a number of shops directly behind the

university, a short walk or bike ride even for those who live on campus.

Students also regularly visit "Texas" (formally "Texas Country House"), one of two

modern (western) bars in Mahasarakham.29 These bars were new, built a few years prior to the

research. Modern bars commonly adopt American themes for their decor and activities. Texas is

attractive and clean, with a natural wood exterior and a country and western theme inside. The

"frontier" style has been adopted by modern Isan folk artists and others wishing to convey a rural

identity. There are two large picnic-type wood tables on the front open veranda with benches (see

Figure 7.1).

29 The other bar, Thay Ltnt (the name of an ethnic group, though here with a Central Thai
misspelling), is not as popular with students from SWU. It, too, has a rather folksy theme to its decor.
There is very little English music at Thay Ltnt.
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Figure 7.1 Texas, a popular bar on the main road in Mahasarakham

Above the front door is a sign, which says "Texas" and a large water buffalo skull. All writing on

the exterior is in English. Through the door one enters a good-sized open room with about 15

tables with chairs. There is a small bar to the immediate left with the kitchen behind it. In the far

left corner is a small stage on which local bands play Thai, Isan, and American pop and folk

music. The bar owner and band members adore Eric Clapton and above the stage is a poster of

him inside a shuttered window frame.J° There are big buffalo horns hanging on one wall and

other assorted posters including one ofDon Johnson and Mickey Rourke from the 1991 movie

"Harley Davidson and the Marlboro Man." A large Converse (sneaker) logo hangs on the back

wall of the stage. There are a couple of TVs that play music or other videos when the band is not

playing. Texas has a very cozy, and somehow despite the decor, very local feel to it. It is owned

and run by young adults for young adults.

30 During the year I spent there, Clapton's "Tears in Heaven" was played at least once each time I was at
Texas.
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Figure 7.2 Layout of Texas (. = female patron, .& = male patron)

The clientele is largely students from the local colleges and SWU and are in their late

teens to early 20s?! On a typical night there are about four times more men than women. Figure

7.2 shows the sex ofpatrons at about 10 pm one Saturday I was there. On this night, there were a

few more women than is usual. Women generally come with mixed sex groups, usually their

friends or boyfriends. Some women drink whiskey, but most stick to softer drinks, such as beer,

orange soda, or Sprite. Some students make a distinction between drinking whiskey and drinking

beer. Drinking alcohol is not a particularly feminine activity; and some students consider it

unattractive ("not beautiful," "ugly") for them to get drunk, especially in public. I observed few

drunk females, especially at Texas. However, it is common to see young men drunk. But even for

men, drinking to the point of losing control or passing out is also inappropriate and unattractive.

If people "drink a little in order to enjoy together in the party" (2nd year female student) it's not

bad. As San (2nd year female) said, "Alcohol is not good, but it's not bad. My friends drink a lot,

but they still study." The primary concern is to meet one's responsibilities. If alcohol does not

interfere, it is not so serious. Most female students claim their families discourage them from

drinking alcohol, but as Nee's (2nd year female) reflection shows, not all families feel the same

way:

3! There is no legal minimum drinking age in Thailand.
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In my family everyone can drink alcohol, except me. Now I don't drink alcohol at
all. My father, my brother, and my friend tried to make me drink it, but I don't
like it. But I want to know [what it's like] to drink it. But I think I'm too young to
drink. So I promise when I'm 20 years old, I will drink whiskey. I will start.

The distinction made between beer and whiskey (the most readily available forms of

alcohol in bars) is gendered. Whiskey is stronger and therefore more masculine. Many girls who

avoid whiskey drink beer once in a while. Boys drink both beer and whiskey. There is nothing

feminine about drinking beer, but there may be elitist associations that make it more acceptable as

a drink for females. Whiskey, particularly the Thai brands, is the drink ofcommon men. It is

cheap (between 35 and 75 baht per bottle) and goes a long way (one bottle is mixed with soda

water or coke and can be shared between several friends). It is a relatively cheap high. Men

wanting to create an impression of importance and sophistication (e.g., businessmen, those

entertaining VIPs) drink expensive imports such as Chivas Regal or Hennessy. Beer falls just to

the Chivas side ofwhiskey. It costs between 50 and 60 baht per bottle and because it's not diluted

(except by the ice cubes served with all beer in Mahasarakham), one large beer provides only

about 4 small servings. The expense and association with foreigners32 give it a somewhat elevated

status compared to low-end whiskey. The higher status, foreign/modern image, lower alcohol

content, and rumored health benefits make it more attractive to females and when consumed in

moderation, do not detract from femininity. This appears not to be conceptually tied so much to

sex as to morality. Women are expected to maintain higher moral standards. But this is also a

concern of some young men. Kit, a second year male student, wrote in his journal,

I have never drunk [whiskey] and I will never drunk it, too. In the other hands, I
sometime drink beer instead. I drink it because I know that it's benefitial. Once, I
read a magazine and it told me that if you drink beers suitably (not too much) it
will be able to extend your life and make your hair healthy. Whiskey often causes
many accidents on the road.

32 Although Singha is a Thai beer, beer itself is an imported concept. The other commonly available brands
of beer in 1994 were Kloster (German beer brewed in Thailand) and Carlsberg (Danish beer brewed in
Thailand). Since 1994, the beer market has grown which has increased competition.
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Kit recognizes the negative consequences ofwhiskey and wants to avoid them. Drinking is

strongly associated with masculinity. Kit may be perceived by his friends as less masculine, but

his high moral standards earn him respect in the eyes ofmany SWU students.

Alcohol is not the only reason students go to Texas. Whether one drinks alcohol or

orange Fanta, Texas provides a relaxed setting to get to know and flirt with others. The larger the

group, the more obvious fun the patrons generally have. Tables of couples in bars are usually less

animated, with less talk, less laughter, and fewer smiles than tables of larger groups. Even

students withfeen often prefer to go out in groups. This is equally true in food shops.

One other establishment is worth noting because it is one of the more risque places SWU

students frequent. Sparks33 is the only disco (called tek, short for "discoteque") in Mahasarakham.

It is located in town, just a bit up the road from the market. Sparks looks like a movie theater

from the outside with a lights and "Spark(s)" written in Thai and English (see Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3 Front entrance to Sparks, the Mk in Mahsarakham

There is an entrance fee of 50 baht and so it is somewhat expensive for local students. One pays

the fee and climbs stairs to the second floor where one enters a very large room that has

approximately 40 tables with chairs and bar stools. There is a large stage at the far end where

bands perform. When bands aren't playing, pulsating Thai pop music is pumped throughout the

place. There is a dance floor in front of the stage, but customers also dance by their tables as it

33 In English it is called "Sparks" but in Thai it is sabaak. The "r" is silent and the final "s" is omitted.
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can get very crowded in Sparks. Customers are both men and women, but as with the bars, there

are more men. Whiskey, beer, and soft drinks are available as are some snacks such as popcorn.

Like Texas, people come in small and large groups, but rarely alone. The dim lighting and large

crowd allow for greater anonymity than other bars. A police officer confirmed that there are a

number ofprostitutes at Sparks and that he believes some are students, possibly from SWU.34

Sparks attracts a much seedier element than does Texas. One ofmy research assistants

was sitting outside the club waiting for a friend one night when a man approached her and gave

her information to pass on to her friends about where they can get abortions more cheaply than at

the hospital.35 This element of danger and the unknown that is associated with Sparks is part of its

attraction to students. They do not necessarily want to participate in the socially unacceptable

behaviors that go on there, but they are curious about them.

Getting to and from the activities is as much a part ofmodern courtship as the activities

themselves. As mentioned earlier, transportation on motorcycles provides couples a situation in

which to engage in courting (flirting) behavior. About half the students own a motorcycle. This is

also a fairly "safe" way to test the feelings of another person. When a man or woman offers

another a ride, the invitee can decline if slhe doesn't wish to encourage the inviter in his or her

pursuit. Alternatively, if the invitee wishes to express interest, slhe may accept the ride and

encourage or discourage further interest through body posture and interaction on the vehicle.

Those who don't have motorcycles have bicycles, and a very few have cars. Students give each

other rides on their bicycles, but it is not as conducive to physical flirtation as is riding on a

motorcycle.

34 The police officer accompanied me to Sparks (along with my housemate) the first time I went there. To
show me the prostitutes, he had one brought to our table. I chatted with her but did not talk to her about her
profession due to the awkward situation.
35 It was in another district in Mahasarakham province.
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Sexual Behaviors

Casual male-female contact is no longer considered a violation ofpropriety. The students

giggle and blush when asked to hold hands (e.g., as when playing a game or shaking hands for an

English class lesson on Greeting) or engage in other such close contact, but usually only if they

don't already know each other. Laughter in such situations draws attention to the questionable

behavior and turns it into play so that it is not regarded as sexually meaningful. In class,

behaviors that breach traditional social etiquette elicit a "WOOOOOOOOOO" from students, a

playful recognition that the action is on the risque side.

Student are good-humored about love and sex, but are non-demonstrative in public. I

never observed a couple kissing in public, but my housemate did. Outside the bathrooms at the

Thay Ltnt bar, a student couple (not from SWU) was making out against the wall. In fact, it was

so shocking to my housemate, who had gone back to use the bathroom, that she literally ran out to

tell me. When I went back, they were no longer kissing, but were continuing to hang on each

other in a way that is not normally seen in Mahasarakham.

Rules ofmale-female behavior in bars are slightly looser than rules in the general public,

perhaps as consequence the alcohol more than any real adjustment ofvalues. It was not

uncommon to see a young woman with her hand on a boyfriend's thigh or back. Other subtle

signs of romantic or sexual interest include sitting close and flirtatious eye contact, much of

which could be seen in Texas, Thay Ltnt, and Sparks. Other favorite hangouts include, as

mentioned earlier, the nightmarket, food shops, Kaeng Loeng Chan reservoir (see Figure 7.4),

various spots around campus, and outside of dormitories.
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Figure 7.4 A student couple relaxing at Kaeng Loeng Chan reservoir

It is not possible to know with certainty what sexual behaviors students practice in

private. The behaviors cannot be observed and it would be naive to believe that students answered

all the questions on the survey truthfully or that the responses are representative of the SWU

student population. As was described in the section on the value of social hannony, "truth" isn't

particularly important in Mahasarakham or Thailand. It is more important to avoid conflict and

keep relationships smooth. There is, therefore, little cultural incentive for the students to respond

"truthfully" to surveys. Lyttleton (1999) recalls a group of women laughing about the

questionnaires they completed for a group of public health workers about sex. "Some apparently

refused to answer, while some answered with the first figure that came into their heads. However,

others did give the questions consideration .... The picture ofvillage women's sexuality that the

university students left with was, no doubt, partial" (p. 29). In this study, I can only infer from the

bigger picture created by the data what is going on.

The number of sexually active SWU students is unknown and undetennined by this

study. Ms. Chawpraphan of the Public Health Department speculated that for male and female

students, it's about 50% and 10%, respectively. However, only 5% of the female respondents to

the survey said they have had sex or would have sex at that time. I strongly suspect that sexually

experienced females self-selected out ofthe surveyor simply wrote otherwise. Other evidence
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(the experiences and opinions of teachers, police, doctors, nurses, and students) suggests that

female SWU students are more sexually active than does the survey. Nearly all of this is

anecdotal. Perhaps more important than whether student have actually had sex (one time? ten

times? one hundred times?) is what they think about university students being sexually active.

Almost half the female respondents and nearly one third of the male respondents said they

approve ofpremarital sex if the couple plans to marry.36 Even more males and only slightly fewer

females approve ofpremarital sex ifboth parties are consenting. That more males approve of

consenting adults than engaged adults appears to be an anomaly, or it may be that respondents

considered the possibility that a man could force a woman to whom he is engaged to have sex.

Whether students are sexually active or not, it is noteworthy that a significant number find it

acceptable, given the right circumstances. In fact, a small number of female students confessed to

me that they would sleep with a boyfriend if they had one and were serious about their

relationship.

A small number of students choose to live with their feen. 37 Couples living together keep

their situations rather quiet and prefer that family and teachers not know; so exactly who is living

like this isn't obvious. As described by students, the boy often simply stays with the girl in her

dorm room, though it also happens the other way around. Couples don't usually rent a room or

apartment together. Many students know of someone who is living with afeen. This probably

would not cause much fuss were the lovers not students. In the old days, moving in together was

enough to establish a marriage. Even today, many couples choose not to register their marriages,

though registration is required to render a marriage legal. If a couple publicly lives like a married

couple, they are generally considered married. Because students do it privately, it is not

recognized even by those who know, as a marriage equivalent. Further, it was explained to me by

36 Xenos et al. (1993) found in their national survey of rural men, that they highly approve of premarital sex
if the couple plans to marry, while females were less accepting.
37 Living together is usually referred to as yitu duay kan or yitu kin kan. Xenos, Pitaktepsombat, & Sittitrai
(1993) found that low numbers ofrural Thai young men approve ofcouples living together.
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university instructors that it is inappropriate and a violation ofuniversity rules for undergraduate

students to be married.

Though this study was unable to determine to what extent students are sexually active, it

does shed some light on their attitudes towards different sexual behaviors (see Appendix N).

Respondents to the questionnaire were for the most part opposed to non-married couples

engaging in any kind of intimate contact, even mouth-to-mouth kissing. For example, only 18%

ofmales and 5% offemales approved ofkissing deeply (juup beep duuddintm). Males gave

couples greater latitude than did females. No females approved of the touching of genitals or

breasts while a few males did. Students find many more behaviors acceptable between couples

who are engaged or married. Approximately half of respondents approve of touching genitals and

breasts if the couple is engaged. And one-fifth (27% ofmales, 16% of females) even approve of

anal sex (ruam pheet thaang thawaan nak) for these couples. This is significant because anal sex

was described as abnormal or unnatural by 92% of respondent -- something they think people

don't do, though not necessarily something people shouldn't do. Sado-masochism was not

included in the questionnaire and was mentioned by only a few students during the research. Only

about a quarter of the respondents said that cunnilingus and fellatio are abnorma1.38 Oral sex39 is

common in Thai pornographic movies and magazines, though it is possible these reflect viewers'

fantasy rather than actual practice. Oral sex poses an interesting hypothetical dilemma in that

women's vaginal secretions were traditionally believed to have a negating effect on men's

power/potency. Further, as the highest point on the body, the head is the body part of greatest

38 The wording of the three questions from which this information comes was problematic. Part 3, question
3 asked, "Which behaviors are abnormal or unnatural?" There is a distinction between abnormal and
unnatural. Abnormal could be taken as "atypical," that is, most people don't do it. That is not the same as
being unnatural which suggestions a violation of nature. It also does not necessarily mean that students
disapprove of it. However, taken in combination and based on other data collected, the responses to these
questions reflect normative social ideas, though not necessarily knowledge of actual behaviors.
39 The survey used the term oral sex transliterated into Thai. My research assistants believed this would be
most familiar to most students.
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respect; and as part of the lower body, the genitals have much lower status.40 Bringing the two in

contact, particularly during cunnilingus, would seem to violate these social rules. But no male

ever mentioned this as a concern and a few who talked about it expressed enthusiasm about it.

Anal sex carries a stigma that oral sex does not based on two factors: a) anal sex is

associated with kee and kathrey, and b) anal sex is known to be riskier for transmission of AIDS

than is oral or vaginal sex. However, because sexual identity is only minimally tied to sexual

behavior, the first factor is less of a consideration than it might be in a culture in which sexual

identity is largely defined by sexual behavior. Additionally, I would suggest that when students

describe anal sex as abnormal, it is an appropriate social response and accurately describes

society's view of it. However, this does not mean they disapprove of it or would not do it

themselves. Even students who have tried anal sex are not likely to respond in a positive way.

They aren't necessarily lying or misleading, but are behaving as good Isaners, giving socially

appropriate answers.41 This study is not, therefore, able to say whether students actually have or

have not had anal sex or oral sex, but it does reveal the social attitudes towards them. Further,

anal sex is reportedly a more common male-male behavior than male-female behavior. Relatively

few students who responded to the survey were gay (probably only 5) or lesbian (maybe 1).

However, in other venues, gay males reported that many males (gay and sometimes straight) have

engaged in anal sex on at least one occasion. This is another possibility -- that students dismiss

singular or infrequent experiences entirely when reporting on behavior.

Masturbation (self-stimulation) is believed by most students (70% of respondents) to be

usual behavior. Male students clearly have more experience with this sexual activity, and most

40 In daily life, Thais are highly conscious of the position of the head. Adults touch each others heads only
in very close relationships or in required contexts (e.g., at a hair salon). One also never steps over another
since that would place one's feet above the other's higher body parts. Further, when passing a seated person
of higher status, one normally stoops to lower one's head out of respect for the seated person.
41 Unreliable information obtained from interviews and survey is not unique to this study or this topic. It is,
however, likely that the more sensitive (Le., culturally inappropriate) the topic, the more likely the
informants' information will be unreliable, particularly when the information cannot be verified through
observation or conversations with others.
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masturbate at least a few times a month. Far fewer female students reported self-stimulation (73%

responded that they never do it). There was no indication that this lower female rate ofbehavior

was due to any negative connotation in particular: Students do not speak ofmasturbation as

something shameful, sinful, or abnormal. However, male masturbation is a more talked about

topic; boys joke about it with their friends. There is some common social knowledge about male

masturbation -- that it is done and how it's done (the euphemism "fly a kite" suggests the

movement). Females do not have much exposure to information about female masturbation (often

euphemistically referred to as "gathering flowers" or "going fishing" ). I never heard girls

mention it unless specifically asked. This lack of information may fail to stimulate curiosity and

sexual self-exploration. Males believe people masturbate to relieve stress (81%) and because it

feels good (33%). Females too believe it relieves stress (69%), but also that it is instinctual

(33%). This would further explain why fewer females masturbate. The male sex drive is believed

to be stronger, thus the instinct to satisfy one's sexual urges on one's own would be stronger in

males.

Sexual behavior still seems to be very much a male domain. Though students focus on

female sexuality (its expression rather than repression) more than previous generations, their

knowledge, understanding, and support of it are much less than that ofmale sexuality. One sexual

realm in which women have had control is birth control. Among married people, contraceptives,

because most are used by women, are a women's domain. The most popular forms are tubal

resection, IUD, daily pill, Norplant, injection, and vasectomy. Vasectomies are being promoted

by the government because they are easier and cheaper than tubal resection, but men worry that

the operation will affect their sexual ability. There are no educational programs about birth

control for students. Family planning in Thailand is concerned exclusively with families. Also,

the dynamics surrounding the use ofbirth control by students are different than for married

people. Students do not view contraception as a woman's domain. They overwhelmingly think
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that both parties should be responsible or that it depends on the situation. Phannacists report that

the methods most purchased by students are (a) condoms, (b) daily oral contraceptives, and (c) 1-

hour pills. They would, of course, not be able to comment on use ofwithdrawal as a fonn ofbirth

control; this is the third most popular method students would choose for themselves (preceded by

condoms and daily oral contraceptives). Birth control is not an embarrassing topic because "it's a

nonnal topic for humans so we can protect and plan our lives" (l st year female). But their

knowledge of it is insufficient to allow them to protect themselves against pregnancy. This is an

area of concern. Although students do not appear to be highly sexually active, many are willing to

in the right circumstances. So although the student population is not a sexually active one, it has

the potential to be, especially in the context of serious relationships.

Mate Selection

Talking about romantic partnerships is difficult, not the least because relationships are so

complex and fluid. Students distinguish between dating, flirting, and courting, but a relationship

can take on a new status without a clear transition, or even agreement by both parties. Students

date to find friends, for fun, to relax, to have new experiences, and to solve problems. But these

relationships are usually treated more as friendships, albeit sometimes special friendships. Most

students (92% of respondents to the survey) claim they date. About halfhavejeen. Choosing a

marriage partner is much more serious. There is a distinction made between the people students

date and those they want to marry. The people students choose to date are not all potential

marriage material. As a fourth year male said, "the people you date are for fun; the person you

marry must have more responsibility than the people you date." Others seem to agree:

"... you are trying people when you date; the person you marry is forever." (1 st

year male)
"... the person I marry must be a leader, an adult. I still have a lot to learn about
the opposite sex." (1 st year female)
"The people you date are not as sincere. The people you date are nonnal friends."
(2nd year male)
"I usually date friends. I don't want to marry them. I am not able to have sex with
them." (3rd year male)
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"... for fun... for love... [the people you date are] more like friends" (3rd year
female)

However, the qualities students look for in boyfriends and girlfriends are similar to the qualities

they would look for in a husband or wife. Some student relationships move from dating to

courting. Several ofmy own students later married classmates. Their relationships began as

classmates, moved into friendships, then flirting/dating, and ultimately marriage, for many just a

year or two after graduation. Few students plan on marrying this early. Students generally think it

is best for females to marry in their mid to late 20s and males to marry in their late 20s to early

30s.

Desirable/Undesirable Qualities

The qualities students value in a potential mate show definite differences in ideals for

men and women as was discussed in "Views ofHusbands, Wives, Mothers, and Fathers."

Students also made a distinction between the people they deet (see "Boyfriends and Girlfriends")

versus those they might marry. However, when English majors were asked about their ideal

"girlfriend" or "boyfriend," the qualities they described were very similar to those of ideal wives

and husbands. It seems the word deet connotes a non-serious situation, whereas at least in some

instances, using the English "boyfriend" or "girlfriend" indicates something more akin to a long-

term partnership. Even phftan chaay and phftan ying (literally boy friend and girl friend) seem to

evoke ideals very similar to ideal husbands and wives.

Beauty is frequently mentioned in Thai literature about desirable qualities, especially for

women. It is emphasized less in Isan literature, but still appears with great frequency.

Theoretically, beauty is a product of one's merit: One who is born with natural beauty earned it in

past lives; one who is born without, earned that, too. But nowadays one's beauty can be improved

through various cosmetics which in some ways has raised the expectation for all, and in other

ways has evened the playing field. Regardless, beauty remains to some degree a measure of one's
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moral worth (Van Esterik, p. 105). Radiant beauty is evidence ofmorality in women, and men to

a lesser extent.

While all students admire a beautiful or handsome person, there is an element ofmistrust,

too. If a lover is too beautiful or handsome, s/he will be appealing to other people and may not be

loyal. As Bua (2nd year female) wrote,

Many times I have a crush on a handsome boy. I always think I don't want to
marry a handsome boy because I think a handsome boy doesn't honest with his
girlfriend. So if I have a boyfriend, my boyfriend maybe isn't handsome, but he
isn't a dandy person....He is a responsible, kind person and loves only me.

Although boys put greater emphasis on appearance in their writing and in speech, and girls

downplayed the significance of appearance, both males and females ranked it at about mid-level

in the survey.42 The most important qualities were almost the same for males and females, though

in slightly different order (see Table 7.1).

Table 7.1 Important characteristics in a girlfriend/boyfriend, ranked in order of importance (1 =

most important; see Appendix J for the entire question)
important to males important to females

1. good person 1. good person
2. responsible 2. responsible
3. loyal/fun (tied) 3. loyal
4. 4. takes care of me
5. takes care of me / kind (tied) 5. loves me / kind
6. 6.
7. loves me 7. intelligent
8. good body 8. fun
9. virgin 9. good body
10. intelligent 10. doesn't drink
11. pretty 11. doesn't smoke
12. good looking 12. good job
13. good dresser / doesn't drink (tied) 13. good looking
14. 14. good dresser
15. doesn't smoke 15. virgin
16. same hobbies 16. rich
17. good job 17. same hobbies
18. rich 18. not poor
19. hard working 19. hard working
20. same nationality 20. same nationality
21. not poor 21. good reputation
22. good reputation 22. pretty

42 Siiay is used much like "pretty" is in English. One doesn't normally describe men as siiay which explains
why females ranked it last. Both people and things can be siiay.
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After observing couples together, I realized that students have very different standards of

beauty. As mentioned earlier, beauty, particularly women's beauty, has long been of great

importance in elite, Central Thai culture (see Van Esterik, 2000, p. 129-161, for an analysis of the

connection between gender, beauty, and the national agenda). The current national standard of

beauty (described by Van Esterik as the "Miss Universe standard"), perpetuated in the popular

media and through beauty contests, is "shoulders broader than hips, a long neck, straight rounded

arms, legs in proportion to hips, straight feet, hair suited to face, long fingers, clean nails, straight

back, and breasts not too large or too small ... twenty years old, at least 160 em. tall, and near the

golden proportions 33-22-35 inches" (Van Esterik, p. 142). Light skin and good teeth are also

required. Female students take this standard to heart in evaluating themselves. However, many

very average-looking girls are apparently pretty in their boyfriends' eyes. As the ranking in Table

7.1 indicates, beauty is only moderately important.

Responsibility is one quality that is emphasized much more when discussing spouses than

when discussing boyfriends, girlfriends, or dates. In interviews and conversations, it was

mentioned more frequently in relation to men, though males and females ranked it equally high in

the questionnaire. On average it was ranked number two (see Table 7.1) by males to describe

ideal girlfriends, but only one student mentioned it in a similar open-ended question.43 The

stereotypes ofmen and women are that men tend to be irresponsible, and women are responsible.

So, although being responsible is an important quality in a girlfriend for male students, they don't

often bring it up in conversation because it is, to some degree, assumed to be true. However,

when prompted, male students confirmed that it is important.

Poor is not a desirable quality, but since most people in Isan are poor, it is a relative

quality. A bumper sticker on an Udon-Ubon bus read, "Mia lingphro jon" (My wife ran away

because I'm poor). There is a general desire among students to improve their economic situations.

43 Part 1, Question 38, A good girl friend has what personality, habits, and duties?
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This is a reasonable expectation and students suggest that economic situation figures prominently

in their mate selections. Security and stability are important, not great wealth. No one was willing

to marry someone who was jobless. Economic status, or economic potential, are greater for mate

selection than for date selection.

According to the survey responses, age is important. Women expect to marry a man who

is older, and men expect to marry a woman who is younger. This reproduces the elder-younger

sibling structure (phfi-niJong) with the husband as the elder, and is the social preference in

Mahasarakham and throughout Thailand. The elder is expected to look after and protect the

younger, as the husband is expected to look after and care for his wife and family. The relative

age preference fits with other values. Those who go against this preference are not criticized

though an inversion of relative ages of a man and woman will arouse some humorous comments.

I attended the wedding of a teacher who married a man 10 years her junior -- very unusual. They

are both very attractive, have similar educational and career backgrounds (he is also a teacher),

and outside of their relative ages, seemed a highly appropriate match. At the wedding I was

surprised at how few comments I heard about their ages -- only one or two mild teases. More

common are marriages between people of the same age. This situation, too, fails to conform to

the social preference, but among university students occurs with some regularly since students

become close to their classmates. Because husbands are the leaders in a family and because age is

important in determining status, questions of status are simplified if the leader is also the elder. It

is very tidy, clear, and appropriate that the husband be older. To be otherwise is not wrong or

unheard of; it just does not fit as neatly into the existing social structure.

In general, the qualities one looks for in a boyfriend or girlfriend or spouse are the

qualities that make a person better all around. People want to be with the best person they can,

weighing all criteria and weighting those which are more important. Students' criteria sometimes

differ from their parents' criteria.
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Role ofthe Family

Few Isaners practice arranged marriages, and probably never did, at least formally. But

families were traditionally responsible for negotiating brideprice and marriage. However, children

have always had significant influence over their parents' negotiations since they had the option to

elope should their parents not go along with their choice ofmate. These days, children choose

their own partners with varying degrees ofparental intervention. Parental approval of a mate is

more important for girls than boys. Only 12% ofboys would not marry someone their parents

didn't approve of. The other 88% are split between marrying them anyway and not being sure.

One quarter ofgirls would not marry someone ofwhom their parents did not approve, one quarter

would, and 50% are not sure. Although parental involvement in mate selection continues to be

important, historically in Isan there have always been acceptable ways for a couple to marry

without parental consent. The most common was to elope: A man came to his beloved's house in

the middle of the night, got her, and they left. Upon their return, they would ask forgiveness from

the girl's parents, pay a brideprice and carry on normally. Also, as was described earlier, a man

could simply sneak in and spend the night in the woman's bed, forcing a marriage. Most students

who want to marry also want a marriage ceremony and hope very much for the approval of their

parents. Brideprice in Isan is called khiia s'insrJo(. Khiia s'insrJO( is also sometimes referred to in

Thai as khiia nom or khiia naam nom, and means the price of the mother's milk. It is very much

perceived as paying the parents (especially the mother) for all the care given to their child.

Throughout Thailand brideprice is still given in various forms. The groom's family is expected to

pay for the wedding, which nowadays is sometimes a large and expensive affair. Sometimes the

groom's family gives money or goods directly to the couple rather than to the bride's family since

many couples nowadays take up neolocal residence away from the bride's family, though they are

commonly married in the bride's village or town and stay there for a few days.
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It is understandable that girls would be more concerned about their parents' approval of

their betrothed since daughters typically stay to care for aging parents, the youngest remaining

permanently. The actual number of girls who fulfill this obligation is fewer than in the past. SWU

produces many teachers who are assigned to schools away from their family homes. Physical

obligations of care may convert to financial if circumstances require it. In the modern cash

economy, money is more important than labor to the elderly.

Parental approval of a spouse, though desired, is no longer as important as it once was.

The transformation ofthe economy and greater exposure to foreign practices has transformed the

interests and to some degree values ofparents and children in the childrens' choice of spouse.

Parents will still be dependent on children for assistance, primarily financially. Children,

however, are less dependent on their parents as they gain marketable skills and earning potential

through their education. Most will live and work away from their parents, so while parental

approval is desired, it is not necessary to live a happy life.

This chapter has shown that the meanings students attach to sexuality are expressed and

negotiated in the context of social relationships, most significantly those with family, friends, and

romantic partners. Though students talk about radical changes in the behavior and ideas ofyoung

people relating to sexuality, the ethnographic evidence shows that SWU students retain many

traditional ideas about sex and sexuality.

Relationships within the family have not so much changed as they have adjusted to new

social and economic contexts. Children are still very much obligated to their parents, though

available avenues of repayment ofthe obligation have changed. Financial support is increasingly

given rather than moral (merit) or physical (labor) support. Students remain highly committed to

and involved in their families' well being.

Through friendships at the university, students regain some of the help and care they lose

when they move away from their families. Teachers also serve as parental substitutes, but close
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friends provide the intimacy and understanding of the family. Groups of friends are little social

groups and through them sexual identities are socially reinforced.

Romantic attachments, though potentially distracting for students, are nonetheless a part

of student life. Students who deet usually do so in groups. These relationships are more like

friendships though they can grow more serious. This is one of the major departures from past

cultural practice. Males and females have much closer platonic relationships now than in the past.

They do not perceive a constant threat of sexual impropriety and believe they learn a lot from

mixed-sex friendships. Students who are involved with a single person in a rather serious or

intense way usually refer to themselves as fEEn. These are committed relationships, which are

expected or hoped to lead to marriage. Even within these more serious relationships, incidences

of sexual behavior appear to be low though they are more permissible as long as they are kept

private.

The desirable qualities ofboyfriends and girlfriends are very similar to the desirable

qualities ofhusbands and wives. These are very much in keeping with a traditional ideology in

which men and women had complementary roles in the home and village. The family has had to

relinquish some control over students' sexuality and thus choices of spouse. Geographical

distance, potential economic independence, and an increased emphasis on marrying for love have

resulted in a greater desire for personal choice ofmates. However, students' commitment to their

families continues to ensure that parents will be taken care of in their older years, despite the

changing socio-economic context.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION

Sex is so fundamental to the Western world view, we sometimes fail to consider other

interpretations, especially when the concepts seem so similar. This becomes a much more

difficult task for U.S. anthropologists as globilization brings to the world Western images and

ideas about sex, some of which are rejected, others ofwhich are integrated into local cultures. But

even when integrated, the concepts take on new meanings. How they are integrated and what they

mean in new cultural contexts depends on how they are married with preexisting and other

incoming concepts. Sex is a challenging aspect of a culture to study because it is broad,

pervasive, and so seemingly "natural." These qualities, which render it challenging, also make it

vitally important to understand if one want to understand much about a culture at all.

The achievement of this study is, I believe, its successful articulation of an extremely

broad and culturally integrated concept, pheet (sex) in Thailand. Rather than distracting the reader

with overly simplified "answers" to the question What is pheet?, it arms the reader with a variety

of information to allow the reader to begin to understand pheet, at least from the social and

cultural position ofuniversity students in Mahasarakham, in different contexts. Using both

qualitative and quantitative methods, this study revealed what students in Mahasarakham mean

when they talk about pheet and how they chop the concept up into meaningful categories,

meanings that emerge in relation to other concepts.

Isan students' understandings of and relationships to concepts associated with sex likely

differ from students at, for example, Chulalongkorn University in Bangkok or Chiang Mai

University in the North. Isan students speak a different language, have their own festivals, eat

different foods, look different, face different kinds of stereotypes and discrimination, have grown

up among a people culturally and historically connected to both the Lao and Siamese, and are

oriented differently to the dominant central region. It cannot be assumed that their world is sexed

in the same way as all Thais; research must be done to investigate the similarities and differences.
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This is a first step for sorting out the meanings of sex in Northeast Thailand, and a step towards

future regional comparisons in Thailand as a whole.

SWU students are in a transitional phase of their lives, in the process of taking on the

responsibilities of adults. Male and female students experience life differently. Not only do they

have different interests and face different situations, but the expectations placed upon them differ.

Sex-related expectations are not limited to families, where much socialization takes place, but

come from many different sources, including the local social environment, the university,

Bangkok, which dominates Thailand's economic, political, and cultural discourse, and abroad.

These sources are sometimes in agreement and other times in conflict. It is in these loci of tension

that students have the most room to negotiate their own (individual) meanings, and here where at

a societal level much culture change takes place. To get at the meanings ofpheet, this study

explored different aspects to the concept as well as related concepts that contribute to an

understanding of it, particularly those that appear to be incongruous.

The Complexity of the Cultural Construct Pheet

The concept pheet, though easily defined in a Thai-English dictionary ("kind, sex, gender

in grammar," Sethaputra, 1994) is much more complex in social practice. It refers to sexual

behavior, two categories ofhumans (pheetyzng, female sex, and pheetchaay, male sex), and less

directly to social categories. The more commonly used sex-related categories are phuuyzng

(girl/woman) and phUuchaay (boy/man). In most instances, phUuyzng and phUuchaay mirror the

biological categories pheetyzng and pheetchaay, but there is some flexibility. A person may be

pheetchaay and phuuyzng, that is, biologically a male, but socially a girl/woman. Many kathcey

are like this. Likewise, a person may also conceptually be a pheetyzng and a phUuchaay.

It has been shown that SWU university students recognize and distinguish between sex

(categories sorting physical bodies) and gender (categories sorting social roles) both conceptually

and linguistically. They do not, however, have words that correspond to the terms sex and gender.
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This caused some difficulty for this researcher: How to get students to talk about the social

aspects of sex without redefiningpheet for them? Usually, I resorted to explanations that in

essence did define the concept (e.g., What about being a man and being a woman? How do these

relate to pheet?). However, students seemed comfortable talking about gender, even when I'd said

I was interested in learning about the topic ofpheet. Most Isaners' biological and social sex are

the same, and this is considered the preferred situation, the norm, so pheet invokes both

meanings, indirectly ifnot directly.

Because of the preference for pheetying (females) being phUuying (girls/women) and

pheetchaay (males) beingphuuychaay (boys/men), intermediate categories (kathrey, kee, and

thfJfJm-dfi) are socially criticized, even though socially recognized. Kathrey, kee, and thfJfJm-dfi

are most criticized when they most stand out and challenge the existing social order, that is, cause

social disharmony. The stereotype ofkathrey as being loud, overtly sexual, and comedic, with

sexy, modern clothes, lots ofmakeup, and coiffed hair is an example ofthe kind of intersexed

person who does not fit into the existing social order. Neither men nor women should act like this

in social settings. Kathrey, whether males or females, can fit in if they adopt either the normal

social roles ofmen or women. Indeed, male kathrey, were often described as excelling at women's

activities such as cooking, sewing, and designing. Acceptance of kathrey who fully adopt an

existing social role does not require community members to make adjustments to their social

order. 1 Since kathrey cannot reproduce, the only relevance of their biological makeup is in

relation to sexual behavior, a private matter. Surely community members may discuss or joke

about it, but that is probably true for any scenario people see as unusual or interesting.

Additionally, some students assume that in sexual intercourse (with men), the male kathrey has

1 The thoom-dii relationship may also be acceptable if each party fully adopts a different social role (i.e.,
one the man's role, one the women's). A thoom-dii relationship, played out socially as a man and woman,
may do this. I am unable to do more than speculate since I did not speak to or know ofany thoom-dii in
Mahasarakham.
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the receptive role, mirroring the copulatory role of a woman, further reinforcing the kitthcey's

social status as a woman.

Kee and thoom-dfi find less social acceptance than do kitthcey, because it is difficult for

them to both be "out" and fit into the social order. Many, even some SWU students, consider kee

and thoom-dfi mentally defective. Jackson (1999) writes,

Based on a masculine-feminine binarism, the Thai sex/gender order is maintained
so long as a male upholds his status through the performance ofmasculinity, or
conversely, ifhe abandons his masculinity and assumes the feminized status of
kathoey. (p. 239)

Kee and thoom-dfi are sexually ambiguous in terms of social roles, not in terms ofbiological or

erotic sex as in the US. Sexual behavior, because it is private and does not define sexual identity

or preference, is secondary to social performance. Adherence to existing public social roles, some

of which can be quite flexible, is much more important. The inability to resolve the daily life

practices of kee and thoom-dfi with existing social categories creates confusion and social

conflict. Closeted kee and thoom-dfi may be able to maintain the appearance of "real men"

(phuuchaay thEE, males who adopt men's social roles) and "real women" (phUuyfng thEE, women

who adopt women's social roles), and thus reduce social conflict and hostility, by marrying and

carrying on same-sex relationships outside of their marriage. Others find less clandestine ways to

accommodate their relationships. Kee and thoom-dfi encounter criticism when they SadEEng fJok,

that is, publicly show that they are kee or thoom-dfi. Jackson (1999) describes this as "an

unspoken but almost universally understood ethic of 'don't ask, don't tell' ... an open secret

amongst family, work colleagues, and heterosexual friends" (pp. 237-238). As long as they adopt

normative gender roles, social conflict is minimized.

Maintaining social harmony includes maintaining social order. So examining those who

fall in between or outside "normal" categories can help to clarify what exactly the social order is.

This is why, although relatively few students are kathoey, kee, or thoom-dfi, I spend a great deal

of time discussing them. Sometimes the rules become clearer when they are broken. Although
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SWU students and the SWU community in general believe they are more tolerant and

understanding of kee (and th@@m-dfi) than less educated, less cosmopolitan people, there is still a

marked disapproval expressed for kee, which is conveyed in indirect comments (e.g., putdowns of

men who are not acting masculine enough by suggesting they may be "kee"). And though I did

not knowingly speak to any th@@m-dii, they were mentioned primarily in negative contexts (e.g.,

the student screaming at her alleged lover's door in a jealous rage).

Changes in the social structure and economy have increased opportunities for kee and

th@@m-dfi to live comfortably without having to adopt traditional social roles. More highly

educated kee and th@@m-dii are able to live self-sufficiently without a traditional spouse, because

their livelihood depends on cash, not traditional cooperative labor. With good, stable jobs, they

can also continue to take care of their parents, providing them with the cash necessary to survive

in modern society (more pertinent to women than men). Further, the wealth and status that comes

with a professional job, elevates the individual, regardless of sexual identity, to a higher status. I

heard many times from many different people that having money helps people forgive one's

transgressions. As Nuu, a kathoey, explained, if you have money, people will say that whatever

you do is good. These same changes in the social organization and economy have also increased

opportunities for "real" men and women to redefine their traditional roles. Economic self-

sufficiency allows one to meet one's family and social obligations and become an adult, without

the experience ofmarriage, children, remaining with one's parents, or ordination, though of

course these things are still desired by many students. Although marriage is still considered by

most to enrich and complete life,2 there is much less pressure to marry imposed on individuals

who are self-sufficient, particularly if they are also able to contribute to their parents' well-being.

2 Students frequently use the term sombuun to describe their hope for married life. Sombuun means fully
supplied, replete, complete, healthy, perfect, abundant, rich, fertile (Haas, 1964, p. 522; Sethaputra, 1994,
p. 883). Marriage is thought to make life richer and more complete, largely through parenthood. This
notion is carried to some degree toward other species. Dogs and cats are often not spayed or neutered until
after having at least one litter (or never at all) because some feel that to fix them would deny them a natural
part of their life's fulfillment.
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If they are able to care for their parents, regardless of their marital status, they are fulfilling a

primary obligation of children. Both male and female students have more options for fulfilling

their roles as men and women.

Comparing Men and Women

This brings me back to the primary categories ofmale and female and their respective

social forms, men and women. Students maintain some very strong ideas about differences

between men and women. Some of these differences serve to exaggerate male and female bodily

differences (further suggesting the conceptual interrelatedness of sex and gender).

Physically, men are stronger and harder. Women are weaker and softer. Playing up these

characteristics has the effect ofmaking one more feminine or masculine, differences that are

reinforced by text and images in magazines (Costa & Matzner, 2002), movies, and on television

(Hesse-Swain, 1992). Women's bodies are maintained in part by refraining from hard, physical

work. Traditionally, women were and continue to be assigned tasks that, though sometimes

backbreaking (e.g., transplanting and harvesting rice), do not so much require muscular strength

as stamina. Men's bodies are maintained and enhanced (in terms ofmasculinity) by engaging in

physical activity in both work and recreation. Whether socially- or self-imposed, these socially

rewarded behaviors serves to reinforce beliefs about other differences between men and women.

It should be noted that the difference between men's and women's bodies do not appear to

indicate asymmetric status. Ifanything, students spoke more highly ofwomen's bodies. Women's

bodies are seen as more attractive, cleaner, and more fragrant than male bodies. Neither the male

nor female body is superior -- they are simply different, serving different purposes.

Although both male and female students concurred that there is no overall intellectual

difference between men and women, they feel very strongly about certain qualities associated

with one or the other sex. These beliefs have consequences on the kind of activities and jobs

appropriate for each sex. Students' understandings ofhow men and women (or tend to be)
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supports the existing division oflabor. For example, women are characterized as having more

self-control (and display this in their behaviors) but are also believed to be naturally morejayoon,

or impressionable and easily influenced. Because women are jayoon, they are not good decision-

makers and require protection and leadership. This is a common explanation for why there are

few top level women politicians, bus and taxi drivers, and doctors.3 Women'sjayoon qualities

make them unsuitable for these occupations that require making quick decisions and taking

charge; men are not sojayoon and so are more suitable leaders, both in the family and in society.

The Social Context and Meanings of Sexual Behavior for Men and Women

In Mahasarakham, young men and women grow up against a background ofvarious

expressions of relative gender balance and imbalance. The tensions between Isan and Bangkok,

tradition and modernity, are evident. These are not usually uncomfortable tensions which force

one to choose sides, but rather tensions which allow one to move back and forth depending on the

situation.

Village life, in which most SWU students grew up, is neither puritanical nor highly

sexualized, at least in comparison to the US. In Isan villages, boys and girls grow up rather

openly, sometimes sharing a bedroom with their parents (who are discreet in their sexual

activities), watching animals mate and give birth, and listening to stories ofhuman love and

passion. At festivals, such as Songkraan (New Year) and Bhun Bang Fay (Rocket Festival), they

are exposed to and educated about sexuality as they listen to sexual banter, see neighbors

prancing about with wooden phalli, and watch puppets simulate copulation. Sexual expression is

something that has an appropriate place and time, but is a normal part ofeveryone's life.

In even mildly urban settings such as the small municipal district ofMahasarakham,

sexual expression is more extensive, in part because it is commercialized. It is used to market

products and is displayed more widely than in villages. Calendars featuring nude women hang in

3 In actuality, there are a number of women doctors in Mahasarakham, though they are concentrated in
obstetrics/gynecology and pediatrics, fields dealing with women and children.
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food shops, courtesy ofvarious sponsoring companies. Chicly dressed, well-coiffed men and

women in suggestive poses advertise products from perfume to eating utensils. Misty illustrations

of couples making love (female breasts and all crotches concealed) accompany romance stories in

women's magazines. And men can pick up The International Magazine for Men by Penthouse,

which includes both information on men's fashion and provocative photographs ofnude women

(though no shots of exposed crotches as in the US version).

The meanings the mass media and government attach to sex are powerful, in some

circumstances accepted, in others contested. SWU students reject elements that threaten their

views of appropriate lifestyles, such as references to casual sex ("free sex"). At the same time,

they seem to integrate elements ofwhat they perceive as sophisticated and modern into rather

traditional roles as sons and daughters.

The cultural rules about sexual behavior in Mahasarakham, on the surface, seem

relatively straightforward and further reinforce the categories men and women. Women are

expected to demonstrate self-control in all ways. They are expected to refrain from sexual activity

outside of marriage, or at least outside of a commitment to marriage. Men are permitted, if not

encouraged, to wander, quite literally in their teenage years and figuratively after that, gathering

experience, including sexual experience. Until HIV struck Thailand, both girlfriends and wives

tolerated men visiting prostitutes because of the belief that men require greater variety and

quantity of sexual activity. Men's lives are stressful and sex is a form of stress relief. The spread

ofHIV has triggered a rethinking of this attitude because of the health risks associated with it,

risks that are made abundantly clear in television ads, on posters, and in educational pamphlets.

The concept of sexual monogamy is now developing in Mahasarakham as something of

value for both men and women. For women, it was always the social expectation. For men, it is

something quite new. Multiple sexual partners, before and after marriage, has historically served

to enhance masculinity. Except in the monkhood, sexual restraint is not expected ofmen. As the
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concept ofmonogamy creeps into the cultural body of knowledge, it has the potential to affect

husband-wife relationships in both positive and negative ways. Ifwomen benefit from monogamy

(e.g., more attention, greater sexual satisfaction), it could contribute to a redefining of sex

ideology. Ifwomen see it is greater sacrifice to satisfy their husbands, then it may add more stress

husband-wife relationships.

Isan culture now includes the belief that sexual pleasure is a male domain and sexual

relationships are largely for the benefit ofmen. Much public discourse, probably influenced by

ideas from Bangkok, plays down women's sexual desires, emphasizing women's interest in

reproduction, rather than erotic stimulation. So, once a woman has had children, she has no real

.use for sex and it becomes a chore. Women who think like this are quite amenable to their

husbands' visiting prostitutes or seeking sexual satisfaction outside of the marriage. There is

evidence that historically Isan culture recognized that wives, too, have sexual needs. Proverbs and

folktales state that it is a husband's duty to fulfill his wife's sexual needs. Nowadays, the idea of

sex being primarily for the enjoyment ofmen is being challenged, primarily in westem-

influenced mass media and among the more highly educated. However, even some SWU

professors who believe scientific studies of female physical sexual response, continue to

contribute to the discourse on women's disinterest in sex for pleasure.4 Students, too, reflect this

perspective to some extent in their discourse. However, students ofboth sexes seem hopeful that

they will have enjoyable sexual relationships with their future spouses.

Although there is some ambiguity, sexual experience tends to improve the status ofmen

and worsen the status ofwomen. A nurse at the anonymous clinic explained it this way: "The

woman [in a relationship] wants to be his last, the man wants to be her first." Her comments are

fairly consistent with SWU students' attitudes and behaviors, though SWU men don't appear to be

4 This may not be hypocritical. Women may be recognized as having sexual desire and response, but that
desire and response may fail to be stimulated, either intentionally or unintentionally. This is an issue
beyond the scope of this particular study.
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as sexually active as males in the general Thai population. The nurse went on to explain that more

highly educated people understand that sexual behavior is controllable. The students, despite their

education and only in part because of their inexperience and age, are not fully convinced of this,

nor are some of the SWU faculty -- some of the most educated people in the province. The idea

that men require a great deal of sexual release and variety is still very strong, as is the idea that

women have far less desire and interest in sex. Masculinity and femininity are tied up in each,

respectively, which puts men and women in difficult situations.

Because men typically gain status by initiating and engaging in sexual behaviors and

women typically lose status by doing so, female students must carefully weigh the consequences

of their actions when considering entering into any kind of romantic or sexual relationship. Men

are potential predators precisely because they have little to lose by trying -- whereas even the

implication of a sexual relationship can severely damage a woman's reputation. But of course, all

men are not sexual predators, and SWU men appear more conscious than most ofmaintaining a

good reputation, albeit a masculine one.

The difference in meaning of sexual behavior reinforces an emotional asymmetry.

Female students are more cautious in romance whereas males are given more leeway in

expressing emotion. Among SWU students, men usually express a romantic interest first, but only

after ascertaining with good certainty that the girl returns the feelings. But men, too, are limited in

how expressive they can be. Extreme emotions are not appropriate, particularly negative ones

(e.g., anger, sadness). Emotional control avoids social conflict.

In a study ofyoung, urban, educated, Vietnamese women, Soucy (200 I) describes how

the ideology of romantic love, conveyed through mass media, has strengthened a waning

patriarchal Confusian gender ideology as well as a traditional emphasis on the older brother

younger sibling relationship (similar to the phfi-noong relationship in Thailand). Despite

twentieth century reforms that empowered Vietnamese women, it is now seen as romantic for
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women to be sweet and submissive and let their boyfriends make decisions about activities. This

is a concept worth examining in Isan. Although Isaners have a literary history that includes tales

of romantic love, in practice, romantic love has been less important than other considerations in

marital relationships. Passion is something sought by men (and women, with less social

toleration) outside ofmarriage, though whether this is the same or different from romantic

behavior or love is not clear. Students use the borrowed word "romantic" with some regularity,

suggesting that it is a new concept, or perhaps an older concept that has taken on new meanings.

Young men and women at Srinakharinwirot University are coming of age in a culture that

doesn't openly tell them how to do that, a culture that sometimes presents them with conflicting

models and discourses. The messages, many of which are presented in the mass media and come

from Bangkok, are particularly inconsistent for women. On the one hand, young women are

presented as being modest, virginal homebodies, devoted to first their parents and then their

parents, husband, and children. On the other hand, they are also shown to be modern consumers

who are fashionable, sexy, and independent. There is also a hint of traditional Isan sex ideology

which values women's home and craft skills such as weaving and cooking. Increasingly, Isan

women are also exposed to role models who choose not to marry and give birth, an image in

direct conflict with the traditional model.

Young men, too, face ideological tensions between traditional and modern. One

noticeable difference is the small number ofuniversity-educated men who ordain. Ordination

transforms men from unripe (dip)to ripe (silk). A man's spiritual value is elevated when he

ordains. Upon leaving the monkhood, mean are considered more learned and are more respected.

The significance of ordination is marginalized in the image of a modern man, whereas in the past

it was a key part ofmasculinity. This begs the question, how is maturity now marked in a young

man? Graduation? A job? Marriage? Ordination at a later point? It would be valuable to follow up
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with SWU students to learn at what point they consider themselves mature adults and what events

and experiences transformed and marked that new status.

There is no similar systematic transformation for girls. In both historical and modern

times, the major socially-recognized life transformation for women seems to be giving birth. But

it is not referred to in the same raw-ripe terms as the male transformation in monkhood.5 Further,

there is no spiritual significance in giving birth, nor is the status change named; a woman simply

becomes a "mother." Even women who have never given birth can be called "mother" in social

relationships by age-appropriate individuals. Giving birth is perhaps more a life-fulfilling event

than a life-transforming one.

Modern adolescence does not deviate drastically from the old. Boys are still given greater

mobility and license to experiment, and girls are watched more carefully closer to home. But the

pursuit of education may actually limited boys' freedom and changed some of their attitudes

while expanding girls' freedom.6 Girls are permitted to travel distances to study and in doing so

move farther from their parents' control. Boys who continue their studies at universities and

colleges must carefully balance play and study. Their responsibilities as a student prevent the

kind of ribald play that young village men engage in.

University culture may reduce some status differences in the gender ideology ofyoung

men and young women, bringing them closer to a common ground. SWU student have a greater

number of acceptable options for expressing masculinity and femininity than did Isaners in the

past, though their social roles remain traditionally distinct and complementary.

5 This contradicts Keyes (1977, p. 158) who seeing the act of "lying by the fire" as transfonning a woman
from unripe to ripe (or cooked, in this case). Traditionally, a woman spent the 30 days following giving
birth to lying next to a fire in her home. This helped her to recover, the heat specifically helping her body to
heal and reshape the uterus. I don't agree with the comparison to ordination because the woman is actually
transfonned at the birth and the only linguistic designation is "mother," used as fictive kin tenn even for
women who have not given birth.
6 This is similar to the point that Mills (1999) makes about Isan women gaining freedom when they travel
to Bangkok to work in factories.
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Pheet in the Social Order

SWU students are remarkably "good" young men and women. There appear to be

relatively few outliers in terms of conforming to ideals related to being men and being women at

this stage in their lives. Most express great respect for their parents and a strong desire (backed up

by performance) to do well in school. They show appropriate respect for those ofhigher status

and in general are quite neat and modest in appearance and behavior. They are pursuing degrees

to improve their chances at finding a good job so they are able to take care of themselves and

their family.

The restrictions separating men and women in their home lives are lessened at the

university due to the normal, everyday activities associated with being a student. Modern

conveniences, such as bicycles and motorcycles, further facilitate contact. Additionally, students

see value in forming friendships with members of the other sex, as companions, study-partners,

and advisors. Mixed sex friendships usually do not draw attention if the friends are conscientious

of appearance. That is, as long as students keep their time together public, are open about their

friendship, and are not physically affectionate, their relationships are socially accepted. However,

since many a couple conceals their love as friendship, people are always on the watch for signs of

a romance. Though it is considered a demonstration ofbad character, gossiping is common.

Because of this, everyone is aware of attentive eyes and thus is highly conscious of appearances,

even those who blatantly challenge social rules. Students who havefEen (sweethearts) must make

an extra effort to appear polite and orderly if they want to maintain a good reputation in the

community.

Students date for fun and companionship. Dating is most commonly done in groups and

may involve meals, movies, picnicking, or sometimes visiting a bar. Even students who have a

fEEn most often go out in groups. It's more fun than going out as a couple and it protects the

couple from potential gossip.
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Sexual behavior is extremely personal and hidden from public knowledge. Those aspects

of sex that are considered private (e.g., erotic behavior) are not well documented in the

ethnographic or other literature for Isan youth. Although sexual behavior is considered a natural

and necessary part ofhuman life, one's personal sexual behavior is generally not considered an

appropriate topic for public revelation or discussion. Further, because students are discouraged

even from forming romantic-type relationships, they are reluctant to speak (or write) about their

own sexual behaviors. The data obtained in this study suggest that most girls are not having

sexual intercourse. Some are, in almost all cases with boyfriends. I was told of a few alleged

cases of female students having affairs with male teachers. I did not attempt to validate this

information, though I consider it fairly reliable. There were also alleged incidences of students

selling sexual services. Neither ofthese last two situations is normal, typical, or socially

acceptable, but they happen.

The number ofboys who have had sexual intercourse is surely greater, though students

perceive an overall decrease in male interpersonal sexual behavior. As one fourth year male

related, when he was a sophomore, more male students were going to prostitutes. By senior year,

they decided it wasn't a good idea because of the risk ofAIDS. As it has gradually come to be

viewed as something foolish, the number of students participating appears to have declined.

Regardless of this study's inability to determine students' actual sexual behavior, their

willingness to enter into sexual relationships in certain situations (e.g., if in a serious relationship

with plans to marry) is significant. I would argue that this is the perfect time to provide sex

education, especially for females in this group. They are not yet for the most part sexually active,

but are seeking relationships in which they would consider engaging in sexual relations.

Information on birth control, disease prevention, and reproductive health is highly relevant to

them at this point in their lives and they are receptive to it. Despite the inappropriateness of

discussing one's own sexual behavior (and the embarrassment that might accompany it), being
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infonned about this very nonnal part of life is seen as a positive thing. It is not improper or

immodest to want to know about sex and related topics.

Students are encouraged to be modest in appearance and behavior. The expression most

used to convey this is "rfapro@y." There is no English word that conveys all the nuances of

rfapro@y. Something that is rfapro@y is orderly, neat, tidy, in place. That is, the rfapro@y thing is

as it should be. Students are supposed to be neat, polite, and modest. But the greater detenninant

ofwhether someone is rfapro@y is his or her public social behavior. Of course, ideally one's

private behavior is also socially appropriate. But private behavior is not so much the concern of

others. A student may engage in inappropriate behaviors (e.g., drinking, sex), and if it is kept

private, still maintain a rfapro@y appearance. Private acts are largely regarded as one's own

business, the consequences ofwhich will be enjoyed or suffered by the individual.

It is important to comment on the role ofmorality, particularly in sexual behavior,

because the Isan application ofmorality to real life is somewhat different than in mainstream U.S.

culture. U.S. culture fonnulates rules about right and wrong, and to break one of these rules is

wrong, a sin, to commit an immoral act. Culturally, the rules tend to be absolute, though

individual practice may show different interpretations of the rules. Among SWU students, right

and wrong are not so black and white. In Mahasarkham, as in most of Thailand, moral codes are

inseparable from the cosmological order, which is based in Theravada Buddhism. In short, one's

good deeds will be rewarded and bad deeds will be punished, in either the present or a future life.

Individuals' souls are reborn over time into many different lives in which their kannic past is

worked out. One cannot escape past deeds and one's present situation is, to a large extent,

attributable to them.

This moral order says little about specific behaviors, so a great variety ofbehaviors can

be understood to be moral in context. Morality is tied to everything one does, not adherence to or

violation of specific codes. Further, sex is no more inherently a moral issue than is studying or
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distributing food. Right and wrong, accrual of merit (bun) or demerit (Map), are the consequence

of one's action in a particular context.

Despite the third precepts7 which says to refrain from sexual misconduct, there is no

consensus as to what that means. It is variously interpreted as adultery, illicit sex, sexual

misconduct, and erotic behavior. Many students believe this applies to married people only. As

one male student informed me, premarital sex "is not in conflict with the Buddhist precepts

because ifyou aren't married, it isn't adultery [phitpraweenii]." Morally, an individual's behavior

only impacts that individual and so the moral concern is not so strongly shared by the group,

though the behavior's impact on the social order is. Socially, an individual's behavior impacts

others to the extent that the behavior causes suffering and affects the relationships between the

individual and others. The effect it has on relationships (with parents, with teachers, with friends)

is minimized by discretion and keeping up a good appearance.

A strong value on maintaining social harmony greatly impacts how students deal with

sexual behavior. Ideally, because all their attention should be put into their studies, students

should not form, and thus be distracted by, romantic relationships. Their education is an

investment in the status of their family; most study as much for their parents as for themselves.

As was mentioned, the reality is that a fair number of students do have fEEn. Those who can

~aintain top grades with a boyfriend or girlfriend generate little discussion or criticism, as long as

they get good grades and otherwise act fittingly. Students who appropriately handle extra-

curricular activities (e.g., relationships, jobs, computer lessons) demonstrate maturity and an

ability to handle multiple responsibilities. While I would not go so far as to suggest that students

in romantic relationships are somehow more highly regarded than students who refrain from

relationships, they are, I believe, admired for their ability to handle so much so well. Failure to

7 It is worth repeating that precepts are not commandments (such as the Ten Commandments of
Christianity). The Ten Commandments were ordered by God based on his authority. Precepts are issued on
advice; they are guidelines that one may make an effort to follow. Few laypersons claim to follow even the
first five.
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meet one's obligations as a son or daughter and student causes conflict, particularly with parents.

But students who meet their obligations and act appropriately, cause little, if any conflict.

To understand sex, one must also understand social hierarchy, particularly patron-client

relationships. The social roles ofmen and women are embedded in social relationships, which are

in many contexts, gendered. For university students, their roles as sons and daughters, brothers

and sisters, are the most significant. In them, we see the patron-client dynamic: between parents

and children, and between older siblings (Phfi) and younger siblings (noong). Children have an

obligation to their parents, called bun khun. Parents care for their children who later repay the

obligation by providing for their parents. University students, because of the sacrifice many

parents make for their educations and because of their potential to earn a good living, are

embedded in this relationship of obligation. The phfi-noong relationship is especially relevant to

understanding sex and gender, I think, for two reasons. First, it is the earliest peer relationship

individuals experience, whether with actual blood siblings, cousins, or fictional kin. Second, it is

the model for the husband-wife relationship. When spouses or lovers use kin terms, they use phfi

and noong. And though this study did not study the phfi-noong relationship in depth, it is a topic

I'd like to take up at some point in the future.

Implications for the Future

University students migrate out ofMahasarakham to find work, often in Bangkok, or, if

they become teachers wherever their assignment takes them. University educated people are not

as easily exploited as other migrants and most will likely settle into career-track positions with

the government or with private companies. Many will achieve a higher standard of living than

other Isan people, and will have their own house, family, and modern conveniences. But their

goals are not so different from other Isan migrants with whom they share some common traits.

The students in this study plan to give back to their families, financially and in other ways. They

plan to take care of their parents as much as they are able since their parents sacrificed for their
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rearing and education. In the past this was mainly a responsibility of daughters, but sons at the

university express nearly as strong a desire to repay their parents after graduation by taking care

of their economic and material needs.

Although the data for this study are now 10 years old, the concepts described here do not

appear to have changed much, a conclusion I base on more recent studies and my own ongoing

dialogue with people in Mahasarakham. The introduction ofnew images and ideas about sex

continues, challenging students to rethink their understandings of sex in general. Students are

both advantaged and disadvantaged by this. Conflicting information sometimes forces them to

choose sides (e.g., between Isan-ness and Bangkok-ness), but the choices and opportunities open

to them are greater than for their parents. Education is a major route to economic security in an

increasingly cash-based economy, and economic security is a route to choices. Newfound

statuses, however, impact on family relationships, and consequently sex ideology, particularly as

it related to gendered social roles.

SWU students have been enculturated to worldviews both rural and urban, Isan and

Central Thai, educated and uneducated, traditional and modem, Thai and foreign. To what extent

has the mixing of cultures affected the meanings of sex in Mahasarakham? There is no "key" to

understanding the concept ofpheet among university students in Mahsarakham. Although they

are a fairly homogeneous group in terms ofbackground and experiences, their constructions,

interpretations, and applications of concepts and categories ofpheet are amalgamations of a wide

array of information from a variety of sources of cultural knowledge. To successfully damnam

nay chiiwit (proceed in life), they "read" all the cultural knowledge with which they are presented

in their experience. They interpret it and apply it in social action in ways that minimize social

conflict and maximize individual and familial gain.

The family remains a central concern for students, and their roles in it are the most

important ones at this point in their lives. To make sense of the sexed world in a way that also
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makes sense to others involves complex negotiation ofmeanings, at the foundation of which are

their roles as student-sons, student-daughters, brothers, and sisters.

Research on the role of sexuality in family relationships is very much needed to

understand the meanings of sex for Thai youth. These studies must be done among different

groups in Thailand to allow for regional and other kinds of comparison. To facilitate comparison

as well as in depth, experiential understandings, it seems highly desirable to utilize both

qualitative and quantitative methodologies in that research, particularly innovative methods (like

the journals in this study) that might help to get at sensitive issues, such as female sexual

behavior. Researchers might also consider heeding di Mauro's advice to consider that

Efforts to enact a more positive research agenda would significantly help to
promote a much-needed view of sexuality not as a source ofproblems and risks
but as a domain ofwell-being and human potential (di Mauro, 1997, p. 4)

Much sex research has been motivated by a need to address social or health problems. Research

framed in this way cannot hardly help putting some informants/respondents on the defensive. In

Thailand, and other cultures emphasizing "face-saving" and the importance of social harmony,

approaching studies of sex and sexuality from a more positive orientation may result in greater

cooperation, both in participation and in willingness to provide accurate information.
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APPENDIX A. TRANSCRIPTION OF THE THAI LANGUAGE

A Note on Language & Transcription

Lao is the primary language spoken in Mahasarakham. It is often called "Thai-Lao" or

"Isan." Thai (sometimes called Central Thai) is official language of Thailand and the language of

all government institutions. My relationship with SWU students was through the university, so

Thai was the language we used to communicate. Even most non-student infonnants spoke Thai or

a combination of Lao and Thai with me. In Isan, Lao is often referred to as "Isan" and is nonnally

written (when it's written at all) using the Thai writing system. Few Isaners are literate in Lao.

Thai and Lao both belong to the Tai family oflanguages which most likely originated in

southern China. They are close to cognates and so often the difference between the two is a

matter of tonal pronunciation or vocabulary. They are both tonal languages. There are five tones

(mid, low, rising, high, falling) though the pronunciation of Thai and Isan tones differs. Thai has

20 phonetically distinguished phonemes for 44 consonants (plus two obsolete ones), and short

and long versions ofnine different vowel sounds, plus three dipthongs. Most consonant

phonemes correspond to the primary sound of English letters. Kh, th, and ph represent aspirated

sounds. K, t, and p represent unaspirated sounds. vowel sounds are indicated in this paper by a

double letter (e.g.,plaa). There are only six final consonant sounds: m, n, ng, k, p, and 1. Other

consonants in the final position assigned one of these six sounds. l Transcription in this paper uses

the final sound, rather than the final letter to aid in pronunciation.

There is no difference between singular and plural words, so Thai/Isan words used in this

dissertation are not pluralized when used in English sentences. There is no capitalization or

punctuation. Words in sentences are not spaced; they are contiguous or grouped at the writer's

discretion. However, to assist with pronunciation and readability, transliterated words in this text

are separated by spaces.

1 For example, aakaat (mmM), meaning "air," has an M(lsI) as a final consonant, but it is pronounced It!.
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Transcriptions in this text are written according to the chart in this appendix. All

transcriptions of Thai and Isan language words are italicized. Because students infrequently used

Isan when speaking with me or around the university, few Isan words occur in this paper. All

words are Thai unless indicated in context.

Tone Markers

tone example meaning of
transcription tone Thai example transcribed example

none mid tone Uin plaa fish
a low tone 1~ kay chicken
a rising tone VI!;] muu pork, pig
a high tone LitEJ ntla beef
a falling tone ~ kUng shrimp

fJ~

Vowels

dd II' d'dAd blhrtI' d'A . ISIngle vowe In lcates a s 0 soun . ou e vowe In lcate a ong soun .

sounds like example example
phoneme (short/long) short short transcribed long long transcribed

phr4(monk)
~

Man (house)a nQt W"l~ tJ11-l

S mS!t LLW~ ph§(goat) LLl-I mts (mother)

e b~t/b~ L~l-I tf.m (full) L'VI thee (to pour)

1 bit / tree ~1i1 khid (to think) ~ sri (color)

121 bought Lm~ krJJ (island) ijEJ khrJf!. (to ask for)

0 nQte ~1-1 khQn (person) 1M too (grown up)

u boot ~1i1 jgt (dot) ~ duu (to watch)

the German ii
.£-

ph~ng (bee) fi\1-I khffltn (night)ti ~~

re mid, central, ' L'VIEJ~'VI~ thm~tha (ungainly) L~1-I dfKn (to walk)
unrounded vowel

ay trite '11-1 n~(in) -- --
aw cow L"ll raw (we) -- --
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Consonants

phoneme sounds like Thai consonants
k gecko n

kh £ow U, "J, 'l.J

ng king ~

j joy 'l

ch chip 'll., If, llJ

S ~ome 11, iPi, "', rl

Y you tl!,tJ

d gog lJ, III

t stop 1:), Ii1

th top :i,-vI,~,tl,'Vl,lQ

n new tIt,1,\

b ball tJ

p sllot tJ

ph lloem ~, '1'1, 11

f fun ~, vJ

m man l-J

r red .,
1 lemon 1'1, oW

h hand ~,;l
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APPENDIX B. NUMBER OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS AT SWU IN 1994
BY YEAR, MAJOR, FACULTY, AND SEX

1st Year
Faculty~ Education Technology Science Humanities Social Sci. TOTALS

Major.t M* F T M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T

Elem. Ed. BE 5 26 31
Art Ed. BE 15 10 25
Social Studies BE 11 24 35
English BE 4 9 13
Thai BE 3 21 24
Sci. - Math BE 2 10 12
Sci. - Chemistry BE 5 24 29
Sci. - Biology BE 7 23 30
Sci. - Physics BE 22 6 28
BioTech. BS 13 15 28
Food Tech. BS 6 14 20
Statistics BS 15 18 33
Biology BS 9 25 34
Chemistry BS 4 16 20
Applied Physics BS 18 5 23
EnglishBA 6 32 38
ThaiBA 3 23 26
Arts BA 22 7 29
Community Dev 19 16 35
BA

TOTALS 74 153 227 19 29 48 46 64 110 31 62 93 19 16 35 189 324 513
*M = male; F = female, T = total
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2nd Year
Faculty~ Education Technology Science Humanities Social Sci. TOTALS

Major.!. M* F T M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T

Elementary Ed. BE 13 20 33
Social Studies BE 6 13 19
Thai BE 6 18 24
Art Ed. BE 12 14 26
English BE 3 7 10

Sci. - Biology BE 7 12 19
Sci. - Physics BE 13 6 19
Sci. - Math BE 0 7 7
Sci. - Chemistry BE 9 16 25
BioTech. BS 6 12 18
Food Tech. BS 4 8 12
Statistics BS 18 13 31
Biology BS 9 12 21
Chemistry BS 9 9 18
EnglishBA 9 22 31
ThaiBA 3 20 23
Community Dev BA 11 8 19

TOTAL 69 113 182 10 20 30 36 34 70 12 42 54 11 8 19 138 217 355

*M = male; F = female, T = total

3rd Year
Faculty~ Education Technology Science Humanities Social Sci. Total

Major.!. M* F T M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T

Elementary Ed. BE 14 22 36
Social Studies BE 7 20 27
Art Ed. BE 10 3 13
Thai BE 6 15 21
Sci. - Biology BE 5 6 11
Sci. - Chemistry BE 10 11 21
BioTech. BS 7 8 15
Food Tech. BS 11 17 28
Chemistry BS 11 5 16
Statistics BS 9 9 18
Biology BS 6 11 17
Thai BA 4 16 20
EnglishBA 7 21 28
Community Dev BA 9 17 26

TOTAL 52 77 129 18 25 43 26 25 51 11 37 48 9 17 26 116 181 297
*M =male; F = female, T = total
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4th Year
Faculty~ Education Technology Science Humanities Social Sci. Total

Major'" M* F T M F T M F T M F T M F T M F T

Elementary Ed. BE 13 28 41
Art Ed. BE 5 5 10

Social Studies BE 9 13 22
Sci. - Biology BE 6 10 16
Sci. - Chemistry BE 5 15 20
BioTech. BS II 14 25
Food Tech. BS 18 12 30
Statistics BS 17 13 30
Chemistry BS II 7 18
BiologyBS 8 13 21
EnglishBA 7 27 34
Thai BA I 20 21
Comm. Dev. BA 5 15 20
TOTAL 38 71 109 29 26 55 36 33 69 8 47 53 5 15 5 II6 192 308
*M = male; F = female, T = total

Summarv Totals by Faculty, Year, and Sex
Ed. Tech. Sci. Humanities Social Sci. TOTAL

M* F M F M F M F M F
1st year 74 153 19 29 46 64 31 62 19 16 513
2nd year 69 113 10 20 36 34 12 42 11 8 355
3rd year 52 77 18 25 26 25 11 37 9 17 297
4th year 38 71 29 26 36 33 8 47 5 15 308
TOTAL 233 414 76 100 144 156 62 188 44 56 1473
*M = male; F = female, T = total
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APPENDIX C. SEX SURVEY IN ENGLISH2

This survey is a study about sex which is surveying college and university level students in
Amphoe Muang, Mahasarakham Province in order to collect information to use in doctoral
research by Pamela DaGrossa, a PhD student at the University ofHawaii, USA. This survey will
be of great use for various organizations, especially in Isan, such as public health, hospitals and
schools. Besides these, it will be useful to various projects and programs which are related to
sexual issues such as sex education, unplanned pregnancy, AIDS and the mental welfare ofyoung
people. This survey will not have any consequences on you. All information is confidential.
Therefore, please answer most truthfully because your information is very important for this
survey. Thank you very much for taking your time to answer this survey.

SURVEY PART 1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Survey# _

1 School

2 Sex

__ Agricultural College
__ Nursing College
__ Teachers' College

Male
Female

__ Technical College
Srinakharinwirot Univ.

__ Vocational College

3 Year in school first
second
third
fourth

__ graduate

4 Age __ years

5 Major Subject

6 Minor Subject

7 Domicile

8 Do you live in the city district? __ in the city __ out of the city

9 Your parents are

_ married, living together father/mother deceased
_ married, but separated _ married, father/mother has new partner

10 Number of children including you male children female children

11 You are child number

12 Mother's occupation

13 Father's occupation

14 Who is your primary guardian?

15 Which social class do you think you are in? lower class middle class

16 What is your current marital status? __ live with man __ single
married live with woman __ engaged __ divorced

both deceased
divorced

__ upper class

2 This is a translation of the survey given to SWU students. Dotted lines indicate page breaks in the
original. I have made an effort to preserve most other formatting, such as positioning and space allotted for
answers.
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PERSONAL SITUAnON

___ baht/month

__ working out of the house
ordained

___ hours/week

_ private dormitory (alone)
other _

television
car

__ telephone
__ CD player

17 Before you entered college/university, what were you doing first?

__ at home doing nothing __ studying in high school
__ working at home __ studying at college/univ

18 Where do you live while studying now?

_ school dormitory rent a house with friends
_live with parents/family _ private dormitory (w/ friends)

19 How much money does your guardian give you to use per month?

20 Do you have a job? __ have __ don't have

21 Ifyou have [ajob], how many hours do you work per week?

22 How much money do you make per month? baht/month

23 Do you study anything outside ofyour school (for example, computer typing, etc.)
__ study ( hr/week) __ don't study

24 Do you have the following things or not?

stereo cassette __ bicycle
VCR __ motorcycle

FRIENDS AND CONFIDANTS

25 Your closest friends are friends of the same sex of the other sex or of both sexes

26 Men and women can become friends without sexual feelings __ can __ can't or unsure

27 Having friends of the other sex is __ good __ not good or __ not important

28 In your family you are closest to who __ gradfather father brother aunt

_ grandmother mother sister uncle

SEX ROLES

29 A good man has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

30 A good woman has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

31 A good husband has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

32 A good wife has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

33 A good father has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

34 A good mother has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

35 A good son has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

36 A good daughter has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

37 A good boyfriend has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _

38 A good girlfriend has what characteristics, habits/disposition and duties? _
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unsure

unsure

39 Why do men have minor wives? _

40 Did you ever consider being a minor wife or having a minor wife? have haven't
41 Why? _

42 Did you ever go out on a date with a married person? __ have __ haven't

43 Did you ever think about being the lover ofa married person? have haven't

MALE and FEMALE

44 In the following list, check (./) the most appropriate blank in your view. Between men and women.
are the following things the same, similar or different or do you not know?

same similar different don't know
body

feelings/mind

intellect
sexual feelings

45 Between men and women, are the following body systems the same or not?

same different don't know

digestive system

muscular system

reproductive system

nervous system

digestive system
circulatory system

46 In general, are men or women more endowed with the following abilities and if one is more
appropriate for one sex than the other, write a check (..J) under nature or society depending on the cause
of the difference.

shows emotion

capable

intelligent
sexy

have sexual desires

decision-making

responsible

self-control

leadership

caring

patient/enduring

fearful
gossips

dejected

shows love

generous

confident

men
more

women
more same
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soft-hearted/weak

selfish
sincere

talkative

polite
good sense ofhumor

good speaker

resourceful
keeps one's word

47 In the following occupations, which are more appropriate for men (write an "m"), which are more
appropriate for women (write a "W "), which are appropriate for both sexes ("b").

accountant architect __ sales manager
__ salesperson __ electrical engineer __ electrical engineer
__ secretary clerk bartender
_~~~~~_~??_~ ~_~~i~~~!~s~ ~y~j!?~~~~~~!~~~~ _

soldier laborer __ carpenter
taxi driver __ elementary teacher __ secondary teacher

__ university professor doctor nurse
__ child care giver __ hotel manager __ car salesperson
__ police officer __ guard __ lawyer

bus driver __ dee jay __ postman
__ phys ed teacher cleaner __ ob/gyn

48 Will Thailand improve or decline ifmen and women have equal rights?
__ improve __ decline not sure

49 If a man and a woman have equal education, skills, and experience, which would you choose in each of
the choices given below? (Write a II."JII in front of? if you don't know.)

man woman ? man woman ?

Prime Minister

Governor

Store Clerk

Secretary

Dentist
University President

Elementary Teacher

Doctor

Friend

Soengteew Driver

SEXUAL INFLUENCES

Member of Parliament

Village Head

Homemaker

Police Officer
(Body) Guard

University Teacher

Parent

Childcare Giver

Soldier

Nurse

50 Of the following, which has the most influence on your ideas and knowledge about sex? Rank them
from 1, 2, 3... (1 has the most influence).

_ parents _ government literature _ siblings friends _ magazines
_ religion/monks el. teachers TV/radio h.s. teachers other _

51 From (these) sources of information on sex, please rank them from the most influential to the least
influential (number 1 is the most influential)

science book

_ older siblings

teachers

_ pub health workers
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_ prostitutes

TV documentaries

_ boyfriends/girlfriends _ newspapers

_ grandparents friends

TV dramas

doctors

nurses _ magazines other _

52 How old were you when you understood the meaning of the following words? If you still do not
understand, write an "X" in the blank.

age

menstruation

_ male sex organ

condom

age

sexual intercourse

masturbation

"oral sex"

age

_ ejaculation

_ female sex organ

birth control

_orgasm "clitoris" scrotum

__ embarrassed/shy

other-----

__ embarrassed/shy
other _

no different from before

felt like an adult

no different from before

felt like an adult

(53-56a, for women)

53a How old were you when you began menstruating? __ years

54a Who was the first person you told?

55a How did you feel? __ frightened
__ proud

56a How did you learn about menstruation? _

(53-56b, for men)

53b How old were you when you first ejaculated? __ years

54b Why was the first person you told?

55b How did you feel? __ frightened
__ proud

56b How did you learn about ejaculation?

ABOUT THE BODY
57/58 Which body parts are erogenous? (Everyone answer both questions.)

57 Formen

_eyes shoulders _thighs neck stomach _genitals _tongue

back _anus _lips buttocks ears breasts/chest hands

58 For women

_eyes shoulders _thighs neck stomach _genitals _tongue

back anus _lips buttocks ears breasts/chest hands

59 Which body parts are sexiest on a woman?

_eyes neck arms stomach buttocks _ ears genitals hands

feet back mouth shoulders _hips back nose chest

_legs _lips hair _genitals other

60 Which body parts are sexiest on a man?

_eyes neck arms stomach buttocks _ ears genitals hands

feet back mouth shoulders _hips back nose chest
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other _

navelstomachbuttocksneck
other _

_ legs _lips hair _ genitals

61 Which body parts do you keep covered in public?

_ cleavage chest breasts back

_ sex organs _thighs _calves shoulders

62 What do you wear when you sleep at night?

63 What do you wear when you bathe?

64 Which items describe the body ofa woman (write "W" in front of those items) and which items
describe the body of a man (write "M"). If the item describes both women and men, write "B" in front
of that item.

65 Do you like your body? __ like

__ disgusting

__ respected

soft

__ confusing

other ___ dirty

don't like

__ pure

natural

beautiful

__ smells good

clean__ sexy

_strong

smells bad

66 Ifyou could, would you want to change any part of your body? __ want to __ don't want to

67 If you want to change, what do you want to change? _

68 What is your best body part? _

69 What is your worst body part? _

70 Do you feel embarrassed about your body? _

71 Why? _

72 Is showing love the same for women and men? same not the same unsure

73 Is sexual arousal the same for men and women? same not the same unsure

74 Does orgasm feel the same for men and women? _ yes _ no unsure

75 Have you ever seen a naked body of the other sex?

_ have seen in person _ have seen in a picture __ never

76 Why do people have sex? Rank them in importance from 1-5.

__ for reproduction show love sexual desire

__ to consummate marriage

77 Do you understand menstruation?

78 Menstruation is a thing that is

to relax

understand

other _

don't understand

__ good

normal

__ necessary

inconvenient

wonderful

__ pure

no different than normal

__ shows femininity

has influence

other _

__ not good

_dirty

natural
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Insert the names you know according to the numbers
." rJV vvvv..

-t--+-; «!I{;;~?f---/
61~

.oJ fl

~
79 _

80 _

81 _

82 _

83 _

84 _

85 _

86 _

87 _

88 _

89 _

9o _

SURVEY PART2 Survey # _

has AIDS

_ different nationality

is older

doesn't drink alcohol

_ responsible

_ same nationality

_ has good reputation

_ to save money

_ to gain new experiences

_ to help each other wi problems

other

5 Are the people you date different from the people e you want to marry? _ different _ not different
If they differ, why? _

6 Are the people you have sex with different from the person you want to marry?

_ no, they have the same traits _ some things are different

_ yes, they are different I have never had sex

7 Do you have afan? _ I have I don't have

8 You have how many fan (including at present)? __ people

9 You would/will marry a person with the characteristics (write a" "ifyes)

_ poor less educated _ is handicapped

_ different religion _ has been a prostitute _ has no job

_ is not pretty/handsome has bad habits _ is younger

MATE SELECTION

1 Arrange in order the characteristics that are important to females and males (number lis most
important).

kind _ is a good person fun _ virgin

_ pretty _ good looking _ loyal _ good body

rich dresses well doesn't smoke takes care of me

_ intelligent likes same hobbies _ has good job

_ not poor works hard loves me other _

2 Do you want a husband or wife with the same traits? __ same __ not the same

3 If not the same, which are different? _

4 Ifyou have a girlfriend/boyfriend why do you date?

I have never dated to find a friend

for fun so I don't have to be alone

for sex for relaxation
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__ hug

masturbate each other

touch each other's bodies

__ make eyes at each other

_ is already married _ has a child(ren) _ parents don't approve of

10 Ifyou decide to have sexual relations, you will... (write a ".t" if yes / "X" ifno / "?" if you are unsure)

__ ask her/him if s/he is [HIV] positive have an AIDS test first

__ ask her/him if slhe has any diseases sometimes won't mention AIDS

ask herlhim if slhe has had an AIDS test __ use birth control yourself

__ ask her/him if slhe is using birth control use a condom

sometimes won't talk about birth control __ won't ask anything

DATING AND MARRIAGE

11 Who initiates courting? _ men _ women _ both

12 Do you believe in family spirits? _ believe _ don't believe _ believe some

13 Ifyou believe, have [your] family spirits ever punished anyone for inappropriate sexual behavior?

__ punished __ haven't punished __ don't know

14 If your parents don't like your sweetheart, would you still marry him/her?

__ marry __ not marry __ don't know

15 If you have a fan, what do you call him/her?

__ real name __ nickname __ elder sibling __ younger sibling __ other _

16 What age is appropriate for marriage? __ years for a man __ years for a woman

17 At what age do you think you will marry? __ year __ won't marry __ don't know

18 If you won't marry, why ----,- _

19 Which behaviors do you think most dating couples do?

__ talk sweetly have sexual relations

hold hands __ sit closely

__ kiss softly __ rest head on one's lap

"oral sex" to woman make out

anal sex "oral sex" to man

20 Which behaviors have you engaged in with a sweetheart, or which would you if you had one?

__ talk sweetly have sex relations __ hug

hold hands __ sit closely masturbate each other

__ kiss softly __ rest head on lap touch each other

"oral sex" to woman make out __ make eyes at each other

anal sex "oral sex" to man

__ hug

masturbate each other

touch each other's bodies
__ make eyes at each other

21 Write "1" in front of the behaviors which you approve ofbefore marriage. Write "2" in front of
behaviors which you approve of for couples who have a plan to get married. Write "3" in front of
behaviors which you approve of for married couples. Write "4" in front of behaviors which you don't
approve ofat all. .

__ talk sweetly have sexual relations

hold hands __ sit closely

__ kiss softly __ rest head on one's lap

"oral sex" to woman make out

anal sex "oral sex" to man

22 You approve of having sexual relations before marriage in which situation(s)?

__ the couple is in love __ the couple has a plan to marry
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don't
approve

books
other _

__ the couple has birth control __ both parties consent
__ having sex relations with a prostitute __ both are over 20 years old

other other _

23 Do you approve of the following behaviors if the couple is doing them in public?

don't
approve approve approve

eating dinner kissing softly
going to watch a movie making out
holding hands putting hand on thigh

hugging putting hand on lap

24 Can one person have many fan at the same time? __ yes __ no

25 Do [you] approve? __ approve __ don't approve __ it depends

26 How do most women learn about sex? (check" "no more than 3 items)

father school TV/movies
mother friends __ experience

27 How do most men learn about sex? (check" "no more than 3 items)

father school TV/movies books
mother friends __ experience other _

28 How did you learn about sex? Rank the things you learned from most to least (1-3)

father school TV/movies books
mother friends __ experience other _

29 Is it acceptable to have sex with others if you already have a fan? _ acceptable _ not acceptable

Explain your reasons _

30 Is it acceptable to go to prostitutes ifyou already have a fan?

_ acceptable for men only _ acceptable for both women and men _ not acceptable for either
Explain your reasons _

BIRTH CONTROL (If you have never had sexual relations with someone of the other sex, please answer
that you have never had sex)

31 For student couples, who is usually responsible for birth control?

__ man __ woman __ depends on the case

32 In a relationship, who should be responsible for birth control?

__ man __ woman __ depends on the case

33 Who pays for birth control?

__ me __ my partner __ we don't use anything I've never had sex

34 Where do you get birth control from?

__ I bought it __ My partner bought it __ We both bought it

from a doctor __ We didn't use anything I've never had sex.

35 What will you use for birth control? (Answer even ifyou've never had sexual relations.)

condom __ Norplant herbs __ pills

__ injection I am homosexual. I don't know. withdraw
IUD __ one-hour pill abortion

__ rhythm other _
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sweetheart

__ pills

withdraw

__ pills

withdraw

herbs

I don't know.

abortion

other------------

36 Which do most student couples use? Rank those they use from most to least (number 1-3)

condom __ Norplant herbs __ pills

__ injection I am homosexual. I don't know. withdraw
IUD __ one-hour pill abortion

__ rhythm other _

37 If you have had sexual relations before, have you ever talked about birth control with your partner?

have haven't sometimes I've never had sex I am homosexual

38 Do you use birth control? __ use __ don't use __ sometimes __ I've never had sex.

39 If you have had sex without using birth control, how did you feel?

__ worried during sex worried after sex __ no feelings
__ wanted to get pregnant free other _

40 Which birth control methods have you used before?

condom __ Norplant herbs

__ injection I am homosexual. I don't know.

IUD __ one-hour pill abortion
__ rhythm other _

41 If you have had sex before, which birth control method do you like the best (choose 1 answer)

condom __ Norplant herbs __ pills

__ injection I am homosexual. I don't know. withdraw

IUD __ one-hour pill abortion

--~!?~--------------------------------------------~_?~?~!_-------------------------------------------_.
42 Which types of birth control also prevent disease?

condom __ Norplant

__ injection I am homosexual.

IUD __ one-hour pill

_rhythm

43 Who taught you about birth control?

schooVteachers friends doctor/nurse books
_ parents _ siblings _ package instructions other _

44 Have you ever talked about birth control with friends? __ have __ haven't

45 Is the topic ofbirth control embarrassing? __ yes no
46 Why? _

47 Why do you think some students don't use birth control? _

48 Which do you think of condoms as preventing more?

__ preventing pregnancy __ preventing disease __ preventing both

49 Ifyou have ever used condoms with your partner, what do you think about condoms?

bothersome reduces worries makes me feel safe

reduces sexual sensation difficult to use not natural

__ no problems using have a bad smell I've never used condoms

50 If you have gone to a prostitute(s), did you use a condom?

__ never __ sometimes __ every time __ I've never gone

51 Ifyou have had sex with someone, you used condoms

never sometimes __ every time __ I've never gone
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52 If you have used condoms, have any ever broken or tom?

have haven't I've never had sex

53 A student couple is living together, if a pregnancy occurs who takes responsibility?

__ man __ woman __ both __ depends on the case

54 If a pregnancy occurs while both are students, who is to blame?

__ man __ woman __ both __ depends on the case

55 Is abortion a sin? sin not a sin sometimes

56 Abortion should be legal. __ yes __ no __ in some cases

57 Which individuals should consider having an abortion?

students _ victims of rape _ people who are HIV+ _ the poor

the ill _ people with many children _ people who don't want the child other _

58 In a marriage, who usually decides when to have children? _ man _ woman _ depends on the case

59 Ifyou or your fan were pregnant, what would you do? _

60 Is abortion dangerous? __ dangerous __ not dangerous __ don't know

Survey # _SURVEY PART 3

SEXUAL BEHAVIORS

1 Which are acceptable behaviors only for lovers who are engaged or married?

_ make eyes make out "oral sex" when woman does it

hold hands _ hug and kiss "oral sex" when man does it

sweet talk touch breasts sexual intercourse

_ touch penis anal sex masturbate each other
other _

2 Which behaviors are acceptable only for a couple who is engaged or married?

_ make eyes make out "oral sex" when woman does it

hold hands _ hug and kiss "oral sex" when man does it

sweet talk touch breasts sexual intercourse

_ touch penis anal sex masturbate each other
other _

3 Which behaviors are abnormal or unnatural?

make out
_ hug and kiss

touch breasts

anal sex

"oral sex" when woman does it

"oral sex" when man does it

sexual intercourse

masturbate each other

other--------
4 In your class, what percent of male students do you think have done the following things? And if you

are a male, have you ever done them?

% have haven't % have haven't

_make eyes

hold hands

sweet talk

_ touch penis

kiss a girl

touch a girls' body

masturbate

give oral sex to girl

have sexual relations

go to a prostitute

kiss a boy

touch a boys' body

receive oral sex

give oral sex to a boy y

have anal sex
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5 In your class, what percent of female students do you think have done the following things? And if you
are a male. have you ever done them?

% have haven't % have haven't

kiss a boy

touch a boys' body

receive oral sex

give oral sex to a boy y

have anal sex

kiss a girl

touch a girls' body

masturbate

give oral sex to girl

have sexual relations

go to a prostitute

6 How old were you when you the first time you kissed? __ years

7 How old were you the first time you had sexual relations? __ years

8 Is "homosexuality" (desiring the same sex) acceptable for men?

_ acceptable _ not acceptable _ not sure

9 Is "homosexuality" (desiring the same sex) acceptable for women?

_ acceptable _ not acceptable _ not sure

habit
other _

__ feels good

relax

10 About how many students do you know who are gay? __ people

11 What percentage ofmale students do you think are gay? __ percent

12 About how many students do you know who are lesbian? __ people

13 What percentage of female students do you think are lesbian? __ percent

14 Are you gay orlesbian? __ am __ am not __ not sure

15 Are you u bisexual? __ am __ am not __ not sure

16 Is homosexual behavior more a result ofbiology than environment?

_ biology _ environment _ both _ not sure

17 Are people who are gay or lesbian that way from birth or not? __ yes no

18 Masturbation is something usual - yes or no?__ yes __ no __ don't know

19 Who masturbates more, men or women? __ men women same

20 Why do people masturbate?

instinct

__ learn what s/he prefers

don't know

__ standing

other-------------

__ man on top

several times/week

never

don't know

don't know

not common

__ standing

other-------------

21 You masturbate how often? __ every day

several times/month __ several times/year

22 Why do you masturbate? __ instinct __ feels good __ habit

__ to learn preferences __ relax __ other _

23 Write numbers 1-3 in front of what you think are the three most common sexual positions (1 means the
most common)

__ woman on top __ sitting

__ side by side __ rear entry

24 Which sexual positions have you tried?

__ woman on top __ sitting

__ side by side __ rear entry

25 Is oral sex to a man common? common

26 Do most men like it? like don't like
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_ grandfather

_ grandmother

__ desire for power

environmental stimuli

modem dress ofwomen

__ content ofmovies or pictures

27 Do most women like it? like don't like don't know

28 Is oral sex to a woman common? common not common don't know

29 Do most women like it? like don't like don't know

30 Do most men like it? like don't like don't know

31 Is anal sex (back door) common among homosexuals? _ common _ not common _ don't know

32 Have you ever tried it? __ have received __ have given __ never

33 Do most men orgasm during sexual relations? __ yes __ no __ don't know

34 Do most women orgasm during sexual relations? __ yes __ no __ don't know

35 What percentage of the time do you orgasm during sex? __ % __ I've never had sex.

36 How do male and female orgasms differ? _

INCEST AND RAPE

37 Have you ever heard any stories about incest? have haven't

38 Do you know some people who are the victims of incest? know don't know

39 Who should be blamed? __ perpetrator __ victim __ society __ other _

40 What is/are the cause(s) of incest?

lack of sex mental illness

__ "alcohol"/drugs __ beautiful girl/handsome boy

evil heart/mind other---------------------
41 What should a child do if s/he becomes the victim of incest? _

42 Who does incest occur most with? __ girls __ boys __ both girls and boys

43 Who is usually the perpetrator? father older brother uncle

relative mother older sister aunt

44 What is rape? _

45 Is there a lot of rape? a lot not a lot don't know

46 Is rape wrong? __ wrong __ not wrong __ sometimes

47 Have you ever been raped? __ have __ have not

48 Ifyou have, did you tell anyone? __ told __ didn't tell

Ifyou told, who did you tell? _

49 If you didn't tell anyone, why didn't you tell? _

50 Have you ever been affected violently mentally or physically? _ have have not not sure

51 If you have a chance to rape a woman without getting caught, will you? _ do _ not do _ not sure

52 Have you ever raped anyone? __ have __ have not not sure

53 What is/are the cause(s) of rape?

__ family background __ modem society

__ mentally ill men lack of sex
__ desire for power/control other _

SCENARIO At 11.30 PM, a female student from SWU is riding her motorcycle home from Sparks. Her
motorcycle develops a flat tire so she must push it from the Kalasinjunction to her dormitory. On the way,
a strange man appears and walks near her. She asks him to go away, but he doesn't. She doesn't see any
other people around. When they get to a dark area, he pulls her away, forces her to the ground and rapes
her. She is very frightened and doesn't dare scream for help because he has a knife. She is cut and bruised
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but otherwise not seriously injured physically. She leaves her motorcycle and runs home. She does not tell
the police or anyone else.

54 Do you think this scenario is possible? __ possible __ is not possible

55 Ifyou were the student, would you do the same or not? __ do the same __ not do the same

56 If you wouldn't do the same, what would you do differently? _

57 Who is to blame more, the man or the girl? __ man __ girl __ both the man and girl

58 Do you think rape is increasing or decreasing in Thailand? _ increasing _ decreasing __ same

59 Can a woman rape a man? __ can __ can't don't know

60 .Is it wrong? __ wrong __ not wrong

61 Can a man rape his wife? can can't don't know

62 Is it wrong? __ wrong __ not wrong

63 Can a man rape a man? __ can __ can't don't know

64 Is it wrong? __ wrong __ not wrong

banana

_plants

other

_plants
other__

_plants

other

made self

other

_ phiimaemaai

_ phiitaihoong

_phiipaa
_phiipop

rhino horn
other _

_ saarikaalinthong

_ fangruuprangroi

_ saarikaalinthong

_ fangruuprangroi

_ saarikaalinthong

_ fangruuprangroi

_ sueasaming

_phiimuang

_ phiitaanii

_phiika

_pladkhlik

_naangkwak

65 Which types of charms are you familiar with?

takrut love-death _ phrakhumphaen

_ holy oil bees wax luukkrok

66 Which types have you used?

takrut love-death _ phrakhumphaen _ pladkhlik

_ holy oil bees wax luukkrok _ naangkwak

67 Which types have your friends or their families used?

takrut love-death _ phrakhumphaen _ pladkhlik

_ holy oil bees wax luukkrok _ naangkwak

68 Ifyou have charms, where did you get them from?

mother friend __ grandmother aunt monk
father _ sibling _ grandfather uncle _ bought

69 Have you ever eaten a food/herb to make yourself sexier or more attractive to others?

__ have __ have not Ifyou have, what was it? _

70 Have you ever given someone a food/herb to make them feel sexier?

__ have __ have not If you have, what was it? _

71 Do you think the following ghosts are real?

_ phiipop _ phiikrasue _ phiiphrai

_ krahang _ phiipoongkhaang _ phiibaanphiiruan

_ phiipraet _ phiitaithangklo _ phiitakhien

_ phiipuutaa -phiiraiphiinaa _ phiitaothii

72 Which types of food or herbs have you eaten?

__ Spanish fly __ Korean ginseng __ snake gall

__ lion's sex organs __ bear's paw __ monkey brain

SEXUAL KNOWLEDGE

73 How may average days does a woman's period last?

a. 2 days b. 4 days c. 7 days d. 9 days 3. don't know

74 During what time is a woman most likely to get pregnant?
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b. while the penis is getting hard

d. after having sex briefly, but before ejaculation

a. during her period
b. 15 days after the first day of her period
c. 7 days after the first day of her period
d. fifteen days after the last day of her period
e. don't know

75 Birth control pills are able to prevent the spread ofdisease. a. true b. false

76 If the man withdraws his penis before he ejaculates, can the woman get pregnant?

77 Condoms are put on when?

a. before the penis is hard

c. after the penis is hard

e. don't know

a. true b. false

b. false

b. false

b. use only once

d. don't know

78 The sex ofa child is determined by the a. egg b. sperm c. fate d. don't know

79 Is it possible to get HIV through oral sex?

a. it is possible
b. it is not possible
c. it can, but only oral sex to a man
d. it can, but only oral sex to a woman
e. don't know

80 Birth control pills are taken when?

a. not less than 3 days before having sex and 3 days after
b. not less than one month before having unprotected sex
c. starting the first day of having sex
d. don't know

81 The female condom can be used...

a. 2 or 3 times until it is worn out

c. unlimited times as long as it is washed thoroughly

82 Douching prevents pregnancy. a. true b. false

83 If a man hasn't had sex by the time he is 25 years old, he might have health problems, especially about
reproduction. a. true b. false

84 A woman will be happy the first time she has sexual relations. a. true b. false

85 A person who has HIV may feel very healthy and strong. a. true b. false

86 Which part of a woman's body has the most sexual feeling?

a. reproductive organ b. breasts c. clitoris d. labia e. don't know

87 With condoms, the size is not important and anyone can wear them all. a. true b. false

88 When a man has sex using a condom, is it safe ifhe withdraws after he's ejaculated and has lost his
erection? a. safe b. not safe c. don't know

89 The lubrication in condoms is enough every time. a. true

90 A woman can get pregnant even during her period. a. true
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Purpose

APPENDIX E. SURVEY ON INFLUENCES OF MASS MEDIA
ON STUDENTS AT SWU MAHASARAKHAM1

This survey was created to examine the views ofSWU-Mahsarakham students on
various aspects ofmass media. It is one part of research on "Sexuality Among
University Students in Northeast Thailand" by Ajaan Pamela DaGrossa, a doctoral
student at the University of Hawaii.

This survey will have no consequences on you or others. Please answer as truthfully
as possible.

Write a slash in front ofthe appropriate information for you

Answer the questions by filling in all blanks and draw a slash for multiple-choice
questions where you can select more than one answer.

Sex

Year

Age

Faculty

Domicile

( ) female ( ) male

( ) first year ( ) second year

( ) 16-18 yr ( ) 19-21 yr

( ) Humanities () Education
( ) Social Science () Technology

( ) Northern Region
( ) Central Region
( ) Southern Region
( ) Northeast Region

( ) third year

( ) 22-24 yr

( ) Sciences

( ) fourth year

( ) 25 or more yr

( ) science
( ) witty

1. a. What magazines do you read regularly? _
b. What columns do you read regularly? _

2. a. What newspapers do you read regularly? _
b. What newspaper columns do you read regularly? _

3. What TV programs do you like to watch? _
4. This year, what TV dramas have you watched? _
5. a. What radio stations do you listen to? _

b. The programs you like to listen to are _

6. What type of books do you like to read?

( ) novels ( ) romance
( ) detective/spy ( ) ghost
( ) drama ( ) other

1 This is a translation ofthe survey. Formatting is retained as much as possible here. It was one double
sided page.
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7. What types of cartoon books do you like to red (give the names ofthe books)?

8. What type ofmovies do you like to watch (give the titles in the blanks)?
( ) romance ( ) comedy _
( ) nude ( ) teenage _
( )drama ( ) life stories _
( ) other

9. What singers or musical groups do you like most? _
10. What advertisements do you like most? _
11. a. What male celebrity do you like most? Why? _

b. What female celebrity do you like most? Why? _

12. What types ofpictures do you have in your room?
( ) views ( ) nudes
( ) art ( ) religious
( ) singing star ( ) other _

291
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Thank you for your cooperation.



APPENDIX F. QUESTION ON CHARACTERISTICS OF MEN AND WOMEN

Part 1, Question 46

'i:l1ItJvi11tJ~VI~~Vlli1l~nltJ~<j~l'lll,m~jj,J~~l'f'l'1~lllW'l"'1'111l-l1'1lm~~bVI~ldl-llnn~ln". U~~ ~lEi".'ll1lbVll-Il~l'll-inUb w~Vlci~mnn~lb w~".

biltJ".bnn (...J) 'l~jj~~nlM Vlli1l 'l~ill~l'1l-1bb~'bb~l'llb VlII)~VJl'l ~bbl1ln~l~n".

In general, are men or women more endowed with the following abilities and if one is more
appropriate for one sex than the other, write a check (...J) under nature or society depending on the
cause of the difference.

characteristics strongly associated with men

respondents

males

females

all

mll-lbi'h.~\.il

leadership
(N=90)

m~IifI1lNu'l~

decision-making
(N=89)

m~l-IrnUu

sense of humor
(N=87)

jjl'111l-l~mm~"mbWR

has sexual desires
(N=88)

*M = men more, W = women more, S = same; items may not add up to 100% due to rounding

characteristics somewhat associated with men

bbl'1l11~mll-lil!ln

shows feelings
(N=87)

respondents

males

females

all

characteristics somewhat associated with men

respondents

males

females

all

1V11W:jU

resourceful/
astute
N=87
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strongly neutral characteristics

respondents

males

females

all

characteristics somewhat associated with females

';h'L"l

thoughtful /
generous

N=89

respondents

males

females

all

characteristics strongly associated with females

respondents

males

females

all

respondents

males

females

all

no consensus

respondents

males

females

all
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~mlll'il':illl

keeps word
(N=89)

be patient/
endure
N=89



APPENDIX G. QUESTION ON CHOOSING MEN OR WOMEN
FOR DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS

Part 1, Question 49

If a man and a woman have equal education, skills, and experience, which would you choose in
each of the choices given below? (Write a "",, in front of? ifyou don't know.) I

occupations strongly associated with men ~(----------------------

respondents

males

females

all

M*

soldier body guard
N=85 N=86
W? W

o 0

police
N=86

? ? W ?

1

*M = would choose a man, W = would choose a woman, ? = don't know

------------------------7) associated with men ~(-------

respondents

males

females

all

village head
N=85

M* W ?

prime minister
N=87

W ?

governor
N=87

W ?

I The response choices are arranged on a continuum from those strongly associated with men to those
strongly associated with women. Those which were not associated with a particular sex overall are
positioned toward the middle of the continuum. Responses with 75% or higher are in presented in bold.
2 The Thai wording was poorly chosen. It was phuupokkhroongkhondiaw (an individual's guardian), but
probably should have been thahiian prajamtua (personal guard).
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) less associated with one sex (
member of parliament university professor parent

N=84 N=85 N=85
respondents M* ? W ? W ? W ?

3 3 7
males

females

all

) associated with women (
dentist elementary teacher store clerk
N=87 N=88 N=87

respondents M* ? W ? W ? W ?

males
21 22 30

females

all

respondents M*

males

females

all

? M ?

3 The word mtebiian (literally "house mother," homemaker, housewife) is restrictive to women. The word
phrfJobiian, the masculine equivalent, means "head of household."
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APPENDIX H. QUESTION ON INFLUENCES ON KNOWLEDGE OF SEX

Part 1, Question 50

Jt,.' .t t- " ... " ... ' ,

U,IIIl<J 'I,1J1,UJ U<J'l,VluV\il;j'VI:n'l'l<lIll<J~,ll-Ji'll1I ~~<l~~'ll.J'~'1. u~i<J~~ 'l'll'iu<J~~rnl-JlnV\~1Il ~~[J~"h~u'nn ll-J Il-J -'1.'1.'1. III M<Ju<JV\il;j:n'l'l<ll-J1nV\~II1l:1l

_rjvggj _~:,!Ul<l

_ ~:1J"~~l-J

~~im

_~u '1 _

Ofthe following, which has the most influence on your ideas and knowledge about sex? Rank
them from 1,2,3 ... (1 has the most influence).

(l)

'" ;9 - '01:: 0 s::
~ '"(l) 0 0 (l)

(l) S
§ '" ~ j ~ ~ '" .S"0 - '" '"s:: >< l::< 5'0 !J ~ I:Il u .... '" ~'5h~ ] '" (l) "8o (l) (l) (l) so'5 ~~ ....

1<1 0..'" ;9 > ~
(l)

'" >.
;.= 0 > (l)~ o:s (l) :-9 1:Il~ (l) ;9(l)

~,D n <S ~ S 0 - U (l) :E E-o .- (l) ;E S>. I:Il (l) "'_ '" ~- 0
1st males 10 6.8 9.6 7.4 6.4 7.1 3.1 6.0 4.0 2.3 1.7 --

females 18 4.3 7.3 6.1 5.3 6.3 3.5 5.0 3.6 3.1 3.6 --
both 28 5.1 8.1 6.7 5.7 6.6 3.4 5.4 3.9 2.8 2.9 --

20d males 6 7.0 9.6 7.2 7.2 5.8 3.2 6.8 3.7 2.7 2.7 --
females 8 5.5 8.8 7.8 8.0 6.8 2.7 5.8 4.0 2.7 2.1 --

both 14 6.4 9.2 7.4 7.6 6.2 2.9 6.3 3.8 2.7 2.4 --
3rd males 5 7.6 9.8 8.2 6.0 6.6 2.6 7.0 6.0 3.4 1.4 --

females 13 4.7 7.6 7.2 6.4 5.8 2.8 5.0 3.8 2.6 2.7 --
both 18 5.5 8.3 7.6 6.1 6.1 2.7 5.7 4.5 2.9 2.3 --

410 males 13 7.0 7.0 7.6 6.7 5.1 2.8 5.3 3.8 2.4 1.8 --
females 17 3.2 7.5 8.2 8.3 6.7 4.4 4.7 5.3 2.2 3.5 --

both 30 5.1 7.2 7.9 7.4 5.8 3.5 5.1 4.5 2.2 3.5 --
Note: Mean rankIng is Indicated. The most Influential (~4) are in bold. The least influential (~7)
are underlined.
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APPENDIX I. QUESTION ON ATTITUDE TOWARD MENSTRUATION

Part 1, Question 78

1~li~I1l'Jml1Jl!J

bi·h.\~~.niil'1"'j'j~

Menstruation is a thing that is

1~LLl1ln~l~'ln~LP;]mij".

LLlil1l~mllJLij"'~\-ItV~

jjiiihm

1~iii

lim.hn

'iJ'j'jIJ1fl~

~W1----

good

normal

necessary

inconvenient

wonderful

pure

no different than before

shows femininity

has influence

not good

dirty

natural

other

n

NOTE: Responses with 50% or more are shown in bold.
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APPENDIX J. QUESTION ON DESIRED QUALITIES IN A
GIRLFRIENDIBOYFRIEND

Part 2, Question 1.

'l'l~ d'lui'lu~ l'f~nl'fU1U
- ~ 1~~lJua~l'lu~lJl- U':i~\II~

l'f,u V1~l(Jll(j) ia~lIJii l'l':il~mU~~ l'li'l,llJ'i'ui:!I1lUau

':i1U b~~~mu~ 1~~u1.l""~ bm'l'l'l~~ml:u l'l~ll!ul#i~~m!'iu

Ilml1l uaU~lUa~~':im""l:Jau!'iu l'l~lU~~ i1ib~U~~

1~'1u Vh~lu""iln 'i'ntil1b':il ~u 'l

Arrange in order the characteristics that are important to females and males (number 1 is most
important).

doesn't drink

_ responsible

_ same nationality

_ good reputation

kind
_pretty

rich

_ intelligent

_ not poor

_ good person fun

_ good looking _ loyal

dresses well doesn't smoke

likes the same hobbies

works hard loves me

_virgin

_ has a good body

takes care of me

_ has good job
other _

intelligent
fun
good body
doesn't drink
doesn't smoke
good job
good looking
good dresser
virgin
rich
same hobbies
not poor
hard working
same nationality
good reputation
pretty

doesn't smoke
same hobbies
good job
rich
hard working
same nationality
not poor
good reputation

takes care of me / kind (tied)

loves me
good body
virgin
intelligent
pretty
good looking
good dresser / doesn't drink (tied)

These are the results arranged in average order of importance for male and female respondents.

important to males important to females
good person 1. good person
responsible 2. responsible
loyal/fun (tied) 3. loyal

4. takes care ofme
5. loves me / kind
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
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APPENDIX K. QUESTION ON APPROVED SEXUAL BEHAVIORS

Part 2, Question 21

Write "1" in front of the behaviors which you approve ofbefore marriage. Write "2" in front of
behaviors which you approve of for couples who have a plan to get married. Write "3" in front of
behaviors which you approve of for married couples. Write "4" in front ofbehaviors which you
don't approve of at all.

behavior

~lllllWll"'l~n"

make eyes

~Un"m';llll1ln1~

sweet talk

sit close

~lJlj1lt\mL~"

hold hands

hug

~lJn"blJl'1

kiss softly

~lJ1l~l~~lIlml-l

make out

"""~l1"~nn"

rest head on lap

touch each other

th'i!'lmll-l'l~~'l~n"

masturbate each other

jjLwl'i~l-IVl"~n"

have sex relations

~l1l1l~i'lb"lfn~'l~~lU~ti)~

cunnilingus

~l1l1l~i'lb"lfn.(l~~lUtllU

fellatio

anal sex

sex of
respondents

males

1

1.1
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APPENDIX L. QUESTION ON APPROVAL OF PREMARITAL SEX

Part 2, Question 22

You approve ofhaving sexual relations before marriage in which situation(s)?

male respondents females respondents

(n=34) % (n=56) %

the couple is in love 13 38% 10 18%

the couple has birth control 21 62% 19 34%

having sex relations with a prostitute 3 9% 8 14%

the couple has a plan to marry 21 62% 26 46%

both parties consent 26 76% 24 43%

both are older than 20 years 12 35% 13 23%

other * 3 9% 11 20%

*Other responses included variations on "don't approve" (2 males, 11 females) and "ifparents
support it" (1 male, 0 females).
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APPENDIX M. QUESTIONS ABOUT ABORTION

Part 2, Question 55.
nwvhbb~~U1U1",j.J UlU

Is abortion a sin?

sm

1~UlU

sin

not a sin

not a sin

sometimes

sometimes

males (N=34)

females (N=52)

all (N=86)

n 24 4 6

Part 2, Question 56.
... ...

n1'j'vh~~'V1~Ul'Id~'1~\)nVm~nl,J"'j.JltJ

Abortion should be legal. _ yes _no

es no

'l1-lUl~n~tii

in some cases

in some cases

males (N=34)

females (N=53)

all (N=87)

n 7 8 19

Part 2, Question 57.
1.Jl'Il'I'll1ll'ld~~nW'll~tlll'l ~vm~':;~1~

Which individuals should consider an abortion?

iim'ltJI.\

_~JdtJ

_~~ntJ~iJu

l'I1.\~jj~nj.Jln

males
N=33

_ ~~jj~iil HIV+

_ ~~1~~il~m~jj~n

females
N=55

l'I1.\'11.\

~1.\ '1----

all
N=88

students

sick people

people who were raped

people with many children

people who are HIV+

people who don't want
children

poor people

others

n 7 9 16

*child has various diseases; **prostitutes; depends on the situation
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APPENDIX N. QUESTIONS ON ATTITUDES TOWARD SEXUAL BEHAVIORS

Part 3, Question 1
~1~'"bGi~Gi<J~~1-l ll<JU'l'l<Jn1-l (inn1-l) 'l'lq~n'm.Jbbuu'l.~~'l'l1mUl'Vmb~1b{j".v1tml.Jiu

bOl1-l~bOlUI11l

~ujj"i\mbuu

_ ~l1Ib~U1'l'll'li'lnU

~Uml1ltlll1l

_ ~UbbUU~I1I~l.J

n"l1I~un1-l

~UUl.J

~'l.Jb'l'l11l''VI1~'VI11,~i1n

_ ""'1m"Iln~~~lU [sic] ~t1!~b ilul1Iwvn

""'1m"Iln~~~lUtllm ilul1Iuvn

~'l.J\.hmtii

"llb~~I1I'll.J'lI1l~~'UI1IUbm

~1-l'l

Ifthere are two unmarried people who like each other (love each other), which of their behaviors
do you approve of?

n

make eyes 25

hold hands 28

sweet talk 8

touch penis 3

kiss intensely 6

hug & kiss 9

touch breasts 4

anal sex 1

oral sex by female 2

oral sex by male 4

sexual intercourse 3

masturbate self 6

other 1*

*go about together
** go to the movies, drink, talk politely, study together, kiss cheek, I've never loved anyone
NOTE: Bold type highlights those behaviors approved of by over 50% ofrespondants.
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Part 3, Question 2

'~U~'~UII11

'uil!lt\.m~u

_ ~1II'~U1'1'ml~nU

'U!l~~1l1111

_ -:JUbbUU~III~lJ

n!llll-:Junu

'UUlJ

~'lJbWI'iI'l1~'VI11~1.1iin

_ !l!l,mlln~~~ltJ [sic] 1.1tD~,\lU~U~l

!l!l'~b lln~~~ltJ1l1tJb \lU~U~l

~'lJt.I~~b1lil

,h~"ImllJ'l~~~,tJlllubm

Which are acceptable behaviors only for lovers who are engaged or married?

males (N= 34) females (N= 56) both (N= 90)

n

make eyes 11

hold hands 22

sweet talk 12

touch penis 17

kiss intensely 23
hug & kiss 27

touch breasts 18
anal sex 9

oral sex by female 20

oral sex by male 20

sexual intercourse 28
masturbate self 13

other 0

*don'tknow
NOTE: Bold type highlights those behaviors approved of by over 50% ofrespondants.
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Part 3, Question 3

bm.\~bil1.l1ll1

'-I1.JJJilfliJbbU1.l

_ ':illlb~m\'n'lliiln1.l

'-I1.Jm~tlllll

_~1.Jbb1.J1.J~III~lJ

nillll~1.Jn1.l

_ ililllm"lln~~~lU [sic] \IItY~bil1.l~1.l'l'il

ililllilb"lln~~~lUtllmil1.l~1.l'l'il

~1lJtl'jmtii

#llb"l'lmllJ'l~~~1UIII1.lbil~

Which behaviors are abnormal or unnatural?

n

make eyes 0

hold hands 0

sweet talk 0

touch penis 4

kiss intensely 0

hug & kiss 0

touch breasts 0

anal sex 29

oral sex by female 8

oral sex by male 8

sexual intercourse 0

masturbate self 1

other 0

*sadism
NOTE: Bold type highlights those behaviors considered abnormal or unnatural by 50% or more
respondants.
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APPENDIX O. QUESTIONS ON MASTURBATION

Part 3, Question 18
m'.:llL~'ll'l'1l-J'tl'l~;'[JIii'L1l~Li'lm~1l~UnM'ttl",'l1l1~ 'ttl 1~'ttl 1~'mlu

Masturbation ("satisfying desires oneself') is something usual- yes or no?

males
N=33

females
N=54

both
N=87

yes

no

don't know

Part 3, Question 20
\111l-JI'IUii~~lL~'ll'l'll-J'tl'l~;'[JIii'L1l ~

31 30 61

_~ll!tlllilll!llU

L~1lL~[Jwi~~~WdmUltl"U

_iiln~

t.I"l1Ibt.l~il~1ll'lJnl

ii~[J

~1-1 '1-----

Why do people masturbate?

males
n=36

females
n=52

both
n=88

instinct

in order to know the
things s/he likes

feels good

relieve stress

habit

other

n 8 17
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Part 3, Question 21.
~tII.'h~'l~dll,J'l~~~dtJlibbiJ~~iJmb~1V11-l

_'I')n 'l'l1.l

V1l11tJ 'l R~~/tl

You masturbate how often?

V1111tJ 'l ~~~/;)Jt.lI1llVi

1~bRtJ

every day

several times/week

several times/month

several times/year

never

males
n=34

6

females
n=51

o
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APPENDIX P. CORRECT RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ON SEXUAL
KNOWLEDGE

Part 3, Questions 73-90
(Note: Groups which had a 50% or higher correct response rate are in bold.)

Question N n correct

73. How may average days does a woman's period last? males 34 8
a. 2 days b. 4 days c. 7 days d. 9 days e. don't know females 56 31

both 90 39

74. During what time is a woman most likely to get pregnant? males 34 4
a. during her period
b. 15 days after the first day of her period females 53 16
c. 7 days after the first day ofher period
d. 15 days after the last day of her period both 87 20
e. don't know

75. Birth control pills are able to prevent the spread ofdisease. males 34 30
a. true b. false females 55 50

both 89 80

76. If the man withdraws his penis before he ejaculates, can males 33 8
the woman get pregnant? females 54 10
a. yes b. no

both 87 18

77. Condoms are put on when? males 34 12
a. before the penis is erect
b. while the penis is getting erect females 56 13
c. after the penis is erect
d. after sex has started but before ejaculation both 90 25
e. don't know

78. The sex of a child is determined by the males 31 14
a. egg b. sperm c. fate d. don't know females 53 29

both 84 43

79. Is it possible to get HIV through oral sex? males 33 21
a. it is possible
b. it is not possible females 55 25
c. yes, but only giving it to a man
d. yes, but only giving it to a woman both 88 46
e. don't know

80. Birth control pills are taken when? males 33 4
a. at least 3 days before having sex and 3 days after
b. at least 1 month before having unprotected sex females 54 6
c. begin to take them the first day of having sex

both 87 10d. don't know

81. The female condom can be used... males 34 21
a. 2 or 3 times until it tears
b. only once females 55 18
c. as long as it is washed

both 89 39d. don't know
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82. Douching prevents pregnancy. males 34 21
a. true b. false

females 50 39

both 84 60

83. If a man hasn't had sex by the time he's 25 years old, he males 34 31
might have health problems, especially about females 53 44
reproduction. a. true b. false

both 87 75

84. A woman will be happy the first time she has sexual males 34 15 T
relations. 19 F
a. true b. false females 49 15 T

34F

both 83 30T
53 F

85. A person who has HIV may feel very healthy and strong. males 33 20
a. true b. false females 53 23

both 86 43

86. Which part of a woman's body has the most sexual males 34 28
feeling? females 45 23
a. sex organ b. breasts c. clitoris d. labia e. don't know

both 90 51

87. With condoms, the size is not important and anyone can males 34 22
wear them all. females 54 30
a. true b. false

both 88 52

88. When a man has sex using a condom, is it safe ifhe males 34 16
withdraws after he's ejaculated and has lost his erection? females 56 9
a. safe b. not safe c. don't know

both 89 25

89. The lubrication in condoms is enough every time. males 33 12
a. true b. false females 49 34

both 82 46

90. A woman can get pregnant even during her period. males 33 7
a. true b. false females 55 to

both 88 17
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APPENDIX Q. PEOPLE DIAGNOSED AT THE MAHASARAKHAM PUBLIC
HEALTH OFFICE WITH SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES BY

OCCUPATIONAL GROUP

fanner

prostitute

laborer

business/merchant

student

civil servant

housewife

soldier/police

other

TOTAL by sex

(NOTE: This infonnation was obtained from the Mahasarakham Public Health office.)
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GLOSSARY OF THAI WORDS

Transcribed word

aajaan or Ajaan

amnaad

amphm

amphm mttang

ani/ban

awmay

Baan Mao

Baan Sita

baap

baay sri suu khwcm

bay

bay-kee

boorisut

bun

Bun Bang Fay

Bun BfikFaa

bun khun

BunPhaweet

bfta ngay

chaat saasanaa phra

mahaakasat

chakwaaw

chan

chuu saaw

Daawwading

damnmn nay chiiwit

decha

deet

dichan

dii

dip

eentii

eewsaaw

Fang Thong

farang

Thai

ill~l'ltJ

U1U

ultJm~u'll!!

'lu

'lumu

1.Jrn,:r~lw

1.Jrnbum;Jl

1.J1!!~tbWlr;]

b~iJl~

bbiJ1-I~
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English meaning

teacher (with a degree), master; when used as a

title, it is commonly written in English as Ajaan

power, might

district

municipal district

kindergarten

(Do you) want some?

pottery village in Mahasarakham

mat village in Mahasarakham

demerit, sin

calling back the spirit (ceremony)

bisexual

gay who can take either the king or queen role

virginal, pure

merit

rocket festival (held in NE Thailand)

Merit-making for opening the skies (festival)

obligation (to parents)

Northeast festival honoring Vessantara

easily bored

Nation, Religion, and Monarchy

"fly a kite"; masturbate (male)

I, me (to inferior or intimate); to eat (for monks)

lover (of a married woman)

one of the heavens

to proceed in life

power, might, authority (divine)

date (from the English word)

I, me (female to equal or superior)

femme lesbian; from "lady"

raw, uncooked

against; "anti"

to court girls (as a group)

the red light district in Mahasarakham town

westerner



feen

hua booraan

huamttang

Isan (iisaan)

jaykheng

jayoon

jdw

jdwchuu

jiip

juup beep duuddintm

kaalcitheesa

kam

kdaslnsoot

Kalakeet

Kamphrcia phlinooy

kan

kathrey (also krathrey)

kee

keeree

kep dookmciay

kee

kengreeng

kha

khda nciam nom

khda slnsoot

Khiiay Huaro

Khdw Phansaa

kheen

kheng

Khon Kaen (khiJon keen)

khon thay

khOoy

khrcip

khruu

khun

khwaam jarren

.
b~l

nmn~

nml~ (also m~LVl~)

.
Ull~

311

spouse, boyfriend or girlfriend, fan

old-fashioned, old-style thinking

local lord (in old Isan)

another name for the northeast region of

Thailand

hard-hearted, unyielding

yielding, weak, easily influenced; lit. soft

hearted

lord (in Thai and Lao); also you/yours in Lao

womanizer

to flirt

kiss deeply

place and time

deeds, sin, misfortune, karma

brideprice (paid by groom to bride's parents)

name ofa Prince in a Lao folktale

The Orphan and the Little Ghost, a Lao folktale

I, me (male intimate, otherwise derogatory)

male who identifies as a female and desires men

gay (Le., man who desires men)

roguish, wayward, delinquent

masturbate (female); lit. "to gather flowers"

you, (male to intimate male, female to intimate

female); s/he, they (about inferiors or intimates)

physical strength

polite feminine particle ending

brideprice, lit. "price of mother's milk"

brideprice (in Isan)

Selling Laughs, a comic book

Start ofBuddhist Lent

Isan wind instrument, made of several bamboo

pipes

hard, firm, stiff

a province near Mahasarakham

Thai people

(Lao) lime/mine; servant

polite male particle ending

teacher

you (to equals or superiors); also a polite title

growth, progress



khwaam toong kaan thaang

pheet

khw{m

khwiinoon

kin

kingamphG!

kluay Mom

klUay naam waa

kumaan thoong

Kunsatrii

laam6k

ldap dip

len phftan

letbian

longrak

ltiH
Luuk Iisiian

mahiiasiiarakhaam

matmii

matthayom toon plaay

matthayom toon ton

mte

mteMan

mtechii

mtekhaa

mte khongkhaa

mte naam chii

mte (naam) khoong

mte (phra) thoranii

mia

mia lUang

mia niJoy

Mia ting phriJ jon

miifeen riHt yang

mii pheetsiimphan

moolam

moo lam sing

muu Man

mffang

111\J~\J

lJ\.Ili.'Sl~"lllJ

iJl1I\.Iri

~~lJ

~~lJ\Jl"

~~lJ"ll

~~lJ"l~"ll

~~~,tlll

~~~,tl1~~
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sexual desires

vital essence, protective spirit

lit. soft-souled; easily frightened

to eat (informal)

subdistrict

variety of banana

variety of banana

a personal ghost; lit. "golden boy"

lady (a girl/woman ofgood birth)

lewd, obscene, pornographic

raw, minced meat mixed with spices

euphemism for female-female sex play

lesbian, from English

to be passionately in love, crazy over (someone)

you (Chinese, intimate man)

Child of the Northeast, a novel

Mahasarakham

ikat weaving

senior high school (3 years)

junior high school (3 years)

mother

lit. "house mother," housewife, homemaker

Buddhist nun

shopkeeper (female)

goddess ofwater

Chi River

Mekong River

Earth goddess/spirit

wife in Isan; wife, colloquial, in Central Thai

major wife

minor wife

"My wife ran away because I'm poor."

Do you have afeen (significant other) yet?

have sexual relationslhave a sexual relationship

expert Isan singer; Isan folk music

style of Isan folk music sung by one singer

village

municipality; city
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naa

miarak

nakleeng

nangb60

natph6p

nipphaan

nuatpaak

nuu

noong

otthon

iJokphansaa

pda

paap

pay thfaw phUuying

pay thfaw soopheenii

penfeen kan

pen phfi noong kan

phiia khit

phiiak tawaniJok chiang

nua

phiiasfn

Phadaeng Nang Ai

phanrayaa

phcitthanaakaan

pheet

pheetchaay

pheetsamphan

pheetying / pheetying

phfi

phii Man

phiijdwthfi

phfi liang

phii rttan

phitphii

phitpraweenii

phit thammachiiat

phOm

.",

"'i>lthn

\.hu

mother's younger sibling

lovely, adorable

rogue, rascal

movie with nudity (usually sex); blue movie

schedule a meeting

Nirvana

lip cream

mouse; I; s/he (used by or about female inferiors or

small children); "little one"

younger sibling

have patience, endure

end of the Buddhist lent

parent's elder sister

sin, demerit

lit. go travel about for women; euphemism for

going to a prostitute

go to a prostitute

to be sweethearts/lovers

to be siblings

a kind of supplementary weaving technique

the northeast (administrative) region

woman's sarong-like skirt

Isan folktale recited during the Rocket

(rainmaking) Festival

wife

progress, development

sex; kind; gender (in grammar)

male (person)

sexual relationship/ sexual relations

female (person) Thaillsan

older sibling

household spirits

village spirits

trainer (in beauty contest)

household spirits

offend the spirits

(commit) adultery

unnatural, against nature

I (masculine, polite)
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ruampheet '1l-J L'WP'i

ruam pheet thaang ~1l-Jb'WP'i'VI1~'VI11'V1iin

thawaannak

saalikaa <ll~m

saamii <lljj

sadeengook bL<lI1l~iJiJn

sakdinaa ;ln~1.l1

saksit ;In#i~'VI~

samaymay <liiu'lVll-J

sanee b<l";';

phOo

phOo Man

Phraln

phra thudong

phiia

phUuchaay tMe

phUu-m~e

phUu yay Man

phUuy'ingja dii phriJ mii

phiia

phUuy'ing prapheetsiJong

phUuy'ing dian

phUuying si dii y@on mii

phiia

phuuy'ing tMe

phftan chaay

phftan kin

phftan sanit

phftan taay

phftantMe

phftany'ing

Phyaa Theen

plaadeek

prathOm

rak diaw jay diaw

ray

riapriJoy

~V1~~\.J<;~bll'VI<lm;

~~iY~~1"

~~~~~~iJ1.ljj~h

<lii'VI

L~iJ1.lIl1lU

L~iJ1.lLL";
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father

lit. "house father," head of household

Lord Indra (central Thai)

wandering, ascetic monks

husband (Isan); husband, colloquial (Central Thai)

real man

traditional Lao term for a transgendered person;

male-female

village head

"A woman is worthy only when she has a

husband." (Thai proverb)

"second kind ofwoman"; refers to kQthG!y

a promiscuous woman

"A woman is worthy only when she has a

husband." (Isan proverb)

real woman

lit. "boy friend"; may be understood boyfriend

casual friends

close friend

friend to the death

true friend

lit. "girl friend"; may be understood girlfriend

Isan name for Lord Indra

preserved, fermented fish (an Isan staple food)

primary school

love one, one heart; monogamy

land unit; equal to .4 acre

together, in order (suggests politeness and

appropriateness)

lit. to mix sexes; to have sex

to have anal sex

charms made ofrolled gold or silver

husband

lit. to show outward; to reveal oneselfpublicly as

kee or lesbian

lit. (rice) field rank

sacred; (amoral) magical or holy power

present, modem(ity)

potions, charms



sangha ()

sanilk

Satriisiian

SOWlEY

sek

sUnakharinwiroot

sUn hda

sombuun

somsoon

Songkraan

soopheenii

soong

soongteew

siiay

silk

takroow

tambon

tek

thaan

thamthteng phita khray

than samiiy

thteng

thfow

thfow phUuying

thlE

thoom

tuamia

tuaphuu

ua

waay

waaykhruu

yaay

yet

yitu duay kan

yitu kin kan

(l-J"ni'Vlm~u) ffl1-l1'l~1-I'V1'li1:~'lJ

Ml'l{;l

'1'111-1

'Vl'1ll-J

'1I~I1I,un1-l

'1I~n1-l1'l1-l
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assembly of monks

fun

a popular women's magazine (ladies' journal)

to eat (royal)

sex (from English)

Srinakharinwirot (University)

five Buddhist precepts

fully supplied, replete, complete; healthy, perfect;

abundant, rich, fertile

promiscuous (man or woman)

Thai New Year

prostitute (normally of the "direct" type)

slang for brothel

a pickup truck taxi which has two rows of seats in

the bed

pretty, beautiful

ripe, cooked, mature

Thai sport played with a woven wicker ball

subdistrict

discoteque

to eat (polite)

Abort for who?

up-to-date, modem

to abort, miscarry

to go about, to wander around, trip

slang for visiting prostitutes

you; s/he (woman to woman, man to wife, to small

children)

masculine woman; lesbian who adopts masculine

roles (from "tomboy")

female (nonhuman)

male (nonhuman)

I (Chinese, Thai speaking to intimate)

salute with hands together, raised towards face

pay respect to one's teacher(s)

maternal grandmother

to copulate (obscene); "to fuck"

living together

living like married; married
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